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INTRODUCTION
The G200 Youth Forum (Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, 6-10 April 2016) was one of the largest
international events organized for young leaders from around 200 countries in 2016, and over 200 young
leaders, students and academics, representatives of the business world and governments were participating in
it.
This was the 11th year of the Forum. Previous events were held in:
2006 – G8 Youth Summit – Russia (Saint-Petersburg);
2007 – G8 Youth Summit – Germany (Berlin);
2008 – G8 Youth Summit – Japan (Tokyo);
2009 – G8 Youth Summit – Italy (Milano);
2010 – G20 Youth Summit – Canada (Vancouver);
2011 – G20 Youth Summit – France (Paris);
2012 – G20 Youth Summit – USA (Washington D.C.);
2013 – G20 Youth Forum – Russia (Saint-Petersburg):
2014 – G20 Youth Forum – Germany (Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Bavaria);
2015 – G200 Youth Forum – Germany (Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Bavaria); and
2016 – G200 Youth Forum – Germany (Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Bavaria).
The G200 Youth Forum 2016 had 3 main events which run in tandem with each other:
G200 Youth Summit – Communiqué
Conference – Publication of academic articles in the Conference Proceedings
International Young Parliamentarians’ Debate – Joint Statement
Conference 2016 was an international Conference for representatives from the best Universities in the world
who were experts in international relations, law, economics, finance, technology, medicine, education and
humanities. During the Conference around 300 participants discussed global problems which were on the
agenda of the academic communities of different countries in the format of 8 round tables working in parallel.
1. Economics and Finance
2. Law and Human Rights
3. World Politics and International relations
4. Social Affairs and Medicine
5. Ecology, Environment, and Energy
6. Design, Technology, and Innovations
7. Education and Youth
8. Humanities: History, Philosophy, Linguistics, Arts and Journalism
In total: more than 4700 attendants in 11 years from around 200 countries.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATION AT THE FORUM
1%

Austria, Belgium, UK, Bulgaria, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, France,
Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, USA, Colombia

12%
26%

Australia, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Pakistan, Republic of Korea,
Singapore, Taiwan, Nepal, New Zealand

11%

Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Belarus
Ghana, Cameroon, Nigeria, Kenya, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Tanzania

28%

22%
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Qatar

The participants of the Conference were representing about 40 best Universities of their countries:
Al Yamamah University
Bifrost University
Centennial College
Deakin University
Erasmus University Rotterdam
European University of Barcelona
European University, International Business School
Gadjah Mada University
Gambia Technical and Training Institute
Griffith University
HEC Montreal
Higher School of Economics
Hokkaido University
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Instituto Universitário de Lisboa
ITMO University
Keele University
Korea University
Michigan State University
Nankai University
North-Eastern Federal University
Osaka University

Peking University
Punjab Technical University
Tamkang University
Tianjin University of Finance and Economics
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Tokyo University of Foreign Studeies
The Ohio State University
Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana
Universitas Airlangga
Université de Lausanne
Universiteit Leiden
University of Aberdeen
University of Central Lancashire
University of East Anglia
University of Granada
University of Hertfordshire
University of Melbourne
University of Pécs
University of Pretoria
University of Queensland
University of St. Andrews
University of Winchester
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The Role of Innovation for Entrepreneurial Start-up and Firm Growth
Xiangyi Feng
Glenmere Technology Ltd, United Kingdom
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
With the development of the economy and under the
help of internet, entrepreneurs seek to start up their own
business. What is more, the society has also provided
assistant to the entrepreneurs. So it is easier to start
up nowadays. However, if a person wishes to achieve
success, he should also own some characteristics that
are beneficial to start-up. In such condition, this report
aims at discussing the innovation for start-up and firm
growth. Innovation will influence the identification
of entrepreneurial opportunities, start up and firm
growth. According to the statement, this report also
put forward some suggestions that are beneficial to
the development of companies.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the economy, people
have higher pursuit of the wealth and personal value.
What is more, under the help of the network, people
can receive the information from everywhere, so
if someone decides to undertake business, it will
become easier to them. However, entrepreneurship
seeks to create something new, such as new
markets, new production processes, and new ways
of organizing existing technologies. What is more,
it also emerges out of the intersection of inspiration
and activation and is influenced by many factors.
So it is crucial to pay attention to the influence of
innovation on entrepreneurship. First, the report
will briefly introduce the definition of innovation
and entrepreneurial start-up (Robert & Baron 2013).
Meanwhile, it will also summarize the factors that
are affecting innovation and entrepreneurial start-up.
Secondly, while innovation will affect entrepreneur,
it will have different impacts at different stages.
At the early stage of entrepreneurship, in order to
start a business, the people should also identify
entrepreneurial opportunities and innovation and
creativity influence identifying entrepreneurial
opportunities (Zahra & Covin 2013). Then the
report will demonstrate the influence of innovation
on entrepreneurial opportunities, entrepreneurship
start-up, and firm growth. What is more, it will
put forward some recommendations to promote
innovation and it consists of four aspects. On one
side, it promotes innovation through encouraging
and enhancing creativity. On the other side,
8

cultivating the consciousness of innovation and
emphasizing entrepreneurship education are also
important. Meanwhile, it can improve entrepreneurial
management mechanism. Last but not the least;
the company can establish supporting system of
innovation and entrepreneurship. At last, it will have
a conclusion about the whole report.
2. METHOD
In order to analyse the relationship between innovations
an entrepreneurship, the report analyses the relation
between them through case study. Through analysis
of 21 entrepreneurs and some famous companies, it
is better to have a good command of the relationship
between innovation and entrepreneurship.
3. ANALYSIS OF THE LITERATURE
3.1 Innovations and Entrepreneurial Start-up
Innovation is that involving the conversion of
new knowledge into a new thing, service and the
putting this new thing, service into actual use. From
reviewing the literature, it discovers that many
scholars have studied the influencing factors of
innovation (Arthur, Bell & Edwards 2013). Scott and
Bruce consider that the leaders, team, and individual
characteristics affect innovation. What is more, Wolfe
put forward four factors that influencing individual
innovation, these factors are organizational structure,
innovation environment, culture environment, and
individual characteristics. Ong Wan (Baron 2014) in
Singapore also infers that the lever of employees in
organization, internal reaction and communication
between departments, leadership, supporting coming
from leaders and the challenges of the job impact on
innovation. Besides, other scholars have also made
researches on innovation. According to the above
statement, it can indicate that there are lots of factors
that influencing innovation, so if a person decides
to start a business, he should take many factors into
account.
As a field of business, entrepreneurship seeks to
recognize how specific individuals find chances
by using various means to create new markets,
new production processes, new ways of organizing
technologies and producing a wide range of effects
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(Tomasz Krzys & Michael 2012). With the rapid
development of the economy, more and more experts
pay attention to start-up, and there is a tendency that
the students who graduate from schools will become
the main force of entrepreneurship. There are many
factors influencing entrepreneurship; the factors
include environment, technology and skills and so on.
3.2 The Influence of Innovation on
Entrepreneurship at Different Stages
Identifying entrepreneurial opportunities is the
start of entrepreneurship and determines whether
entrepreneurship is successful or not. To the
entrepreneurs, they should own the ability to identify
the entrepreneurial opportunities which are mostly
affected by individual characteristics (Savvas,
Feng, Henry & Michael 2013). According to the
investigation of 21 entrepreneurs, it has discovered
that most of the entrepreneurs have the belief to pursue
progress, innovation and wealth and strong insight to
grasp the information of the market. Shane indicates
that entrepreneurs could innovate new products or
service, new processes, new market and new material
by taking advantage of technology, politics and the
change of market demand (Lowell & Busenitz 2013).
When a person decides to identify entrepreneurial
opportunities, first he should hunt for opportunities
according to the targeted search of the whole economic
system. Secondly, through the judgment of market and
analysis of the innovation, he identifies entrepreneurial
opportunities. Last but not the least, after identifying
entrepreneurial opportunities, it is critical to evaluate
the opportunities. It should evaluate every indicator of
entrepreneurial opportunities, such as the evaluation
of finance and the structure of the team. Through
the evaluation of entrepreneurial opportunities, the
entrepreneurs can determine whether to start up.
As one kind of innovations, technology innovation
has made a great contribution to the entrepreneurship.
From the surveys of 21 entrepreneurs, it discovers
that 23% of the entrepreneur’s start up their business
through technology innovation. They turn the
difficult information and knowledge into simple and
understandable one by taking advantage of computers
and Internet. Thus, everyone can be aware of the
changes quickly and realize the benefits of network.
Through Internet, they can integrate the resources
what they need. What is more, through network, it is
more convenient to start up.
The cores of entrepreneurship are integration of
resources and teams and the creativity and innovation
of entrepreneurs, and entrepreneurial teams determine

if they will achieve the resources. Timmons suggests
that the entrepreneurship is a dynamical process, and
it should match entrepreneurial opportunities with an
entrepreneurial team and entrepreneurial resources.
Salman considers that there are four key factors that
are affecting entrepreneurship. If a company can focus
on innovation at the stage of start-up, the company
can achieve success (Christian, Pierre & Andre 2014).
For example, at an early stage, Ma due combines B2B
with Internet and establishes Alabama quickly. Up to
now, Alabama has achieved great success. In addition,
there are many other have achieved success through
innovation, such as Microsoft. After identifying
entrepreneurial opportunities, Bill Gates establishes
Microsoft under the help with Internet (Natasha &
Colm 2011).
Innovation has a close relation with firm growth. The
firm growth is a cycle process conforming to the life
cycle theory. The firms would go through the period
of start-up, growth, maturity and decline. At the early
stage of entrepreneurship, innovation is the theme
of the companies. In growth period, system design,
industry selection, and industry diversification are
the key points of firm growth. What is more, they
mostly include structure innovation and technology
innovation (Shane & Venkataraman 2013). After the
forehead innovation and accumulation, the companies
enter the peak state and achieve competitive
advantages on production technology, quality and
sales channels to resist market risk. Innovation will
impact on many aspects of companies in the period
of growth.
Innovation can change the pattern of world business.
Some emerging businesses take advantage of
innovation and rapidly become the leader who
can formulate the rules of the game in the industry
(Zahra & Dess 2012). For instance, Bill Gates and
his company have won the dominance of computer
software industry by developing microcomputer
and computer operating system which have changed
people’s lifestyle and style of work and were popular
to the consumers. Besides, innovation would also
lead to the change of operation mode of the company.
In order to create more profits, some established
companies enhance their abilities of innovation.
Wanxiang Company is built in 1969 and has survived
for 40 years in the heated competition, because
Wanxiang Company insists on its way of innovation
and put the improvement of self-innovation in the
first place, so it has fulfilled steady economic growth
for 40 years (Leonidas, Zampetakis & Vekini 2011).
Since Lafley acts as CEO of Procter & Gamble, he put
forward putting innovation into all activities of P&G,
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and set an example to others, which has saved P&G in time, the companies should also encourage doubts
the decline and creating huge profits.
and imaginations to the problem of the employees
to improve the innovation of the employees. From
What is more, innovation can help companies enter the above statement of examples, the successful
the market faster and deeper. For example, Nokia entrepreneurs achieve their success through finding
adds some functions according to the unique needs of creativity. Ma due establishes Alibaba through
rural consumers as a result of increasing two million identifying the entrepreneurial opportunities of
customers in India. Besides, with the aid of innovative Internet as well as Microsoft has created huge profits
business model, Dell has made a huge success by direct by innovation and creativity.
sales and order production. Innovation can not only
fulfill sustainable growth, but also act as the catalyst First, the society should build up environment and
of organizational strategy, culture and leadership. If a atmosphere which support encouragement, innovation,
company wishes to become bigger and stronger to get risk-taking and tolerance of failure. Innovation
long-term development, it should build up innovation atmosphere is critical to the entrepreneurship. If the
environment and culture. P &G has carried out environment is stable and favourable, identifying
innovation culture under the leadership of Lafley and entrepreneurial opportunities will become easy (Ans
has got great growth in the past eight years. What is & Bart 2014). Favourable environment will improve
more, P& G has established it’s branched all around the entrepreneurs’ ability of start-up and entrepreneurs
the world and creates huge profits.
will identify entrepreneurial opportunities easier.
About the favourable atmosphere in the society, people
According to the above statement of the role of will be more willing to talk about entrepreneurship
innovation for entrepreneurship, the report also put and take the chances of entrepreneurship.
forward framework of entrepreneurship process
basing on creativity and innovation of entrepreneurs. Secondly, the school should also pay attention to
That is to say, through participating in every stage the subject status of students and stimulate intrinsic
of entrepreneurship, the entrepreneurs receive motivation of students. What is more, about solving
creativity and innovation to identify entrepreneurial skills of students, it is necessary to cultivate their
opportunities, construct new company and achieve sense of responsibilities and initiative. Nowadays,
firm growth (Stern & Jonathan 2011).
many companies recruit students who are graduating
from college. What is more, after graduation, the
3.3 Recommendations
students are willing to start their business. Therefore,
before students become entrepreneurs, the students
Innovative companies also exist some limitations and should be well trained (Bechard & Toulouse 2012).
constraints. However, innovation is an inexhaustible The entrepreneurs should enhance their ability of
power. In comparison with the competitors who reaction, the perception of risk and confidence and so
are larger and stronger, the company should break on (Luciano, Sara & Zhan 2013). According to the
through these limitations to achieve more market survey of 21 entrepreneurs, it can derive that most
share to fulfill success (Lorraine& Roy 2013). To the of them own these abilities that have made a great
innovative entrepreneurship, the spirit of innovation contribution to the development of their companies
should be taught to every department and employee. (Jorunn, Eina & Madsen 2011). Ma due, Bill Gates
Through training, the responsibility and creativity of and other entrepreneurs own these abilities and will
employees will be enhanced and improved. What is develop these abilities in the midst of entrepreneurial
more, it is beneficial to put innovation into the business career.
activities, and innovation could be the foundation of
companies. In order to improve innovation, the report First, the company should implement innovation
also put forward some suggestions.
of management and change traditional thoughts of
management. Through the cross operation among
Creativity is the process that transforming the ideas companies, the companies should provide free
of the organizational members’ ideas into a useful space to carry out business with risk. Secondly, the
product, service or working manners. What is more, companies should also implement multiple incentives
creativity is the basis and source of innovation. It is and improve the mechanism of entrepreneurial
encouraged to have more creativity that is deserved drive. In order to make entrepreneurship with strong
to protect (Jorrow & Yu 2011). What is more, it is vitality and motivation, it is necessary to improve
important to respect other people’s comprehension the mechanism of entrepreneurial activities. To the
and open mindedness on knowledge. At the same entrepreneurs, they can not only be motivated by
10
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concept, targets, and interests, but also by properties
and rights which are innovative ways to motivate
the entrepreneurs (Sahlman & Stevenson 2012). At
the same time, Haier has changed its management
mechanism. Haier combines employees with the
customers to achieve a win-win situation. In this
pattern, the employees take salary according to the
creation of value of the customers rather than the
completion of the tasks (Jean 2011). This innovation
of management mechanism is to adapt to the demand
of Internet.
It should also enhance the supporting system
of high-tech industry. What is more, cultivating
favourable talent environment is also important to
the development entrepreneurship. If the supporting
system has been well established, the entrepreneurs
will be easy to start up new business, and achieve great
growth. Wanxiang has established better supporting
mechanism to guarantee that the employees can
fully imagine and create new ideas during work
without punishment. At the same time, through the
establishment of supporting system. The economy of
Wanxiang has improved.
4. CONCLUSION
In this era, the competition between companies is
very fierce, so if the companies wish to survive
in the heated competition, they should create the
ways which are different from other companies and
innovation is beneficial to companies. Innovation
is important to the companies and someone who
wants to open his business. From the analysis of the
definition of innovation and entrepreneurship startup, it can indicate that innovation is different from
entrepreneurial start-up and innovation can improve
entrepreneurship start-up. Innovation is the guarantee
of the development of the company. The creativity
and innovation are the most important capital of the
company. This report has suggested the influences of
innovation on entrepreneur. According to the above
statement, entrepreneurship has three stages and
innovation affects all of them. What is more, the
report also put forward some recommendations. For
one thing, if a company wants to improve innovation,
it should take measures to encourage and enhance
the creativity. For another thing, it is necessary
to cultivate the consciousness of innovation and
emphasizing entrepreneurship education. Moreover,
through innovation of entrepreneurial management
mechanism, the company will take responsibility,
power, and profits into consideration when starting
up. Meanwhile, supporting system of innovation and
entrepreneurship are also critical to the entrepreneurial

start-up (Pedro, Alexandre & Clara 2012). If the
supporting system is well established, the company
will grow up better in the heated competition.
According to the recommendations, the report wishes
that the recommendations will be beneficial to the
future development of the new company.
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Tadawul Saudi Stock Exchange: Does Quality Investing Matter?
Dalya Mohamed Bahanshal
Student, Al Yamamah University, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
This research has examined the level of awareness of
Saudi community about Quality Investing and their
interest regarding implementation of a Quality Index
in Tadawul. The research consists of primary and
secondary data in which primary data was gathered
using a survey questionnaire and secondary data has
been collected electronically through institutional
websites, ProQuest database, and government
websites. According to research findings, majority
of participants were not aware of Quality Investing,
however most have agreed that quality index should
be implemented in Tadawul. Moreover, this research
proposes a quality index model called Smart Beta
Index model for Tadawul to construct its quality
index that will be named the TASI-10 Quality Index.
In addition the model is based on two factors which
include high profitability and low investments and
in order to construct the index 50% of companies
should achieve a high profitability ratio and 50% of
companies should have low investment ratio. The
proposed Quality Index will constitute of companies
that are listed in Tadawul and a winner of the national
quality award which is the King Abdulaziz Quality
Award.
Key words: Quality Investing, Smart Beta, Tadawul,
Quality
1. INTRODUCTION
Today through globalization and financial integration,
companies awareness of implementing quality
standards have increased and people started to
realize the positive relationship between profitability
and quality. For instance, Currier and Chet (2006)
believe that many stock market investors started
viewing quality as the new differentiation point
which is more familiar in the bond market. As
quality conscious customers have increased, more
organization have started to comply with quality
standards in their business operation to compete for
national and international quality awards such as the
Malcom Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA)
in the United States and Deming’s prize in Japan.
Moreover, according to Bloomberg Business News
(1995) financial analysts have been realizing that
investment in companies winning quality awards
such as MBNQA show higher returns than companies

without. In addition, those companies that have
high quality ranking minimize their losses during
economic downturns such and recover gracefully due
to their superior quality management in their business
processes. Therefore, the term quality investing
became more popular and is now a top investment
strategy.
Kamdar (2012) defines Quality Investing as a portfolio
constructed from high quality business holdings that
have the potential to deliver healthy long-term wealth
with minimum volatility. In addition Kamdar (2012)
defined high quality business are those businesses
that are characterized with consistent operating cycle,
strong performance on a yearly basis, consumption
oriented themes backed by domestic consumption,
low capital intensity and leverage, and high dividend
payout. Furthermore, because quality has become an
important factor for long-term wealth creation and
minimum volatility, quality indices such as the MSCI
Quality Indices and S&P 500 High Quality Rankings
Index has been developed. Quality indices have been
highly successful in developed countries and have
been spreading in the emerging countries. According
to Tadawul website (2014), Saudi Arabia has one of
the most efficient stock exchange markets ranking
21st largest market in the world in 2014, yet they still
have not developed a quality index. Therefore this
paper will examine the Saudi community’s awareness
on quality investing and proposes a quality index
model for Tadawul.
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
This research aimed to evaluate the level of awareness
about Quality Investing in Saudi Arabia, and to
propose a quality index model for Tadawul. The
following objectives include:
1.
To understand the level of awareness of
Quality Investing among the Saudi community.
2.
To propose Tadawul to construct a TASI-10
Quality Index using Smart Beta Index model.
2. TADAWUL STOCK EXCHANGE MARKET
PROFILE
2.1 Tadawul Stock Exchange Market Overview
Tadawul is the Saudi Arabia stock exchange that
includes 170 listed companies from 15 different sectors
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and is regulated by the Capital Market Authority
(CMA) that regulates and monitors the activities of the
market. Earlier in 1984 the capital market was regulated
by ministerial committee including the Saudi Arabian
Monetary Agency (SAMA) and later in 2003 the
CMA was established and became the sole regulator
of the Saudi capital market. Moreover, CMA plays a
major role in maintaining the fairness and efficiency
of the market. Tadawul’s vision is to be an integrated
financial exchange that contributes in diversifying the
Saudi capital markets and compete in a global scale.
Furthermore, its mission is to offer superior value to
its market participants and stakeholders by providing
them with attractive products and services. In 2014
the Saudi Stock Exchange has been awarded as being
the ‘Best managed financial exchange’ in the Middle
East. Recording a trading value of 2 trillion in 2014,
Tadawul has been recognized as being the most liquid
platform in the Middle East and North Africa. Today
Tadawul stands as being the 21st largest stock market
in the world surpassing Bursa Malaysia, the Mexican
Exchange and the Moscow Exchange.
2.2 Tadawul All Share Index (TASI) Overview
TASI (Tadawul All Share Index) is an index developed
by the Saudi stock exchange which was first developed
in 1984 with a base point 1000 and it was restructured
in 2008. Small trades with trade value less than
15,000 S.R are excluded from the index and are found
in the VOLTADA index. Moreover, Quality Index is
not found in Tadawul and people are not aware of the
contribution it will make if it was available. Benefits
of Quality Index to the market participants include:
stable return in the long-term, decrease in losses
during crucial times and is consistent over the time.
3. SASO NATIONAL QUALITY AWARD:

The primary data was gathered from a survey
questionnaire that aimed to evaluate participant’s
awareness on quality investing. The survey was
randomly distributed to 70 participants and 53 have
responded. Moreover, the survey consisted of 9 key
question and it included one direct question about
quality investing while the rest were indirect question
about quality investing that determined the level of
awareness in that field.
Secondary data were gathered from reliable articles
and reports that were collected from credible sources
such as ProQuest database, government websites and
other institutional websites.
5. FINDINGS OF SURVEY AND
INTERPRETATION
5.1 Survey Results
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Gender

Female
79.25%

Male
20.75%

Ages

18-24
64.15%

25-34
28.30%

35-44
5.66%

45-54
1.89%

The results of the survey have shown that more than
half of the respondents’ age ranked between 18-24
with 64.15%, followed by 28.3% between 24-35 and
minority of around 7% were between 34-54. From
these respondents, 79.25% were female and 20.75%
were males. The participants were asked whether they
heard about Quality Investing, majority of 69.81%
have not heard of Quality investing, while 30.19%
have heard about Quality Investing.

Moreover, more than half of respondents define Quality
in the equity market as ‘high stock price shows high
quality’, while minority of 9.43% define it as ‘low
stock price show high quality’, followed by 35.85%
define Quality in equity market as ‘high profitability
and low investment’. Later on participants were asked
what indicates Quality for a company to be listed in
a stock exchange market and many respondents said
that ‘company with high reputation’ indicates quality,
followed by 26.42% of respondents have said an ‘ISO
certificate’ is an indicator to Quality. In addition,
22.64% of the participants have said that ‘high networth company’ is an indication for Quality while
minority of 18.87% have said ‘company winning
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
a national or international award such as Deming’s
This paper consists of primary and secondary data
price or MBNQA’ is indication to Quality.
that included both qualitative and quantitative data.
Under the supervision of The Saudi Standards,
Metrology and Quality Organization (SASO),
King Abdulaziz Quality Award (KAQA) has been
recognized as the only national award and has been
established by a royal decree No.7/B/18670 on 4th of
March, 2000. The award cycle for KAQA is conducted
every five years and the winners of the award include:
• Saudi Telecommunications Company
• Saudi Electricity Company
• Savola Packaging Systems Company
• Jubail Petrochemicals
• Advanced Electronics Company

14
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Table 2. Survey Questionnaire Results

Questions
Have you heard about Quality?
Yes
No

Results
30,19 %
69,81 %

Define ‘quality’ in Equity market
High stock price show high quality
Low stock price show high quality
High profitability and low investments
What is the indicator of quality for a company to be listed in a stock exchange market?
ISO certificate
Company with high reputation
Company winning a national or international quality award such as Deming’s prize or Malco
High net worth company
Where would you invest to minimize losses in bad times and gain long-term creation of wealth?
I would invest in bond portfolios
I would have my own portfolio investing in different companies
I would invest in specific Industry index
I would invest in Quality Index
Do you know any of the following Quality Index?
S&P 500 High Quality Ranking Index
MSCI World Quality Index
FTSE Developed Quality
No
Would you like to have quality investing in KSA through a Quality Index in Tadawul?
Yes
No

Furthermore, to test respondents’ knowledge in
Quality Investing, they were asked to choose an
investment strategy that would minimize their losses
in crucial times and deliver long-term wealth, results
show that more than half have chosen ‘I would have
my own portfolio investing in different companies’
as an investment strategy. In addition, 22.64% have
chosen to invest in a specific industry index, followed
by 18.87% chose to invest in bond portfolio, while
minority with 5.66% have chosen to invest in a Quality
index as an investment strategy. Later on, participants
were asked whether they know the given Quality
indices with the option to choose more than one and
majority of 58.49% have said ‘no’, followed by 28.3%
have said they know ‘S&P 500 High Quality Ranking
Index’, while 20.75% have chosen ‘MSCI World
Quality Index’, and minority of 11.32% have chosen
FTSE Developed Quality. Finally participants were
asked whether they want to have a Quality Index in
Tadawul (Saudi Stock Exchange) and a vast majority
(92.45%) of participants have said ‘yes’ while 7.55%
have said ‘no’.

54,72 %
9,43 %
35,85 %
26,42 %
32,08 %
18,87 %
22,64 %
18,87 %
52,83 %
22,64 %
5,66 %
28,30 %
20,75 %
11,32 %
58,49 %
92,45 %
7,55 %

5.2 Analysis and Interpretation of Survey
Findings
The study show that minority were aware of Quality
with 30,19%, however, findings show the respondents
that knew about quality investing didn’t respond
correctly to the indirect questions that were asked
to assess the awareness of participants about quality
investing. First, the major indicator of a company’s
quality in a stock exchange market is the national/
international quality award which was only chosen
by 18.87% of participants; while high reputation was
chosen by 32.08% of participants. Second, participants
were given a scenario to choose an investment strategy
that will help them to minimize losses in crucial times
and gain long-term creation of wealth and only 5.66%
of participants have chosen the appropriate strategy
to invest in a quality index. Therefore, this shows that
there is no correlation and a mismatch between the
percentage of participants that knows about Quality
Investing (30.19%) and 5.66% of participants that
have chosen to invest in quality index.
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Figure 1. The Smart Factor Multi-Strategy Index Construction Model

Source: The Smart Factor Multi Strategy Construction Model. Reprinted from The Dimensions of Quality Investing: High Profitability and Low
Investment Smart Factor Indices, by Scientific Beta An EDHEC-Risk Institute Venture, retrieved from http://www.scientificbeta.com/#/. Copyright
2015 by ERI scientific Beta

Moreover, it was expected to find correlation between
those that heard about Quality investing and their
response to the relative scenarios but that was not the
case. However, the one time that participant may have
some kind of knowledge about Quality Investing was
when they were asked to define quality in Equity
markets and 35.85% have chosen ‘high profitability
and low investment’ which was the most appropriate
for this given scenario. Furthermore, participants were
asked if they knew about the given quality indices
that included S&P 500 High Quality Ranking Index,
MSCI World Quality Index, and FTSE Developed
Quality and majority didn’t knew about these quality
indices. The person that knows about Quality Investing
should know about these quality indices because they
are not only used as benchmark but are also used in
the development and construction of quality indices.
Even though Quality Investing was not a familiar
topic for most of the participants, however vast
majority were interested and agreed to have a Quality
Index in Tadawul. Overall, from the survey results we
saw a lack of awareness of participants about Quality
Investing and high interest on the implementation of
Quality Index in Saudi Arabia.

weighting scheme. Stock selection will be based on
two factors which is high profitability measured by
gross profitability and low investment measured by
total asset growth over two years. The two smart
factors indices provide a smart way to diversify risk
and capture the risk premia. According to Scientific
Beta USA Long-term Record (2015), combining both
high profitability and low investment leads to high
annual returns, low volatility, high Sharpe ratio, and
low Max Drawdown in comparison with stand-alone
indices. The proposed index for Tadawul will be
called the TASI-10 Quality Index that will constitute
of ten companies that have the King Abdulaziz
Quality Award (KAQA). Moreover, the ratio for high
profitability and low investment will be calculated and
50% of high profitability ratio companies and 50%
of low investment ratio companies will be selected to
construct the index. Once we have selected the stocks,
the second step is the smart weighting which involves
computing five diversification weighting scheme
that includes Maximum Deconcentration, Maximum
Decorrelation, Efficient Minimum Volatility, Efficient
Maximum Sharpe Ratio and Diversified Risk
Weighting. Furthermore, the five weighting schemes
results in a diversified multi-strategy index that
6. PROPOSED QUALITY INDEX MODEL FOR involves an annual scoring, quarterly stock selection,
TADAWUL
quarterly rebalancing, daily valuation and quarterly
equal allocation of the two factor indices (profitability
The proposed quality model for Tadawul is the Smart and investment).
Beta Index model that is based on the Smart Beta 2.0
approach. This approach constructs index based on According to the Scientific Beta EDHEC Risk Institute
the Smart Beta method which involves exposure of Venture (2015) the Smart Beta also referred as the
both ‘beta’ and ‘smart weighing’. The beta exposes Scientific Beta outperformed its competitors when a
investors to the desired risk while the smart weighting comparison was made between the Smart Beta and
reduces the unrewarded risk through diversification. World Quality Index competitors based on a 10-year
Construction will involve stock selection and historical data for both US and Developed region. In
16
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Figure 2. Performance Comparison between Smart Beta Index and World Quality Index
Using S&P500 Index as a Benchmark

Source: Performance Comparison using S&P 500 Index as a benchmark. Reprinted from The Dimensions of Quality Investing: High Profitability
and Low Investment Smart Factor Indices, by Scientific Beta An EDHEC-Risk Institute Venture, Retrieved from http://www.scientificbeta.com/#/.
Copyright 2015 by ERI scientific Beta

the US, S&P 500 Index was used as a broad market
index benchmark and results show that the ‘Smart
Beta’ outperformed both benchmark and competitors
in terms of annual return, annual volatility, Sharpe
ratio, and Max Drawdown. In the Developed region,
MSCI World Index was used as a benchmark and the
results also showed that the ‘Smart Beta’ once again
outperformed both the benchmark and competitors
and for both scenarios competitors were the MSCI
USA Quality Index, RUSSEL 1000 Quality (HEFI),
and S&P 500 High Quality Rankings.
The major limitation for this model is that from the
five companies that have the King Abdulaziz Quality
Award (KAQA) only three are listed in Tadawul.
Moreover, for the model to be constructed it’s required
to have a minimum of 10 companies listed in Tadawul
with King Abdulaziz Quality Award and from these
10 companies 50% should achieve a high profitability
ratio and 50% should achieve low investment ratio.
However with the coming years more companies will

win the award and meet the requirement and thus the
TASI-10 Quality index can be constructed.
7. CONCLUSION
Based on primary and secondary research, the
researcher has concluded that majority of the
participants are not aware of Quality Investing. In
addition the participants that were aware with quality
investing were found out that they were not familiar
with the topic when different scenarios were given
to them about quality investing. Although majorities
were not familiar with the topic, however, most have
agreed that quality index should be implemented in
Tadawul. In Saudi Arabia the only quality award is
represented by King Abdual Aziz Quality Award and
it has been found that five companies have obtained
the quality award. Moreover, the proposed quality
index model for Tadawul is the model developed
by Scientific Beta EDHEC-Risk Institute Venture
called the Smart Beta Index model. Smart Beta is
the method used to construct the index that is based

Figure 3. Performance Comparison between Smart Beta Index and World Quality Index

Source: Performance Comparison using MSCI World Index as a benchmark. Reprinted from The Dimensions of Quality Investing: High
Profitability and Low Investment Smart Factor Indices, by Scientific Beta An EDHEC-Risk Institute Venture, Retrieved from http://www.
scientificbeta.com/#/. Copyright 2015 by ERI scientific Beta
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on two factors that include high profitability and
low investment. For the index to be implemented
using this method it requires 50% of companies
achieving high profitability and 50% achieving low
invvestmennt. However a limitation exists because
from the companies with KAQA only three are listed
in Tadawul but luckily during the next award cycle
more companies will win the award and so TA`SI-10
Quality Index can be implemented.
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Financing Sources for Subnational Governments in the Fiscal
Decentralization of the U.S. and China: Convergence and Difference
Ping Zhang
Ph.D, Associate Professor, Vice Director,Tianjin University of Finance and Economics, China
1. INTRODUCTION
Fiscal Decentralization involves the delegation to
multiple levels of government the responsibilities
to perform the functions of public sectors. Most
countries of the world have at least some degree of
fiscal decentralization. The United States and China
follow the same general principles in the practice of
fiscal decentralization. However, due to the different
backgrounds of law and history, the precise structure
of fiscal decentralization of the U.S. and China differs.
This paper compares the financing sources for
subnational governments in the fiscal decentralization
of the U.S. and China. It proceeds as follows.
After the introduction, the first section outlines
similarities in the distribution of revenues by levels
of government. Due to differences of laws, history
and backgrounds, the revenue from public bonds
has become the principal difference in the financing
sources for subnational governments of the U.S. and
China. The second section discusses this difference
in specifical details. The third section presents some
suggestions based on comparative research, to secure
the financing sources of and concurrently minimize
the fiscal risks for Chinese subnational governments.
The final section summarizes the main findings.

concepts, has adopted the concept of a so-called
‘unified budget’. That means the on-budget and offbudget revenue are consolidated, which results in a
single measure of the fiscal status of the government,
based on the sum of all government activity. China,
since the 1990’s, has established a system of multiple
budgets comprising: the general public budget, the
government fund budget, the state-owned capital
operating budget and the social security fund budget.
The general public budget involves all the taxes and
non-tax revenue.
Generally, tax revenue and non-tax revenue are the
basic sources of public finance revenue for all levels
of government in both the U.S. and China (Table
1& Table 2). Tax revenue as a share of government
revenue is 83.9% (computed from data of Table 1) in
the United States, and it is 85.0% (computed from
data of Table 2) in China.
2.1.1 tax revenue

Since different states in the U.S. may have diverse
taxes approved by their voters, it is hard to sum
all taxes by sources among the U.S. subnational
governments. For example, personal income taxes,
sales and use taxes, and corporate income taxes are
the three main sources of tax revenue (Figure 1) for
the state of California.
2. CONVERGENCE OF FINANCING
In China the provinces do not control the actual
SOURCES FOR SUBNATIONAL
legislative taxing power. Hence, legislations for
GOVERNMENTS OF THE U.S. AND CHINA
taxation in China are rare. Subnational governments
2.1 The Structure of Government Revenue across have no power to levy taxes except the administration
the Countries
authority. The sources of tax revenue for China’s
The U.S. government, in an effort to reduce public subnational governments have been shown in Table 2.
confusion over the large variety of budgetary
Table 1. United States Federal, State and Local Government Revenue

Income Taxes
Social Insurance Taxes
Ad Valorem Taxes
Fees and Charges
Business and Other Revenue
Total

Federal
1,715.3
1,023.5
183.5
0.0
99.2
3021.5

State
354.9
450.6
508.4
190.9
153.7
1658.5

Fiscal Year 2014 in $ billion
Local
Total
37.2
2,107.4
50.4
1,524.5
564.5
1,256.4
265.2
456.1
225.6
478.5
1142.9
5822.9

Source: http://www.usgovernmentrevenue.com/yearrev2014_0.html
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Table 2. Main Items of Public Government Revenue for China’s Central and Subnational Governments (2014)

($ billion)
Item
National Government Revenue
Total Tax Revenue
Domestic Value Added Tax
Domestic Consumption Tax
VAT and Consumption Tax from Imports
VAT and Consumption Tax Rebate for Exports
Business Tax
Corporate Income Tax
Individual Income Tax
Resource Tax
City Maintenance and Construction Tax
House Property Tax
Stamp Tax
Stamp Tax on Security Exchange
Urban Land Use Tax
Land Appreciation Tax
Tax on Vehicles and Boat Operation
Tax on Ship Tonnage
Vehicle Purchase Tax
Tariffs
Farm Land Occupation Tax
Deed Tax
Tobacco Leaf Tax
Other Tax Revenue
Total Non-tax Revenue
Special Program Receipts
Charge of Administrative and Institutional Units
Penalty Receipts
Operating Income from Government Capital
Income from Use of State-owned Resources(Assets)
Other Non-tax Receipts

Total
Government
Revenue
14037.0
11917.5
3085.5
890.7
1442.5
-1135.6
1778.2
2464.2
737.7
108.4
364.5
185.2
154.0
66.7
199.3
391.5
54.1
4.5
288.5
284.3
205.9
400.0
14.1
0.0
2119.5
371.1
520.6
172.2
317.6
436.7
301.2

Central
Level
6449.3
6003.5
2110.3
890.7
1442.5
-1135.6
6.9
1581.3
442.6
4.5
18.3

Subnational
Level
7587.7
5914.0
975.2

64.7
64.7

1771.3
882.9
195.1
103.9
346.2
185.2
89.3
2.0
199.3
391.5
54.1

4.5
288.5
284.3

445.8
40.6
36.6
8.9
203.0
17.9
138.8

205.9
400.0
14.1
0.0
1673.7
330.5
484.0
163.3
114.6
418.8
162.4

Source: China statistical yearbook 2015

2.1.2 non-tax revenue

2.1.3 sources of Chinese government funds

Non-tax revenue of the U.S. subnational governments
includes fees and charges, business taxes and/or fees
and other revenue (Table 1). Different states might
have different statistical definitions for other revenue.
Non-tax revenue of China’s subnational governments
includes special program receipts, charge of
administrative and institutional units, penalty receipts,
other non-tax receipts (Table 2).

Since China’s governments at all levels administer
multiple budgets, there is a large amount of fund
revenue (usually also called as non-tax revenue in
reality) except the general public revenue which only
tax and non-tax revenue are included. The largest
fund revenue for central government is from the
account of special national debt management fund.
And the most important item of fund revenue is the
transfer of use rights of state land which is 81.5%
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Figure 2. Shares of Major Taxes for Each Level of China’s Subnational Governments (%)

Source: Fiscal yearbook of 2014, Ministry of Finance of the People’s Republic of China

of total fund revenue at subnational levels and more percent, schools (school districts and community
than one half of general public revenue of subnational colleges) 54 percent, and special districts 19 percent.2
governments1.
China’s subnational governments have hardly any
Figure 1. Sources of General Fund Revenue of California
discretionary power to modify taxation. The 1994 tax
reform and some complementary institutions thereafter
assign consumption tax, VAT and consumption tax
from imports, tariffs, and vehicle purchase tax to the
central government (see Table 2). House property
tax, urban land use tax, land appreciation tax, tax on
vehicles and boat operation, farm land occupation
tax, deed tax and tobacco leaf tax are assigned to
subnational governments (see Table 2). Most of these
subnational taxes are related to the use of land and
amount to only 18.7% of the total subnational taxes.
The remaining 81.3% of subnational taxes have to
be shared with the central government. The shared
percentage of main taxes for each level of subnational
governments is shown in Figure 2. And it is easy to
Source: California state controller’s office
find out both subnational governments of the U.S.
and China bear fiscal imbalance pressure, as to the
2.2 Assigning Tax Sources to Different Levels of
specific circumstances, the pressure of China is more
Government
serious (Figure 3 and Figure 4).
2.2.1 overview
The United States federal government relies most
on personal income taxes. Both the federal and
state governments impose personal income tax and
corporate income tax. In California, in addition to
personal and corporate income taxes, sales and use
taxes are also important sources of revenue. These
three items constitute 95% of general fund revenue
of California. Today, California’s counties, cities,
schools and special districts depend on the property
tax as a primary source of revenue. These funds were
allocated as follows: counties 15 percent, cities 12
1 China Statistical yearbook 2014, Ministry of finance
of the People’s Republic of China, http://yss.mof.gov.
cn/2013qgczjs/201407/t20140711_1111744.html .

2.2.2 general principles of tax sharing system
Although China’s subnational governments lack
dedicated tax resources and face more testing fiscal
pressures than their counterparts in the US, the general
principles for assigning tax resources to different
levels of government are similar in both countries.
Generally speaking, households and corporations can
move more easily from one locality to another than
they can from one state or province to another or than
they can from one country to another. For this reason,
central governments are best placed to collect taxes
on the more mobile sources of tax revenue. State or
California Property Tax An Overview, Publication 29, July
2015

2
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Figure 3. China’s Government Finance: Central vs. Subnational (2014) Billions of Yuan

Source: Ministry of finance of the People’s Republic of China, http://www.mof.gov.cn/zhengwuxinxi/caizhengxinwen/201503/
t20150317_1203481.html

Figure 4. U.S. Government Finance: Federal vs. Subnational (2015) Billions of Dollars

Source: http://www.usgovernmentrevenue.com/, http://www.usgovernmentspending.com/total

provincial governments levy taxes on less mobile tax reliance on federal aid for the financing of certain
sources; localities focus on the least mobile sources subnational government functions. Federal grants-inof revenue.
aid have become an important financing source for
subnational governments, for example, contributing
2.3 Intergovernmental Transfers
nearly half of general revenue in Mississippi3. Most
Federal grants-in-aid are program grants (so called
Because lower levels of governments have narrow special purpose grants).
tax bases, a decentralized fiscal system usually
incorporates revenue transferred from higher to lower In China, the amount of general purpose grants has
levels of government. These transfers include general exceeded special purpose grants since 2010 (Figure
purpose grants, which allow the recipient government 5). That means subnational governments increasingly
to use the funds unrestrictedly; and special purpose enjoy more flexibility and security in the revenue
grants, which allow the recipient governments to use receive from the central government. China’s
the funds freely within a special program or purpose subnational governments rely on intergovernmental
area. Sometimes, special purpose grants could require transfers from central government more heavily than
recipient governments (and agencies) to contribute the U.S. (Figure 6).
to the cost of specific programs as a condition for
receiving transfers from higher levels of government.
In recent decades, US federal aid to state and local 3 B William and J Luppino-Esposito, ‘Increased federal aid to
governments has soared, thereby increasing their states is a long term trend’, State Budget Solutions, March 26,
2014.
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Figure5. China’s Central Grants to Subnational Governments (Billions of Yuan)

Source: Ministry of finance of the People’s Republic of China

Figure 6. The Share of Chinese Intergovernmental Transfers in Subnational Government Revenue (%)

Source: Ministry of finance of the People’s Republic of China

2.4 Public Bonds
Tax revenue and intergovernmental transfers can
resolve much of the funding demand for current
expenditures for both subnational governments of
the U.S. and China. When it comes to the capital
expenditures of subnational governments, however,
many U.S. states empower local governments
to issue bonds to finance their capital spending.
Municipal bonds usually are issued for the purpose of
financing specific infrastructure needs of the issuing
municipality. The U.S. municipal bond market
amounted to $3.63 trillion in the third quarter of
20144, unique in the world for its size, liquidity, legal
and tax structure, as well as the bankruptcy protection
afforded by the U.S. Constitution.

law has taken effect since the beginning of 2015,
under which all provinces, prefectural-level units
and municipalities have the right to issue public
bonds within the restricted amounts approved
by the State Council. Even after these desirable
changes, the subnational governments still contend
with considerable pressure in funding their capital
spending, given the rapid urban development of
China. So unlike the United States, subnational public
debt ‘not federal debt is the main pressure point for
Chinese government debt.
2.5 Summary

Generally, administrative capability and mobility are
the two basic factors that determine the assignment
China’s subnational governments had not been of taxes in both the U.S. and China. Both central
proscribed by the law from issuing bonds. China’s governments support the activities of subnational
subnational governments have to borrow from the governments through a variety of grants and/or
public in other indirect ways. A revised budget transfers. Tax revenue and intergovernmental transfers
4

Federal Reserve data released on Dec 11, 2014.
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predominantly finance current public spending. Both
U.S. and China’s subnational governments have to
issue bonds for their capital spending. Due to the
distinctions of laws, history and backgrounds, the
revenue from public bonds becomes the prominent
difference of financing source for subnational
governments of the U.S. and China.
3. DIFFERENCE OF FINANCING SOURCES
FOR SUBNATIONAL GOVERNMENTS OF
THE U.S. AND CHINA
3.1 Characteristics of China’s Subnational
Governments Bonds
3.1.1 off-budget financing sources dominate
Subnational governments employed local government
financing vehicles (LGFVs) and other state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) effectively to borrow indirectly
in off-budget ways, for example, from policy banks,
commercial banks and, more recently, trust companies
and the corporate bond market. Therefore, LGFVS
and SOEs hold the largest share of outstanding
government debt. According to investigations by
the National Audit Office of the PRC, bank loans
accounted for around 80% of total subnational
government debt by 2010. With the awareness of
the repayments risks of LGFVs and the huge burden
of accumulating local debt, the central government
introduced some policies, in effect, to control the
commercial bank loans borrowed by LGFVs. That
compelled subnational governments to look elsewhere
for capital. Commercial bank loans decreased to
56.56% of total subnational government debt by the
end of June, 2013. By contrast, many other financing
sources like BT (Build-Transfer) and trust financing,
which were never used by subnational governments,
emerged. Except the traditional financing source -bank loans, BT and trust financing are the top two
items that contributed to the subnational debt.

3.1.2 Fiscal Risks and Financial Risks Are Highly
Related
LGFVs are largely set up, owned, and operated by
the local governments. Although LGFVs may also
generate revenue and some may be operated on a
commercial basis, they engage in economic activities
that are fiscal in nature, borrow from financial market.
And the governments explicitly or implicitly share
the LGFVS’ debt servicing responsibilities, and
sometimes subsidize their losses. Because of the
existence of LGFVs, financial risks and fiscal risks
are linked.
Subnational Debts Exposed to Shadow Banking
Activity. China’s banks and trust companies have
developed a range of wealth management products
through which they provide loans to subnational
governments in recent years. They value ‘off balance
sheet lending’, as it allows them to avoid restrictions
on loan-to-deposit ratios. It also allows them to
speculate on commodity prices, invest in real estate
projects or provide loans at high interest rates to
enterprises and local government projects that face
borrowing restrictions in the formal sector. Due to the
typically less-transparent nature of these products,
the pricing of these loans might not reflect the true
underlying risk.
Mismatched Risk of Wealth Management Products.
The worst risk that comes to mind involves the wealth
management products, especially infrastructure
trust products, that borrow short (typically less than
six months) and lend long (by investing in bonds
and loan products longer than three years). The
mature infrastructure trust products amounted to an
estimated ¥5.3 trillion in 20145. This portion of the
wealth management products may face rollover risk
if investors are unwilling to continue to finance the
underlying projects by buying the new products
offered upon the maturity of the old.
5

Wind data, http://www.wind.com.cn.

Table 3. Subnational Government Debt in the United States (Amounts in $ billion; FY2015) Top 5

FY2015

State &Local Debt

Gross State Product

New York
Rhode Island
Kentucky
Pennsylvania
South Carolina

359.9
12.7
42.8
142.1
40.1

1,389.7
56.8
195.7
684.1
196.0

State &Local Debt against
Gross State Product %
25.9
22.4
21.9
20.8
20.5

Source: http://www.usgovernmentspending.com/state_spend_gdp_population
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High Borrowing Cost. LGFVs borrowing costs are
generally around double that of the central government.
Government bond yields average around 3 percent in
nominal terms, while bank lending rates to LGFVs
have tended to exceed the benchmark lending rate (by
around 1–2 percentage points). Typical LGFVs debt,
therefore, would carry an interest rate of 6-8 percent,
or more than double that of the central government.
Trust loans tend to be more expensive. The rates can
range from as low as 6½ percent to above 10 percent.
Overall, the shift to bank market and shadow bank
borrowing by LGFVs almost surely has raised their
interest costs.

the authority during the whole issuing process. The
co-senior manager and book-running senior manager
are serving for the specific transactions. Independent
advisors could recommend the yield rate for shortmaturity bonds. Yields on bonds of longer maturity
must be negotiated between all the involvers. In order
to service the bonds, the water board could collect
fees from the public for its use of water and sewer
services. And the board also needs to deposit an
agreed sum, at least equal to the minimum monthly
balance sufficient to pay the principal and interest due
on the bonds, with the depository trust company. That
deposit ensures the creditworthiness of the issuer to
the investor. To guarantee sufficient cash flows to
3.2 The U.S. State Bonds
avoid default, the New York City municipal water
finance authority invests its revenues in eleven ways.
As analyzed above, unlike China, in the United States And there are strict quantitative standards for each
federal government debt, not subnational government avenue of investment.
debt, raises most concern. Table 3 shows that New
York has the highest ratio of state and local debt to 4. SUFFESTIONS OF COMPARATIVE
gross state product.
RESEARCH
3.2.1 New York state and New York city can serve as
examples
The two basic types of New York State Bonds are
general obligation bonds and revenue bonds. In
New York State, general obligation bonds are voterapproved. Principal and interest are secured by
the full faith and credit of the State of New York
and are supported by the State’s unlimited taxing
power. Revenue bonds are guaranteed by the specific
revenue generated by the issuer; issuance does not
require voter approval. The most common issuers of
revenue bonds are transportation systems, hospitals,
power systems, sewer systems and water systems.
These issuers could generate revenue from providing
services to the public for the purpose of paying the
bonds.
3.2.2 the operating mechanism of New York city
municipal water bonds
Nine participants are involved in the operating pattern
of New York City municipal water bonds. They are the
water board, the depository trust company, the New
York City municipal water finance authority, the bond
counsel, independent advisors, the co-senior manager,
the book-running senior manager, commercial banks
and the public. The water board, comprising of seven
people, authorizes the New York City municipal
finance authority to issue municipal water bonds.
The authority is responsible for announcing the
details of the bonds, selling the bonds to the public
and commercial banks. The bond counsel will advise

4.1 To Secure Revenue Sources for Subnational
Governments
4.1.1 introducing taxes on residential property
The introduction of taxation on residential property
has been under consideration since 2003 as a means
of improving subnational tax revenue. China has both
property and land taxes but they are not applied to
residential real estate. The government has considered
introducing a new residential property tax that might
be used either to raise local government revenue or to
reduce the reliance of local governments on transfers
from higher levels of government. Although the tax on
property transactions is one of the few taxes for which
a provincial government can set the rate in China, the
current property tax is levied only on commercial
property. By contrast, the U.S. local governments rely
heavily on the property tax, which applies mainly to
residential and commercial properties. So if China
introduces a nationwide residential property tax the
pressure on local government fiscal revenue could be
relieved. And the tax rate need not be uniform across
the country, but could vary in consideration of the
differences among prefectural-level cities and their
districts.
4.1.2 assigning additional taxing authority to
subnational governments
The U.S. fiscal federalism is based on local autonomy.
Local governments have a high degree of autonomy
and independence in their recourse to taxation. But
China differs from the U.S. because of the peculiarities
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of history, economic and social development and the
political system. China operates under a centralized
unitary system; the central government exerts absolute
political dominance, and the local governments
have limited autonomy, especially when it comes
to taxation. According to the US practice, the basic
taxation law, which deals with the tax sharing system
between different levels of government, should equip
local governments with more power to tax, thereby
contributing to stable fiscal decentralization.
4.2 To Minimize the Fiscal Risks of Subnational
governments
4.2.1 delinking fiscal risks from financial risks

4.2.3 reducing problems of subnational
governments associated with moral hazard
As long as subnational governments believe, even
implicitly, that their debts are guaranteed by the
central government and if they put themselves in
desperate circumstances the central government will
have to come to their aid, those governments will
lack the necessary incentives to manage their finances
responsibly. Furthermore, if bankers also believe the
Central government stands ready to ride to the rescue
in the face of every misfortune, funds from the formal
banking system will continue to flow freely into risky
sectors favored by local officials. It may be premature
and even inappropriate to talk about the possibility of a
bankruptcy law for subnational governments. But by
sending a clear message that the Central government
will no longer provide bailouts for unregulated and
uninsured investments, and those investors will
experience capital losses for poor and irresponsible
decisions; regulatory agencies could go a long way
towards curbing risky activities by encouraging both
the official and shadow banking sectors to price risks
more realistically.

On one hand, the governments should relieve the
risks from the dimension of space, which implies
governments should find the appropriate financing
sources of bond revenue. Therefore, the Central
government should introduce measures to prevent
subnational governments from using shadow banking
activity inappropriately to raise funds for projects. To
bar local governments from using trust loans to raise
funds for projects those are not fully covered by cash
flows. China’s Subnational governments need to learn
4.2.4 imposing hard budget constraints on
from the U.S. experience with municipal bonds.
subnational governments
On the other hand, the governments should introduce
measures that relieve the risks deriving from time, All levels of government should face hard budget
which implies governments should structure the constraints on their public activities to rein in
maturity of bonds appropriately. Since 2014, China’s uncontrolled spending and limit the current expansion
central government allows LGFVs to issue bonds to of credit and debt. Put differently, meaningful
rollover outstanding credits from banks so as to avoid measures on budget law coupled with the imposition
defaults. During 2015, the Central government has of tough financial discipline on local governments are
arranged for the refinancing of 2 trillion of maturing an urgent task.
debt by allowing provincial governments to sell bonds
for the purpose of reducing the cost, and extending 5. CONCLUSIONS
the maturity, of debt by replacing short-term, high
interest rate bank loans with cheaper, longer-term The United States and China have similar financing
sources for subnational governments and basically
municipal bonds.
embrace similar principles in managing different
financing sources under fiscal decentralization. One
4.2.2 changing the growth model of China’s
can observe a trend towards convergence in the fiscal
subnational economies
decentralization of the U.S. and China. The dominant
China’s subnational governments must transform their difference in the financing sources for subnational
economies to depend less on the current investment- governments of the U.S. and China is in the reliance
led growth model to one based more on balanced on public bonds. At all levels of China’s governments,
domestic demand with an emphasis on services. officials should study the enabling legislation for
The economy growth should be assessed by various public bonds and the associated institutional design of
indicators. Not only the local GDP growth rate, but the U.S so as to limit the risks involved in the issuance
also the civil private economy active degrees, the of subnational debt and prevent interlocked fiscal and
safety of local public finance should be taken into financial risks from leading to systemic risk.
account.
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Inter-Regional Economic Relation, Industrial Structure and Pollution Reduction ‘Benchmark Synergy’
Wei Zeng
Postgraduate, Tianjin University of Finance and Economics, China
1. INTRODUCTION
By the end of 2015, Beijing issued the red alert of
smog twice within every 10 days. In fact, Beijing
has adopted a series of measures such as improving
the energy structure, relocating polluting enterprises
and improving vehicle emissions standards to reduce
smog emission. After years of efforts, sulphur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides and smoke (powder) dust emissions
for each 10,000 yuan GDP of Beijing have been
reduced to 14%, 24% and 15% of the national average.
However, as the surrounding areas are mostly high
emission zone, environmental pollution problems
have not yet been fundamentally resolved. Although
the administrative means of production restriction
and emission reduction has been taken to improve the
environment, which is nevertheless not a permanent
solution. The key is to find an inter-regional pollution
reduction method to solve the problem fundamentally.
There is obvious difference between the Chinese and
foreign studies on how to realize the regional pollution
reduction coordination. Foreign literatures pay more
attention to the role of emission reduction contracts
in pollution control, so they prefer using game
theory to study the stability and the actual effect of
emission reduction contracts. They study the factors
affecting the stability of pollution reduction contract
such as new entrants behavior and participation
strategy. Diamantoudi (2006) focused on the effect
of participants’ number, and the pollution reduction
effect of collaborative was evaluated by Rypdal
(2007). Most of the Chinese researches study the
coordination of inter-regional governmental relations
by qualitative analysis. Li Xuesong (2014) suggested
that strengthening the punishment and supervision can
enhance regional pollution reduction synergy, Zhang
Yanbo (2015) suggested innovating coordination
mechanism between local government, and Huangbin
Huan (2015) suggested restructuring the system’s
balance of the state, market and society, Cui Jing
(2014) put forward to the public participation.
But so far, the relationship between pollution reduction
synergy, regional economic relation, and industrial
structure, is still less involved in the existing research.
If we set the region with high level of economic
development and low emission level of pollutants
28

as a benchmark to follow, the regional pollution
reduction ‘benchmark synergy’ can be regarded as
the consistency and synchronization of high pollution
area with the ‘benchmark’ in the direction and range
of pollution reduction. The ultimate goal is to make
the entire region to achieve a ‘win-win’ relationship
between economy and environment. In theory,
the strengthened economic relation as well as the
improved correlation of industrial structure indicates
that regions are more interconnected. So it is easier
to form a community of interests, and is of great help
to reduce the pollution externality and to enhance
the inter-regional pollution reduction ‘benchmark
synergy’.
It is particularly important for Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
Region to prove whether there exists a relationship
between inter-regional economic relation, industrial
structure and pollution reduction benchmark
synergy. As shown in Figure 1, in view of economic
development, the per capita GDP of Beijing reached
93 thousand yuan in 2013, up to the income level
of moderately developed countries. From the
perspective of regional industrial structure, the
secondary industry of Beijing accounts for only 22%,
while the proportion of tertiary industry exceeds
75%. Beijing has entered the post-industrial stage in
Chenery’s industrialization stage theory. From the
emission level, ten thousand GDP of sulphur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides and smoke (powder) dust emissions
are far below the national average level. Therefore,
Beijing overally can be regarded as the ‘benchmark’
area for its well-coordinated development of
economy and environment. Comparatively, the
neighboring city, Tianjin, with approximately the
per capita GDP of 100 thousand yuan, is still in the
high-end equipment manufacturing based economy.
And the proportion of Tianjin’s secondary industry
is about 50%. As to Hebei Province, the per capita
GDP is only about 39 thousand yuan, its economic
growth heavily dependent on the heavy industrial
and is still in the middle stage of industrialization of
Chenery’s industrialization stage theory. At the same
time, Hebei Province is a typical highly-polluted area
as the sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and smoke
(powder) dust emissions level is 1.4 times, 1.7 times
and 2.3 times of the national average level. The huge
difference in the level of economic development and
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industrial structure causes difficulties for the BeijingTianjin-Hebei Region’s collaboration of pollution
reduction. With the implementation of BeijingTianjin-Hebei Region Coordinated Development
Strategy, the inter-regional economic relation will
be more interconnected and strengthened than ever.
At the same time, for Hebei Province, industrial
structure optimization and upgrading will be
further accelerated, and the inter-regional industrial
complementarity will be enhanced. So, theoretic and
empirical analysis will be explored in this study to
examine whether the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region
will have a ‘benchmark synergy’ effect in pollution
reduction with the change of inter-regional economic
relation and industrial structure. The features of this
paper are:

two kinds of production factors

x1 and y1 . Beside,

x1 is clean factor, y1 is pollution factor, and the two

factors can be replaced by each other, the marginal
∂y1
∂F ∂F
= −
∂x1 ∂y1
rate of technical substitution is ∂x1

. We assume that he production function of A area
∂F
∂F
>0
>0
F x,y
is ( 1 1 ) , so ∂x1
and ∂y1
, what’s more

∂2 F
∂2 F
<0
<0
∂x1∂x1
, ∂y1∂y1
. The negative value of two
order partial derivation means the marginal output
of factor input is gradually decreasing. So it also
illustrates that, under the condition of the same

∂F
(1) Exploring a new approach to realize the inter∂y1 is
regional cooperative reduction of pollution from the technical level, the marginal output level
point of view of economic relations and industrial gradually increasing with the decreasing of input
y
structure.
quantity of pollution factor 1 . The profit function
(2) Proving and testing from both theoretical
and empirical ways that the pollution reduction
‘benchmark synergy’ effect has a monotonic
increasing relation with the intensity of economic
relation, and a ‘inverted U’ type relationship with the
industrial structure isomorphism.

for the A area is ПA=p1F(x1,y1)-cA1x1-cA2y1, where
is the unit price of goods produced in the A area,

p1

cA1

c A 2 is the unit
c
cost associated with pollution factor. Beside A 2 is
is the unit cost of clean factor, and

composed of two parts. One part is the unit price of the
(3) Providing a new idea to realize the inter-regional pollution factor, and the other part is the loss of local
collaborative governance of environmental pollution environment caused by the input of unit pollution
factor. It is obvious that the optimal input of pollution
based on the research results.
∂F c A 2
=
y
p1 . Only when the input of
2. THEORETICAL PROOF
factor 1 for A is ∂y1

∂F
y1 decreases, can ∂y1 has a increase.

As shown in Figure 2, A, B, C three areas will be
considered. The production process of A area has

Figure 1. Comparison of Economic and Pollutant Emission Indices in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region
(a)
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(b)

So, if the A area wants to control the input amount can only be sold to the C area, and it mainly depends
of its pollution factor under the condition of constant on which area has the industrial relevance with A.
environmental losses caused by the input of unit
pollution factor, there are two paths to choose from:
For the relationship between industrial structure and
industry correlation, Yu Dianfans, Gan Chunhui, and
Zheng Ruogu (2011) thought it is necessary to reveal
F •
p
(1) Reducing the price 1 of output ( ) . In reality,
the relationship of industrial structure between the two
it is often realized by restricting the using number of
regions firstly. Generally speaking, if the degree of the
polluting products (such as ‘limited plastic order’)
industrial structure isomorphism of the two regions
and developing clean alternatives or other methods;
is too high, it is difficult to form a complementary
c A 2 of y1 . In reality, it between industries, and is not conducive to the
(2) Increasing the unit cost
is often realized by the way of taxation or levying upgrading of inter-industry correlation among regions.
But on the other hand, if the difference of industrial
sewage charges.
structure between the two regions is too large, it is
At the same time, B and C two regions with completely difficult to form effective industry convergence
alienated industrial structure are assumed. Both two and it will also adversely affect the degree of interareas are concerned about the economic interests regional industry correlation. Figure 3 describes the
and their own environment quality at the same time, relationship between the industrial structure and
expecting a cleaner mode of production and less industry correlation, with the increase of the degree
emission of pollutants. For the A area, any one of the B of industrial structure isomorphism in the region, the
and C areas is likely to be regarded as the ‘benchmark’ inter-regional industry correlation should be ‘first rise
region for the well-coordinated development of and then drop’, showing a distribution of ‘inverted
economy and environment. Assuming the existence U’ type. In order to simplify the research, assuming
of industrial structure alienation between regions, the that the B area’s industrial structure isomorphism
output of the A area can only be sold to the B area, or with the A area is located in the vertex b of ‘inverted
U’ type curve, at this time the two regions’ industry
Figure 2. Regional Relations in the Theoretical Proof
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Figure 3. The Relationship between the Industrial Structure Isomorphism and Industry Correlation

correlation also reached the maximum value. At the
∂ 2G
∂ 2G
<0
same time, it is assumed that the C area’s industrial
<0
∂
F
•
∂
F
•
(
)
(
)
∂
x
∂
x
2
2
structure isomorphism with the A area is located in as
and
. The expression
a or c, which reflects a lack of industry correlation
∂G
because of the completely identical or completely ∂F •
( ) reflects the strength of economic relation
irrelevant industrial structure.
between the A and B two areas. With the increase of
As shown in the formula (1) there exists a parameter the intensity of economic relation, B areas will have
I for the B and C two areas which obeys the 0-1 more production factors to purchase from the A area,
Distribution and determines the industry correlation specifically reflecting the gradual increase of F ( • ) .
I =1
∂G
with the A area. Assumed that there are B
∂F ( • )
I = 0 , the production function of the B ares
F (•)
and C
increases,
should be gradually
As the
declining
under
the
effect
of
the
law of diminishing
G  x , θ F=
( • ) G  x2 , F ( • ) and the production
is  2
marginal output. At this time, the profit function of
H  x3 , (1 − θ ) F ( • )  =
H ( x3 )
=
π
p2G ( x2 , F ( • ) ) − cB1 x2 − p1 F ( • ) − cB 2 y1
function of the C area is
,
B area is B

x
x
Among them, 2 and 3 can be regarded as the local
clean factor input of the B and C two regions.

cB1 is the costs for the purchase of clean factor
c
from local and B 2 is the external impact of the

pollution factor input of A to the B area. In order
to analyze the B area’s expected optimal pollution
factor input of the A area, the first-order condition

y

about 1 for the B region is solved and the result
∂π B
∂G ∂F
∂F
I B = 1 . The production
p
p
=
�
−
=
− cB 2 0
2
1
Analysis of the case that
y
F
y
y
∂
∂
∂
∂
1
1
1
is:
then we can
G  x2 , F ( • ) 
cB 2
∂F
, in which the
function in the B area is
=
∂
∂y1 p G − p
x
clean factor 2 derived from local and the factor
2
1
∂F
(2)
obtain
F (•)
purchased from the A area can be replaced by
each other. The marginal rate of technical substitution
y
As previously analyzed, the pollution factor 1 of
∂F ( • )
∂G
∂G
= −
∂F
∂x2 ∂F ( • )
∂x2
.
is
A area is expected to decrease, so ∂y1 should be
incremental under the condition of the same technical
G  x2 , F ( • ) 
For the production function
of the B level. From this we can know that the in the A area
could be reduced in cases that: (1) The enhanced
∂G
∂G
>0
pollution external impact from the production process
>0
∂F ( • )
∂
x
2
c
and
, as well
area, there also exists
of the A area, will make B 2 gradually become larger
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∂F
and ∂y1 gradually increase, which means that the B
area would expect the A area to reduce the input of

y1 otherwise the B area would like to replace the
F (•)
x
by using the local cleaning factor 2 ; (2) In

the case of the constant production factor price

p

cB1 ,

the gradual increase in the purchase price 1 of the
F (•)
from the A area or the decrease in the B region’s
G •
p
output price 2 of ( ) will lead to a decrease in
the purchase of production from A, which push the A

y

area to decrease the input of 1 . (3) The increase of
economic relation of the A and B two area means that
there will be more inputs purchased from the A area to
F (•)
increasing gradually
the B area. Thus, with the
∂G
∂F
∂F ( • )
and decreasing, ∂y1 becomes larger, which
objectively need the A area to reduce

Corrbi ,t



( pb,t − pb ) − ( pi,t − pi )
1
1−
=
2 1 T
2
2
1 T
pb ,t − pb )
pi ,t − pi )

(
(
∑
∑
T 1
 T 1








2

(3)

y1 .

At the same time, according to the industry completely
opposite hypothesis, when

burning of fossil fuels and emissions from automobile
exhaust. In this paper, data of smoke (powder) dust
emissions of Beijing, Tianjin and other 11 prefecturelevel cities in Hebei Province from 2004 to 2013 is
chosen as the proxy variable to reflect the emission of
pollutants. Taking into account the level of economic
development and pollutants emission in reality, we
set Beijing as the ‘benchmark’ area, and calculate the
remaining 12 cities’ ‘benchmark synergy’ of smoke
(powder) dust emissions with Beijing. The general
correlation coefficient can only calculate the cross
section data; therefore, this paper uses the method
mentioned by Cerqueira (2009) of constructing a
Corrbi ,t
of pollution
‘benchmark synergy’ index
reduction activities in each period:
		

pb ,t

In equation (3),

is the smoke (powder) dust

p
I B = 1 , there must be emissions of Beijing in the t year, and b is the

average smoke (powder) dust emissions of Beijing
pi ,t
represents the smoke
from 2004 to 2013;
H ( x3 )
area is
. The production process of the C area (powder) emissions of each 12 remaining cities of
has no relationship with the A area, so the C area has Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region in the t year (i = 1. .
no influence on the choice of the A area about the use
p
.12) , and i denotes the the average smoke (powder)
x
y
dust emissions of 12 cities from 2004 to 2013.
of clean factor 1 and pollution factor 1 .

I C = 0 . Therefore, the production function of the C

Based on the above analysis, the industry correlation
and the strength of economic relation are also the
key factors affecting the pollution emission, except
for traditional measures such as the restrictions on
the use of contaminated products, the development
and promotion of clean alternative technologies
and products and the collection of sewage charges
or sewage tax to enhance the use cost of pollution
factor. When a close economic relation and a
moderate level of industrial structure isomorphism
with the ‘benchmark’ region is maintained, a cleaner
production method can be used to reduce the pollutant
emission. In this way, the inter-regional pollution
reduction ‘benchmark synergy’ functions quiet well.

Due to the lack of specific trade volume data, the
existing Chinese literature mostly use gravity model
to reflect the inter-regional economic relation. The
gravity model takes into account the factors such
as population, economic gross and spatial distance,
and the bigger its result is, the stronger the economic
R
relationship is. The specific expression bi ,t of the
economic relationship between Beijing and the
remaining 12 cities in each period is

3. EMPIRICAL TEST

In equation (4),

Rbi ,t =
S b ,t

Sb ,t Gb ,t × Si ,t Gi ,t
Dbi 2

(4)

is the population of Beijing in

G
the t year, and b ,t is the gross domestic product
3.1 Index Construction and Data Description
Although the reasons for smog are still controversial, (GDP) of Beijing deflated by consumer price index
existing studies generally believe that it is related to the (based period 2004). Si ,t is the population of each
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reduction ‘benchmark synergy’ degree with Beijing
is the GDP has been maintained at a high level. From the point
G
of these cities treated with the same method of b ,t . of view of economic relation, the result suggests
that the economic relation between Beijing and
Dbi is the nearest highway distance between the city
remaining cities has a trend of overall enhancement
i and Beijing. Finally, based on the time dimension, shows in the gravity model without standardization.
the normalized method is used to deal with the result Among them, as the two municipalities of China, the
of the gravity model, so as to accurately reflect the economic relation between Beijing and Tianjin is far
changes in the economic relationship between the city more than other cities, while the strong economic
i and Beijing.
relation with Beijing of Langfang city is mainly due
to the close distance. From the perspective of the
Just as the analysis of the theoretical model, the level industrial structure isomorphism with Beijing, the
of industrial structure isomorphism is closely related industrial structure between Tianjin and Beijing has
to the degree of inter-regional industry correlation. been increasingly correlated since 2008. In Hebei
And the industrial structure isomorphism index can Province, Qinhuangdao has the highest proportion of
make up the lack of input and output data of Beijing- the tertiary industry, so this city also has the highest
Tianjin-Hebei Region in the process of calculating the degree of industrial structure isomorphism with
degree of industry correlation. The index of industrial Beijing.
H ∈ [ 0,1]
and H = 1 means
structure isomorphism is
(a) Pollution Reduction ‘Benchmark Synergy’
the completely identical industrial structure of the two
areas, while H = 0 means the completely irrelevant
industrial structure. The concrete expression of
H
the industrial structure isomorphism index bi ,t of
remaining 12 cities with Beijing in each year is
12 remaining cities in the t year, and

n

H bi ,t =

		
In equation (5),

∑X
k =1
n

∑X
k =1

X bk ,t

bk ,t

bk ,t

Gi ,t

X ik ,t
2

X ik ,t 2

(5)

is the proportion of Beijing’s
X
k industry in the t year, and ik ,t is the k industry’s
proportion of remaining 12 cities in the t year.

(b) Economic Relation

The main sources of these data are Chinese City
Statistical Yearbook, Beijing Statistical Yearbook,
Tianjin Statistical Yearbook and Statistical Yearbook
of Hebei Province from 2005 to 2014. Figure 4 reflects
the change trend of the ‘benchmark synergy’ degree
of smoke (powder) dust emissions which is the proxy
variable of pollution emission reduction, the degree
of industrial structure isomorphism and the strength
of economic relation from 2004 to 2013.
In view of the pollution reduction ‘benchmark
synergy’ degree of remaining 12 cities, inter-regional
pollution treatment is well collaborated in 2007
- 2010 period, whereas the cooperation between
Beijing and Langfang and Hengshui is poor in the
period of 2004 - 2006 and there is poor collaboration
between Beijing and Hengshui in the period of 2011
- 2013. As the two largest and most populous city in
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region, Tianjin’s pollution

(c) Industrial Structure Isomorphism
Figure 4. The Change Trend of Related Indices
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pollution and emission reduction regulation and so
on. Therefore, the model assumes that the pollution
reduction ‘benchmark synergy’ with Beijing for 11
prefecture level cities in Hebei Province is stronger
than Tianjin.
Based on the above ideas, the model is set as follow:

Corrbi=
β 0 + β1 Rbi ,t + β 2 H bi ,t + β3 H bi ,t 2 + δ exogenousbi + ε bi ,t
,t

(6)

3.2 Model Setting and Results of the Empirical
Test

exogenousbi is the exogenous variable in the
Neighbourbi , Centerbi
model, mainly including
Province

ε

bi ,t
bi three dummy variables.
and
is the
random error term. At the same time, the model
In this paper, explained variable of the model is introduces the quadratic terms of industrial structure
Corrbi ,t
the smoke (powder) dust emissions’ reduction isomorphism which can reflect the ‘inverted U’ type
synergy degree, and explanatory variables are relationship between the degree of industrial structure
isomorphism and pollution reduction ‘benchmark
R
economic relation index bi ,t and industrial structure synergy’. According to the results of theoretical
H
β > 0 , β 2 > 0 and
isomorphism index bi ,t . In addition, the model also model deduction, there would be 1
introduces three virtual exogenous variables that may β3 < 0
in the formula (6).
affect the synergy effect:

Neighbourbi

reflects whether the city borders Beijing.
On the one hand, the external influence caused
by pollution is more obvious among the adjacent
regions. On the other hand, it is easier for pollution
reduction synergy to take effect for the border area is
close. Therefore, the model assumes that the Tianjin,
Chengde, Zhangjiakou, Baoding and Langfang 5
cities, which border Beijing, are superior to other
cities in the pollution reduction synergy effect.

Centerbi

reflects whether the city is the central city in
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region. Central cities tend to
mean more population and economic aggregation. Lu
Ming (2014) proposes that the increase of population
and economic activity concentration may be
beneficial to reduce the emission intensity of the unit
economic activities. This model chooses Tianjin and
Shijiazhuang as central cities, and assumes that these
two cities are stronger than other non-central cities in
pollution reduction ‘benchmark synergy’.

Provincebi reflects whether the city is in the same

provincial administrative divisions. The government
plays an important role in promoting China’s energy
conservation and emission reduction. Among
them, Wu Liang (2012) thinks that the provincial
government plays a more and more important role
in the formulation of environmental policy, the
34

In this paper, we first use the OLS method with no
fixed effect and random effect to return the formula
(6). The results show that the DW statistic is 1.60
and the White statistic is 7.98, indicating that there
are serial correlation and heteroscedasticity which
suggests that GLS method could be used to improve
the estimation of efficiency. Because the section of
the model is more than the period of time, the SUR
Period method is chosen to estimate, and Table 1
is the regression results. The Model (1) in Table 1
reflects the influence to the ‘benchmark synergy’
from the degree of economic relation and the degree
of industrial structure isomorphism.
The results show that the enhancement in economic
relation with Beijing for remaining 12 cities has a
positive effect on inter-regional pollution reduction
‘benchmark synergy’ in the 1% significant level. It
means that with deepening economic integration and
economic relation in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region,
the synchronization and consistency will gradually
increase for the related area with Beijing in smoke
(powder) dust emissions’ reduction. The coefficient
of the industrial structure isomorphism of the first
term is positive and the two terms are negative,
which confirms the existence of the ‘inverted U’
type relationship between the industrial structure
isomorphism and pollution reduction ‘benchmark
synergy’. That is to say, the over homogeneous and
over foreignizing industrial structure is helpless for
the pollution reduction ‘benchmark synergy’ effect to
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take. Enhancing cross-regional industry correlation the 1% significant level, so it can be shown that the
and forming complementary advantages of industrial same provinces are easier to realize the synergy of
structure are also the key to solve the problem.
pollution reduction.
The estimated results from Model (2) to Model (4)
show that the ‘benchmark synergy’ effect of smoke
(powder) dust emissions’ reduction generated by the
enhanced economic relation is still significant after
adding exogenous variables one by one. And the
‘inverted U’ type relationship between the industrial
structure isomorphism and the pollution reduction
‘benchmark synergy’ is still maintained, which proves
the stability of the research conclusion. The Model
(5) comprehensively reflects the regression results
with all variables. The results show that, in addition
to the existing relationships between the three core
variables, the theoretical assumptions of the three
dummy exogenous variables are all established:
the pollution reduction ‘benchmark synergy’ effect
occurs in the adjacent regions of Beijing in the 5%
significant level.
Due to the fact that the central cities may be more
similar in the mode of economic development and
environmental protection measures, the smoke
(powder) dust emissions’ reduction ‘benchmark
synergy’ with Beijing of Tianjin and Shijiazhuang
two cities differs from other non-central cities at the
10% level of significance; 11 prefecture level cities of
Hebei Province have a higher smoke (powder) dust
emissions’ reduction synergy effect than Tianjin in

4. CONCLUSION
Theoretical model and empirical results revel
following conclusions:
(1) The ‘benchmark synergy’ effect of pollution
reduction has a monotonically increasing relation with
economic relation. The increase of regional economic
relations is conducive to the implementation of
coordinated inter-regional pollution reduction.
(2) Pollution reduction ‘benchmark synergy’ and
industrial structure isomorphism have ‘inverted U’
type relation. Regions should maintain appropriate
industrial structure isomorphism level, thus
maintaining high industrial correlation within the
whole region, which is conducive to pollution
reduction ‘benchmark synergy’ effect to play.
(3) The ‘benchmark synergy’ effect of pollution
reduction is easier to emerge between adjacent areas
on the administrative divisions or between central
cities. And there is a difference between Tianjin and
Hebei Province in pollution reduction synergy effect,
which indicates that the same provinces are more
likely to be in ‘lock step’ on pollution reduction.

Table 1. Regression Results

Explanatory Variables
Constant term

R
H
H2

Model (1)
-3.294***
(-10.07)
0.265***
(21.54)
8.044***
(9.20)
-4.056***
(6.95)

Neighbour

Model (2)
-2.313***
(-7.08)
0.268***
(25.20)
5.668***
(6.44)
-2.526***
(-4.26)
0.140
(3.74)

Model (3)
-2.403***
(-8.74)
0.266***
(26.19)
5.916***
(7.83)
-2.777***
(-5.45)

Model (4)
-1.941***
(-7.31)
0.262***
(27.66)
5.368***
(7.45)
-2.504***
(-5.16)

0.020***
(0.32)

Center

Model (5)
-1.990***
(-6.75)
0.265***
(27.25)
5.335***
(6.81)
-2.405***
(-4.56)
0.094**
(2.33)
0.127***
(1.75)
0.289***
(2.94)
0.893

R2

0.861

0.877

0.890

0.240***
(3.06)
0.896

DW

1.97

1.97

1.99

1.99

1.98

F − statistic

238.52

204.21

232.91

248.22

156.88

Obs.

120

120

120

120

120

Province

Note: The ***, ** and * in the table respectively indicate that they could pass the significance test at the level of 1%, 5% and 10%
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Therefore, in order to enhance pollution reduction
synergy of the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region, and to
achieve the coordinated development of economy and
environment in the whole region, economic relation
between cities within the whole region should be firstly
strengthened. Cities should be inseparable with close
relationship. At the same time, the industrial layout
of Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei Province should be
rationally planned to form a complementary industrial
structure. It is necessary for cities within the region
to cooperate on inter-regional industrial docking, and
enhance industry correlation. In this process, on the
one hand, an overall planning for Beijing-TianjinHebei Region’s economic development as well as
industrial layout is important. On the other hand, for
the fact that Beijing is a relatively developed areas
of the economy and Hebei Province is characteristic
of heavy industrialization structure with relatively
less developed economic, Beijing should bring the
‘benchmark’ area’s economic function into full play,
which means providing more economic support to
Hebei Province such as in industrial transfer so as to
alleviate the pollution reduction pressure of Hebei
Province.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
From 2012 to 2015, the growth rate of China’s onehundred-cities housing price index has experienced
an sinusoidal fluctuation process, Simultaneously,
the Shanghai and Shenzhen 300 index experienced
an inverted U-shaped changing process, the exchange
rate of CNY relative to USD experienced an U-shaped
process, either - appreciate and then devaluate, the
average growth rate of M2 was 13.43%, Moreover,
China’s regulation policy of housing market
has changed from “trade restricting” to “storage
clearance”. By means of correlation analysis this
paper aims to find the explanatory variables of the
sinusoidal process of China’s one-hundred-cities
housing price index. In our opinion, housing price
is one of the generalized asset prices in China. So,
China’s housing price can be affected mainly by
three kinds of factors. Firstly, it can be affected by
the policies and regulations. Secondly, it can be
influenced by variables of financial market. Thirdly,
it can be restricted by the supply and demand forces
in housing market. Moreover, the situations between
the first-tier cities, the second tier cities and the thirdtier cities are quite different, so the policies should
be published respectively and differently between the
first-tier cities, the second tier cities and the third-tier
cities.
2. REVIEW OF CHINESE HOUSEING
MARKET
2.1 Changing Process of Chinese One-HundredCities Housing Price Index
Chinese one-hundred-cities housing price index
increased during July 2012 to March 2014. While
from April 2014 to March 2015, the index fell down,
and then it rose up. Moreover, it was easily to observe
a sinusoidal process if we watched on the year-onyear growth rate of Chinese housing price index of
The work is supported by the project of graduate research
fund (2014TCS01) ‘A research on the trend of the Chinese real
estate market development and related regulation and control
of the government’ supported by Tianjin University of Finance
and Economics.
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one hundred cities. We could find the trend of the
data by using the method of Hodrick-Prescott Filter.
Figure1 shows the trend of the growth rate of China’s
one-hundred-cities housing price index among China,
China’s first-tier cities , the second-tier cities and the
third-tier cities.(PI represent the price index among
China, FPI represent the index of first-tier cities, SPI
represent the price index of second-tier cities, and TPI
represent the index among third-tier cities of China.)
It is obviously that the trend of all of the four growth
rates of housing price index declined, the situation in
third-tier cities illustrated the falling trend straightly,
and in the first-tier cities, the growth rate was relatively
stable. It was worth noting that there was only seven
months when FPI became negative, there was twenty
months when SPI turned to negative, and TPI was
negative in twenty-six months. By November 2015,
TPI was kept under zero for seventeen months and
SPI had continued under zero for fifteen months.
2.2 Changing Process of Government’s
Regulations and Rules
The attitude toward housing construction in Beijing
has experienced several transitions from the
establishment of housing market in China. From
1990 to 2001, Beijing encouraged the development of
housing market and housing construction. From 2002
to 2005, some policies in support of housing market
development was canceled and the banking system
was tighten-up accordingly. After 2005, regulation
policies turned tighter. Notice on Strengthening the
Credit Management of Commercial Real Estate was
published in 2007, which posed a higher requirement
on the management of loan providing of development
of real estate, besides, it requires regulating land
reserving loans and improving down payments for
second-home purchases and lending rates. For the
financial crisis of the world broke up in 2008, China’s
economy and society have suffered a serious impact
from the world, as a important engine of China’s
economic development, the real estate market ushered
in a brief and loose policies, including reducing the
down payments for second-home purchases and
lending rates and improving the loan property which
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housing buyers could apply. But in 2009, some
problems becomes more serious: a great number of
housing buyers purchased houses neither for living
nor for investment, but for speculate; most state
governments took housing development as a measure
to improve GDP growth rate and revenue; housing
price became so high that normal families realized
that it was a huge burden to buy a house to live in.
Beijing decided to restrain unreasonable demand
in real estate market, including housing market.
Relevant departments decided to improve business
tax exemption period of personal housing transfer
from two years to five years.
From 2010, a lot of policies were published to restrict
speculate housing demand, and to avoid financial risks
in real estate market. On January 10th, 2010, General
Office of the State Council asked to strengthen and
improve the regulation of real estate market, to keep
the expectation of real estate market stable, and to
promote real estate market’s development with a
stable and healthy character. On April 11th, China
Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) asked
banking system not to provide loans for those who
purchased real estate for investment or speculate.
The Standing Committee of the State Council set that
the proportion of down payments for second-home
purchases can not be under fifty percent on April

14th. Then State Council required banking system
to stop providing loans for third-home purchases in
many regions with excessive high housing price on
April 17th. On October 20th, Ministry of Housing and
Urban-Rural Development published management
regulation explaining that deposit rate of Personal
Housing Accumulation was rose up by 0.2 percent
to 1.91 percent, loan rate of Personal Housing
Accumulation of five years or less was rose up by
0.17 percent to 3.5 percent, and loan rate of Personal
Housing Accumulation for more than five years
rose up by 0.18 percent to 4.05 percent. Ministry of
Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Ministry
of Finance, PBC, CBRC regulated on November
3rd that the proportion of down payments for firsthome (more than 90 square meters) purchases using
Personal Housing Accumulation loans could not be
under thirty percent. The proportion of down payments
for second-home purchases using Personal Housing
Accumulation loans could not be under fifty percent,
loan rate could not less than 1.1 points of which of
Personal Housing Accumulation; banking system
could not provide Personal Housing Accumulation
loans for those who wants to buy three or more
houses. In order to control demand of real estate
from foreign persons, enterprises and organizations,
Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development,
and State Administration of Foreign Exchange

Figure 1. Trend of the growth of Chinese One-Hundred-Cities Price Index Drawn Using Hodrick-Prescott Filter

Source: www.windin.com
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(SAFE) published a regulation rule on November
15th which said that foreign people could only buy
one house for living in, and foreign institutions which
established branches and representative offices could
buy non-residential housing only in the cities where
it registered.
Chinese former Premier Wen Jiabao chaired a State
Council executive meeting on January 26th, 2011
and determined six main policy instruments: firstly,
improve supply for public rental housing; secondly,
those who resells second-hand houses in five years
after he or she purchased taxed it according to
total housing price; thirdly, the proportion of down
payments for second-home purchases was rose up
to 60 percent; fourthly, usage rights would be taken
back if the land do not start in two years; fifthly,
paused the rights to buy third houses in provincial
capital cities; finally, state governments who could
not complete controlling targets of housing price and
those who spread false information would be blamed
or punished.
New Five Regulatory Policies on the Real Estate was
published on February 22th, 2013, which especially
regulated the proportion of down payments becoming
higher, and indemnificatory housing development
was encouraged. Especially for those who resold
second hand houses would be levied according to
twenty percent of the profit.
On April 25th, 2014, PBC announced to reduce the
RMB deposit reserve ratio in Xians’ rural commercial
banks by 2 percent and to reduce which in Xians’
rural cooperative banks by 0.5 percent. On September
30th, PBC published new regulations of loans: firstly,
the proportion of down payments for first-home
purchases declined to thirty percent and the lower
limit for personal housing loan rate could be 0.7
times of the benchmark; secondly, families which had
already repaid the housing loans purchasing a new
improving house could enjoy the preferential policy
for the first houses; thirdly, families who already had
two houses could apply loans from commercial banks
if the loans were paid off before.
PBC announced on December 21th to reduced
benchmark interest rate of loans by 0.4 percent to
5.6 percent, this was the first time PBC reduced the
benchmark interest rate in two years. Moreover, there
were five times that PBC reduced the benchmark
interest rate in 2015: On March 1st, PBC reduced
the benchmark interest rate of loans and deposit
respectively by 0.25 percent to 5.35 and 2.5 percent;
On May 11th, benchmark interest rates were reduced
40

by 0.25 percent, and then, the rates were cut down
respectively by 0.25 percent on June 28th and August
26th. On November 24th, benchmark interest rates were
reduced by 0.25 percent, but there were no changes
in loan rates and deposit rates of Personal Housing
Accumulation Fund. Correspondingly, deposit reserve
ratio was cut down five times for specific banks
and other financial institutions representatively in
February 4th (0.5 percent to all, excess 0.5 percent for
commercial banks who support minor enterprise and
some rural commercial banks, and excess 4 percent
for Agricultural Development Bank of China), April
20th (1 percent to all, and excess 1 percent to rural
banks and financial institutions), September 6th (0.5
percent to all, excess 0.5 percent to rural banks, rural
cooperative banks and rural financial institutions,
and excess 3 percent to finance lease companies and
auto financial enterprises), and October 24th (0.5
percent to all). Reasons of policies about reducing
benchmark interest rates and deposit reserve ratios
are comprehensive, but it is a significant factor which
operates up China’s real estate market including
housing market.
On March 30th, 2015, Notice on the relating issues of
the policies of individual housing loans was published,
according to this notice, families which hadn’t paid off
loans yet could enjoy the down payments proportion
of forty percent when they bought the second
improving houses; families could enjoy the down
payments proportion of twenty percent when they buy
first houses using Personal Accumulation Fund loans.
Besides, families which had already paid off previous
loans yet could enjoy a down payments proportion of
thirty percent when they bought a second improving
house with the help of Personal Accumulation Fund
loans. Meanwhile, Notice on the policy adjustment
of business tax of individual housing transfer was
published, in this notice, business tax exemption
period of personal housing transfer was reduced
from five years to two years. On December 18th to
20th, “reduce the stock” was proposed in the Central
Economic Working Conference of China held in
Beijing, this concept meant that the rate of household
population urbanization should be improved by
transfer persons from migrant worker to citizens,
state governments should encourage the migrants to
take up residence in local area, besides, housing lease
market and public lease houses should be established,
promoted and developed. Policies which did not
match current situation and circumstance should be
abolished. Finally, it should be encouraged for housing
constructing enterprises to combine and discount.
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Figure 2. Changing process of the growth of Chinese OneHundred-Cities Price Index

Source: www.windin.com

Now, let us review the changing process of the growth
of China’s one-hundred-cities housing price index
referring to the policies above and from figure2,we
can come to a conclusion that the policies which
aimed at restricting the demand volume of housing
market haven’t played a significant role, while the
policies encouraging the housing demand led to the
improvement of the growth rate of housing price index
during March 2015 to November 2015. Moreover, it
can be found that there are some difference between
the policies during 2009 to 2013 and which during
2014 to 2015. The former policies aims to restrict
demand quantity of houses by many limiting
measures toward housing buyers, and the later policies
aims to encourage living demand by encouraging
housing loans especially Personal Accumulation
Fund loans. We can find that the later policies seem
more targeted and discriminating comparing with
the former policies. But there is still a question that
why the housing price index’s growth rate declined
from January 2014 to March 2015, with few policies
published. This question will be researched later in
this paper.
2.3 Changing Process of other Relative Variables
in China’s Housing Market
Concerning about supply aspect of housing market
in China, there are four main variables which could
manifest current supply situation of China’s housing
market. Referring to figure3, the growth rate of new
start housing area, completed housing area, housing
investment, land transaction have got down in the past
three and a half years. This phenomenon shows that
enterprises engaging in housing construction are not
full of enthusiasm any more, though the price index
rose up during April 2015 to November 2015. So, we
can find it obviously in figure4 that the growth rate of
housing pending sales experienced a decline process
from December 2013 to November 2015.

Figure 3. Changing Process of Relative Variables in Supply
Aspect in Housing Market

Source: China Economic and social development statistics database

Figure 4. Changing Process of Growth Rate of Pending Sales
of Houses

Source: China Economic and social development statistics database

It may be good news. Arguments about the
disadvantage of excess housing supply can often
be heard in the past, and we can see a lot of dark
windows at evening in a huge number of communities,
especially in the second-tier cities and the third-tier
cities. If the growth rate of pending sales continues
to decline, Beijing will be more self-confident in
“reduce the stock”. What may be confused is why
housing constructing enterprises do not increase
investment in housing construction as before even the
benchmark interest rate has fallen in 2015 and why
the enthusiasm of housing construction does not rise
up during the process of the improvement of housing
price index.
The answer of the first question may be that the
housing constructing enterprises do not have enough
funds to increase housing investment, or that the
housing constructing enterprises hold little confidence
in housing investment in the future, especially in the
second-tier and third-tier cities of in China. This
partly because a huge number of housing constructing
enterprises still have a lot of liabilities from loans or
still have lending funds haven’t been paid off yet.
For the reason above, though the policies encourage
housing investment, a huge number of medium
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and small sized enterprises even some big sized
enterprises can not apply new loans for the restrict of
credit level and funding chain of itself or loans and
risk controlling policies of commercial banks. On the
other hand, though the policies after 2014, especially
in 2015 encourage housing investment objectively,
but some of the policies are not published only for
real estate market. And the attitude of government
is restricting high growth rate of housing price. For
this reason, enterprises should consider carefully and
make decisions cautiously when they plan to improve
housing investment.
Concerning about demand aspect, we can illustrate
current Chinese housing market with three main
variables: growth rate of personal mortgage loans,
growth rate of housing sales and benchmark lending
rates. Figure5 shows the changing process of these
variables. It can be acknowledged that the decrease
of the benchmark lending rate led to the increasing
of growth of personal mortgage loans and housing
sales for the process of the decrease of benchmark
lending rate start earlier, and referring to figure2,
the increasing of growth of personal mortgage loans
and housing sales is the reason of improvement of
the growth of housing price index but not the result
for the trend of decline of the former starts during
the growing process of the later. For loans support
investment or speculate housing demand are not
permitted from 2010, personal mortgage loans can be
considered as a variable indicating housing demand
for living.

3. FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC
INFLUENCING FACTORS OF THE
SINUSOIDAL PROCESS
3.1 The Factors which Led to the Sinusoidal
Process of the Growth of China’s Housing Price
Index
After 2008, the world is bearing the pain of global
financial crash which broke out in USA and then
impacted all around the world. China’s economy
is facing a downward pressure, and there are some
characters emerged though the Chinese economy is
running stable in general. Two of the most obvious
characters are that the GDP growth rate comes to 6.9
percent in 2015 in general, and the stock market crash
in 2015. In figure6, Shanghai and Shenzhen 300 Index
rose up rapidly from July 2014 to June 2015 and then
fell down quickly. SSI (Shanghai and Shenzhen 100
index) was stabilized at 2400 when growth rates of
housing price indexes was positive from December
2012 to September 2014, and SSI increased when
growth rates of housing price indexes became negative
in general. Though SSI fell down from June 2015, it
still much higher than 2400 in November 2015. This
means that China’s stock market and housing market
substitute mutually.
Figure6. Changing Process of SSI, PI, FPI, SPI and TPI

Figure 5. Changing Process of Relative Variables in Demand
Aspect in Housing Market

Source: China Economic and social development statistics database
and http://www.10jqka.com.cn/

Source: China Economic and social development statistics database

In figure 5, growth rate of personal mortgage loans and
housing sales are significantly correlated positively, it
means that housing demand for living is a important
force in China’s housing market, and it is sensitive
toward encouraging policies, and it can be trusted
that Beijing could do a good job in “reduce the stock”
based on a serious of encouraging policies toward
living housing demand.
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Housing price is often considered as one of the
asset prices in China, depreciation process of RMB
during July 2015 to November 2015 great impacted
on China, so does its impact on China’s housing
market. In figure7, we can find that exchange rate in
direct quotation rose up company with the increasing
of the growth rate of housing price index. It means
that people would like to buy houses when RMB
depreciates. For the reason above, it can be judged that
a house is still an important hedging and investment
asset in China. But Governments must consider the
basic living function of houses and income level of
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average persons in China. The housing price could
not increase so fast that persons in working class can
not afford. Relevant policies may be published later
to ensure that the housing price won’t be so high, and
Beijing is endeavoring in extending the channel of
investment.

Figure 8. M2 Growth Rate of RMB

Currency supply is another important factor which
can take effect toward housing price index.China’s
M2 growth rate kept stable in general at the average
of 13.43 percent, from July 2012 to November 2015.
But the M2 growth rate of RMB appeared a U-shaped
changing process: it dropped slowly to 10 percent Source: http://data.eastmoney.com/cjsj/hbgyl.html
and then increased to 14 percent, just as what figure8
shows.
Index(be represented by SSI), exchange rate between
RMB and USD in direct quotation(be represented
Figure 7. Changing Process of Exchange Rate and Other
by EXR), and benchmark interest rate of loans (be
Relevant Variables
represented by BIL) and research the correlative
relationship between FPI, SPI, TPI, GM, SSI, EXR, and
BIL. Table1 is the correlation matrix of these variables.
Firstly, correlative relationships between FPI, SPI,
and TPI is significant and great, which means there are
some demonstrative effects between housing prices in
the first-tier, the second-tier and the third-tier cities.
It means that housing price in second-tier cities and
third-tier cities may rise up when the housing price in
first-tier cities grows up.
Secondly, SPI and TPI have positive correlation with
GM, but the positive correlative relationship between
3.2 Correlation Analysis and the Conclusions
FPI and GM is neither sufficiently significant nor
large. It partly because the changing trend of FPI is
According to the analysis above, we choose four main
stable referring to figure1. This phenomenon shows
explanatory variables including growth rate of M2
that housing price in first-tier cities is well supported.
(be represented by GM), Shanghai and Shenzhen 300
Characters of value preservation and appreciation of
houses in first-tier cities are so strong that people tend to
Source: China Economic and social development statistics database

Table 1. Spearman Correlation Matrix of Chosen Variables

FPI
FPI
SPI
TPI
GM
SSI
EXR
BIL
-0.936**
-0.886**
-0.901**

1
0.897**
0.881**
0.277
-0.358*
-0.233
0.109
0.490**
0.492**
0.335**

SPI

TPI

GM

1
0.979**
0.465**
-0.613**
-0.234

1
0.435**
-0.653**
-0.183

1
-0.552**
0.466**

-0.780**

-0.280

1

SSI

EXR

1
-0.104

1

BIL

a.** represent the correlative relationship is significant on 0.01 percent level
b.* represent the correlative relationship is significant on 0.05 percent level
c. In correlative coefficients, numbers in the first line represent the situation in the period from July 2012 to November 2015; numbers in the
second line represent the situation in the period from January 2015 to November 2015.
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regard them as one of the best asset. For this reason, we
can observe that the correlative relationship between
FPI and SSI is much smaller than which between SPI
and SSI, or TPI and SSI. While the situation of SPI
and TPI means that increasing currency supply can
promote the growth of housing prices. On the one
hand, all of the assets marked by CNY will increase if
money supply of RMB grows up. On the other hand,
People tend to buy houses which are good assets for
value preservation during the period of inflation.

with SPI and TPI. It seems that when housing price
goes down, capital will flow toward stock market,
which validates alternative relationship between
houses and stocks.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In our opinion, housing price is one of the generalized
asset prices in China. So, China’s housing price can be
affected mainly by three kinds of factors. Firstly, it can
be affected by the policies and regulations. Secondly,
Thirdly, FPI,SPI and TPI have negative correlation it can be influenced by variables of financial market.
with SSI, except the correlative coefficient between Thirdly, it can be restricted by the supply and demand
FPI and SSI is -0.358, the correlative coefficient forces in housing market.
between SPI and SSI reaches -0.613, moreover,
correlative coefficient between TPI and SSI even From the policies aspect, policies which aimed at
reaches -0.653. It can be acknowledged for this restricting the demand volume of housing market
situation that houses are great alternatives for stocks. haven’t played a significant role, policies encouraging
And the housing values from high to low is first- the housing demand led to the improvement of the
tier cities, second-tier cities and third-tier cities. As growth rate of housing price index.
we can see in figure6, the alternative relationship
between growth of housing price indexes and SSI From the financial and economic aspect, in general,
become more obvious after October 2014.
currency supply has positive correlation with housing
price. Stock price has negative correlation with
Fourthly, exchange rate doesn’t have great effect on housing price. Benchmark interest rate has negative
FPI, SPI and TPI. On the one hand, Beijing implements correlation with housing price when it decreases.
exchange controls, so people can not purchase excess Besides, it can be judged that a house is still an
foreign assets when RMB is depreciating. On the important hedging and investment asset in China. But
other hand, foreign capital doesn’t account for an the situations between the first-tier cities, the second
important proportion: actual utilization of foreign tier cities and the third-tier cities are quite different
capital in real estate development is steady under 10 as it illustrated above. So the policies should be
billion CNY, while the average amount of housing published respectively and differently between the
investment was 514.4 billion CNY from July 2012 first-tier cities, the second tier cities and the third-tier
to November 2015. Meanwhile, according to the cities.
policy published by SAFE on November 15th, 2010,
foreign people only can buy one house for living in, From housing supply aspect, enterprises engaging
and foreign institutions which established branches in housing construction are not full of enthusiasm
and representative offices can buy non-residential any more. While, housing demand is the reason of
housing only in the cities where it registered.
improvement of the growth of housing price index.
Housing demand for living and improvement is an
Besides, SPI and TPI have positive correlation with important force in China’s housing market, and it is
BIL, respectively the correlative coefficient are sensitive toward encouraging policies. So we keep an
4.9 and 4.92. Considering BIF stays at 6 percent optimistic attitude toward China’s housing market in
before 2015 according to figure5, we calculate the the future.
correlative coefficient between FPI, SPI, TPI and
BIF. The outcome is significant, large enough and REFERENCES
negative, which means that personal housing loans
Xiao Zhengyan and Peng Bo (2011). House
can obviously gain and then promote the growth of •
housing price indexes while benchmark interest rate Prices and Monetary Policy Rules in China [J].
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Intellectual Property Protection and GVCs Position
A Study Using Koopman Index
Zhenzeng YANG
Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Tianjin University of Finance and Economics, China
1. INTRODUCTION
Differences in the level of intellectual property rights
(IPR) protection have an important influence on
global trade and foreign direct investment patterns.
Previous literature shows that lower intellectual
property protection in developing countries hinders
the multinational direct investment in these countries.
But in the background of global value chains (GVCs),
a large number of international direct investment
flows to developing countries, and a considerable
portion of these direct investment flows into the
high-tech sectors, which directly contributed to
the rise in the proportion of high-tech exports in
developing countries. On the other hand, a noteworthy
phenomenon is that the domestic value-added in
high-tech exports of developing countries remains
low, which indicates that multinational firms only
put those production processes with low value-added
and low technology into developing host countries.
I focus how IPR protection affects multinational
corporations’ pattern of international production
network, and investigate whether stronger intellectual
property protection can attract MNCs locate more
high value-added production processes into host
countries. In other words, whether highly intellectual
property protected countries have higher global value
chain status.
2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH
IPR protection in host countries has an important
impact on the direct investment of transnational
corporations. Higher IPR protection can prevent the
entrance of imitators, lower the speed of the host local
enterprises to imitate, and stimulate foreign direct
investment inflow, and spur local production scale
in host countries (Helpman 1993, Lai 1998, Yang
& Maskus, 2001, Markusen 2001, Park & Lippoldt
2005, Mathewa & Mukherjeea 2008, Awokuse &
Gu 2010, Branstetter et al. 2011, etc.). Not only
direct investment, host countries with higher IPR
protection can spur exports and technology transfer
from developed countries (Ghosh & Ishikawa 2013).
Hence higher IPR protection in host country can lead
to industrial expansion and higher creative ability
(Smith 2001, Branstetter et al. 2006, Ivus 2010,
Branstetter & Saggi 2011, Tanaka & Iwaisako 2013).
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The impact of IPR protection on FDI varies between
industries (Nunnenkump & Spatz 2004, Bilir 2011).
Multinational corporations in low technology
industries such as clothing, textiles, mining and
processing, electronic assembly manufacturing are
less sensitive to local IPR protection when they invest
abroad. But market size, operating costs and other
factors matter (Kalande 2002). Firms in industries
with high R&D expenditure, low productive
complexity and low imitation cost, are more sensitive
to local IPR protection. But the impact of IPR
protection are unclear to firms in industries with
high R&D expenditure and low imitation cost, like
bio-pharmaceutical, chemical, software development
(Markusen 2001). Nabokin (2014) examines the
impact of intellectual property protection for foreign
multinational investment decisions using the data of
German multinational corporations, and shows that
IPR protection matters for extensive margin of German
multinational companies overseas direct investment.
And this positive impact is higher in industries with
higher productive complexity. Lippoldt (2006) also
found that strengthening of intellectual property
protection helps attract multinational corporations to
transfer high technical complexity production to host
countries.
In the context of global value chain, multinational
corporations put production processes that are more
sensitive to IPR protection into countries with higher
IPR protection level. This pattern of production will
then have influence on host countries global value
chain position: countries with higher IPR protection
will enjoy higher GVC position. Among previous
literature, few provide empirical evidence that IPR
protection help to improve a country’s GVC position.
This study contributes in this field by empirical work
using cross-country data.
3. EMPIRICAL STRATEGY
To investigate whether stronger IPR protection
leads higher GVC position, I specified the following
empirical model:
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ln(1+ GVC _ positionij ,t ) = b0 + b1 ln( IPRi ,t ) + b2 ln( PINTi ,t )
+b3 ln( IPRi ,t )* ln( PINTi ,t ) + b 4 ln( KENDit ) + b5 ln( HCit )

index was the unweighted sum of these individual
scores and ranges from 0 to 5.

+b6 ln(KENTit )* ln( HCit ) + b 7 ln(Topeni ,t ) + eit

The GP index measured the completeness of laws de
jure. But effective IPR protection depends on both
(1)
the formation of IPR law and its enforcement. So I
ln(1+ GVC _ positionij ,t ) use the method by Hu and Png (2012) to calculate
where the dependent variable
effective IPR protection index by multiplying GP
is the Koopman GVC position index in the year of index by fraser index. The fraser index data is drawn
t for individual ‘country-industry pair’ ij. ln( IPRi ,t ) from EFW 2015 dataset.
presents effective IPR protection level in country i
in year of t.

4.3 Industry Patent Intensity (PINT)
ln( PINTj ,t ) ln(KENDit ) ln( HCit )
,
,
and For each industry, we measured patent intensity by the

ln(Topeni ,t ) present industry patent intensity, capital ratio of the number of patents granted to an industry

endowment, human capital index and trade openness to the total value added of the industry. That is:
respectively. I also specified the following empirical
Patent intensity = Patent granted to industry i / total
model to finish dynamic panel estimation:
value-added of industry i
ln(1+ GVC _ positionij ,t ) = b0 + h ln(1+ GVC _ positionij ,t-1 ) + b1 ln( IPRi ,t )
+b2 ln( PINTi ,t ) + b3 ln( IPRi ,t )* ln( PINTi ,t ) + b 4 ln( KENDit ) + b5 ln( HCit )
+b6 ln(KENTit )* ln( HCit ) + b 7 ln(Topeni ,t ) + eit

(2)

Patent number data is drawn from the website of US
Patent and Trademark Office. And data of industrial
value-added is drawn from NBER-CES dataset.

4.4 Capital Endowment (KEND)
In the circumstances of global value chain, according
to the H-O theory, capital abundant countries will be
4.1 GVC Position
specialized in producing capital-intensive production
processes, which have relatively higher added
Koopman (2010) uses the following method to
value. In GVC, these countries usually export core
calculate countries GVC position:
components, which may be export to other countries
 IVir 
 FVir 
after further process. So capital endowment index is
GVC _ Positionir = Ln 1 +
 − Ln 1 +

Eir 
Eir 
expected to be positively correlated to GVC position.


where IV is indirect value added in exports to third I use the following method to calculate capital
country via importer, FV presents foreign value added endowment index:
in export, and E is total export. The data used in this
study is drawn from Wang et al. (2013). The dataset Kend = Capital stock / Population
used in this paper includes 35 economies (covering
most economies in WIOT), 18 manufacturing sectors Both the capital stock and population data are drawn
(from c01 to c17 plus c30), in the period of 2000- from PWT 8.1 database.
2009.
4.5 Human Capital Index (HC)
To capture human capital development, I use
4.2 Effective IPR Protection (IPR)
variables drawn from PWT 8.1 dataset. The dataset
Effective IPR protection index is calculated using the provides Index of human capital per person, based on
years of schooling (Barro & Lee 2012) and returns to
following method:
education (Psacharopoulos 1994).
Effective IPR protection = GP index * Fraser index
4.6 Trade Openness (Topen)
GP index is compiled by Ginarte and Park (1997)
and updated by Park (2008). The GP index assigned To capture trade openness, I use the proportion of
each country a score between 0 and 1 for each of five total trade volume of goods and services. The data is
elements: the extent of coverage of patent protection, drawn from the World Bank WDI database.
membership in international patent agreements,
provisions for protection against loss, enforcement Descriptive statistics of all variables are shown in
mechanisms, and duration of protection. The GP Table 1.
4. DATA AND MEASUREMENT
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics

Statistic
GVC Position
IPR
KEND
HC
Topen
PINT

Measurement
NA
NA
Mil US$ /
person
NA
%
NA

N
6,274
6,300
6,300

Mean
-0.2
29.5
75.1

St. Dev.
0.1
8.5
43.4

Min
-0.7
7.1
3.2

Max
0.2
45.0
233.8

6,300
6,300
6,300

2.9
85.0
0.02

0.4
52.9
0.03

1.7
20.3
0.000

3.6
349.8
0.2

5. RESULTS

protection is positive and statistically significant in
all three estimations, showing that countries with
5.1 Baseline Estimation Results
higher IPR protection have higher GVC position.
Patent intensity index has a negative impact on GVC
Table 2 presents fixed effect estimates of baseline position, while the coefficient of interaction term is
specification, equation (1). I focus on the coefficients positive. This indicates that industries with higher
of effective IPR protection, patent intensity and their patent intensity need stronger IPR protection
interaction term. The coefficient of effective IPR
Table 2. Main Estimates

IPR
PINT

(1)
0.081***
(0.016)
-0.060***
(0.014)

(2)
0.051***
(0.017)
-0.041***
(0.015)
0.028**
(0.011)
0.534***
(0.106)

KEND
HC
Topen
IPR*PINT
KEND*HC
Individual effect
Time effect
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic
Note:

0.020***
(0.004)

0.014***
(0.004)
-0.047***
(0.010)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
6,274
6,274
0.084
0.089
0.075
0.080
43.057*** (df = 12; 5634) 36.731*** (df = 15; 5631)
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

5.2 Dynamic Panel Estimates
Dynamic panel estimate results are presented in
table 3. If lagged dependent variables also appear
as explanatory variables, strict exogeneity of the
regressors no longer holds. So I use instrumental
variable (IV) approach to estimate equation (2), using
second order lag of dependent variable as instrument.
In Table 3, I also focus on the coefficients of effective
IPR protection, patent intensity and their interaction
48

(3)
0.055***
(0.017)
-0.027*
(0.014)
0.045***
(0.011)
0.539***
(0.103)
-0.106***
(0.005)
0.010**
(0.004)
-0.052***
(0.010)
Yes
Yes
6,274
0.146
0.131
60.142*** (df = 16; 5630)

term. In consistency with Table2, the coefficient of
effective IPR protection is positive and statistically
significant in all three estimations. The coefficient
of patent intensity remains negative and statistically
significant. The coefficient of the interaction term
remains positive and statistically significant. Another
notable point is that all adjusted R squares are above
2.6, much larger than those in Table 2.
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Table 3. Dynamic Panel Estimates (IV)

GVC Position lag
IPR
PINT

(1)
0.333***
(0.028)
0.109***
(0.020)
-0.092***
(0.016)

KENT
HC

(2)
0.344***
(0.028)
0.047**
(0.022)
-0.054***
(0.017)
0.072***
(0.013)
0.741***
(0.112)

Topen
IPR*PINT
KEND*HC
Individual effect
Time effect
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic
Note:

0.029***
(0.005)

0.018***
(0.005)
-0.068***
(0.011)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
5,015
5,015
0.300
0.309
0.262
0.269
163.386***
134.704***
(df = 11; 4376)
(df = 14; 4373)
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

(3)
0.298***
(0.029)
0.052**
(0.022)
-0.050***
(0.017)
0.082***
(0.012)
0.700***
(0.111)
-0.090***
(0.007)
0.016***
(0.005)
-0.073***
(0.011)
Yes
Yes
5,015
0.326
0.284
137.118***
(df = 15; 4372)

5.3 Endogenousity

intensity samples, the effect of IPR protection, patent
intensity and their interaction term are similar to those
When multinational corporations enter a host country, in Table 2 to 4.
especially in IPR sensitive industry, they may require
host country to provide stronger protection. The The last column in Table presents estimate result
host country, on the other hand, may strengthen its using random selected industry group sample. The
IPR protection in order to attract more FDI in high coefficients are also similar to previous estimates.
technology industry. So IPR protection may be an
endogenous variable in both equation (1) and (2).
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The ideal way to prevent bias caused by endogenousity
is IV regression. But as pointed out by relating
literature, it’s difficult to find good outside instruments
for IPR protection. So I replace IPR protection in
Table 3 with its lag to prevent two-way causality.
Table4 presents the results. They are no difference
with the results in Table 3.
5.4 Grouped Estimates
To test the robustness of the results, I divide the
sample into two groups according to patent intensity
of industries. Estimate results are shown in first two
columns in Table 4. For both higher and lower patent

I investigated whether stronger IPR protection can
improve a country’s GVC position. Among previous
literature, few provide empirical evidence that IPR
protection help to improve a country’s GVC position.
Using a panel of up to 18 manufacturing industries
in up to 35 economies between 2000 and 2009,
this paper found evidence that stronger intellectual
property protection is associated with higher global
value chain position. The impact of stronger effective
IPR protection is economically significant, and is
stronger for higher patent intensity industries. The
results are shown robust after IV dynamic panel
regression, controlling for endogenousity and grouped
estimation.
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Table 4. Endogenousity

GVC position lag
IPR lag
PINT lag
KEND
HC
Topen
IPR lag * PINT lag
KEND*HC
Individual effect
Time effect
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
F Statistic
Note:

(1)
0.336***
(0.028)
0.096***
(0.016)
-0.082***
(0.014)

(2)
0.347***
(0.028)
0.045**
(0.017)
-0.053***
(0.015)
0.080***
(0.013)
0.779***
(0.117)

(3)
0.300***
(0.029)
0.043**
(0.017)
-0.035**
(0.015)
0.080***
(0.013)
0.676***
(0.115)
-0.090***
(0.007)
0.025***
0.016***
0.011***
(0.004)
(0.004)
(0.004)
-0.073***
-0.072***
(0.011)
(0.011)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
5,015
5,015
5,015
0.300
0.309
0.324
0.261
0.269
0.283
163.578*** (df = 11; 4376) 135.071*** (df = 14; 4373) 136.433*** (df = 15; 4372)
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
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Can Low Risk Stocks Outperform High Risk Ones?
Evidence from China Equity Market
Ruonan Ma
School of Finance, Nankai University, China
ABSTRACT

lower risk with a minimum variance portfolio can
defeat the capitalization-weighted benchmark in U.S
equity market. Later, Carvalho et al. (2012) draw the
similar conclusion using Sharp ratio, when examining
substitutes for the capitalization-weighted strategies
in the world market. After controlling the size, value
and momentum factors, Blitz and Van Vliet (2007)
research on the data from 1986 to 2006 and find the
top (low risk)-minus-bottom (high risk) alpha spread
reach 12% per annum, which they refer to as the
‘volatility effect’. Adrian and Rosenberg (2008) find
the prices of risk are negative, and, further, adding
the short-run and long-run volatility components into
the three-factor model is favorable to Fama-French
3-factor model.

This paper tests the empirical relation between
return and volatility on the Shanghai stock market.
Herein, we find that the idiosyncratic risk anomaly
is not significant in China, which can be attributed
to the size and book-to-market value factors of the
listing corporations. This is contrary to the typical
evidence on the idiosyncratic volatility effect that
low-risk stock portfolios may have a combination
of low volatility and high returns. Furthermore, we
investigate five market sections spanning diverse
stock markets to confirm that low risk portfolios can
hardly outperform high risk ones. Finally, we find that
the low risk portfolios can stably get similar rewards
to the high risk ones, especially in most fluctuating
periods like the Global Financial Crisis.
Interesting studies in this regard are that one can find
the flat or negative relation between risk and returns
Keywords: Volatility anomaly; Stock returns; Asset within nearly all capital markets. Blitz and Van Vliet
strategy; Factor model
(2007) discover that the European and Japanese
equity markets share similar properties. And they find
1. INTRODUCTION
an uncommon low correlation between the volatility
effect in the developed and emerging country. Using
Treynor (1961), Sharp (1964), Lintner (1965) and the ex post standard deviation of the daily stock return
Mossion (1966) propose the Capital Asset Pricing and monthly return across 23 developed markets,
Model (CAPM), which postulates that the expected Ang et al. (2009) find that the average return spread
return on a stock is linearly proportional to its between low and high idiosyncratic volatility may
systematic risk, measured by beta. Yet, such Nobel- reach 1.3% per month. They also prove the effect in
prize winning theory is surprisingly hard to find in each G7 country and consider the trading frictions,
empirical test results, which can date to Black (1972). private information in their test. Later, including at
On the U.S. stock market, a flat or even negative least 60 monthly data for each market, Blitz et al.
relation between risk and return is documented in (2012) find 11 emerging markets come across the
the papers of Fama and French (1992), Black (1993), volatility anomaly, and the effect appears to grow
Falkenstein (1994), Haugen and Baker (1975, 1991, stronger over time. Furthermore, Haugen and Baker
1996). Further, numerous following studies indicate (2012) explore 21 developed and 12 emerging markets
that low risk stocks can earn more returns than the and prove that securities bearing more risk may yield
CAPM predictions or even higher risk ones, which is negative rewards.
called ‘the idiosyncratic volatility effect’ and implies
that the equity investors overpay for risky stocks.
Further, the particular researches towards volatility
anomaly on China stock market present various
History of studying the volatility effect is given conclusions. Yang and Han (2009) find the
in Table 1. Haugen and Heins (1975) provide the idiosyncratic volatility generates a negative relation
evidence that the negative relation between beta and with cross-sectional returns. Xu (2010) documents
return is significant respectively on the U.S. stock and both the idiosyncratic volatility and skewness are
bond markets, which shows that the practical existence direct proportional to the corresponding returns and
of risk premiums in the capital market. Haugen and are negative to the expected returns. Meanwhile,
Baker (1991), Jogannathan and Ma (2003) all confirm Chen et al. (2009) repudiate that aggregate volatility
that the asset strategy of pursuing higher returns and
52
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Table 1. References to the Volatility Effect

Author(Year)

Research
Purpose

Black, Jensen, Scholes(1972) Model
Empirical
Analysis
Fama,MacBeth (1973)
Model
Empirical
Analysis
Haugen, Heins (1975)
Empirical test
Falkenstein (1994)
Empirical test
Haugen, Baker (1991,1996) Model
Empirical
Analysis
Rouwenhorst (1998)
Empirical test

Data
Country

Risk-return
relationship

U.S.

Frequency /
Period
M;1931-1965

VOLMeasurement
beta

U.S.

M;1926-1968

beta

Flat

U.S.
U.S.
U.S.

M;1926-1971
M;1965-1992
M;1979-1993

beta; stdev.
variance
FF; variance

Negative
Negative
Negative

M;1980-1995

beta

Negative

M;1963-2003

Negative

Positive

Ang, Hodrick, Xing, Zhang
(2006)
Clarke, De Silva, Thorley
(2006)
Blitz, Van Vliet (2007)

Empirical test

U.S., Europe
(12 in all)
U.S.

Empirical test

U.S.

M;1968-2005

Empirical test

W;1986-2006

Bali, Cakici (2008)

Empirical test

U.S., Europe,
Japan
U.S.

Daily VIX
index change
Covariance
matrix
stdev; beta

Model
Empirical
Analysis
Model
Empirical
Analysis
Empirical test
M;1990-2011

FF3
resid.,GARCH
Short/long-run

Ambiguous

Adrian, Rosenber (2008)

D/M;19582004
D;1962-2005
D/M;19802003

FF3 resid.;
lagged stdev.

Negative

Ang, Hodrick, Xing, Zhang
(2009)
Haugen-Baker (2012)
12 Developing
Blitz , Pang , Van Vliet
(2012)

Empirical test

U.S.
23 Developed
21 Developed,
Historical
volatility
11 Emerging
markets

Negative

Ambiguous

(0.007)
0.011***

Negative
M;1988-2010

Negative

Grouping
vol.,beta,
MAD

Negative

and idiosyncratic risk are needed to be included in the
pricing model after controlling the illiquidity.
As shown in Figure 1, where both the low and high risk
portfolios from China stock market can bring higher
returns than the medium-risk group, the relationship
between risk and return is not fairly clear. Thus in this
paper, we specifically focus on the volatility effect,
considering the idiosyncratic risk anomaly on the
Shanghai stock market, in order to further capture the
actual risk-pricing principle in China.
Our main contribution to the existing literature is
investigating the idiosyncratic volatility anomaly on
the China equity market, specifically considering the
industrial-level differences and fluctuating periods.
Furthermore, we utilize the parsimoniously sorted
portfolios and measurements, which can probably
promise us more accurate results.

Figure 1. Average Annualized Return and Volatility for the
Portfolios Sorted on Varied Risk
(All A/B Shares in China, Jan.2012-Jan.2015)

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
the first section, we describe our data and methodology.
Subsequently, we come to the primary focus of this
paper, which is to empirically examine the volatility
anomaly in the Shanghai stock market. We also
control other effects (e.g. size, value and momentum),
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Table 2. Summary Statistics of the Volatility Model Components (Shanghai stock market, Mar.1998 to Mar.2015)

MKT
SMB
HML
Rm

Mean

Median

Maximum

Minimum

Std. Dev.

Skewness

Kurtosis

0.15%
0.69%
0.39%
0.37%

0.45%
0.41%
1.16%
0.68%

27.62%
22.24%
9.59%
27.81%

-28.57%
-8.72%
-29.89%
-28.28%

0.08
0.04
0.05
0.08

-0.29
1.27
-2.46
-0.28

4.58
9.24
13.65
4.57

JarqueBera
19.93
319.72
968.83
19.50

Notes: MKT, SMB, HML are respectively the excess return, the size and book-to-market value factors on the Shanghai stock market. Rm is the
market portfolio return, substituted by the Shanghai composite index in our paper.

while specifically conducting the empirical tests with
different frequencies and sub-sectors from diversified
industries (market sections) as robustness tests.
Finally, we end with our conclusions and implications.
2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

returns used here are all in logarithm form. And we
use log free-float market capitalization for measuring
SMB (size, small-minus-big), inverse PB ratio for
HML (book-to-market value, high-minus-low), and
turnover ratio of shares for UMD (momentum).
Summary statistics are given in the Table 2.

In this section, we firstly describe our data, and then We compute excess returns using the one-year
illustrate our methodology to explore the volatility benchmark deposit rate, which is wildly used as the
risk-free rate, designated as Rf, in China financial
anomaly empirically on China stock market.
study and similar to the one-year bill yield of People’s
Bank of China (PBoC) in quantity. Also, we set the
2.1 Data
return rate of the Shanghai Composite Index as a
It is a fact that ‘daily price limits’, which started since proxy for the market return, designated as Rm. Thus
December, 1996 in the China equity market, has a we calculate ‘Rm-Rf’ as the risk premium on the
striking impact on the fluctuation of stock price and China equity market.
its volatility. And further considering data sufficiency
and the historical stock market plumbing since June 2.2 Methodology
2015, we set our in-sample period as March 1998 to
In this approach, we construct equally-weighted
March 2015.
quintile portfolios by sorting the stocks on the past
Figure 2. Line Plot of Shanghai Composite Index (Shanghai
36-month volatility of monthly returns at the end of
stock market, Dec.1990 to Apr.2015)
each month, in accordance to the preceding empirical
tests (Blitz & Van Vliet, 2007; Ang et al., 2009). And
then we observe monthly average returns and Sharp
ratio of the portfolios. In our analysis, transaction
costs are ignored as one hypothesis.

Herein, we remove the stocks of ST or *ST enterprises,
which always come across a financial distress and
probably have an abnormal excess return. The rest
of the in-sample data are fully used. Our stock return
data for the main research comprise monthly returns
(ex. dividends) on 308 firms from the Shanghai stock
market, which dominates the whole mainland equity
markets. Firm-level data and individual stock returns
are obtained from WIND and RESSET database. The
54

As for statistically calculating volatility, researchers
may resort to a beta, a standard deviation of realized
returns or a mean absolute deviation (MAD).
Goldstein and Taleb (2007) suggest using the MAD
as a proper measure of the unsystematic risk, while
Blitz and Van Vliet (2007, 2013) calculate the
preceding volatility of a stock by taking the standard
deviation of its monthly or weekly returns over the
past three years. They further empirically prove that
the simple historical volatility presents a stronger
anomaly than the related beta. Baker et al. (2011)
also draw the similar conclusion. Hence, we calculate
the past volatility of a stock by standard deviation of
its monthly returns over the preceding 36 months.
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And such volatility will later serve as a main sorting
benchmark in our research.
In addition, we provide the systematic risk factor
beta and alpha estimated employing the CAPM,
Fama-French three-factor (FF-3) and Carhart fourfactor model regressions. Similar to the study of
Rouwenhorst et al. (1999), Van der Hart et al. (2003),
Blitz (2007) and Ang et al. (2009), the use of model
regressions allows us to effectively control other
anomaly effects (e.g. size, valuation and momentum).
The one-factor alpha, Fama-French three-factor alpha
and Carhart four-factor alpha are estimated using the
following regressions:

models have no striking multi-collinearity, except
for SMB and HML. According to the Frisch Rule
(1934), this can be proved later that their correlations
are lower than the R-squared value and thus have no
adverse effects. For the high correlation of SMB and
HML in China, it indicates that small corporations
always have a low PB ratio (the reciprocal of bookto-market, EPS/ book per share), which is accurately
similar to what we can observe on China’s main board.

Table 4 shows the monthly average returns and
volatility of portfolios sorted on historical volatility,
size, value and momentum factors. For each
quintile portfolio, the top quintile Q1 contains most
theoretical-favorable stocks with the lowest volatility,
(1) the smallest free float market value, the highest bookRi = αi + βi MKTt + εi				
(2) to-market ratio or the highest turnover ratio of shares,
Ri = αi + βiMKTt + siSMBt + hiHMLt + εi
Ri = αi + βiMKTt + siSMBt + hiHMLt + uiUMDt+εi (3) while vice versa. To avoid showing too many negative
numbers, we calculate and present the spread of
Where Ri = Rp - Rf denotes stock i’s risk premium bottom-minus-top portfolio as Q5-Q1.
(also called as ‘excess return’) and MKTt=Rm-Rf is the
risk premium for the market portfolio. SMBt , HMLt, In the Panel A, we sort the portfolios on the historical
UMDt are the returns on the size, value (book-to- volatility. Since the past volatility has a strong
market) and momentum factors. The systematic risk predicting power, the sorting method can be shown
factor, designated as beta (βi), can be obtained here, from the monotonically increasing standard deviation
which presents the correlation between the individual and the beta value, while the monthly average return
portfolio and the market.
fluctuates but has a rough increasing trend. This is
against the idiosyncratic volatility effect. Considering
3. MAIN RESULTS
the Sharp ratio, we could also find the bottom quintile
Q5 is most favorable, with a ratio spread of 5.33%
In the section, we utilize a sorting based methodology over the top quintile.
to test empirically our findings in the full-sample. Then
we will investigate the robustness of our findings, Further, the FF three-factor and Carhart four-factor
considering the sub industrial market sections, sub alphas are quite different from one-factor alpha,
periods and differed measuring frequencies.
indicating that the systematic size and book-to-market
value exposures could explain the volatility effect
3.1 Full-sample Results
in China. The four-factor alpha is slight lower than
the three-factor one, suggesting the alphas might be
The primary purpose is to find the relation of attributed to the momentum effect. The Q5-Q1 return
volatility and return in the Shanghai stock market spreads of the portfolios sorted on the size, value and
during Mar.1998 to Mar.2015. The correlations of the momentum in Panel B, C and D are all positive, which
variables are presented here.
also explains the effects by themselves and indicates
that we need not to report the regressed alpha values
As shown in the Table 3, we find the correlations in the size, value and momentum sorting panels.
between the variables are fairly low and thus our Hence, we might confirm that the idiosyncratic
Table 3. Correlations of Variables
(Shanghai stock market, Mar.1998 to Mar.2015)

MKT
SMB
HML
UMD

MKT

SMB

HML

UMD

Std. Dev.

Skewness

Kurtosis

1.00
-0.05
0.05
0.05

-0.05
1.00
-0.74
0.39

0.05
-0.74
1.00
-0.27

0.05
0.39
-0.27
1.00

0.08
0.04
0.05
0.08

-0.29
1.27
-2.46
-0.28

4.58
9.24
13.65
4.57
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JarqueBera
19.93
319.72
968.83
19.50
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Table 4. Portfolios Sorted on Volatility and Carhart Factors
(Shanghai stock market, Mar.1998 to Mar.2015)

Q1
Q2
Panel A: Sorted on historical volatility
Mean
0.43%
0.23%
Std. Dev.
7.29%
8.92%
Sharp ratio
2.84%
0.16%
beta
0.76***
0.92***
t-value
22.67
21.78
1-factor alpha
-0.11%
-0.33%
t-value
-0.41
-0.94
FF3-factor alpha
0.96%**
0.53%
t-value
2.55
1.52
Carhart4-factor alpha
0.95%**
0.53%
t-value
2.53
1.52
Panel B: Sorted on size
Mean
0.62%
0.64%
beta
9.57%
9.74%
Sharp ratio
4.21%
4.30%
Panel C: Sorted on value
Mean
0.70%
0.66%
beta
9.04%
9.08%
Sharp ratio
5.38%
4.84%
Panel D: Sorted on momentum
Mean
1.68%
1.83%
beta
9.61%
9.61%
Sharp ratio
15.22%
16.81%

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q5-Q1

0.28%
9.79%
0.64%
1.00***
20.78
-0.29%
0.46
-0.01%
-0.03
-0.01%
-0.03

0.80%
10.78%
5.43%
1.09***
20.23
0.21%
0.48
-0.12%
-0.42
-0.12%
-0.42

1.21%
12.11%
8.17%
1.22***
19.79
0.60%
1.17
0.00%
-0.01
0.00%
-0.01

0.78%
4.81%
5.33%
0.46
0.71%
-0.96%
-0.96%
-

0.85%
9.64%
6.56%

0.97%
9.46%
7.90%

1.11%
8.77%
10.18%

0.49%
-0.80%
5.97%

1.97%
18.31%
9.57%

0.74%
9.89%
5.29%

0.75%
9.90%
5.40%

0.05%
0.86%
0.02%

1.71%
9.77%
15.30%

1.75%
9.94%
15.39%

1.81%
9.04%
17.62%

0.13%
-0.58%
2.40%

Notes: For each portfolio, we report the simple monthly mean of the log return, standard deviation of monthly return, Sharp ratio, CAPM beta,
alpha and related t-statistics. Significance at the 1% level is denoted by ***, at the 5% level is denoted by **, and at the 10% level is denoted
by*.

volatility anomaly may present contradicting results,
which may ascribe to the size and value factors on the
Shanghai stock market. That is, in China, the volatility
effect might not perform as ‘low risk high return’.
As additional empirical tests, we include equity data
from other stock markets within China mainland,
involving the Shenzhen stock market (Main and
SME board respectively), and China’s Chinext stock
market. These tests all give out similar results.
3.2 Measuring the Sub-Market Sections
As the Table 5 shows, we further segment the whole
China equity market so as to compare the effect in
notably stable and fluctuant market sections. We
choose the rather stable sections like materials, health
service and transportation; also we observe the fairly
active sections, such as IT and investment banking
sections.
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Since the stocks are sorted on volatility, we firstly find
that the trend of standard deviation is in accordance
with our quintile sorting rule. Further considering the
sharp ratio, the high risk portfolio can bring rewards
more efficiently in all industries observed here. It is
apparent that the average return spreads of the top and
the bottom portfolios show an apparent principle, that
high risk can always generate high rewards.
3.3 Measuring the Sub-Period
To save space and present more evidently, we
illustrate our findings using figures. As the Figure 2
in the Data part and Figure 3 shows, we separate the
full-sample period into three sub-periods according to
the historical fluctuation of Shanghai stock market.
And interestingly, we can still get the former
conclusion as presented in the Figure 3, that is higher
volatility portfolio (Q5) may always get a higher
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Table 5. Portfolios Sorted on Volatility and Market Sections
(China equity market, Mar.1998 to Mar.2015)

Q1
Panel A: Materials
Mean
0.31%
Std. Dev.
0.08
Sharp ratio
1.08%
beta
5.12%
Panel B: Health Service
Mean
0.87%
Std. Dev.
0.08
Sharp ratio
8.55%
beta
3.37%
Panel C: Transportation
Mean
0.17%
Std. Dev.
0.07
Sharp ratio
-0.65%
beta
7.80%
Panel D: Information Technology
Mean
0.04%
Std. Dev.
0.09
Sharp ratio
-1.99%
beta
7.89%
Panel E: Investment Banking
Mean
0.18%
Std. Dev.
0.08
Sharp ratio
-0.50%
beta
5.23%

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q5-Q1

0.26%
0.10
0.47%
5.12%

0.34%
0.11
1.13%
4.80%

1.01%
0.12
6.78%
6.09%

1.20%
0.13
7.70%
3.16%

0.89%
0.04
6.62%
-1.96%

0.22%
0.09
0.01%
8.11%

0.75%
0.10
5.22%
6.32%

0.41%
0.11
1.65%
1.35%

1.45%
0.13
9.25%
3.60%

0.58%
0.06
0.69%
0.23%

0.07%
0.08
-1.82%
6.07%

0.30%
0.09
0.85%
8.75%

0.84%
0.11
5.80%
-0.03%

0.85%
0.13
4.73%
8.00%

0.67%
0.06
5.37%
0.21%

-0.25%
0.10
-4.69%
6.65%

0.47%
0.11
2.28%
8.04%

0.75%
0.12
4.61%
6.72%

0.88%
0.15
4.55%
24.21%

0.83%
0.06
6.54%
16.32%

0.18%
0.10
-0.43%
0.25%

0.34%
0.11
1.11%
2.47%

0.71%
0.12
4.09%
2.15%

1.12%
0.14
6.66%
6.46%

0.94%
0.06
7.16%
1.22%

Notes: We report the simple monthly mean of the log-return, standard deviation of monthly return, Sharp ratio, CAPM beta and related
t-statistics.

reward. Moreover, for the dramatic fluctuating years,
like 2007 to 2009, the return of Q5-Q1 (high-risk
minus low-risk, bottom-minus-top) is stably positive
but close to zero all the time. In relatively stable years
like 2006 and 2012, one may witness the typical
idiosyncratic volatility effect, performing as ‘low risk
high return’, in the China stock market.
Figure 3. Spread of Monthly Average Return of Bottom-minusTop Portfolio Sorted on Volatility
(Shanghai stock market, Mar.1998 to Mar.2015)

3.4 Differing the Data Frequency
We also diversify the frequency and length of our
in-sample data. Using a trailing window of weekly
return from 2014 to 2015, we can still obtain the same
result. As Table 6 shows, after that we turn the weekly
average return into the monthly measurement, we can
still find the spread of Q5-Q1 (high-risk minus lowrisk) reaches 1.24%, which means that investing in
the high risk portfolio can bring a higher return due
to weekly data. And a higher sharp ratio can also be
achieved with high risk portfolios.
Herein, we find that our finding is robust to a different observing period and frequency for the return.
Further computing can be carried out by substituting
our log-return with the simple return rate, testing the
effect on the observation of certain month, diversifying portfolio assets, or changing the equal-weighted
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Table 6. Portfolios Sorted on Volatility of Weekly Returns
(Shanghai stock market, Mar.2014 to Mar.2015)

Mean
Std. Dev.
Sharp ratio
beta
t-value
1-factor alpha
t-value

Q1
0.57%
1.90%
-0.03
0.50***
6.59
0.09
0.44

Q2
0.84%
2.51%
0.09
0.69***
7.10
0.25
1.01

Q3
1.09%
2.76%
0.17
0.76***
7.01
0.45
1.64

Q4
1.32%
3.02%
0.23
0.84***
7.28
0.75**
2.53

Q5
1.81%
3.16%
0.38
0.85***
7.12
1.28***
4.23

Q5-Q1
1.24%
1.26%
0.40
0.34
1.20
-

Notes: The statistics showed here are all turned into monthly computed measures. Significance at the 1% level is denoted by ***, at the 5% level
is denoted by **, and at the 10% level is denoted by*.

portfolios into value-weighted and investor-mimicking portfolios.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
In China, regarding to our empirical test, the volatility
anomaly hardly generates a significant effect. Hence,
we can still witness that high risk portfolio always
earns a rather high return. And in our market the asset
strategy like ‘Q5-Q1’ (buy high-risk portfolios and
sell low-risk ones) can always get a positive premium
every month, while the average returns of portfolios
sorted on volatility nearly have no steady trend.
For the segments of the stocks based on the varied
industry market sections or differed observing years,
our conclusion still stands.
Moreover, in this paper, when utilizing the sorting
methodology towards stocks during varied testing
periods, we find that low risk portfolios can stably
get a similar return to high risk ones, especially in
most fluctuating periods, like during the Global
Financial Crisis (from 2007 to 2009). This indicates
that during the crisis period low risk portfolios will be
more favorable and the flight-to-safety phenomenon
actually happens. Moreover, during such years,
researching on the relation of the idiosyncratic risk
and monetary policy is promising to make sense in
the China equity market.
To make our research conclusion of China more
objective and compelling, the research forward is
suggested to take policies, trading frictions, leverage,
and information dissemination etc. into consideration.
Additionally, methods involving market skewness
and business cycle are well advised to be test, in order
to discover more about the volatility anomaly.
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The Diminution of Tariff of International Trade towards Inequality on
Southeast Asia Countries (2007-2014)
Yahya Sudrajat
Intern Researcher at CSIS Indonesia (Centre for Strategic and International Studies)
ABSTRACT

Graph 1. Southeast Asia’s GDP Growth (2008-2014)

In order to implement blueprint of ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC), Southeast Asia countries
have been gradually doing the diminution tariff of
international trade since 2007. This effort has been
implicating the decreasing of each Southeast Asia
countries’ GDP. Yet, this decreasing has also been
followed by the augmentation of gini coefficients of
each Southeast Asia countries during the same time
periods. Therefore, hypothesis of this research is
there is significant influence between the decreasing
tariff of international trade towards the increasing of
gini coefficient in the countries of Southeast Asia.
Hence, this research had been concerned to seek an
answer of how the significance of diminution of tariff
of international trade towards the augmentation of
Southeast Asia countries’ gini coefficient.
Keywords: tariff, international trade, GDP, gini
coefficient, Southeast Asia
1. INTRODUCTION
Before the end of this year (2015), Southeast Asia
countries would start ASEAN Economic Community
(AEC). The program has actually been started on
2007 by gradually decreasing tariff of international
trade by South East Asia countries (Blueprint AEC
2007, p.1). By the end of 2015, there would be free
trade for each South East Asia countries. Based on
its blueprint (2007, p.18), AEC has been aimed to
improve and strengthen economic capacity of South
East Asia countries.
In addition, according to the data of World Bank,
ASEAN’s economic capacity has been strengthening
since 2007. Based on GDP growth standpoint, in
spite of the global financial crisis, GDP growth of this
region was -0,64% in 2008. It means that economic
capacity of this region was strong enough. Because
in 2007, GDP growth of South East Asia was -15%, it
means that aggregate of Southeast Asia’s GDP growth
was 43.6% at same year. In 2010, its GDP growth was
24%, and then in 2011 the GDP growth was 15% and
16% (databank.worldbank.org). According to those
data, it could be concluded that based on GDP growth
standpoint, Southeast Asia has economically been
straightening.
60

Note: The number is in billion USD
Source: databank.worldbank.org

Compared to the biggest emerging economic like
China and India, the economic capacity of Southeast
Asia has still been being competitive. For example,
in 2010, China’s GDP growth was 10,40%, and
India’s was 9,32%, and Southeast Asia’s was still be
competitive by 24% (databank.worldbank.org). The
number of GDP growth of those countries has been
continuing to 2014. Based on that fact, it could be
concluded that economic capacity of Southeast Asia
is big and competitive.
Graph 2. GDP Growth of Southeast Asia, India, and China
(2008-2014)

Note: The number is in percent (%)
Source: databank.worldbank.org

Based on another standpoint, according to GDP
viewpoint, even though China’s is always bigger, yet
Southeast Asia’s bigger than India’s. For example, in
2007, GDP of Southeast Asia was 1,3 trillion USD,
China’s was 3,49 trillion USD, and India’s was 1,2
trillion USD. In 2008, the pattern was the same,
Southeast Asia’s GDP was 1,5 trillion USD, China’s
was 4,5 trillion USD and India’s was 1,29 trillion
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USD. In the same year, GDP of China was bigger
than Southeast Asia’s, yet which was bigger than
India’s. The pattern has been being the same until
2014 (databank.worldbank.org).
Graph 3. GDP of Southeast Asia, India, and China (2007-2014)

also been strengthen at the same period. For example,
in 2007, Indonesia’s economic growth was 6,3%. It
was decreasing became 6% in 2008. So did its gini
coefficient was decreasing at the same year from 3,4 in
2007, and become 3,0 in 2008. Yet while its economic
growth was growing become 6,2% in 2009, its gini
coefficient was also growing; became 3,8. The pattern
had been continuous until 2014. These patterns had
also been having in the others countries of Southeast
Asia (databank.worldbank.org).

Therefore, the research is being focused to seek an
answer of question of how significant of the decreasing
of tariff of international trade towards inequality in
Southeast Asia countries. Hence, to measure that
significance, it is to be needed a regression analysis
Note: Number is in billion USD
as an analysis tool. In addition, previous research and
Source: databank.worldbank.org
theoretical framework are also needed within this
Based on its total population, in 2007, Southeast Asia’s research to be a foundation of regression model, and
total population was 573 million people. In 2008, its theory for an analytical framework.
total population was 580 million. It means that the
total population of Southeast Asia was significantly 2. DISCUSSION
growing on that year. Furthermore, the pattern was
still the same until 2014 (databank.worldbank.org).
Within this research, the research of “The Impact of
Trade Openness on Growth, Poverty, and Inequality
According to PPP (purchasing power parity) on Vietnam” by CAO Xuan Dung (2004) became
viewpoint, the number of Southeast Asia’s PPP was a foundation to build a model of regression. On his
11.463 USD in 2007. Compared to India’s and China’s research, Xuan Dung (2004, pp. 8-12) has built model
PPP in the same year, PPP of Southeast Asia was of regression as such.
bigger than China’s, which was 3,620 USD and fewer
Graph 5. Regression Model
than India’s was 15.540 USD. Until 2014, its pattern
was still the same, which means that Southeast Asia’s
was bigger than China’s, yet India’s was bigger than
Southeast Asia’s (databank.worldbank.org).
Graph 4. PPP of Southeast Asia, India, and China (2007-2012)

Note: Openness: Tariff of International Trade
Growth: GDP Growth
Poverty: Poverty
Inequality: Gini Coefficient
Note: The number is in USD
Source: www.databank.worldbank.org

Based on the explanation above, it could be concluded
that the economic capacity of Southeast Asia has been
being strengthening since the decreasing of tariff of
international trade by Southeast Asia countries as an
implementation of blueprint of ASEAN Economic
Community. Yet, as strengthen as Southeast Asia
economic capacity, gini coefficient of its countries has

There are three schemes of regression analysis
on that research. First, the scheme of regression
analysis, it was measuring the significance of tariff
of international trade towards GDP Growth. Second,
the scheme of regression analysis, it measure the
significance of tariff of international trade towards
poverty. And third, the scheme of regression analysis,
it measure the significance of tariff of international
trade towards gini coefficient (Dung 2004, pp.12-5).
Hence, within this research, the third scheme is used,
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and the model of scheme of regression analysis it The result of regression analysis above is coherence
so measure the significance of tariff of international with the pattern of both of Indonesia’s economic
trade towards gini coefficient.
growth and gini coefficient data. For example, in
2009, Indonesia’s economic growth was 4,6% and its
In addition, this research is aimed to measure the gini coefficient was 3,8% in the same year. In the next
significance of the influence of the decreasing of year, that was 2010, the economic growth of Indonesia
tariff of international trade towards the inequality of was 6,2% and its gini coefficient was 3,9% (databank.
Southeast Asia countries. Hence, model that would be worldbank.org). Hence, it means that if there is the
used in order to measure significance of the influence increasing of economic growth, it would be followed
both of tariff of international trade and inequality is by the increasing of gini coefficient, and if there is the
below.
decreasing of economic growth, it would be followed
by the deceasing of gini coefficient.

OPENESS == INEQUALITY

2.2 Laos

Note:
Openness = Tariff of International Trade
Inequality = Gini Coefficient

Regression analysis result of Laos is the number of
regression 0,024. It means that tariff of international
The Marxist Theory of Economic and Political
trade is significantly increasing gini coefficient in
Integration would be used to interpret and analyze
Laos. As like as Indonesia, the correlation of both
the result of regression analysis of each Southeast
variable is significant. Yet, the significance of it is not
Asia countries. The perspective of the theory is every
as significant as Indonesia. It could be seen beneath:
free trade or economic integration would create
the inequality of capital within the people of each
ANOVAb
countries. It caused by the competition of capitalist
Model
Sum of Df
Mean F
Sig.
which resulting the exploitation by bigger capitalist
Squares
Square
toward fewer capitalist (Mandel 1970, p.88). At the 1 Regression 32.930
1 32.930 9.002
.024a
beginning, the decreasing of tariff of international
Residual
21.950
6 3.658
trade was influencing the increasing of economic
Total
54.880
7
growth of each Southeast Asia countries, yet the
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y6
increasing of economic growth was influencing the
b. Dependent Variable: X6
decreasing of gini coefficient of each of Southeast
Asia countries. To measure the coherency of the
The pattern of economics growth and gini coefficient
theory, we could see the result of regression analysis
of Laos is coherence with the regression analysis
of each Southeast Asia countries beneath.
above. For example, Laos’ economic growth was
4,5% in 2008, and its gini coefficient was 3,2. In the
2.1 Indonesia
next year, that was in 2009, its economic growth was
4,8%, and its gini coefficient was 3,4. It was meaning
Based on the result of regression analysis of
that both of the indicators were have the same pattern.
Indonesia, the significance of tariff of international
The pattern was interesting in 2013 and 2014, its
trade towards gini coefficient is significant. The
economic growth was 4,2% in 2013, and its gini
number of significance is 0,004, which means that
coefficient was 4,2. Yet, in 2014, its economic growth
the correlation between independent variable towards
was 3,5%, and its gini coefficient was 2,3. It was
dependent variable is significant. In addition, it could
meaning that, if there was the decreasing of economic
be seen on the table beneath:
growth, it would be followed by the decreasing of
gini coefficient (databank.worldbank.org).
b
ANOVA

Model

Sum of Df
Squares
1 Regression 14.466
Residual
4.794
Total
19.260
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y3
b. Dependent Variable: X3
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Mean F
Sig.
Square
1 14.466 18.107
.004a
6
.799
7

2.3 Myanmar
The significance is also happened in Myanmar, the
number of it is 0,006. It is mean that independent
variable is significantly influencing dependent
variable. Hence, the diminution of tariff of
international trade is influencing the increasing gini
coefficient significantly. As Laos and Indonesia,
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Myanmar is also having the significance correlation.
The result of regression analysis is beneath.
ANOVAb
Model

Sum of Df
Squares
1 Regression
5.593
Residual
1.926
Total
7.519
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y8
b. Dependent Variable: X8

Mean F
Sig.
Square
1 5.593 17.424
.006a
6
.321
7

Myanmar has the same pattern like the others. For
example, in 2011, its economic growth was 3,3%,
and its gini coefficient was 3,55. In the next year,
that was 2012, its economic growth was 4%, and its
gini coefficient was 3,56%. It was meaning that both
of those indicators have the same pattern (databank.
worldbank.org).
2.4 Thailand
The significance of the decreasing of tariff of
international trade towards the increasing gini
coefficient is 0,008. The number is significant, which
mean that there is significant influence of tariff
of international trade towards the increasing gini
coefficient. It could be seen on the table below:
ANOVAb
Model

Sum of Df
Squares
1 Regression
9.887
Residual
.202
Total
10.089
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y7
b. Dependent Variable: X7

Mean F
Sig.
Square
1 9.887 294.369
.008a
6
.034
7

Thailand’s economic growth was 7,5% in 2010, and
its gini coefficient was 3,8 in the same year. Switch to
2011, its economic growth was 8,0%, and in the same
year, its gini coefficient was 4,0 (databank.worldbank.
org). It could be seen that both of indicators have the
same pattern. If economic growth was increasing,
then gini coefficient was increasing too. It is meaning
that Thailand has also the same pattern like the others.

ANOVAb
Model

Sum of Df
Squares
1 Regression 11.739
Residual
4.580
Total
16.319
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y5
b. Dependent Variable: X5

Mean F
Sig.
Square
1 11.739 15.377
.008a
6
.763
7

For The Philippines, in 2008, its economic growth
was 4,2%, and its gini coefficient was 3. Yet in the
next year, that was 2009, its economic growth was
1,1% and its gini coefficient was 2,5. It was meaning
that there was the same pattern of both of indicators
on that period. In addition, in others periods, The
Philippines economic growth was 3,7% in 2011, and
in the same time, its gini coefficient was 4,0. In 2012,
its economic growth was 6,7%, and gini coefficient of
which was 4,2% (databank.worldbank.org). Hence, it
is meaning that the pattern of both of economic growth
and gini coefficient of The Philippines is coherence
with the regression analysis above.
2.6 Malaysia
The significance of the decreasing of tariff of
international trade towards the increasing gini
coefficient is 0,043. The number is significant, which
mean that there is significant influence of tariff
of international trade towards the increasing gini
coefficient. It could be seen on the table below:
ANOVAb
Model

Sum of Df
Squares
1 Regression
7.172
Residual
9.968
Total
17.140
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y1
b. Dependent Variable: X1

Mean F
Sig.
Square
1 7.172 4.318
.043a
6 1.661
7

In 2008, Malaysia’s economic growth was 4,8%, and
its gini coefficient was 3,6. Yet, in the next year, that
was 2009, its economic growth was -1,5%, and its
gini coefficient was 3,62% (databank.worldbank.org).
It is interesting, because if there is the increasing of
economic growth, there is also the decreasing of gini
coefficient, and if there is the decreasing of economic
2.5 Philippines
growth, there is also the decreasing of gini coefficient.
The significance of the decreasing of tariff of Hence, the pattern of it is coherence with the result of
international trade towards the increasing gini the regression analysis.
coefficient is 0,008. The number is significant, which
mean that there is significant influence of tariff 2.7 Vietnam
of international trade towards the increasing gini Regression analysis result of Vietnam is the number of
regression 0,008. It means that tariff of international
coefficient. It could be seen on the table below:
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 2016 Economics and Finance
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trade is significantly increasing gini coefficient in 2.9 Cambodia
Vietnam. As like as Indonesia, the correlation of both
variable is significant. Yet, the significance of it is not Regression analysis result of Cambodia is the
number of regression 0,0026. It is mean that tariff
as significant as Indonesia. It could be seen below:
of international trade is significantly increasing gini
coefficient in Cambodia. As like as Indonesia, the
ANOVAb
correlation of both variable is significant. Yet, the
Model
Sum of Df
Mean F
Sig.
Squares
Square
significance of it is also not as significant as Indonesia.
1 Regression 19.295
1 19.295 156.381
.008a
It could be seen below:
Residual
.740
Total
20.035
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y9
b. Dependent Variable: X9

6
7

.123

ANOVAb
Model

Vietnam economic growth was 5,4% in 2009, and
its gini coefficient was 3,58 in the same year. In the
next year, in 2010, its economic growth was 6,4%,
and gini coefficient of the country was 6,4. Vietnam
has the same pattern as the other countries, which
have explained before that as the result of decreasing
of tariff of international trade, the increasing of
Vietnam’s economic growth has been being followed
by the increasing of gini coefficient. As Vietnam,
Brunei Darussalam is also having the same pattern.
For example, in 2010, its economic growth was 2,6%
and its gini coefficient was 3,77. Switch to 2011, its
economic growth was 3,4% and its gini coefficient
was 3,79 (databank.worldbank.org).
2.8 Brunei Darussalam
Regression analysis result of Brunei Darussalam is
the number of regression 0,043. It is mean that tariff
of international trade is significantly increasing gini
Coefficient in Brunei Darussalam. As like as Indonesia,
the correlation of both variable is significant. It could
be seen below:

Sum of Df
Squares
1 Regression 70.778
Residual
48.817
Total
119.595
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y2
b. Dependent Variable: X2

Mean F
Sig.
Square
1 70.778 8.699 .0026a
6 8.136
7

For Cambodia, the pattern of economic growth and gini
coefficient is coherence with the result of regression
analysis. For example, its economic growth was 6,0%
in 2010, and its gini coefficient was 3,0. And in the
next year, in 2011, its economic growth was 7,1% and
its gini coefficient was 3,8. The same pattern has also
occurred in Myanmar, in 2009, its economic growth
was 7,5%, and its gini coefficient was 3,51. In 2010,
its economic growth was 8,0%, and its gini coefficient
was 3,53 (databank.worldbank.org).
2.10 Singapore
Regression analysis result of Singapore is the
number of regression 0,008. It is mean that tariff of
international trade is significantly increasing gini
coefficient in Singapore. The correlation of both
variables is significant. It could be seen below:

ANOVAb

Model

Sum of Df
Squares
1 Regression
7.172
Residual
9.968
Total
17.140
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y1
b. Dependent Variable: X1

Mean F
Sig.
Square
1 7.172 4.318
.043a
6 1.661
7

Brunei was also having the same pattern like the
others countries. For example, in 2010, its economic
growth was 2,6%, and its gini coefficient was 3,77.
Then, in 2011, its economic growth was 3,4%, and
its gini coefficient was 3,79. It was also meaning
that there is the same pattern in Brunei (databank.
worldbank.org). Hence, it is coherence with the result
of regression analysis.
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ANOVAb
Model

Sum of Df
Squares
1 Regression
9.887
Residual
.202
Total
10.089
a. Predictors: (Constant), Y7
b. Dependent Variable: X7

Mean F
Sig.
Square
1 9.887 294.369
.008a
6
.034
7

Like the others Southeast Asia countries, the pattern
of both of Singapore’s economic growth and gini
coefficient has the coherency with the result of
regression analysis on the table above. For example,
in 2007, Singapore’s economic growth was 9,1%
and its gini coefficient was 3,2. Yet in 2008, its
economic growth was dropped, it was 1,8%, and
its gini coefficient was also significantly decreasing
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was becoming 2,2. In addition, the pattern was
interesting in 2010. On that year, its economic growth
was significantly growing was 15,2%, and its gini
coefficient was also significantly growing was 3,7
(databank.worldbank.org)

•
Dung, Xuan (2004). Online: The Impacts of
Trade Openness on Growth, Poverty, and Inequality
in Vietnam: Evidence from Cross-Province Analysis
on www.afse.fr.

Based on the tables above, the result of regression
analysis is significant for all countries. All of them are
significant. It means that there is significant influence
of the decreasing of tariff of international trade
towards gini coefficient of those countries. Using
Marxist theory of economic and political integration
viewpoint, the increasing of gini coefficient means
that the inequality of people within those countries is
increasing too. It is coherence to the concept of that
theory that free trade or economic integration would
create the exploitation of “little capitalist” by “bigger
capitalist”, because there is capital competition among
them (Mandel 1970, P88). Hence, the inequality
within those countries is increasing.
Each of explanations above is showing that
the decreasing of tariff of international trade is
implicating the increasing the economic growth and it
is implicating the increasing of gini coefficient. Based
on the regression analysis above, the decreasing tariff
of international trade is significantly influencing
the increasing of gini coefficient in Southeast Asia
countries. Hence, it could be concluded that the
increasing of economic growth as the result the
decreasing of tariff of international trade has been
significantly implicating the inequality within the
people in Southeast Asia countries.
3. CONCLUSION
Based on the regression analysis that has done, and
the result is significant of all of those countries.
Hence, the decreasing tariff of international trade,
which implicating the increasing of economic growth,
and it significantly influencing the increasing of gini
coefficient of those Southeast Asia countries. In
conclusion, based on this research, the decreasing of
tariff of international trade is significantly influencing
the increasing of gini coefficient within each of
Southeast Asia countries.
REFERENCES
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The Role of Industrial Cities in Diversifying the Economy
The Case of Modon
Abdulrahman Abdulhameed Aljamie
Student, Al Yamamah University, Saudi Arabia
1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 2. Saudi Arabia Population Growth vs. EM and
Developed

Saudi Arabia is one of the largest oil exporters in
the world, and its economy is highly depending on
it. Knowing that oil prices are unsustainable, Saudi
Arabia started to move toward more diversified
sources of income by taking many initiatives. And
one of those initiatives is Saudi Industrial Property
Authority ‘Modon’. Their main objectives are to
build, regulate and promote industrial cities around
the country and maximize their outcomes.
2. SAUDI ARABIA ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
Saudi Arabia is one of the largest and fastest growing
economies with a nominal GDP of $750 billion in
2014, growing at 6.9% annually which puts it as
the 19th largest economy in the world. Historically,
oil was the main economic driver of the country, as
the majority of the country’s income came from oil
exports. In the past ten years, oil prices were very
high which fueled the country’s growth. Despite that,
the country knew the importance of diversity and the
risk of dependency. Thus, it motivated all non-oil
investments.
Saudi Arabia has a high and fast growing population
with an average growth rate of 3% compared to the
emerging market countries at 1.3% and the developed
countries at 0.5%. The high population of Saudi
Arabia helps the demand of products to be high and
profitable. Also, Saudis who are younger than 25
make up more than half of the population, which will
boost demand for products. Thus, more profitability
to finish goods.
Figure1. Saudi GDP Growth (USD mn)

Source: Saudi Arabian Monitory Policy Annual report (2014)

Source: Saudi Arabian Monitory Policy Annual report (2014), IMF
data base (world economic outlook)

3. MODON
Modon is the industrial authority of Saudi Arabia.
It was founded in 2001 and it is responsible for the
development of industrial cities with integrated
infrastructure and services. Modon’s vision is ‘to
provide distinctive and unique industrial cities of the
highest quality around the country’. Its main goal is
to maximize the role of manufacturing in the country
to support the growth of the Saudi economy. Toward
that goal, Modon has established 34 industrial cities
in different regions. These cities have around 6,900
factories with investment exceeding 150 billion
dollars and more than 480,000 employees.
Since 2007, Modon had an aggressive plan to increase
the factory count and workforce in their cities. Modon
provided many incentives for investors, from cheap
lands to access low cost financing. Modon leases
lands to investors with an average of $0.50/sqm.
Also, Modon provides pre-built factories for small
and medium enterprises to decrease their starting
costs. Furthermore, they facilitate financing through
the Saudi Industrial Development Fund that covers
75% of the total factory cost with 20 years repayment
period. Moreover, all factories are absolved from any
customs charge for importing and exporting within the
GCC region. Moreover, Modon will provide low cost
fuel and energy to factories in their cities. Therefore,
many investors received incentives to invest in the
manufacturing sector, which increased it from 1,600
factories in 2007 to 6,900 in 2014 with a growth rate
of 187 % annually.
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Currently, there are 178 million square meters of
developed lands with ready infrastructure for new
factories. In addition, there are residential cities that
are built next to the industrial cities with high quality
houses, schools, hospitals and shopping centers to
attract a talented workforce.

Figure 4. Industrial Contribution to GDP

For factories to run, workforce is a vital element.
However, a workforce cannot be employed unless
they are well trained. The number of students in
colleges of technical and vocational training has
reached 113,900 in 2014. Prior to that, it was 70,000
in 2007. With an average of 23,000 graduates per Source: Saudi Arabian Monitory Policy Annual report (2014), Modon
year, factories will find well-trained employees to Annual report (2014)
run them. These graduates will fulfill the increasing
4. MODON LARGEST PROJECT WAAD
demand of workforce from factories.
ALSHAMAL (NORTHERN PROMISE)
The number of employees in the manufacturing sector
more than doubled since 2007 coming from 420,000
employees to 935,000 employees. As a result, the
contribution of oil on the GDP had an annual average
of a 60% before the implementation. In 2014, the oil
contribution decreased to 50%. The manufacturing
sector increasingly contributed to the GDP until it
reached 8% in 2014.
Modon plans to transfer a number of technologies to
the Kingdom by 2020. To do so, it needs to start with
downstream industries as these types of industries are
simple and do not require much technical knowledge.
Next, they will need advanced industries that already
started with big investment in high tech assembly
production lines. For example, Isuzu opened a truck
assembly plant. This will help in the transferring of
the truck building technology to people working in
factories. The optimum goal of Modon is to have
products fully engineered and made in Saudi Arabia.
With these steps, the country will be able to do so in
the future.
Figure 3. Students in Colleges of Technical and Vocational
Training

Waad Alshamal project is one of largest projects
in Saudi Arabia, and one of many projects that the
government implemented to diversify sources
of income. Waad Alshamal is one of the top five
phosphate mining and processing projects in the
world located in the north of Saudi Arabia. Part of
the project is building a full industrial city with the
infrastructure and residential area. The project has a
total investment valued at $9.6 billion.
This site was found on the desert with no city near it.
So Modon took a role in this large project to build the
industrial city for the processing factories as well as
the residential city for all workers and their families. In
this city, Modon has developed the infrastructure and
connected water and electricity to the city. Moreover,
they connected Waad Alshamal with airports and
harbors through railroads and highways.
5. CONCLUSION
Modon is a big organization that took responsibility
to build an infrastructure for manufacturing in the
country since 2001 to be a diversifying element
in the oil depended economy. It started to act
aggressively in 2007 by building cities and giving
incentives to investors to invest in the emerging
country of Saudi Arabia. As a result, it succeeded to
put the manufacturing industry to 8% contribution of
total GDP. After building 34 cities, it will continue
providing support and facilitate financing to investors
until it reaches their optimum goals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

3. OVERVIEW

Money supply in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is
witnessing a slower pace of growth affected by lower
oil revenues. Many oil exporting countries rely on
revenues from oil production to fund government
spending. Falling oil prices will lead to a government
budget deficit, and will require either higher taxes or
government spending cuts. Saudi Arabia has built up
substantial foreign currency reserves amounting to
$ 700 Billion and can afford temporary falls in oil
prices for some time. This is why Saudi Arabia has so
far not responded by cutting oil output. Overall, the
Saudi economy has continued to perform well despite
the recent deterioration in oil prices, and all key real
and financial macroeconomic indicators showed
sustained improvement.

On Monday, the 28th of December, Saudi Arabia
announced the budget for 2016 and reported the fiscal
developments and budget implementation for 2015.
The fiscal deficit for 2015 was announced significantly
better than expected. The budget deficit came at SAR
367 billon (USD 98 billion), which is approximately
15% of GDP. The IMF expected the budget deficit
to come at 21.6%, which was close to the market
expectation. The biggest detractor in revenues appears
to be oil revenues which are 23% lower than reported
oil revenues in 2014. In 2015, oil revenues fell to SAR
444.5 billion and represented 73% of total revenues.
On the other hand, higher expenditures were mainly
a result of SAR 88 billion additional salaries (77%
of budget vs. actual difference) paid in the year and
SAR 20 Billion military spending (17% of budget vs.
The Saudi financial system has gone through significant actual difference).
regulatory developments and continued to strengthen
in recent years. The banking sector, which is the largest 4. CORPORATE BANKING
segment of the Saudi financial system, remained
highly capitalized, profitable, and partially liquid. Corporate Banking makes profits by taking small,
The sector remains connected to macroeconomic short-term, relatively liquid deposits and transforming
developments. So far, the recent drop in oil prices has these into larger, longer maturity loans. This process
not had an impact of the quality of the banking sector of asset transformation generates net income for the
credit which is a result of the strong fiscal position, commercial bank. Corporate Banking is critically
public debt sustainability, and government spending. important to the domestic and global economies as
However, such macroeconomic impacts call for close they make the loans that enable businesses to grow
risk monitoring as history indicates some reactions by and hire people, contributing to expansion of the
the financial system to oil market developments in the economy. The most immediate impact of current
lower oil prices on Saudi banks is on the liability side
long run.
followed by reduction of deposit inflows from large
2. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
government and government-related entities that are
causing system liquidity shortage of banks which
This paper attempts to investigate the impact of global leads to funding and liquidity pressures.
oil price decline on the performance of Corporate
Banking sector in Saudi Arabia by examining the 5. TARGET MARKET
industrial and financial risks, as well as strategies
and plans being implemented by Saudi banks on Saudi Banks have recently redefined the parameters
redefining of corporate clients segments and credit to select who to deal with, and why. Dealing with the
facility structures in order to recognize issues in right customer in the right industry is the cornerstone
a timely manner while adequate alternatives for of a successful banking business. Experience has
shown that through various Saudi banking crises,
remedial actions exist.
banks with a focused industry and customer selection
strategy did better than other banks. Accordingly,
defining the target market is the first step in creating
70
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well thought out risk process. Target market selection
criteria for a bank are important across all banking
segments, like Corporate and Retail Banking. Target
market assessment is not only applied with existing
customers, but also with prospect customers by
measuring their company profile, products and
services, and performance. In conclusion, target
market is a set of guidelines to evaluate the following:
•
Existing customers on annual basis to ensure
there are no adverse developments within customers/
industry groups which would impact their existence
with target market.
•
Prospective customers at time of originating
a new banking relationship to ensure they meet
minimum credit standards.
5.1 Qualitative Factors of Choosing Corporate
Clients
1

Ownership

2

Industry
competition
and position
Reliability of
forecasts and
planning data
Earning
development

3
4

5

Financing
/ Cash
Management

Management performance,
Ownership, Depth of
Management, succession
planning.
General Industry trend (growth,
earning, suppliers, customers).
Historic Performance, future risk
factors.
Historic and future trend,
compared to peer group within
same industry, and influencing
factors.
Exposure (debt volume,
securities, earnings, source of
repayment, future requirements).

6. DELAY IN PAYMENTS FOR SAUDI
CONTRACTORS AND TIME DEPOSITS
Saudi Arabia is delaying payments to contractors
assigned to work on government projects as the
decline in oil prices pushes the country into a deficit
for the first time since 2009. Companies working on
infrastructure projects have been waiting for more
than nine months for payments as the government
seeks to preserve cash. Contractors had cash surplus
in the past and were using these funds in deposits
within Saudi banks, Saudi stock market, and other
local investments. However, as they started witnessing
delays in payments, they were forced to withdraw most
of their deposits from Saudi banks. As a result, banks
started having Assets and Liabilities mismatches, and
were forced to pay higher interest rates to encourage
existing and prospect clients to deposit their funds.
Furthermore, this high offered rates on deposits led
to increase in banks cost of funds, and as a result,
banks started to increase the pricing of existing credit

facilities for corporate clients. Payment delays have
slowed the completion of projects under construction,
including the USD 22 billion Riyadh metro project.
Nevertheless, the Saudi government is still pushing
contractors to complete the construction projects
within the official contractual tenor. Therefore,
contractors needed additional funding to complete
their projects. Accordingly, Saudi banks have
responded to this by financing the cash shortage with
higher charges and credit facility pricing.
7. BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL RISKS
WITHIN CORPORATE BANKING LENDING
Business Risks are inherent in a business or industry
segment. They are external risks arising from the
nature of the business, its operating environment and
the economy. These risks are external to the company,
but are affecting it. The corporate client of banks has
limited control over the occurrence of these risks
and their impact. Some businesses are inherently
riskier than others, like construction and shipping
companies. Cyclicality and volatility is associated
with high business risk. Therefore, business risks are
difficult to hedge or mitigate. Even if some business
risks in a particular industry could be mitigated, they
can never be eliminated. Financial Risks on the other
hand are internal risks within companies and they are
resulting from the financial and operating strategy
followed, and the effectiveness of the company’s
operations. These are the risks banks are mostly using
to assess the risks associated with companies by
analyzing the financial spread sheet, and some ratios
like current ratio, leverage ratios, liquidity ratio, and
profitability ratio. Financial risks are usually easier to
hedge and there is a certain degree of control over
them. Therefore, most financial risks can be mitigated
or fixed. In conclusion, these two types of risks should
be inversely correlated, i.e. if there is a high degree of
business risk, a low financial risk strategy should be
chosen by a bank. Currently, Saudi banks are more
focusing on analyzing business and industry risks in
order to understand all the key risks and opportunities
as well as determining the critical success factors
for their Corporate and Retail lending portfolio, like
growth prospects in relation to the Saudi economy,
government regulations and policies effecting the
industry, market share and position of corporations
and individual clients.
8. FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS ANALYSIS
Financials analysis deals and focuses only on numbers
of the annual audited financial, while business
analysis deals with qualitative factors, business
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factors, customer’s business strategy, customer’s
market share and positioning, and industry factors.
However, most banks were focusing more on
financial analysis rather than business analysis, which
led to misunderstanding of current industry risks.
However, banks need to know wither they are lending
to clients within growing industry or not, and how the
industry is growing in relation with clients activities.
Furthermore, banks should know Saudi government
spending strategy as banks should not deal with a
client that only relies on government subsidies as he
will not be able to perform once subsidies are cut.
9. HOW SAUDI BANKS PICK UP EARLY
DEFAULT WARNING SIGNALS?
Banks can only pick up early warning signals by
staying close to their clients with active contacts
and frequent meetings, discussing business and
credit issues, understanding customer’s business
strategy, understanding the industry and economic
environment, and remain customer focused.
9.1 Early Warning Signals and Problem
Recognition:

ability to rectify problem within a reasonable time,
and considering of options available for improving the
position of the creditor. Risk identification becomes
much easier if banks have the best knowledge of
their lending portfolio, and therefore they can easily
assess the risk indicators. The objective of credit
classification is to understand all possible risks and
opportunities. This helps banks to know their target
market and assess their current portfolio. Key risks
in banking is all about understanding the business
risks, and business risks can only be understood if
bankers understand the industry where their clients
are operating as risk analysis is a very important
component of credit lending analysis.
10.1 Main Facility Structure Characteristics
1
2
3
4

1Excess capacity and supply like oil.
2Government regulations and deregulations.
3Technology changes.
4Foreign competition and FX swings.
5Sensitivity to economic cycles.
6Change in consumer preference.
7Poor position and market share within
industry.
8Financial results.
9Government subsidies and spending cuts.
10Sale of major assets.
11Deteriorating trade relationships with
suppliers and dealers.
12High leverage ratios or low equity ratio.
13Requests for extensions of loans maturities.
14Negative operating cash flow and income.
15Decrease in liquidity caused by short term
obligations, which cannot be covered through cash
flow from operations.
16Larger overdrafts more than expected.
17Negative legal records
18Negative debt sourcing.

5

Payment of
Principle

Annuity, monthly, quarterly
(Short Term debts to be paid
through net operating cash flow)
Interest charges fixed, floating, swapped
Tenor
Short, Medium and long Term.
(avoiding any mismatch of assets
against liabilities)
Collateral
Project proceeds, pledge of
shares, personal and corporate
guarantees.
Currency
domestic, FX

11. REMEDIAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
The goal of remedial management is to get/recover
the highest net present value of a loan. There are three
strategies needed:
1Recapitalization: banks try to get company
owners to put additional equity, and other creditors
also need to agree to similar strategy.
2Rehabilitation: extended restructuring that
could require a combination of new money, debt
write off’s, tenor stretching, renegotiation of terms,
and new securities and collateral agreement.
3Liquidation: aggressive strategy to recover
the bank’s money in accordance to the the following
steps:
- Bank vs. the debtor/customer:

•
Asses the problem (rate of deterioration)
•
Identify all bank credit exposure.
•
Asses the alternatives.
•
Review documentation, security and
10. BANKS CLASSIFICATION OF CREDITS
collateral.
Assessment of collateral liquidation value.
Banks categorize the credit facility according to the risk •
of potential loss for the purpose of highlighting risks,
evaluating the degree of risks involved, developing - Bank vs. other creditors/banks:
a collective action strategy, assessing the borrower’s
72
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•
Determine the position of other creditors.
•
Determine the ability of existing client to
arrange additional funds from other creditors to settle
your credit exposure.
•
Where does our bank stand versus other
banks?
12. CONCLUSION
Based on this research, it is recommended for Saudi
banks to ensure having the most proper industry and
financial knowledge that will help them to diversify
the corporate lending portfolios with clients that
will survive, as well as identifying and recognizing
all early default warning signals. Implementing the
following three main strategies will enhance market
penetration, gross selling, and healthy growth of
lending portfolio:
Strategic Banking Goals
1- Increase number of corporate
1 Goal
clients
2- Geographical expansion
3- New products creation
4- Market share growth
5- clients and industries selection
6- Profit targets increase
Market Segmentation and assessment of Corporate
Clients
nd
1- Volume of Growth
2 Goal
2- Market Share
3- Sector and client penetration
3- Regional coverage
5- Review of existing businesses
Performance Strategies for Banks
rd
1- ROE/ROA/RAROC
3 Goal
2- Monitoring level of provisioning.
3- Loans to deposits ratio.
4- Decrease number of weak clients
st
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ABSTRACT

Figure 1.The Relationship of Wage and City Size2

Traditionally, researchers use labor economics to
explain the wage gap between cities in different
size, which called urban wage premium. They think
workers in bigger cities can receive higher wage
because they are more capable and productive.
Since wage must reflect such productive difference,
therefore human capital premium leads to urban
wage premium. However, this explanation may not
be the whole story. Modern cities themselves could
be the reason of wage gap between the cities. The
agglomeration effect in metropolitan areas will make
the firms more productive and thus afford higher
wage and will allow the workers learning in the cities
and thus make them more productive after living in
the cities. In this paper, I am trying to use the panel
data of 30 Chinese capital cities from 2004 to 2013 to
demonstrate if there exist wage gap between Chinese
cities and to explain what cause such wage gap.
Key words: wage gap; agglomeration economy;
spatial wage equation
1. INTRODUCTION
It is a common phenomenon that wage in big cities
is much higher than in smaller ones. Figure 1.shows
the relationship between city size and its wage of 30
Chinese capital cities in 2013. We use population as
a measure of the city size, and it shows clearly in the
figure 1.that the higher level of city population, the
higher average wage which workers in the city could
receive1. Take Beijing and Shanghai as an example,
they are two biggest metropolitan with over 1.2
million people and the wage in these two city are also
the highest in China. As for Xining, Haikou and other
small cities, the wage in there is much lower than in
bigger cities.

Chongqing is an exception. As a direct-controlled municipality,
Chongqing city includes some urban areas and a significant
number of nonurban areas. The population data of Chongqing
city provided by China City Statistical Yearbook represent
both urban population and nonurban population. Therefore,
the relationship of wage and urban population is biased in the
sample of Chongqing city.

1
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However, the positive correlation shows in figure 1.is
not equal to a causal relationship. Is it because of the
higher wage attract more workers to choose to find a
job in bigger cities that leads to larger size of the bigger
cities? Or it is because of firms in bigger cities could
afford higher wage that make metropolitan areas have
higher wage. Another possibility is that wage and city
size interplay with each other and reinforce each other,
which called self-reinforce effect in New Economic
Geography theory. Traditionally, researchers use labor
economics to explain the wage gap between cities in
different size, which called urban wage premium. They
think workers in bigger cities can receive higher wage
because they have better education background and
have more working experience, which means they are
more capable and more productive. Since wage must
reflect such productive difference, therefore human
capital premium leads to urban wage premium.
Unfortunately, this explanation may not be the whole
story. Modern cities themselves could be the reason of
wage gap between the cities. When firms and people
accumulate in the urban area, it will be much easier
for workers to share the knowledge and creative ideas
and to learn from each other. Also, for the firms in
big cities, finding suitable workers is easier and
transporting commodities could be much cheaper. The
agglomeration effect in metropolitan areas will make
the firms more productive and thus afford higher wage
and will allow the workers learning in the cities and
thus make them more productive after living in the
cities. There are many research papers target at urban
2

Data come from China City Statistical Yearbook, 2014.
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agglomeration effect on urban wage gap. Glaeser and
Mare (1994) first found there is urban wage premium
existed between large cities and smaller ones. And
they believed the higher product efficiency in large
cities could be the main reason to explain the higher
wage in there. But what is the mechanism of the
agglomeration effect worked on cities? Helsley and
Strange (1990) brought up a thick labor market theory
(this theory also explained how agglomeration effect
worked and such mechanism is called labor matching
effect.), this theory then developed by Acemoglu
(1997), Rotemberg and Saloner (2000), and Wheeler
(2001). In their opinion, large cities have more
population accumulated in the urban area and thus give
more choice to the firms located in there. Also it will
be much easier for the workers to find a satisfied job
in big cities since more firms located in metropolitan
areas. In other words, large cities have a thicker labor
market which makes firms have more motivation to
invest in new technology and on-the-job training. For
workers, thicker labor market increase the possibility
to find new jobs when lose their old ones, thus reduce
their risk to make human capital investment. Both of
the on-the-job training and human capital investment
can raise city’s product efficiency. Empirical study
made by Yankow (2006), Wheeler (2006), Bleakley &
Lin (2007), and Andersson, Burgess and Lane (2007)
proved the thick labor market theory and showed that
labor matching effect could be one explanation of
urban wage gap between different sizes of cities.
As mentioned in Glaeser and Mare (1994), labor
matching effect could only explain parts of urban
wage premium. Urban wage premium will still exist
after researchers controlled the labor matching effect,
which means that there are other effects influence
wage in cities. Another theory of the mechanism of
agglomeration effect is called knowledge spillover
and learning effect. Such theory could trace back to
Marshall (1890), and Glaeser (1999) expanded and
developed Marshall’s idea to explain urban wage
premium. What Glaeser concluded as one reason
of the wage gap existed between various sizes of
cities is the knowledge spillover and learning effect
in cities. The geographic approaching makes people
more likely to talk to each other and makes the
information flow faster and easier. New ideas and
new technologies expand quickly in cities which
have higher population density because of people are
approaching to each other. And in turn, when people
communicate frequently to each other, the process of
sharing novice ideas and common knowledge will
promote the born of new idea and new technologies.
People will learn from each other and in large city, the
higher level of population provides more chance of

learning. Those knowledge spillover externality and
learning effect cause large cities and people working
in there more productive. As we mentioned before,
wage is a reflection of productivity, therefore, large
cities always have higher wage. Researchers always
use human capital externality to measure knowledge
spillover and learning effect. Acemoglu and Angrist
(2000), Ciccone and Peri (2006), Moretti (2004b),
Gould (2007), Rosenthal and Strange (2008), and
Combes, Duranton and Gobillon (2008), Graham and
Melo (2009), Roca and Puga (2012) all use data from
European or USA countries to estimate human capital
externality effect on labor wages in urban area. But
those empirical literatures have not reach a consensus
that to what extent the human capital externality
effect on labor wage. One main problem relies on
this type of research is that it is based on partial
equilibrium rather than general equilibrium. Wage is
an endogenous variable in the whole economy system,
thus partial equilibrium model is not enough to explain
the wage gap among different sizes of cities. Another
problem is the difficulty to find suitable and satisfied
instrumental variables (IV). Such problem is a sideeffect of partial equilibrium model: since wage is
endogenous and many variables have effects on wage
are also endogenous, researchers need to find IV as a
proxy of those endogenous variables. Moreover, the
micro-econometric study requires high quality micro
data, which is hard to collect and find, especially in
China. In 2005, Hanson provide a new method to
use the spatial wage equation to explain the wage
gap among cities. This method is based on the New
Economic Geography (NEG) theory brought up by
Krugman (1991) and its expansion model brought up
by Helpman (1995). This model successfully avoids
the problems mentioned before and provides a new
perspective to explain urban wage premium.
In this paper, I am trying to use the panel data of
30 Chinese capital cities from 2004 to 2013 to
demonstrate if there exist wage gap between Chinese
cities and expand Hanson’s model to explain wage
gap among cities. The rest of paper will arrange as
follows, next part will introduce the basic model of
spatial wage equation and then I will use structural
estimation method to do an empirical study. Results
will illustrate in the third part and the final part is the
conclusion.
2. MODEL AND METHOD
Since Krugman first brought up Core-Peripheral
model (CP model) in 1991, Helpman (1995), Hanson
(2005) and Brakman (1996) and Marrewijk (2004)
expand and modified Krugman’s model: Helpman
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used house market as a substitution of agricultural
sector and Hanson use Helpman’s model to build a
spatial wage equation. On the other hand, Brakman
and Marrewijk introduced congestion cost into
the model as a new dispersion force of city. In this
paper, I will try to use Hanson’s method and combine
congestion cost into classical CP model, and build a
new kind of spatial wage equation. Using such spatial
wage equation could allow us to analyze the reason
why urban wage gap exists and factors that influence
this urban wage gap. In the rest of this section, I will
briefly illustrate my model.

such as congestion effect gradually appears. Traffic
congestion, environment pollution and housing
shortage is three main representation of urban
congestion effect. In equation (4), we use external
economies of scale coefficient φ to measure congestion
cost. If φ=0, there is no external economies of scale; if
φϵ(-1,0), there is positive external economies of scale,
such as learning by doing spillover; and if φϵ(0,1),
there exist negative external economies of scale, such
as congestion effect we mentioned before. The profit
function is:
πr = pr xr-Wr Nr(φ/(1-φ)(α+βxr)

Proposition one: consumers will buy two kinds of
products - industrial product and house property. W refers to industrial labor wage. Now we can use the
Therefore, we could write down utility function as profit maximum condition to calculate equilibrium
price and equilibrium product.
follows:
U=Hr(1-δ) Mrδ (1)
In equation (1), H represents house stock while M
refers to the number of industrial products. δϵ(0,1),
represents how much income of consumers are they
willing to spend on industrial products. Obviously,
consumer’s income could separate into two part
Y=PH+IM, P and I are price of the product.

xr = (α(ε-1))/β
pr=(βNr(φ/(1-φ)Wr)/ρ

(5)
(6)

Proposition four: considering transport cost, we use
ice-burg format which introduced by Samuelson.
Transport cost can be seen as part of products which
deliver from one place to the other. Trs equals to the
number of products which need to be transferred from
location r to location s in order to make sure one unit
Proposition two: industrial firms an increasing returns of product reach location s. Thus:
to scale and in a monopolistic competition market. For
Trs= T(Drs ),
the convenient of analyze, we assume that each firm
Trs = Tsr, Trr = 0
only produce one product. The demand of industrial
product can be written as:
Proposition five: assuming total labor is L, and
			
N
industrial firms use γL labor and thus in location i,
Mr=(∑ciρ )(1/ρ)
(2)
			
(i=1)
there are λ_i γL labor. From equation (4),
In equation (2), ρϵ(0,1) and refers to the product’s
lr=Nrφ/(1-φ)αε, and Nr = (γLr)/(Nr(φ/(1-φ)αε)
elasticity of substitution. ci and N represent differential
therefore, Nr = (γLr 1-φ)/αε.
industrial product and the number of firms. According
to equation (1) and (2), we can calculate demand
Considering proposition one to five and short-term
function as:
(-ε) (ε-1)
equilibrium (labor cannot transfer from one location
(3)
ci=pi I δY, i=1,2…N
to the others in a short time.), we can use these
ε=1/(1-ρ)
equations we have already get to calculate shortM=δY/I
term equilibrium function of wage (W) and industrial
			 N
(1-ε) 1/(1-ε)
product price (I):
And I ≡ [∑ pi ]
, ε>1.
			1
			
R
Proposition three: assuming labor as the only factor Ws=ρβ-ρ(δ/((ε-1)α))1/ε (γL/αε)-φ λs-φ [∑YrTrs1-ε Irε-1]1/ε
(7)
used in production and according to Marrewijk 				 s=1		
(2004), we can write production function as follow:
			 R
Ir=(β/ρ)(γL/αε)(1-εφ)/(1-ε) [∑λs1-εφWs1-εTrsε-1]1/(1-ε)
(8)
			r=1
(φ/(1-φ)
(α+βx_ir )
(4)
lir=Nr
Generally, we get the following simplified formula by
Nr refers to industrial firms in location r and it could normalization :
be seen as a proxy of city size. As people and firms
accumulate in cities, the negative externality effect,
76
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some control variables such as harbor (to control the
influence of cities’ location) and labor’s educational
s=1
background (to control human capital effect). We will
R
Ir = [∑λs1-εφ Ws1-εTrs1-ε]1/(1-ε)
(10) compare the results of structural estimation with the
s=1
OLS results to show which method can explain the
Equation (9) is the Krugman’s spatial wage equation wage gap between cities more precisely.
which combine with congestion cost. This equation
shows directly the relationship between wage and 3. DATA AND RESULTS
other regional variables such as income, product price
and transport cost. However, the nonlinear format and First of all, income (income), wage (wage) and
the difficulty of collect regional product price make house price (houseprice) data come from China
it not an ideal function for econometric estimation. City Statistical Yearbook 2005-2014 and China
What we need to do now is using Hanson’s method Regional Economics Statistical Yearbook 2005-2014.
to transfer function (9). First of all, define real wage: Geography data such as cities’ temperature (temp),
precipitation (rain), average sunshine time (light) and
ws = Ws/Ps1-δIsδ, wr = Wr/Pr1-δIrδ
humidity (humid), air quality (airrate &PM10) etc.
come from China Statistical Yearbook 2005-2014.
And in the long-term, the free movement of labor Next, we use the proportion of labors who received
cause real wage becomes equal. Which means:
college or above education as a proxy of cities’
human capital stock (edu), and we collect the data
1-δ δ
1-δ δ
Ws/(Ps Is ) = Wr/(Pr Ir )			
(11) from China Statistical Yearbook 2005-2014. Finally,
(12) for the distance data, we calculate it by searching the
Pi Hi = (1-δ) Yi
shortest driving route in Google Map and use formula
Combining equation (9) (11) (12),
drr=2/3√(πarear) to calculate the distance within
location r.
R
W s= λ s-φ[ ∑ ( Y r(ε(δ-1)+1)/δTrs1-εWr(ε-1)/δH r(1-δ)(ε-1)/δ)) /
r=1
Reduced form equation in our paper could be written
((ε-1)(δ-1))/δ)
(Ys
Hs((1-δ)(ε-1))/δWs(ε-1)/δ)]1/ε
(13) as:
R

Ws = λs-φ [∑YrTrs1-εIrε-1]1/ε 		

(9)

Take the logarithm of (13),
			

R

(ε(δ-1)+1)/δ
log(W
) = (-φ)log(λs)+ε-1log(∑Y
Trs1-εWr(ε-1)/δ
s
			
r=1 r

Hr((1-δ)(ε-1))/δ)+ηs					

(14)

R

ηs = -ε-1log(∑Ys((ε-1)(δ-1))/δTrs1-εWs((ε-1))/δHs(1-δ)(ε-1)/δ
r=1

Equation (14) is an estimable spatial wage equation,
and if we define transport cost as Trs=eτd , then we get
estimation equation (15):
				
R
log(W
) = (-φ)log(λs) + ε-1 log (∑Yr(ε(δ-1)+1)/δ eτ(1-ε)drs
s
				
r=1
Wr(ε-1)/δHr(1-δ)(ε-1)/δ) + us				
(15)
rs

It is common in many researchers’ studies to use
reduced form equation instead of directly regressing
spatial wage equation like equation (15). Reduced
form equation could be simply written as:
ln(Ws) = β1ln(λs) + β2lnincome + β3lnhouseprise +
(16)
β4harbor + β5edu+ ...				
Now we are going to use structural estimate method
to execute non-linear regression in STATA. In order
to eliminate other factors effect, we are going to add

ln(Ws) = β0 + β1lny + β2lnh + β3lnl + β4edu β5lnairrate
(17)
+ β6temp + β7rain + β8light + β9humid + us
And now we can use the OLS regression to estimate
the panel data of Chinese 30 capital cities from 2004 to
2014. Figure 2 shows the results of the OLS regression.
As we can see in column (1), income (in logs, lny)
and house price (in logs, lnh) both have positive
influence on wage, a surprise results compared to our
analysis in part two. Educational background variable
(edu) is significant and equals to 0.181, a result
which accord with standard labor economic theory.
Obviously, temperature (temp) and average sunshine
time (light) influence urban wage level negatively,
while precipitation (rain) and humidity (humid) is
not significant, which means this two variables may
not influence urban wage. Thus, in column (2) and
column (3), we drop these two variables. According
to column (1) and (2), air quality seems has no effect
on city wage level, since variable lnairrate is not
significant. However, column (1) and column (2) do
not include variable PM10, an important measurement
of air quality. When we add PM10 in column (3), it is
clearly that estimated parameter of PM10 and lnairrate
are -0.755 and -0.108, in 99.9% and 99% significance
level respectively. The final results of OLS regression
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present in column (3). Income level and educational
background of city labors are positive related with
urban wage level. Estimated parameters of lny and
edu are 0.486 and 0.140 in 99.9% significance level.
The higher the income per capita, the higher wage
in the city, and the more labors received college (or
higher) education, the higher the city wage level.
Average house price will also have a positive effect
on urban wage level. The estimated parameter of
lnh is 0.359 in 99.9% significance level. Air quality
could also affect urban wage level: in our regression,
the estimated parameter of lnairrate is -0.108 in 99%
significance level. The better air quality of the city, the
lower the cities’ wage level. Notice that the parameter
of lnl equals to -0.0529 in 99.9% significance level.
Variable lnl represents city size, measured by the
proportion of urban population in total population.
City size and urban wage level are negative related
with each other, proving the existence of congestion
effect. These results suggest one serious drawback of
OLS regress method in our model: it can only prove
there exist a positive or negative relationship between
house price (or air quality) and urban wage level, but
cannot explain the internal mechanism lying in such
relationship. Correlation does not necessary means
causal relationship. In big cities, high level of house
price and high level of wage always exist at the same
time, we may need a more persuasive method to
explain why such relationship exist.
Figure 2. Results of OLS Regression

(1)
lnwage
lny
lnh
lnl
edu
lnairrate
temp
rain
light
humid
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(2)
lnwage

(3)
lnwage

0.491***
0.494***
0.486***
0.361***
0.358***
0.359***
(168.06)
(81.59)
(63.34)
-0.0558*** -0.0547*** -0.0529***
(-5.19)
(-5.22)
(-4.46)
0.181***
0.182***
0.140**
(19.58)
(6.28)
(3.02)
-0.0392
-0.0382
-0.108**
(-1.36)
(-1.36)
(-3.01)
-0.0861*
-0.0913
-0.106
(-2.14)
(-1.76)
(-1.79)
-0.00673
(-0.53)
-0.101*** -0.0887*** -0.0937***
(-78.73)
(-6.58)
(-8.59)
-0.0219
(-0.66)

pm10

-0.755***
(-9.82)
3.526***
(47.23)
300

_cons

3.194***
2.975***
(8.86)
(37.40)
N
300
300
t statistics in parentheses
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

In the next part of this section, we will use structural
estimation method to conduct non-linear regression.
Equation (18) is the spatial wage equation adding
control variables. The structural parameters reported
in Figure 3. is accord with the setting in second part
of our paper.
			 R

ln(Ws)=KOlnlamda+ln(∑Yr(ε(δ-1)+1)/δeτ(1-ε)d Wr((ε-1))/δ Hr(1-δ)
			 r=1
(ε-1)/δ
)+K1edu+K2lnairrate+K3harbor+K4light+us
(18)
rs

Figure 3. Nonlinear Regression Results
Variable
KO
sigma
delta
tau
K1
K2
K3
F4

est3
.30699228
1.6008984***
.48477806***
-.0206033***
.969***
.25853788***
-.07608621
-.23870133

In Figure 3 structural parameter sigma, delta and
tau is significant in 99.9% significance level. K1
(=0.969***) is positive, which is much larger than
OLS regression results. However, parameter K0 which
measures congestion effect is not significant. Even
though we find the evidence of positive externality
in large cities, estimated parameter of air quality K2
still shows that congestion effect exist in large cities.
The worse the air quality, the higher the wage level
within that city. Bad environment situation reduce
citizen’s satisfaction degree towards cities they lived
in and in order to compensate their psychological
loss and attract them to work in the city, firms have
to offer higher salary. Parameter K0 only measures
cities’ integrate externality level, therefore a positive
K0 suggests that in large cities, positive externalities
is dominant negative externality. In other words,
agglomeration effect is much stronger than congestion
effect in Chinese urban area. This explain why people
chose to locate in large cities such as Beijing and
Shanghai regardless of serious air pollution, traffic
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Acemoglu, D. and Angrist, J. (2000). How
congestion and extremely high house price in those •
large are the external returns to schooling? Evidence
cities.

4. CONCLUSION
There indeed exist wage gaps between cities with
different city size in China. According to our research
in this paper, we find this gap is positive related to
cities’ income per capita and average house price. The
higher proportion of workers who received college
education in total population, the higher the wages.
Coastal cities seem to have a higher wage, but we get
similar results after we rule out the influence of these
geographical features. Considering the relationship
between urban wage and city size, the estimated
parameter of city size is negative, suggesting the
existence of congestion effect. For large cities, land
shortage along with high land price increase house
price. Unaffordable house price will make the city
less attractive. In most of cases, higher house price
in large urban area always be seen as a dispersion
force, pulling citizens out of this city. To make sure
the supply of labor in cities, wage in large cities must
be higher enough to compensate the high house price.
Similarly, as city size grows larger, things such as
traffic congestion, air pollution and other environment
problems as well as criminal issues could also make
citizens feel less comfortable with living in the city.
In this case, the wage difference between cities with
different size is more like a compensation of negative
externality of city congestion effect. Compensation of
congestion effect is one explanation of urban wage
gap. However, in our paper, we could not directly
calculate agglomeration effect on firm’s production
efficiency through OLS regression, and therefore
is not able to estimate to what extent the wage gap
among cities influenced by agglomeration effect or
more specifically, by firms’ production efficiency.
Even so, by using the structural estimation method,
we could prove indirectly that the agglomeration
effect and congestion effect interact with each other
and both have an effect on the wage gap among cities.
In our paper, we use the panel data of Chinese 30
capital cities from 2004-2014 to study how congestion
effect and agglomeration effect working on wage
gaps among cities with different city size. The
conclusion of our study provides empirical evidence
of Brakman’s research and shed lights on the future
study about urban wage premium.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Voter turnout levels have been steadily declining in
the whole of the world’s democracies, for the last
decades. This finding is quite consensual among
electoral behavior scholars. For example, Blais
(2007) looks at 106 democracies throughout around
35 years, concluding that average voter turnout levels
have begun to decline in the 1990’s, and that the
average level of such decline is 8 percentage points.
This situation is even more problematic if we take
into account that one of the major drivers of such a
decline is the demobilization of young citizens, who
vote at even lower rates than the rest of the population.
Such fact has led some to predict a worsening of this
problem in the future (Blais & Rubenson 2013).
This finding has led to an intensification of the debate
around policies that may be able to reverse it. One
of such policies is compulsory voting. As such, its
implementation has been more frequently discussed
recently, in countries such as United Kingdom, the
United States, New Zealand or Jordan (Hill 2014).
In this paper, I will argue in favor of compulsory
voting as a way of addressing low in voter turnout
levels and, more specifically, of fighting the unequal
political participation that such levels frequently
imply. It should be noted, however, that the aim of the
paper is not to discuss the arguments put forward for
and against compulsory voting. Rather, it aims for the
presentation of some recent empirical findings in the
field of electoral behavior that, in my view, sustain
the case for compulsory voting as a way of addressing
political inequality. I also present some studies that
suggest which penalties on nonvoters have a more
beneficial effect, and should thus be imposed, if a
country is to make voting compulsory in an effective
manner.
2. THE SO-WHAT QUESTION: WHY SHOULD
WE CARE ABOUT VOTER TURNOUT
LEVELS?

deciding on the most important matters regarding the
polis.
Does low voter turnout put such a principle under
threat? Not necessarily. If the part of the citizens
who vote were a representative sample of the whole
population, we would not need to worry about turnout
levels, because the issue opinions of voters would
reflect those of nonvoters. To put it differently, we
only need to worry about turnout levels as long as
turnout is unequal, meaning that there are differences
in relevant political and social characteristics of
voters and nonvoters (Verba, Schlozman & Brady
1995). Unequal turnout is a problem, because it
means that the concerns of different social groups are
not addressed equally. When electoral participation is
unequal, even if political actors are responsive to the
views of voters, such views do not reflect those of the
population as a whole. As Walter Burnham (1987, p.
99) as famously put it, ‘if you don’t vote, you don’t
count’. This means that political actors may not feel
the need to implement measures that address the
concerns of social groups that permanently abstain
from voting – if only because they are not aware of
such concerns.
This problem of reduced responsiveness is even greater
because it may create a vicious circle (Gallego 2014).
Given that it leads members of low turnout groups to
feel like their views do not matter as much as those of
others, it can increase their dissatisfaction towards the
functioning of democracy, and thus demobilize even
the individuals of those groups that actually did vote
(Lever 2009). This, in turn, gives those groups even
less relative weight in each election, thus making
the incentives of politicians to be responsive to their
views even smaller. And cycle starts once more.
Therefore, it is crucial to understand whether or not
turnout is unequal. That is what I shall turn to in the
next section.
3. A DESCRIPITIVE ANALYSIS OF TURNOUT
INEQUALITY

In electoral democracies, the principle of ‘one man,
one vote’ is one of most important manners in which Most studies on electoral participation inequality
to assure political equality, as it guarantees that the have focused in the United States of America (USA).
opinion of each individual is given equal weight, when They are quite consensual as to the fact that, in that
country, turnout is very unequal: people from groups
82
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with a lower socioeconomic status participate at already have compulsory voting: Australia, Belgium,
consistently lower levels than those of groups with a Brazil and Peru. Also, Chile had compulsory voting
higher socioeconomic status.
between 1925 and 2012. And, as we know, voting is
path-dependent, meaning that people create a habit to
However, there is some controversy as to whether or vote or not to vote, and such habit takes some time
not that finding can be replicated in other countries. before it is reversed (Franklin 2004). Therefore,
In a robust recent study, Gallego (2014) shows that one could hypothesize that the low levels of turnout
turnout inequality is neither a particularity of the inequality found in Chile are still the effect of the
United States case, as some authors have argued (e.g., long period of compulsory voting it experienced.
Nie, Poweel & Prewitt 1969), nor ubiquitous, as others This being true, what this analysis shows us is that
have defended (e.g., Fowler 2011). Taking formal half the countries with equal or near-equal turnout are
education level as an indicator of socioeconomic countries in which voting is already compulsory, or in
status, the author rather shows how turnout inequality which voting was compulsory for a long time and just
varies widely across the world, as Figure 1 shows us. recently became voluntary. Conversely, it leaves us
with a small number of voluntary-voting countries in
Figure 1. Predicted Probability to Vote by Education, in 85
which turnout inequality is small or inexistent.
Elections
4. HOW TO MAKE TURNOUT MORE EQUAL:
CONTEXTUAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH
HOMOGENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS
EFFECTS

Source: Gallego, 2014

According to these results, the author divides
countries included in her sample into four categories:
one in which the association between education and
voter participation is strong – USA, Poland, Canada,
Finland, Hungary and Switzerland; one in which
such association is medium – Austria, Israel, Japan,
Lithuania, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Sweden,
Portugal, Romania and the UK; one in which the
association between education and turnout is weak
or even nonexistent – Australia, Belgium, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Chile, Denmark, Iceland, Korea, Peru,
Spain and Taiwan; and one in which the size of such
association varies widely from election to election,
thus making its actual dimension hard to classify –
Czech Republic, Germany, Netherlands, New Zealand
and Norway. As we can see, even though there are a
number of countries in which the level of inequality
in political participation is not particularly worrying,
most countries do in fact present considerable levels
of such inequality. Furthermore, one should take
into account that a number of countries in which
participation inequality is not particularly worrying

To understand the ways in which one could aim
for more equal electoral participation, in countries
where such participation is unequal, it is useful to
rely on the distinction, also made by Gallego (2014),
between contextual factors that affect participation
in heterogeneous and homogeneous ways (see also
Verba, Nie & Kim 1978). The former disproportionally
affect citizens of a specific socioeconomic group,
whereas the latter affect citizens of all social groups in
the same manner. For example, rainy election days or
long waiting lines are likely to have a homogeneous
negative effect on turnout, because one can expect
individuals of different socioeconomic status to be
equally demobilized by it. On the other hand, factors
such as difficult registration procedures are likely to
demobilize underprivileged citizens ate higher rates,
as these have a smaller number of resources that
enable them to cope with the challenges posed by
such procedure.
This distinction has important implications for policy
prescriptions, if one is to aim towards more equal
participation. Both heterogeneous and homogeneous
effects may be able to push towards that goal, even
though they can do so in different ways. Contextual
characteristics with heterogeneous effects can equalize
participation if they disproportionately mobilize
citizens from low socioeconomic status groups.
On the other hand, contextual characteristics with
homogeneous effects can equalize participation only
if they bring the overall participation levels close to its
maximum, because, when participation gets very close
to 100%, the difference between the participation of
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different socioeconomic groups necessarily starts to
shrink (Lijphart 1997). As the electoral participation
of higher socioeconomic status groups gets close to
its maximum, further increases in overall turnout are
made at the expense of lower socioeconomic status
individuals, thus making participation more equal.
If electoral participation was actually 100%, there
could be no difference between the participation of
individuals of different groups, because everyone
voted. However, compulsory voting is the only
institution that can, on its own, have a homogeneous
effect of such magnitude.

inequality. However, as we have seen, countries in
which participation inequality is small or inexistent
are the exception rather than the rule.

Also, being in favor of compulsory voting does not
necessarily mean that we need to leave aside all other
measures that bring about more equal turnout. In
fact, I would argue that such measures are in fact a
necessary complement for compulsory voting. The
application of compulsory voting on its own is not able
to magically fix all problems of political inequality.
Naturally, there are some risks associated with its
implementation. Authors that oppose to compulsory
5. COMPULSORY VOTING
voting have made some important points regarding
those risks. However, compulsory voting can be a
5.1 Why Compulsory Voting?
huge step forward in terms of enhancing levels of
political equality. And, by implementing it alongside
Whereas one can find several examples of contextual other measures that fight political inequality, we can
characteristics that can equalize participation through actually avoid its risks.
heterogeneous effects – such as vote-facilitating rules,
for example, compulsory voting is the only institution Let me give you an example. There is an ongoing
able to have, on its own, a homogeneous effect that is debate between political behavior scholars concerning
strong enough as to make participation more equal. It the relationship between compulsory voting and
is true that a great number of authors would call for political knowledge and interest for politics. Some
other measures to be applied before, or even instead authors (e.g., Hoffman e Graham 2006) argue that,
of compulsory voting. However, it is also true that the when people are compelled to vote, they will try to
actual power of each of those measures to increase do so with as much information as possible, thus
and equalize participation on its own is small. Also, increasing the levels of political knowledge and
those measures take a long time before their effects interest for politics of the population. Others argue
are actually felt. And even enormous investments that, if people are not a priori interested in politics,
in areas such as education would lead to relatively compelling them to vote will do nothing more than
small increases in turnout levels (Franklin 2004). increasing their alienation towards it (Ballinger
Therefore, compulsory voting has the great advantage 2006). According to this view, compulsory voting
of being the only policy able to, on its own, not only can thus create what, in Social Psychology, is called
increase the overall levels of turnout, but also make a reactance phenomenon: the situation in which
it more equal. Needless to say, its financial costs on a person feels that a certain liberty is being taken
the state are small. Furthermore, compulsory voting away from him or her, thus reacting by intensifying
can produce more and more equal participation even the behavior associated with the liberty he or she
without the need to reach a consensus on the factors perceives as being under threat (Brehm 1995). In this
that make it both low and unequal (Hill, 2014). This case, when a person is compelled to vote and does not
is particularly important if we take into account that want to do so, he or she reacts by dragging further
there is intense debate among political behavior away from politics. This example illustrates my point
scholars concerning the contextual factors that affect of how compulsory voting should be implemented
voter turnout, and that these scholars find it very alongside other policies aiming towards an increase in
difficult to disentangle such factors from each other, people’s interest for politics. If, together with making
as most of them are highly correlated (for a good voting compulsory, we implement measures capable
overview of this debate, see Blais 2006).
of engaging people into the public affairs of their
countries, as well as measures that make the act of
5.2 How and Where Should Compulsory Voting
voting easier, we have a better chance of fulfilling its
be Applied?
beneficial potential, increasing people’s engagement
in the polis, while avoiding its risks – namely, that
Naturally, compulsory voting does not make sense of pushing people even further away from public
everywhere. It makes sense in countries in which issues. Some examples of those measures include
turnout is unequal, and its pertinence and benefits civic education programs, vote-facilitating rules, etc.
are larger in countries with higher levels of such My aim here is not to discuss those measures (but,
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for a good discussion, see, for example, Hofflman &
Graham 2006, pp. 111-3). My point here is, simply,
that compulsory voting does not need to be applied
instead of other measures capable of bringing about
higher levels of turnout and political engagement on
the behalf of citizens. On the contrary: its chances of
success will actually increase if it is applied alongside
such measures.
5.3 Sanctions on Nonvoters
It should be noted, however, that compulsory voting
does not brings turnout levels close to 100% in all
the countries in which it is applied. For example,
voter turnout in 2015 Greece parliamentary election
was no higher than 63.6% (IDEA 2016). This finding
suggests that the effectiveness of compulsory voting
in bringing about near-universal turnout rates depends
on the conditions under which it is implemented.
Central among those is the kind of sanctions imposed
on nonvoters. Therefore, in this last section I shall draw
upon those penalties. My goals here are twofold. First
of all, I aim to present a typology of the sanctions that
can be imposed on people who refrain from voting, as
well as to provide an overall perspective of the ones
that are more frequently used. After that, I will refer
to the results of some empirical studies suggesting
which of those sanctions are more effective in
pushing turnout levels towards near-universal rates.
This is very important, because I am arguing for
compulsory voting as a way of reducing inequality
in electoral participation. And, as we have seen, the
way in which compulsory voting can accomplish that
goal is through such near-universal rates. Therefore,
when compulsory voting fails to do so, it fails to go
through with its most important objective. That is
why it is crucial to look at the conditions under which
this policy has greater chances of enhancing electoral
participation.
Gratschew (2004) draws a distinction four kinds of
penalties that can be imposed on people who fail
to vote, under compulsory voting. These are not
mutually exclusive, and combinations of several
kinds can, in fact, be found in several countries. This
being said, the first kind referred by the author is the
obligation of the person that refrains from voting
to present a valid explanation of why he or she did
so. Naturally, this penalty can be more or less strict,
depending on the amount of explanations that are
considered to be valid. The second kind of penalty is
the obligation of the people who do not vote to pay
a fine. Again, this penalty can assume several levels
of harshness, depending on the value of the fine. The
third type of sanction corresponds to the possibility

of incarceration of the abstentionist. And the last one
corresponds to the withdrawal of some of his or her
civil rights.
This author presents also a list of countries in which
voting is compulsory, or in which it was so in the past.
If one takes into account the nations in which voting
is currently compulsory, as well as those in which
it was compulsory in the past but no longer is, and
those in which the penalties applied on abstentionists
have been changed, we come up with a total of 33
cases. Among these, 11 demanded an explanation on
the behalf of the individuals who failed to vote, 19
applied fines on them, 3 considered the possibility of
their incarceration, and 3 admitted the withdrawal of
some of his or her civil rights. There are still 3 cases in
which the penalties applied on abstentionists cannot
be fitted into either of these categories, and 9 in which
there is no sanction whatsoever.
This quick overview shows us that fines are the most
common mechanism of punishing those who do
not participate electorally. But one can also find a
relatively high number of cases in which no sanction
is imposed on them. For that reason, it is important
to remember the distinction between formal and
informal obligation to vote (Birch 2009). The former
designates the actual enforcement of penalties on
abstentionists, whereas the latter refers to social and/
or political pressure for an individual to cast a vote.
Again, these are not mutually exclusive. But the
distinction is important, as some authors who are in
favor of compulsory voting argue that, even though
formal penalties may be imposed, the determinant
factor in driving individuals to polls will be informal
sanctions (Hoffman & Graham 2006; Lijphart 1997).
Their argument is that compulsory voting leads to
the creation of an electoral participation culture,
leading to the creation of a habit to vote and getting
individuals to perceive abstention as morally wrong.
However, empirical studies on the effects of
compulsory voting suggest that its influence
on turnout levels and, consequently, on turnout
inequality, is only significant when there are formal
sanctions (Blais, Massicotte & Dobrzynska 2003). On
its own, moral obligation does not seem to be capable
of raising electoral participation levels. But what is
more, the probability of citizens to cast a vote seems
to be higher when the penalties on abstentionists are
heavier (Panagopoulos 2008; Singh 2011).
Nevertheless, some studies present results that do
not seem to fit well into the ones I just referred. For
example, in his study of the effect of compulsory
voting on the level of political knowledge of citizens,
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Sheppard (2015) concludes that it is on countries
in which the fines on abstentionists are softer that
individuals present higher levels of such knowledge.
One can thus conclude that we still have a poor
understanding of the effects of the harshness of
penalties imposed upon abstentionists, given the
small number of studies on that matter that have
been published. It may be that such effects depend
on the social, institutional and political characteristics
of each country. Either way, it is clear that we need
further studies on this matter, and that those studies
need to take into account the specific characteristics
of different countries. So far, all one seems to be able
to state is that compulsory voting should, in fact, be
accompanied by some kind of formal sanction on
people who do not vote. But how harsh should those
sanctions be, we cannot know for sure.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, I aimed at showing how compulsory
voting can be a path towards reducing unequal political
participation. I argued that, because it raises the levels
of participation close to its maximum, it dilutes the
differences between turnout levels of different social
groups, in a way that no other measure can. However,
I contended that the application of compulsory voting
does not need to go against the application of other
measures that aim at a greater involvement of citizens
in the public matters of their country. In fact, I have
argued that the chances of compulsory voting being
able to achieve its beneficial potential are greater
when its implementation is accompanied by such
measures. Regarding the sanctions that should be
imposed on abstentionists, I have shown that electoral
behavior studies suggest that only formal sanctions
seem to be effective in bringing about considerable
increases in turnout levels and, thus, in fighting
unequal political participation. However, it is hard to
know just how harsh those sanctions should be, as the
scarce empirical work on that matter presents some
contradictory findings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. HEALTH DEVELOPMENT AND SPORT

Sports universal popularity- As participants,
spectators, or volunteers, people are attracted to sport
arguably more than any other activity. This popularity
transcends national, cultural, socio-economic and
political boundaries and can be invoke with success
in virtually any community in the world. Sports
popularity derives in large part from the fact that,
when done right, it is fun and enjoyable for everyoneparticipants and spectators alike. In context where
people are faced with difficult and unrelenting
challenges in their day to day lives, the value of this
dimension of sport should not be underestimated.
Sports cross-cutting nature- Sport is one of the most
cross cutting of all development and peace tools. It is
increasingly being used to promote health and prevent
disease, strengthen child and youth development and
education, foster social inclusion, prevent conflict and
build peace, foster gender equity, enhance inclusion
of person with disabilities, and promote employment
and economic development.

A healthy population is a necessary foundation for all
development progress. Without healthy populations,
the achievement of development objectives will be
out of reach. Good health is fundamental to the ability
of individuals to realize their full human potential. I
t is also a crucially important economic asset. Low
levels of health impede people’s ability to work and
earn a living for themselves and their families. When
someone becomes ill, an entire family can become
trapped in a downward spiral of lost income and high
health-care cost. On a national scale, poor population
health diminishes productivity and impedes economic
growth, while investment in better health outcomes is
generally seen as an investment in economic growth.
The close relationship between health and
development is responsible for the importance given
to health in MDGs: Health is the focus in three of the
eight MDGs:
•
MDG4: Reduce child mortality;
•
MDG5: Improve maternal health; and
•
MDG6: Combat HIV and AIDS, malaria and
Sports potential to empower, motivate and inspire- other diseases.
Sport is inherently about drawing on, developing
and showcasing people’s strengths and capacities. Health is a state of complete physical, mental and
By shining a light on what people can do, rather social well-being and not merely the absence of
than what they cannot do, sport consistently disease or infirmity. The enjoyment of the highest
empowers, motivates and inspires individuals and attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental
their communities in a way that promotes hope and a rights of every human being without distinction
positive outlook for the future.
of race, religion, political, belief, economic or
social condition. Constitution of the World Health
Sport as a communication platform. Over the Organization, 1946.
past few decades, sport has emerge as global mass
entertainment, and has become one of the most Increasing physical activity levels- Because physical
powerful and far reaching communications platforms activity is a primary risk factor driving the global
in the world. Because global sport events offer the increase in chronic disease, sport can play a critical
capacity to reach vast numbers of people worldwide, role in slowing the spread of chronic disease, reducing
they are effective platforms for public education and their social and economic burden, and saving lives.
social mobilization. By extension, high performance While physical activity includes a broader range of
athletes have become global celebrities in their own activities than sport alone, direct participation in sport
right, enabling them to serve as powerful ambassadors, is one of the most enjoyable, and therefore powerful,
spokespeople and role models for development and means of motivating and mobilizing people to become
peace initiatives.
physical active. In addition to enhancing overall
physical fitness, regular physical activity, active play
‘All great social change is impossible, until it and sports can have a positive impact on other major
happens, and then it was inevitable’. Albie Sachs, health risk factors, such as high blood pressure, high
South African Supreme Court, Stuttgart.
cholesterol, obesity, tobacco use and stress.
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Fostering social connection- A powerful social
connector, sport can bring people together, expand
and strengthen social ties and networks, link people to
resources and provide them with a sense of belonging.
These social relationships are a fundamental
determinant of health but are often lacking for
people who are marginalized by poverty, disease,
discrimination or conflict.
Sport can also be used to reduce the social stigma
experienced by marginalized groups, such as persons
with disabilities, people with HIV and AIDS,
and former child combatants. By engaging these
individuals in sport activities with other community
members, sport creates a shared space and experience
that helps break down negative perceptions and
enables people to focus on what they have in
common. This is an important step in enhancing these
individuals ‘self-concept and emotional health.
Promoting healthy attitudes and behaviors- In
disadvantage communities and populations, where
people are often define in terms of their needs and
deficits, sport provides a powerful counter – balance
to these perceptions. Participating in sport draws
on people strength’s and assets-energy, enthusiasm,
natural and acquired skills, the desired to excel- and
the universal capacity for fun and enjoyment. In this
way, well designed sport programs that are inclusive,
fair, and fun and promote excellence at all skill levelshelp to empower participants and build self-esteem.
Self-esteem can be defined as a person’s overall
self-appraisal and feeling of self-worth. Self-esteem
is critical to health because it motivates self-care
and can contribute to health lifestyle behaviors. The
acquisition of sport skills and life skills and friendship
of others, the attention and guidance of coaches,
and the examples set by them and other positive
sport role models all encourage sport participants to
believe in themselves, in others, and in their future.
For individuals deeply affected by poverty, disease,
disability or conflict, the development of self-esteem
can be a profound psychological shift that enables and
motivated them to adopt healthier lifestyle behaviors.
Sport as a platform for communication, education and
social mobilization vehicle- Sport can play a valuable
role as a communication, education and social
mobilization vehicle. Sports entertainment appeal,
amplified by global communications, has made it one
of the most powerful communication platforms in
the world. By engaging them and mobilizing highprofile elite athletes and professional sport clubs
and federations, this communications power can
90

be harnessed to deliver critical health information
and messages, to model healthy lifestyle behaviors,
and to marshal resources for health information
and education, and can serve as a starting point for
community mobilization to support health promotion,
vaccination, and disease prevention and control
effects.
3. SPORT, DEVELOPMENT, CHLDREN, AND
YOUTH
Today’s children and youth represent the single largest
percentage of young people in history. There are 2.2
billion children and 1.5 billon youth in the world
today. Of these, 1.9 billion and 1.3 billion respectively
live in developing countries. Together, these young
people represent an unprecedented opportunity to
reduce global poverty and advance development.
In most developing countries today, young people
make up the largest percentage of the population-in
some cases more than 50%. In most cases, the number
of young people will grow in the next 10-20 years.
This means that countries will be facing significant
economic pressures to fund secondary education and
the prevention of non-communicable and infectious
disease such as HIV and AIDS. The large number of
young people also offers and historic opportunity.
The emerging workforce is young, and the overall
population contains relatively few elderly individuals
and children to support. To maximize the opportunity
this young cohort presents, it is important to invest
in and support today’s children and youth. Investing
in children and youth today will ensure that they are
healthy and well equipped to manage the critical life
transitions ahead of them.
Sport as a tool to promote child and youth developmentSport can contribute significantly to international,
national and local efforts to give children a healthy
start. Sport can help those who haven’t received a
good start, and equip youth with the information,
skills, personal and social resources, and support
needed to make key life transitions successfully.
It is important to note, however, that much of the
evidence supporting sports potential comes from
developed countries. More focused research and
evaluation of policies and programs is needed in
developing nations, to generate knowledge and inform
initiatives undertaken in these contexts. However,
sport is already being use worldwide to advance child
and youth development and education, suggesting
that its benefits are already appreciated, if not yet
fully understood or explained.
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Existing evidence shows that developmentally
appropriate programs for every young children can
help ensure they receive the positive experiences and
stimulation through play and establish a foundation
for success,. Involving parents and caregivers allows
programs to pass on simple and enjoyable ways for
them to help children develop and grow through play.

social constructs of masculinity and femininity- or
socially accepted ways of expressing what it means
to be a man or woman in a particular socio-cultural
context-play a key role in determining access, levels
of participation, and benefits from sport.

4.1 Sport as a Tool to Promote Gender Equity and
Empower Girls and Women

Sport works to improve the inclusion and well-being
of persons with disabilities in two ways, by changing
what countries think and feel about persons with
and by changing what persons with disabilities think
and feel about themselves. The first is necessary to
reduce the stigma and discrimination associated
with disability. The second empowers persons with
disabilities so that they may recognize their own

It is true in all countries that girls and women are
less likely than boys and men to participate in sport,
‘Children, after all, are not just adults in the making. and sport continues to be dominated by males. It is a
They are people whose current needs and rights and mistake, however, to assume that this is because girls
experiences must be taken seriously’. Alfie Kohn.
and women do not wish to participate. Poverty, heavy
domestic demands, safety concerns, lack of accessible
4. GENDER DEVELOPMENT AND SPORT
transportation, inadequate sport and recreation
facilities, and few opportunities for physical education
Gender equity is a term use to describe both the and skill development frequently prevent women’s
principle and practice of fair and equitable allocation participation in physical activity and sport.
of resources to, and opportunities for, men and women.
Gender equity eliminates discriminatory practices that ‘A transformed partnership based on equality between
are barriers to full participation for either gender. The women and men is a condition for people-centered
practice of gender equity means changing responses sustainable development.’ Mission statement, Beijing
to, and treatment of, men and women to ensure that platform for Action, Fourth United Nations World
gender is a neutral factor when accessing resources, Conference on women, Beijing, 1995.
rights, and opportunities.
5. DISABILTY, DEVELOPMENT AND SPORT
Gender differences between men and women do not
necessarily imply inequity. However, globally, women Disability is any physical or mental condition that
are particularly disadvantage by gender constructs limits a person’s movements, sense or activities.
which prevent them from fully realizing their rights, The term disability is conventionally used to refer
accessing resources, and harnessing opportunities.
to attributes that are severe enough to interfere with,
or prevent, normal day to day activities. According
Globally evidence of gender in equity includes the to UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
widespread preferences of sons over daughters, Disabilities, ‘persons with disabilities include those
limited education and work opportunities for girls who have long term physical, mental, intellectual
and women, and high levels of physical and sexual or sensory impairments which, in interaction with
violence against girls and women. More subtle forms various barriers, may hinder their full and effective
of discrimination are arguably equally problematic participation in society or an equal basis with others.
and include gender stereotyping and institutional Disabilities can be permanent, temporary, or episodic.
discrimination. Some cultural traditions that favor They can affect people from birth, or be acquired later
men over women, and he subsequent cultural practices in life through injury or illness.
that perpetuate that discrimination, lead to exclusion.
Gender inequity varies significantly, in both degree Sport as a tool for the inclusion of person with
and in the forms it takes, from country to country. disabilities - Sport for persons with disabilities is not
Some countries have made significant progress in a new concept, but its full potential as a powerful, low
reducing inequities through targeted actions to change cost means to foster greater inclusion and well-being
gender norms, legislate and protect human rights, and for persons with disabilities is only beginning to be
ensure access to education health and other services. realized.

Sport is an integral part of the culture of almost every
nation. However, it’s used to promote gender equity
and empower girls and a woman is often overlooked
because sport is not universally perceived as a suitable
or desirable pursuit for girls and women. Existing
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potential and advocate for changes in society to enable
them to fully realize it. The community impact and
individual impact of sport help reduce the isolation
of persons with disabilities and integrate them more
fully into community life.
Sport changes community perceptions of persons with
disabilities by focusing attention on their abilities and
moving their disability into the background. Through
sport, persons without disabilities encounter persons
with disabilities in a positive context (sometimes
for the first time) and see them accomplish things
they had previously thought impossible. Their
assumptions about what happens with disabilities
can and cannot do are profoundly challenged and
reshaped by experience. As well, the tendency to see
the disability instead of the person is greatly reduced,
in part because of the common experienced of sport
that they now share.
‘No country can afford to turn its back on 10% of
its population.’ ILO/UNESCO/UNICEF/WHO
proclamation, December 3, 1997.
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The ‘Eager Anticipation’ and ‘Rational Thinking’of the Sino-Russia
Cooperation after the Ukraine Crisis
Xinli Guo
Student, Peking University, China
1. INTRODUCTION

This paper believes that the Ukraine Crisis has led
to the deterioration of the relationship between the
United States and Russia and has promoted closer ties
between Russia and China. Also, there are reasons
to believe that Ukrainian Crisis is the turning point
of the development of the Sino-Russian strategic
partnership. In the past relationship between China
and Russia, China has always been in a passive
position but China has taken a more active role in the
relationship after the Ukraine Crisis.
While these developments are extremely positive,
the fundamental problem of the contention between
China and Russia still exists following the Ukraine
Crisis. Under such conditions, the answers to ‘how
much impact Ukraine Crisis has on the relationship
between China and Russia’ and ‘whether the crisis can
fundamentally change the nature of the relationship
between China and Russia’ are actually quite clear
Despite the nearing of the Russia and China may
seem like a logical measure for the two countries,
there are still a lot of uncertainties and vulnerabilities
in the relationship between the two countries due to
numerous historical and political variables. Ukraine
cannot change the nature of the relationship between
the two nations. The room for growth of Sino-Russian
relationship is not as large as it is widely perceived to
be.

Ever since the outbreak of the Ukraine Crisis,
United States and the European countries have
politically and economically isolated Russia and have
established a united front against Russia. Due to the
deterioration of the relationship between Russia and
the western countries, Russia has turned its attention
to its east, which consequently led to developing a
closer bilateral relationship with China to curb its
external and internal pressure. On May 2014, Putin
declared Russia’s support for China’s ‘One Belt
One Road’ initiative, and on April 14, 2015, the
Russian government announced that it would join the
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank as a founding
member state. During May 2015 when Chairman Xi
Jinping made his visit to Russia, the two heads of
state proposed for the first time to connect China’s
‘Silk Road Economic Belt’ and Russia’s ‘Eurasian
Economic Union’. From the economic aspect, Putin’s
visit to China and the signing of the 400 billion dollars
natural gas supply agreement marked a monumental
conclusion to the negotiation that lasted for almost ten
years. On the aspect of security cooperation, Russia
and China jointly held a military exercise to celebrate
the victory of the 70th anniversary of the anti-fascism
war. At the same time, Russia broke its habit and
decided to provide the latest S-400 air defense missile
system to China, which makes China become the first 2. UKRAINE CRISIS AS A CATALYZER FOR
buyer of the equipment of such kind.
SINO-RUSSIAN COOPERATION
Such series of close cooperation between China
and Russia have alarmed the western countries and
much of the international society, leading them to
be concerned about the newly developing rivalry.
Following the enforcement of the ties between China
and Russia after the Ukraine Crisis, the issue has
gained considerable amount of coverage on media
and the academia of international politics, some
deliver a viewpoint that ‘China is the only beneficiary
from the Ukraine Crisis’1. Such statement clearly
depicts the concern of the western society about
China ‘strategically benefitting’ from the standoff
between United States and Russia after the outbreak
of the Ukraine Crisis.
D Trenin, The Only Winner in Ukraine Is China, Moscow
Times, August 20, 2014.

1

Historically speaking, there have been three periods
of alliance and confrontation between Russia
and China, and the extreme cases of alliance and
confrontation have left scars for both of the countries
that remain to this day. After the collapse of the
Soviet Union, however, the relationship between
China and Russia gradually further gained maturity
and reason, and developed into the current bilateral
relationship. It took a turn from the ‘good neighborgood partner’ relationship of 1993 towards the ‘the
strategic partnership of co-operation oriented towards
the 21st century’ of 1996. The Sino-Russian Treaty of
Friendship singed in 2001 replaced the Sino-Soviet
Treaty of Friendship signed in 1950. ‘To be friends
forever and never be enemies’ has become the highest
standard for the relationship between Russia and
China.
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According to the official statement, China and Russia
are now the most important strategic partner to each
other and the relationship prevail in their respective
importance and particularity. The relation between
the two countries is by no means a military or political
alliance. It is a bilateral relationship that is accepted
by the political leaders, the political elites, and the
general public of both nations2. The maturation and
the institutionalization of the political and economic
relation between the two countries have provided
social and legal grounds for the Sino-Russian
partnership to face the instability of global politics
after the Ukrainian Crisis.
2.1. The Ukrainian Crisis Strengthened the
Mutual Trust between China and Russia
First of all, both China and Russia serve as the
permanent member of the UN Security Council,
sharing a common responsibility and value set on
many international problems. On the international
stage, both of them are eager to rewrite the rules
deciding the global order, striving to shake the
preexisting order under western dominance, which
is evidenced by the consistent voting history of the
two countries in the General Assembly. From 1974
to 2008, the Sino-Russian voting consistency was
82.53%, and it was 80.73% from 1992 to 2008. It is
important to note that even in the 1970s and the early
1980s when China and the Soviet Union conflicted
and kept distance with each other in diplomacy and
military, the two countries still maintained their
stance against the western countries. Thus, it can be
seen that the two countries have always maintained a
mutual understanding of each other’s external policy
regardless of the temporary rises and falls of the
relationship.
Picture 1. The Voting of China, Russia (Soviet Union) and
United States in General Assembly from 1974 to 20083

Guihai Guan, Cold Thinking on the Current Sino-Russian
Relation[J].China Economic Report, 2013.
3
Data source: United Nations General Assembly voting data.

The Ukrainian Crisis further incentivized strategic
mutual trust between China and Russia. Although
both Russia and China are America’s strategic
rivals, Russia has long been yearning to restore its
relationship with the west, thus regarded its relations
with United Sates as a top priority. China has also put
Sino-American relationship on top of its priority for
the same reason. Thus, although China and Russia
have kept in accord on many of the international
issues, they still recognize that being in complete
disagreement with United States and the western
countries is not conducive for their national interest.
The improvement of the Sino-Russian relation is
in line with the diplomatic benefits of each other
following the deterioration of the Russo-American
relation, the launching of the economic sanctions of
United States and Europe on Russia, the promotion
of the Asian-Pacific rebalancing strategy by United
States, and gradually intensifying conflicts between
China and neighboring countries and United States
on the maritime rights and interests surrounding
East China Sea and South China Sea. During the
special period when the Russian-American relation
is sensitive and strained, China’s politic stand on the
Crimean issue or Russian President Putin’s visit to
China, the ‘Conference on Interaction ConfidenceBuilding Measures in Asia’ held in Shanghai, the
Sino-Russian ‘2014 Maritime Combined Military
Exercises’, and the conclusion of the agreement on
gas supply between the two countries all represent
that the Sino-Russian relation has entered into a new
development stage.
Secondly, along with the growth of China’s national
power, China’s sphere of influence in the international
stage has expanded significantly. However, due to
historical, cultural, and ideological differences, China
has always been considered an outsider in the overall
power structure dominated by the west. If you consider
Russia, Russia has maintained its status as a powerful
Christian nation and has wielded great amount of
influence over the course of modern history. However,
the political ideology of Russia has diverged with
the rest of the western countries, reaching its peak
during the Cold War. In addition, although over 20
years have passed since the collapse of Soviet Union,
the cold war mentality is still restraining Russia from
integrating into the western sets of values. This can
be witnessed not only on a political level, but also
from the cultural level, whereas Russia opposes
Hollywood movies and western culture penetrating
into its own4. Judging from the public media, the
‘evil’ image of Russia has further established itself

2
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Steven Kurutz, “Russians: Still the Go To Bad Guys,” New
York Times, January 17, 2014.
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in the hearts of the public after the Ukraine Crisis.
According to the opinion survey carried out by the
Pew Research Center in 20145, the western region
viewed Russia as unfavorable more than any other
region, especially after Crimea was incorporated into
Russia by force. As shown in figure 1, about 74% of
the survey taken from Europe demonstrated that they
have a negative impression on Russia. Figure 2 shows
that the Europeans have a worse impression on Russia
after Crimea was incorporated into Russia.
Figure 1. Median analysis of the Russian Unpopularity Degree
in the World

Then, in the current situation of global politics,
it can be deduced that the cooperation of China
and Russia is to prevent or reduce the unfair and
unreasonable treatment of the western countries.
Besides, considering the geopolitical factors and
political ideologies, China and Russia have relatively
similar sets of values, which encourage mutual
trust and understanding. Ukrainian Crisis acted as
a catalyzer to sever triangular ties between China,
Russia and United States, providing China and Russia
an opportunity to strategically cooperate and take a
unified stance against United Sates.
2.2. The Improvement of the ‘Warm Politics and
Cold Economy’ Status

Figure 2. The Time Variation Analysis of the Russian
Unpopularity Degree in the World

Pew Research Center, “Russia’s Global Image Negative Amid
Crisis in Ukraine,” July 2014, pp. 2-4.

5

The cooperation between China and Russia has always
been promoted and implemented by the government
with obvious policy characteristics. Thus, it is said that
the Sino-Russian relation has always been in accord
with ‘warm politics and cold economy’. However, the
Ukraine Crisis is a case where it promoted a largescale trade cooperation between China and Russia,
and to a certain extent made up for shortcoming of
the ‘warm politics and cold economy’ between the
two countries. Due to Ukraine Crisis, Russia was
diplomatically and economically isolated by America
and western countries and faced with their criticism,
thus turning to China to break through the isolation.
In the financial sector, important breakthrough has
been made as trade settlements were signed with
local currency and the payments were made through
China’s ‘Union Pay’ card system. The two sides have
signed Agreement of the People’s Bank of China and
the Central Bank of Russia on the Bilateral Currency
(RMB and Ruble) Swap Deal with a total amount
of 150 billion RMB or 815 billion Rubles. In the
energy sector, China and Russia jointly proposed the
establishment of comprehensive energy partnership
and the gas trade agreement after nearly ten years
of negotiation: Mr. Putin made a visit to China and
signed the gas supply agreement with a total amount
of $400 billion, reaching consensus over the dispute
focused on the gas price. The final price was set
slightly lower than $380 per thousand cubic meters,
the export price of Russia to European countries,
and higher than $200 per thousand cubic meters, the
import price of China importing from Central Asian
countries such as Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan.
The trade agreement, in the long run has political
significance in addition to the economic reciprocity.
The economic interdependence, particularly in the
energy sector, has become one of the crucial interests
to maintain the political relationships between the
powerful nations with influence.
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The sustainable growth of China further demands
Russia’s energy and raw materials, while the revival
of Russia’s status needs the funding and technology
of China. China and Russia have complementary
economic interests, which brings great deal of
potential for cooperation. China is the country with
the fastest economic growth not only in the AsiaPacific region but also in the global level. It is logical
for Russia to make use of the rapid development of
Chinese economy to support its local economy in the
far-east and coastal area. The bilateral cooperation
through mutual interest has the potential to promote
further cooperation of the two countries in political
and military sector as well.
2.3. The Progress of the Cooperation in Local
Economy

However, the development of the Ukraine Crisis and
the deterioration of the relationship between Russia
and the west, the sharp fall of international oil price
and the rapid depreciation of Ruble all have led to
put serious internal and external pressure on Russia.
Such pressure has led political elites and the critics
in Russia to pivot their views to support China and
its One Belt One Road project. In March 2015, the
Russian government consequently issued a formal
statement showing its support for the One Belt One
Road project. The Russian first deputy Prime Minister
Igor Shuvalov said in a speech that Russia believed the
‘Silk Road Economic Belt’ will bring opportunities
for development to the Eurasian Economic Alliance
rather than challenges. As a result, on May 8, 2015,
President Xi Jinping and President Putin issued a
joint statement on the cooperation between the Silk
Road Economic Belt and the Eurasian Economic
Alliance. The unique settings of the global politics
that followed the Ukraine Crisis led the governments
of the two countries to temporarily lay aside the
sensitive issues between them such as free trade zones
and turn towards cooperation to connection the two
economic projects.

During the visit to Kazakhstan in September 2013,
President Xi Jinping proposed the initiative to jointly
establish the ‘Silk Road Economic Belt’. Then, during
his visit to Association of Southeast Asian Nations in
October 2013, he put forward the idea to build the
‘Marine Silk Road of the 21st Century’. The Silk
Road Economic Belt and the Marine Silk Road of the
For China, the connection and cooperation between
21st Century are referred to as the key components of
the Silk Road Economic Belt and Russia’s Eurasian
the ‘One Belt One Road’ project.
Economic Union has allowed One Belt One Road
project to gain a major momentum. Russia is the key
For the One Belt One Road project passes through
partner for the actual implementation of the ‘one belt
Russia’s area of influence, thus geopolitically and
and one road’ initiative: first of all, Russia itself is
economically, Russia is bound to play a pivotal role
the unavoidable key node of the “one belt and one
in the project and its cooperation is crucial for China.
road” strategy. Secondly, Russia has irreplaceable
Originally, however, Russia stood against China’s
right of speech in the central Asia, especially in he the
proposal for the One Belt One Road project. On
Commonwealth of the Independent States.
May 29, 2014, under the lead of Russia, the leaders
of the Republic of Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Russia
It is worth noting that China’s internal economic
signed the Eurasian Economic Union Treaty in
problems and its ambitions in international politics
Astana with the aim to establish a collective security
are the promotion of the Silk Road project. China’s
organization and Eurasian customs and economic
economic growth has slowed down significantly, and
union to strengthen their military and economic
it is empirical for it to find a new source of impetus.
cooperation. For Russia, this is to protect the region
The slowing of domestic consumption and excessive
where its interest lay and to respond to NATO and
production has been considered as the two largest
EU’s extrusion on Russia’s national interest. The
weaknesses of China’s economy. After rounds of
Silk Road Economic Belt crosses the region under
over-paced expansion of its steel, petrochemical, raw
Russia’s influence, which makes Russia faced with
materials, and metals industry, they have reached or
numerous conundrums: first of all, China’s economic
some have even exceeded the limits. The negative
cooperation with Russia’s neighboring countries
growth of PPI (Producer Price Index) over nearly
may bring damage to Russia’s economic interests;
50 consecutive months and the negative corporate
then, China’s strategic enterprising in the region may
earnings clearly show that China’s economic growth
reduce the economic dependence of the countries in
is slowing down. Faced with a new challenge, the
Central Asia on Russia, and give momentum to their
rise of external demand followed by the One Belt
diplomatic independence. Thus, the “One Belt One
One Road project has been proposed as a method to
Road” project has failed to gain support from Russia
ameliorate the excess capacity. The economic growth
when it was proposed.
of the Central Asian region has been limited due to
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the lack of infrastructure development in the region.
In contrast, China has rich experience in the field of
infrastructure construction, and a lot of infrastructure
related domestic industries are in obvious
overcapacity. The top five industries with excess
capacity include steel, cement, electrolytic aluminum,
glass, and shipbuilding industry, which are all crucial
industries of infrastructure development. In addition,
China over the course of its economic growth has
accumulated a total of $4 trillion dollars of foreign
exchange reserves with limited investment channels.
The development of the infrastructure for the One Belt
One Road project not only will drastically increase
the expenditure of China’s foreign exchange reserves,
but also at the same time will improve China’s overall
economic circulation and the devaluation risk of the
dollar reserves.
After the end of Cold War, although China has
been trying to avoid untimely replacing Russia as
the primary strategic rival of the United States, the
United States still concentrates on its forces to firmly
suppress the development of China. The intensifying
of the situation in East China Sea and South China Sea
together with the attitude of the United States towards
the south China makes China extremely worry about
the regional security situation in this region. The highlevel Chinese government worries that the United
States is likely to implement sea blockage on China
and limit its maritime trade once serious crisis breaks
out. Thus, China is in urgent need of a relatively safe
strategic buffer and the westward movement which
keeps away from the traditional influence sphere of
the United States has become a wise choice. The
Ukrainian crisis not only disturbs the plan of the
United States to suppress China with the aid of Russia
but also promote the cooperation between China and
Russia. As a result, Russia cooperates with China to
pin down and contend against the United States.

not only protects the security interests of Russia, but
also determines the development degree of the current
strategic partnership between China and Russia.
In addition, Russia also has incentives of its own
to support One Belt One Road initiative. One is
the development of its infrastructure, especially
the construction of the transportation system.
The ‘one belt and one road’ is conductive to the
implementation of the Development Strategy of the
Transportation Infrastructure of Russian Federation.
According to the strategy, it is a main objective of the
Russian transportation policy to establish a safe and
unobstructed channel through Russia and to the rest of
the world. Second is the development of the far eastern
and Siberian region of Russia and China’s assistance.
Russia has previously stated that one of the motives
for joining the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
is to develop its far eastern and Siberian region. Thus,
although the One Belt One Road initiative is likely to
damage interests and influence of Russia in Central
Asia, but the security and the long-term development
interests overweigh the regional conflicts, let alone
the arduous competition for its regional prestige.
3. THE CONTENTION BETWEEN CHINA
AND RUSSIA STILL EXIST FOLLOWING
THE UKRAINE CRISIS

The Ukrainian Crisis is undoubtedly a turning point
for the strategic partnership between China and
Russia. However, the Academia has different views on
whether the close strategic partnership between China
and Russia is a passive choice, or a long-term strategic
move. Although the Chinese government has shown
great expectation on the cooperation between China
and Russia, yet many western scholars and even some
Russian scholars believe that Russia and China are
bound to compete for the one’s own national interest
due to lack of mutual trust and conflict of interests.
As for Russia, it is quite normal to have doubts on They perceive that it is impossible for the two nations
the ‘one belt and one road’, which is also in line to maintain a long-term strategic partnership.
with Chinese basic expectation on the great-power
politics. Then, why did Russia change its attitude? The author believes that the current Sino-Russian
This naturally is significantly promoted by the relation is neither as complicated as the western
Ukrainian crisis. At the same time, Russia also has scholars describe it to be nor as hopeful as it is
prejudged and reconsidered its own national interests. described in the policy blueprint. The Ukraine
The first is out of the consideration for regional Crisis has certainly led to the improvement of the
security. Russia has suffered great pressure from the relationship between China and Russia, but it cannot
west, whether from the eastern enlargement of NATO change the nature of the relationship between the
and EU or from the Crimean issue. To avoid being two nations. Due to the comprehensive influence
attacked front and rear, Russia needs a stable rear, and of various historical and realistic factors, there are
China which puts forward the ‘one belt and one road’ still a lot of uncertainties and vulnerabilities in the
undoubtedly becomes the country which can provide relationship between China and Russia. Regardless of
the isolated Russia the largest support at present. This the frequent exchanges between the political elites,
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the actual room for improvement of the relationship
between China and Russia is not as large as it is
perceived to be. The development of the strategic
cooperation between China and Russia will also be
limited by external variables from the global society.

Russia has begun to put more importance on its
relations with the Asia-Pacific. However, this choice
is a temporary and a passive one, and China is also
conscious of this. Once the relation between Russia
and the west is restored, Russia’s need for maintaining
partnership with China decrease significantly. Russia
will then rethink the bilateral agreement reached
3.1. Russia Lacks Recognition on China
during the crisis. As a result, some agreements may
The ‘double-headed eagle’, a metaphor commonly rise to contention or simply won’t be kept.
used to portray Russia’s foreign policy after the
Ukraine Crisis to benefit itself between the east and 3.2. The Unsolved Conflict of Geopolitical
the west, is actually not accurate because Russia has Interests between China and Russia
the inherent impulse to reconcile with the west. As is
expounded in the Conceptions of the Foreign Policies In history, with the decline of China, Russia has
of the Russian Federation, the order of priorities of been eager to expand to the east. In particular, after
Russia’s foreign policy is: the Commonwealth of the 1750, Russia has forced the Chinese government to
Independent States (The Republic of Belarus is the sign a total of 104 unequal treaties. During the period
first), the European countries (the order is Britain, between 1689 and 1883, Russia had successively
Germany, Italy and France), the United States, Asian forced the Qing government to sign numerous treaties
countries (China, India, Japan, Southeast Asia, Iran, including Treaty of Nerchinsk, Qiaketu Treaty,
Korean Peninsula, Afghanistan), the Middle East, Beijing Treaty, Treaty of Saint Petersburg, Khovd
and Tarbagatai Treaty, consequently occupying over
Africa, Central America and South America.
400 square kilometers of China’s territories and
Although 80% of Russia’s territory is located in China’s vassal state. Due to the historical disputes
Asia, its politics, economy, culture, and population and grievances, the mutual trust between China and
is focused on Europe. Thus, both the tsarist Russia Russia still has great amount of room to fill regardless
of the past and the current Russia have always had of the constantly improving bilateral relationship. As
a demand to maintain its relationship with Europe. a result, deep anxiety and wariness has always existed
To integrate into the western society is the coveted amongst political elites and ordinary people of the
goal of Russia. However, the realistic condition of two nations.
global politics makes it difficult for Russia to do
so. The western powers have always regarded the In fact, the border conflicts between China and
‘polar bear’ as an alien, and responded to Russia Russia has always been the focus of the international
with strong alert and exclusion. Although Russia has relations academia. The discussion has never stopped
always encountered great difficulty in the process of even after China and Russia officially signed The
returning back to Europe, it has continued to strive Supplementary Agreement on the Eastern Section
to restore its relationship with the west. At the same of the Boundary between China and Russia. It is
time, the Russia still maintains a sense of superiority worth noting that China’s National People’s Congress
over the east. It can be said that the recognition of Standing Committee kept the agreement under a
Russia on Asia, including China, has been limited low profile, considering it to be ‘traitorous’. The
and practical. And it will maintain deep internal specific details are unknown to the public, and only
relationship with the western world no matter how a local newspaper in Beijing has mentioned it lightly.
serious the contradiction with the western world is. Although the border issue between China and Russia
Historically, when Russia failed to expand to Europe, is resolved legally through negotiations and redrafting
it chose the Eurasian ideology which often infringed of the treaties, but it is still in doubt whether the
upon China. As a result, it can be surmised that China agreement is recognized by the public. Some Chinese
will be used as a pawn to balance Russia’s relations scholars believe that the biggest obstacle of the SinoRussian relationship is the territorial disputes that
with America and the western world.
remain unsolved. Meanwhile, some Russian scholars
The outbreak of the Ukraine Crisis and Crimea have taken advantage of the historical and geopolitical
forcefully returning to Russia has led Russia’s conflict to put forward radical opinions and politicize
relations with the west to reach a historic low point the issue. For example, Professor Andre Ivanov who
since the end of the Cold War. Because of the surge serves in the Russia Altai Agriculture University once
of anti-western sentiment in Russia and resent against criticized the fact that the Siberian region was depicted
the isolation and suppression of the western countries,
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in the Chinese history textbooks as a Chinese territory neighbors of China paid close attention to China’s rise
stolen by Russia, heating the border conflicts.
with anxiety and was skeptical of China’s political
and economic expansion. In response to the reporters’
Moreover, in terms of geography, the far eastern question ‘What role does Russia play for the current
region of Russia is in a vacuum state compared Sino-Russian relationship?’ he answered: ‘Russia
to the three northeastern provinces of China. The may not be an older brother anymore. Russia is now
three northeastern provinces amount to a total area an elder sister of China. You only need to respect an
of 145 square kilometers, and a population of 120 elder sister but need not entirely comply with her.’
million. The far eastern region of Russia has an area This new formulation accurately shows the mixed
of 670 square kilometers, and a population of 6.2 feelings of Russia to China7.
million with less than 1 person per square kilometer.
Although it is crucial to gain China’s support for In fact, both Russia and China have a strong superpower
Russia’s development of the far eastern region, the mentality and big prowess. Neither China nor Russia is
cooperation as remained under dispute. Russia has willing to become dependent to a great power. As seen
implemented a series of restrictive policies on China’s from Russia’s strategy after the Ukraine Crisis, Putin
participation in the development of the far eastern began to lead Russia to “look east”, which included
region, which hinders the region’s development of the active pursuit of developing the far eastern region
the comprehensive cooperation between Russia and and curbing the economic sanctions from the west.
Although it is true that Russia’s national policy is to
China.
promote the development of the far eastern region,
As for the contention over Central Asia, although the strategy will not necessarily lead to resolving of
China has admitted Russia’s interests and influence Sino-Russian border conflicts, nor will it result in
over Central Asia, and Russia has also realized the sudden recognition of China from Russia’s elites and
need for China’s support for stabilize and develop its public.
in the region, but both nations are skeptical and
contentious on who is to gain further influence in the 3.4. The Imbalance of the Sino-Russian Economic
region. As it can be seen from the events that followed Cooperation
during or after the SCO (Shanghai Cooperation
Organization) summit in Ufa, where several proposals Three imbalances of the Sino-Russian economic
raised by China on The SCO Development Bank was cooperation exist: First is the imbalance among the
not approved, the proposal to build the framework of cooperation initiatives. The second is the disparity
the international road transportation agreement also between the will of the central government officials
failed to gain consensus. As for China’s proposal to and local government officials. The third is the
set up the Asian Infrastructure Bank, Russia only objective disparity between economic cooperation
and political relation.
submitted the application close to the deadline
3.3. The China Threat Theory is Deeply Rooted
The ‘China Threat Theory’ is not only popular in
western academia, but also has significant influence
in Russia. Compared with most Chinese people who
have a positive attitude towards Russia many Russian
elites and citizens refuse to accept the transcendence
of China. The senior Russian officials are doubtful
about China’s intention on Russia’s far eastern region
and Central Asia. Some scholars and officials have
proposed to prevent Russia from leaning to China and
becoming China’s ‘economic client’ and ‘provider
of raw materials’. They also criticize that China is
actually the biggest beneficiary of the Ukraine Crisis
after all. 6In February 2015, the director of Russian
Council of International Affairs Andrei Kortunov
said in an interview with the Russian media that all

The first is the imbalance between the cooperation
initiative of China and Russia. Over the years, China
has been holding a positive attitude towards the
cooperation with Russia, however Russia remains
reserved about the cooperation. The Joint Declaration
Between China and Russia signed on May 8, 2015
states that the two nations will ‘accelerate the
construction of the cross-border traffic infrastructure
such as the railway bridge connecting Tong Jiang and
Leninsikuoye port, and the road bridge connecting
Heihe and Blagoveshchensk port. Up to August 2015,
the Chinese side has completed 60% of the TongjiangLeninsikuoye cross-border railway bridge, while the
Russian side has not yet started the construction.
This on the one side reflects the inefficiency of the
bureaucracy existing in Russia and on the other side
reflects Russia’s mistrust of China. And in May 2014,
А Кобзев: Сейчас Мы для Китая – ‘Старшая
Сестра’. EB/OL (2015/04/11) http://russiancouncil.ru/
inner/?id_4=5317#top

7

D Trenin, The Only Winner in Ukraine is China, Moscow
Times, August 20, 2014
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China and Russia signed gas contract with a total
amount of $400 billion. This action is the passive
measure taken by Russia to shift its strategic focus to
the Asia-Pacific region specifically under the pressure
of the sanctions from the United States and Europe.
The director of the Moscow Strategic Assessment
and Forecasting Center Sergei Grinyayev stated,
‘The history of reaching the agreement shows that the
Chinese are tough negotiators. It has been negotiated
many years and was unsolved until we are in this
difficult political situation’. Obviously, it is suggested
that China has taken advantage of the collective
sanction of the United States and Europe on Russia to
obtain cheap energy supply, but the disparity among
the attitude towards the cooperation certainly exist.

Korea it was $270 billion. It is evident that the
economic cooperation between Russia and China is
still at a low level. In 2015, the total volume of the
bilateral trade between China and Russia is 422.73
billion yuan with a decrease of 27.8%. Among it, the
volume of export to Russia is 216.24 billion yuan with
a decrease of 34.4% and the volume of the import
from Russia is 206.49 billion yuan with a decrease of
19.1%.The trade surplus of 9.75 billion yuan with a
decrease of 86.9%. Although China has made promise
to carry out large-scale investment in Russia such as
cooperation in oil and gas industry and construction
of Moscow-Kazan high-speed rail, but the funding
is lagged. Despite China and Russia have signed
more than forty contracts covering energy, electricity,
aviation and communication industries under the eyes
The second is the imbalance between the will of of President Xi and President Putin on May 20, 2015,
the central government officials and local officials. the real application has been below expectancy.
The most prominent feature of the Sino-Russian
cooperation is that it is led by the central government. 3.5. The Sino-Russian Relationship Remain under
However, the vision between the governments is the Influence of United States
not necessarily in line with the vision of the local
governments. The attitude of the central government It is an objective fact that the Sino-Russian relationship
and local government towards the economic and is largely influenced by the Sino-American relationship
trade cooperation between China and Russia is often and the Russo-American relationship. The influence
uneven. With both China and Russia having profound of United States has always restricted the development
tradition of bureaucracy, the government often has of Sino-Russian strategic cooperation. Russia
low work efficiency and transparency. The federal stretches across the central Eurasian region, and is in
government, state departments, and local governments control of nuclear arsenal more threatening to United
often collide while carrying out the policies. Although States than any other countries. Russia’s geographic
they may agree with each other while creating the advantages and military strength have always been
general strategy, they may conflict with each other on considered as a greatest threat to United States, and
the specific implementations. In addition, the corrupt China as a rising power is also regarded as the rival
legal system and the fickle policies also have caused of United States. Adhering to the Cold War mentality,
great obstacles to economic cooperation between United States has shown anxiety and concern over the
China and Russia.
development of the Sino-Russian cooperation. Thus,
most of the time, United States adopts the hedging
The third is the objective disparity between economic strategy of getting close to Russia and suppressing
cooperation and political relation, namely the ‘warm China. A few years ago, the United States carried out
politics and cold economy’. All of the cooperation the ‘Asia-Pacific rebalancing strategy’, and laid its
between China and Russia are based on economic emphasis on controlling China. After the outbreak of
needs, yet the scale of the economic cooperation the Ukraine Crisis, however, it directed its spearhead
between China and Russia is far less than expected to Russia. Currently, United States is using its “two
between the two power nations. In 2013, the volume fists” to control both China and Russia, which is
of China’s foreign trade with Russia was only $87 slowly showing as a policy beyond its reach. It is
billion, and the volume of trade between China and worthy to pay attention to how United States will
the United States in the same year was $520 billion. adjust its foreign strategy in the future. There is no
The volume of trade with Japan and South Korea doubt that when United States directs its spearhead
respectively were $312.55 billion and $250 billion, against China, China will suffer an economic and
and the volume with Europe was $560 billion. During political pressure, and Russia will have less pressure
the visit to Europe in 2014, President Xi stated that as a result, and the current incentives of China and
China hopes to increase the volume of trade with Russia to cooperate won’t exist.
Europe to over $1 trillion. In 2014, the volume of
Russia’s foreign trade with Brazil was $90.2 billion, After the outbreak of the Ukraine Crisis, Russia’s
with Australia it was $130 billion, and with South foreign policy has always been utilitarian. Although
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the crisis has promoted the development of the SinoRussian relationship, but China should be reminded
that it is only a temporary one. At present, whilst
Russia is faced with the economic sanctions from the
west and the interruption of the military technological
trade with Europe. Thus, Russia not only needs
international support in politics, but also needs to find
an exporting country to sell its energy and weapons
for foreign exchange, China best fitting as a partner.
However, it can be surmised that the sanction of
United States and on Russia will not continue for a
long time because the sanction will only push the
strategic cooperation between Russia and China.
In the future, Russia will continue to seek balance
between China and United States along adjustments to
the changing international environment to maximize
its national interests. Thus, Sino-Russian cooperation
cannot hold as long as it is perceived to do so.

settlement of Sino-Russian trade can be beneficiary
for the RMB internationalization, but not absolutely
required.

4. CONCLUSION

Yet, further deterioration of the relationship between
the western world and Russia does not coincide with
China’s interests. In the current era characterized by
the highly interdependent global economy, a longterm, stable, and peaceful external environment
is more important to China than a temporary and
imbalanced trilateral relations or regional conflicts.
The strife between the western world and Russia may
exacerbate the regional instability, and deteriorated
external environment is not conducive China’s core
strategies such as the One Belt One Road project.
Thus, China may not truly wish to profit at other’s
expense, whether from the perspective of economic
development or national security.

After the Ukraine Crisis, the argument that ‘China
is the only beneficiary of the crisis’ has continued
to appear in academia and political arena. Such
view is based on the following two considerations:
Firstly, when the western world is in conflict with
Russia, Russia’s export of oil and gas, and imports
of agricultural products will rely more on China,
which increases China’s bargaining power. The trade
between China and Russia is more likely to be settled
in local currency, thus more Russian capital will be
invested in China’s financial system, which is be
beneficiary for the internationalization of RMB and
the China-funded banks. Secondly, from geopolitical
perspective, the conflicts between the western world
and Russia has an effect of reducing pressure of the
west on China, and is beneficial for China to exercise
its outward strategy.
Although the arguments above may seem reasonable,
they still lack deeper research. Those who hold the
first type of view have overlooked some important
economic details. First of all, the Russian economy
scale is limited, and is less than a quarter of China’s
GDP with grim growth prospects. In addition to
the western sanctions, Russia is also in the face of
economic stalling, capital flight, high inflation rate
and shrinking domestic market. Russia is China’s
10th largest trading partner, and ranks below
Malaysia, Brazil and other countries above in order.
Under this situation, it is unpractical to expect Russia
to continuously and only rely on imports from China.
Secondly, the RMB internationalization is a long-term
and a natural process, not one that the sole influence
of Russia can have a decisive role. The local currency

Then, does China have the opportunity to gain more
power in geopolitics and international relations from
its partnership with Russia? It is necessary to have a
clear understanding that Russia after all is a ‘doubleheaded eagle’ more focused on relationship with
Europe. Such principle will not change easily and
United States will remain at the core of its foreign
policies. Although the contradictions and conflicts
between Russia and United States have continued
to fuel Sino-Russian relationship after the Ukraine
Crisis, it is still difficult for it to develop into a longterm partnership. The current trilateral relationship
amongst China, Russia, and United States is unstable
and uncertain.

It should be admitted that Ukraine Crisis has
brought unprecedented development opportunity
for the cooperation between China and Russia, but
the actual potential for the relationship between
China and Russia and their strategic cooperation is
limited. Therefore, it is necessary to think rationally
about the Sino-Russian relation while having eager
expectations. It may be wise for China to strike the
iron while it is hot before it is too late.
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1. OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

The long history of humanity has witnessed a lot
of progress. But despite, so much of advancements,
innovations and developments, we can see that there
are conflicts at international, national and local levels,
which opens-up new issues of concern among the
nations, states and societies. At International level
nation-states are in conflict for different reasons.
We have seen a number of cases of inter and intra
regional conflicts within nation-states. We have
conflicts among different provinces and so on. This
study paper reviews and summarizes the research on
the subject of conflict - its main causes and effects.
Majority of the studies suggested that conflict is
inherent in social change, conflict permeates each and
every strand of human existence, conflicts are part of
our everyday life; it is there in our close relationships,
at societal level and at international level and most
of the time it leads to violence. Different research
studies defined that causes of conflicts are different,
depending upon the positions, interests, goals, needs,
and threats between parties in conflict, recognition,
greed, self interests, security and ethnicity dilemmas.
Most of the studies till date focused on the causes of
conflict like regional, religious, ethnic, ideological
and cultural. We find that not many studies have
concentrated on root causes of conflict. There is need
of identifying the main cause of conflicts all around
us from an individual’s perspective. Because when
an individual is in conflict due to his beliefs and
assumptions, leads to conflict in individual’s behavior
and work outside. So human being has to understand
itself to evaluate his beliefs and assumptions which
becomes the cause of conflicts later on. In this study
paper we have identified the four levels of human
living, in which we can see conflicts around us like
conflicts in Individual, family, society and nature/
existence. An individuals contradiction in the self
leads to conflicts in family, conflicts in society and
conflict in nature / existence.

Our aim in this study has been to identify the ‘root
cause’ and effects of conflicts. This study aims at firstly
to review the literature available on the definitions,
causes of conflicts and secondly to find out the levels
of conflict from an individual’s perspective, effects of
conflicts at different levels of human living and main
cause of conflicts.

Keywords:
Conflict,
Assumptions, ethnicity.

Individual,

We have adopted a multidimensional comparative
approach encompassing theoretical considerations
backed up by empirical evidence from political
scientists, anthropologists, historians, authors of
conflict study.
2. INTRODUCTION
Irrespective of so much of progress and development,
we are facing conflicts in our day to day life. Science
has enabled us to understand the reality all around us.
Technology offered us newer ways of convenience.
We have made so many advancements and
innovations, but the question still remains – why we
are in conflict? We can see conflicts at international
level, national level, between states, between ethnic
groups, societies and even at smaller interest groups.
Even we can see there are conflicts at organizational
level, where employees and employers are fighting
for their respective objectives.
2.1 History of Conflicts

Different authors and philosophers have given
different definitions of conflict. Since humans have
always waged conflicts, humans have also always
engaged in different ways to end them. Often, one
side coercively imposes its will upon the other
side, sometimes violently, and thus terminates a
conflict. But the path of progress was not smooth;
irrespective of so much of research in this field;
conflicts obviously not abolished. Vladimir Ilyich
Beliefs, Lenin (1870-1924) elaborated Marxism with his
still influential analysis of the relationship between
capitalism and imperialism, which generated conflicts
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for radical societal transformations. Also, during
this time, religious thoughts and practices were also
developed in ways that proved relevant to conflicts at
that time. Pacifist sentiments and commitments had
long been a part of Christianity and other religions,
often expressed by quiet withdrawal from worldly
conflicts but it was not the proven method to avoid
conflicts. The First World War (1914-1918) destroyed
many millions of lives due to conflicts and also
shattered, what seemed to have been illusions of
international proletarian solidarity of global harmony
from growing economic interdependence, and of
rational political leadership. The establishment of
the Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ1922), the predecessor of the International Court
of Justice, was provided for in the Covenant of the
League of Nations. Laying the groundwork, between
1946 and 1969, many developments provided the
materials with which contemporary conflict area was
built. The evolutions of conflict study prevent future
conflicts by building new transnational institutions
and fostering reconciliation between former enemies.
Globally, this was evident in the establishment of
the United Nations (UN). The United Nations came
into being in 1945, following the devastation of the
Second World War. The UN Security Council has the
primary responsibility for international peace and
security. It has one central mission: the maintenance
of international peace and security. The UN performs
this by working to prevent conflict; helping the parties
in conflict to make peace; peacekeeping; and creating
the conditions to allow peace to hold and flourish. The
International Court of Justice (ICJ) is the principal
judicial organ of the United Nations (UN). It was
established in June 1945 by the Charter of the United
Nations and began work in April 1946.The Court’s
role is to settle, in accordance with international
law, legal disputes submitted to it by States and to
give advisory opinions on legal questions referred
to it by authorized United Nations organs and
specialized agencies. Regional organizations are, in
a sense, international organizations (IOs), as they
incorporate international membership and encompass
geopolitical entities that operationally transcend
a single nation state. They have been established
to foster cooperation and political and economic
integration or dialogue among states or entities within
a restrictive geographical or geopolitical boundary.
Examples of ROs include the African Union (AU),
European Union (EU), the Caribbean Community
(CARICOM), the Arab League (AL), Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), and
Union of South American Nations (USAN). But still
all these developments are not able to contribute much
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in limiting destructive international and domestic
conflicts. So it is necessary to focus on identifying the
root causes of conflicts, because up to now our main
focus is on symptoms of conflicts, primarily. In order
to establish‘conflict free’ societies we need to focus
on the root causes of conflict, primarily.
3. MEANING OF CONFLICT
3.1 Definitions of Conflict
Ramsbotham1, in his book defines conflict is universal
feature of human society. Conflicts are the result of
heterogeneity of interests, values and beliefs.
Morton Deutsch2 described conflict is inherent in
social change. Conflicts are necessary for societal
change and transformation.
Albert3 1963, described conflict refers to consensual
conflicts over interests, where disputants want same
thing and dissensual conflicts over values, where
disputants do not want same thing.
Meha dixit4 2004, mentioned conflict permeates each
and every strand of human existence and often take
shape of diabolic cyclic violence unless dealt with.
Bjarne et all5 2011, in their book described conflicts
are part of our everyday life – they form in our
relations, at societal level and at international level.
Conflicts lead to aggregation, hostility and war. In
case of conflict, the relations often turn scur and
dialogue ends.
J.L. Steele6 1976, de scribed conflict once assumed
to be inherent ingredient in human society. This
assumption sprang from observations of raw animal
nature.
Morton Deutsch7 1983, described conflict as difference
in goals of parties involved in a given situation.

1
Ramsbotham, Introduction to Conflict Resolution: Concepts
and definitions, 2011.
2
M Deutsch, Conflict Resolution: Theory and Practice. Political
Psychology, vol.4, No. 3, 1983.
3
Ramsbotham, Introduction to Conflict Resolution: Concepts
and definitions, 2011.
4
Meha Dixit, Theories of Conflict Resolution: An Analysis.
Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies, 2004.
5
Ramsbotham, Introduction to Conflict Resolution: Concepts
and definitions, 2011
6
J L Steele, Conflict Resolution. Operational Research
Quarterly(1970-1977), vol. 27, No. 1, Part 2, 1976, pp 221-30
7
M Deutsch, Conflict Resolution: Theory and Practice.
Political Psychology, vol.4, No. 3, 1983.
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Table 1: Definitions of Conflict

Author’s
Definition of conflict
name
Ramsbotham Conflict is universal feature of human
society,
Morton
Conflict is inherent in social change
Deutsch
Albert
Conflict refers to consensual conflicts
over interests, where disputants want
same thing and dissensual conflicts over
values, where disputants do not want
same thing
Meha dixit
Conflict permeates each and every
strand of human existence
Bjarne et all Conflicts are part of our everyday life
– they form in our relations, at societal
level and at international level
J.L. Steele
Conflict once assumed to be inherent
ingredient in human society. This
assumption sprang from observations of
raw animal nature.

Crocker et al12 concluded sources of conflict can be
greed, self interest, security dilemmas, bad neighbors
or neighborhoods and there is no apparent end in the
sight of violence.
Conflict may be defined as a struggle or contest
between people with opposing needs, beliefs, values
or goals.
Galtung defined the contradictions, difference in
attitudes and behavior give rise to conflicts.

The literature we have studied in this study paper is
incomplete to list out main cause of conflicts from an
individual’s perspective. The contradiction of beliefs
and assumptions in an individual is the root cause
of conflicts. The behavior and work of an individual
is the direct outcome of beliefs and assumptions in
an individual. The beliefs and assumptions without
verification keep on changing w.r.t. time and place,
The literature we have studied in this study paper is which leads to contradictions in an individual.
incomplete to define the conflict from Individual’s Contradictions in an individual expressed outside in
perspective, because conflict is defined as an individual’s behavior with other human beings and
contradictions in an individual give birth to conflicts work with rest of nature.
which get expressed in the from of individual’s
behavior and work. If we see this whole existence, 4. LEVELS OF CONFLICT
there is no conflict at all. So conflicts all around us are In this study we are seeing conflicts from an individual’s
perspective. So whenever we see an individual lives
the outcome of contradictions in an Individual.
in this existence at a time, lives at four levels of his
living. If we look at our living, it becomes clear that
3.2 Causes of Conflict
There is different range of reasons for conflict. Conflicts an individual’s living can be seen as encompassing at
can take its origins in economic differentiation, the four levels like - an Individual, Family, Society
social change, psychological development, political and Nature/Existence as figure 1 show. Whenever an
individual lives, he lives at the level of individual, at
organization.
the level of family, at the level of society and at the
8
Floyer Acland described conflicts are the result of level of nature/existence.
difference in positions, interests or goals, needs, fears
between parties in conflict.

Figure 1. Levels of an Individual’s Living

Roger Fisher9 described conflict may arise from
basic needs of identity, security, recognition or equal
participation.
Bjarne Vestergaard et al10 described conflicts are result
of human interactions or issues on which people are
disagree.
Laitin et al11 described sources of conflict are identity
formation, ethnic, religious, racial, tribal.
Ramsbotham, Introduction to Conflict Resolution: Concepts
and definitions, 2011.
9
R Fisher, W Ury, and B Patton, Getting to yes: Negotiating
agreement without giving in. New York: Penguin Books, 1991.
10
Website: http://lnu.se/polopoly_fs/1.105781!2011%20DCCR_
BASIC%20MATERIAL.pdf
11
E Babbitt and F O Hampson, Conflict Resolution as a Field
of Inquiry: Practice Informing Theory, 2011.
8

12
Website : http://fletcher.tufts.edu/~/media/Fletcher/News%20
Images/Babbitt.pdf
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Table 2: Causes of Conflict

Author’s
name

Causes of
conflict

Floyer Acland Roger Fisher

Bjarne
Vestergaard
et al
human
interactions
issues

Latin et al

Crocker et al

Galtung

identity
formation
ethnic

greed

contradictions

self interest

attitudes

difference in
positions
interests

basic needs of
identity
insecurity

goals

recognition

religious

Needs

equal
participation

racial

Fears
Threats

security
behavior
dilemmas
neighborhoods

tribal

Each one of us lives at all these levels, whether we
are aware of it or not. An Individual is not able to
understand itself, so he is in conflict with all the four
levels. We can easily see the conflicts of an individual
at different four levels all around us like conflicts with
own self, conflicts in families, conflicts in society and
conflicts in nature/existence.
5. EFFECTS OF CONFLICT
On looking into the different levels of an Individual,
it becomes evident that irrespective of so much
advancements and innovations, we still are in conflict
at all the four levels of our living as described below:
i)
At the level of individual - We can see that
there continue to be issues in individuals with respect
to lack of clarity on life goals, contradictions and
stress. Purposelessness or dis-clarity about what
to do?, disinterest in learning, lack of curiosity,
boredom, escape to television and gaming, selfcenteredness and disregard for others, inactive
lifestyles, overweight and other health problems,
substance abuse and risk taking, depression, suicide,
stress, insecurity, loneliness and psychological
disorders. An individual’s behavior depends upon
his beliefs and assumptions. Beliefs and assumptions
without verification keep on changing. This leads
to contradiction between belief and assumptions. It
becomes source of conflict in an individual, due to
which we can see above said effects of conflict at the
level of an individual.

to be cared for-while exploiting every other, lack of
communication with siblings, breaking of families,
mistrust and insecurity in relationships, divorce,
family feuds, incest, legal suits.
iii)
At the level of society – Group of families
takes the form of society. We can see easily increase
of communal conflicts, exploitation of people and
strife, terrorism effecting nations and violence in
various forms. The increasing problem of corruption
and other unethical practices in various fields of
profession is also giving birth to conflict at various
fields. Teasing, ragging, little engagement with social
systems, feeding of mistrust in system, migration of
people from villages to metro cities, men exploiting
men, corruption in government, growing incidences
of violence, terrorism, rising communalism, spreading
casteism, racial and ethnic incidences of struggle,
attempt of genocide and fear of nuclear, genetic and
biological warfare.

iv)
At the level of nature – Inevitable destruction
of nature, non-evolvement with nature, cruelty to
animals, climate change, water scarcity and pollution
of air/soil, noise pollution, resource depletion of
minerals and mineral oils, sizeable deforestation and
loss of fertility of soil. We have increasing problems
of environmental degradation in various forms as well
as resource depletion threatening the very survival
of human race. In fact all these problems are direct
outcome of the well planned human activity carried
out in the name of progress or development and in
spite of all advancements of science and technology.
ii)
At the level of family – Group of individual This is the most important question intriguing human
forms a family. So if individuals are in conflict with mind today.
each other, families are also in conflict. We can see
problems related to mutual understanding, increasing We can see all these kinds of conflicts all around us
events of mistrust, insecurity and generation gap. The at the four levels of our living at current state. But
all consuming pursuit of many by any means, peer if we explore this nature comprising of materials,
pressure, competition, shrinking circle of families; plants, animals and human beings, there is provision
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Figure 2. Effects of Conflicts at Various Levels of an Individual’s Living
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of harmony in nature, nothing is in conflict in the
nature. Everything in this nature is in the form of
rule, control and balance. We can see and verify in
ourselves that basic cause of conflict is, an individual
is having contradictions of beliefs and assumptions.
If an individual is in contradictions in the own self,
it gives raise to conflicts in family, which escalates
conflicts in society, which is the reason of conflicts of
an individual in nature/existence. Conflicts in nature
again give birth to conflict in an individual as shown
in the diagram; there is loop from conflicts in nature/
existence to conflicts in an individual called vicious
circle conflict loop.
6. ROOT CAUSE OF CONFLICTS
In this study paper we are focusing on an individual
as a cause of conflict. If we don’t deal with issues
at hand, solutions will be short lived. So we have to
identify the root cause of conflicts in an individual.
The behavior of an individual with other human
beings depends upon the beliefs and assumptions in
an individual’s self. Nowadays, an individual is not
evaluating his beliefs or assumptions and he is leading
his life on the basis of these unverified assumptions
and beliefs. Generally is labeled as individual’s
personal life and freedom. We normally become very
sticky about them without really evaluating them.
When these come in conflict, we try hard to search out
justifications and we generally put efforts to defend
our beliefs or assumptions.
Beliefs and assumptions in an individual without
verification lead to conflicts in the self of an individual.
Beliefs and assumptions without verification may
or may not be true. So we are not sure of what we
believe because we have assumed these things true
and have not verified them for ourselves. When an
individual start living with other human beings, with
contradictions, conflicts get reflected in his behavior.
Because we have not verified these on our own behalf
in our living with people and rest of nature, so we are
not sure of their results. In fact it is quite obvious,
since we find today that while sometimes we may
have fulfilling relationships with people, we may be
in conflict at particular point of time; sometimes we
contribute to enriching the nature but mostly we are
in conflict with nature.
In this study we have tried to discuss the main causes
of conflict from an individual’s perspective. Because
till the time being we are not able to find out the root
causes of conflict and all these efforts for the solution
will not be long lasting. Because right now most of
research is going on to resolve the conflicts, most of
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studies are work on the symptoms, but a little effort is
for identifying the root cause of conflicts. So the need
of hour is to seriously list out main causes of conflict
to actually resolve the conflicts. If we don’t deal with
issues at hand the solutions will be very short lived
and if we don’t deal with all the four levels of an
individual’s living the solution will not be universal.
An individual is not verifying the beliefs and
assumptions on the basis of what is naturally accepted
to him. It leads to contradictions in an individual.
When there are contradictions in individual, he is
not able to understand the rest of the existence (i.e.
everything that exists) and his relationship with all
the levels of existence. So that’s why an individual is
in conflict with others. The beliefs and assumptions
without verification is the reason of contradictions
in an individual. The contradictions in an individual
are expressed outside in the form of his behavior
with other human beings and in the form of work
with rest of nature. Such a conflict, always starts
in an individual and it is the individual only which
transforms this conflict to family, society and nature.
When beliefs and assumptions get evaluated by
individuals, these get transformed to universal
values. Thus evaluation of beliefs and assumptions
in an individual on the basis of what is naturally
accepted to an individual is the transformation in an
individual. This process transforms these beliefs and
assumptions into universal values. It will resolve all
the contradictions in individual. And if an individual
has resolution, he can live without conflict, which
reflects in his behavior with other human beings of
mutual happiness and through mutual fulfilling work
with rest of nature.
7. CONCLUSION
We can see the conflicts at international levels,
national levels, and local levels between states,
districts and in organizations. In the present study we
have discussed the main causes of conflict and their
effects, we can see all around us. We have tried to see
the cause of conflicts from an individual’s perspective.
Individual is an actor for all the activities at all the
levels. An individual always lives at four levels like
as an individual, family, society and nature/existence.
An individual is in conflicts at all the levels of living.
Now a days, we are studying all the external factors
but not the individual who is creating all the conflicts
and the one who is working for the resolution of all the
conflicts. The main cause of conflict in an individual
is the beliefs and assumptions without verification
on the basis of what is naturally accepted to an
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individual leads to contradictions in an individual.
Contradictions in an individual are expressed outside
in the form of behavior with other human beings and
in the form of work with rest of nature. Contradiction
in an individual leads to conflicts in the family and
which escalates the conflicts in society and finally
becomes source of conflicts in nature/existence. The
main cause of all kinds of conflicts in an individual
is contradictions in an individual on the basis of
wrong beliefs and assumptions. When these beliefs
and assumptions get evaluated gets transformed into
universal values. This transformation in an individual
resolves the contradictions in an individual, which
leads to harmony in an individual. Now when an
individual behave with other human beings leads
to mutual happiness and work of human being with
rest of nature will lead to mutual fulfillment. Thus
understanding in an individual can eliminate all the
contradictions and can resolve the conflicts between
human beings. The further scope of this present
study is to develop the process of evaluating the
beliefs and assumptions in an individual, because
beliefs and assumptions should be evaluated from
universal aspect, so that these get transformed to
universal values and what should be the universal and
holistic solution of conflicts at different levels of an
individual’s living from individual, family, society to
nature, if an individual is the soul cause of conflicts.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of writing this research is to highlight
the initiatives of Saudi Arabia in the past decade in
regards to gender equality. We can notice as Saudi
women the progress that the country has made in
empowering women. Starting with the development of
the education programs, building the largest women’s
university in the world, representing Saudi Arabia in
international events and having the right to vote in
country’s municipal elections like men do. We cannot
dismiss the recognitions and awards that have been
given to Saudi female researchers by our country as
an appreciation of their achievements in raising the
quality of medical fields. However, we cannot ignore
the fact that Saudi women are still facing several
difficulties and challenges in the workplace, such as
having unequal payments as men do.
On the other hand, when King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz
endorsed women to enter Al Shoura Council for
the first time by an increase by 20 percent in seats,
which is a total of 30 women out of 150 members,
this decree opened infinite opportunities to Saudi
women locally and internationally. Indeed, if we
compare the country’s status 20 years ago to today,
we would never think that we would have that amount
of improvements regarding women’s matters.
ITRODUCTION
Saudi women are limited in terms of rights when
compared to its neighbors. In 2013, the Global
Gender Report released by the World Economic
Forum placed Saudi Arabia at position 127 among
136 nations around the world for steps made to realize
gender parity (Al Arabiya 2013). To date, women
irrespective of age must have male guardians in terms
of government transactions and the country is the
only one in the globe that still forbids women to drive.
With regard to the workforce, it is noteworthy that
they constitute only 13%.
Notwithstanding, this apparent gender discrimination,
the status of women in Saudi Arabia in the recent
times has outstanding improvements. Most important
was King Abdullah’s decree in 2011 allowing women
to vote in the 2015 local elections in addition to
appointment to the nation’s Al Shoura Council. It is,
however, important to note that despite the limited
social, economic as well as political opportunities,

women have achieved much in the education realm.
In this respect, Saudi women account for the largest
component of graduates and their literacy level is
91% (Al Arabiya 2013). These figures are remarkable
considering that it has taken only four decades
for the conservative nation to realize parity in this
regard. Higher education and research, leadership
and decision making, the business sector and the
workplace and iconic Saudi women are topics that
will be discussed in this paper in details.
1. HIGHER EDUCATION & RESEARCH
1.1. Higher Education
Despite the protracted as well as remarkable array of
denied civil liberties, women in Saudi Arabia have
made significant contributions and strides in the
important field in higher education. Women ability
to access universities is laying the ground for equal
rights in the future as they seek to acquire more
opportunities in employment. Women have in this
regard made systematic efforts in the educational
sector, especially in higher education, to improve
their conditions within the society by focusing on the
constructive role women can play in political, social
and economic facets in the country (Oxford Business
Group 2014).
Moreover, the famous quote by King Abdullah that
motivated Saudi female and has given them a light of
hope says ‘I believe strongly in the rights of women.
My mother is a woman. My sister is a woman. My
daughter is a woman. And my wife is a woman’ (Arab
News 2012). Correspondingly, amongst the programs
that the government had established to support the
education level in Saudi Arabia, is the King Abdullah
Foreign Scholarship Program that serves male and
female Saudi students equally to study abroad. Keep
in mind that the expenses are fully covered by the
country; hence, offering scholarships will hopefully
lead the next generation to strive FOR nothing but the
best. Moreover, this decree allows Saudi females to
have an equal world-class education by getting their
bachelor, master and PhD degree without any barriers
stopping them from proceeding their learning abroad.
Consequently, the positive outcome that resulted
from that decree is having 150,109 males and 49,176
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females’ graduates– roughly a 3:1 ratio (University
World News 2015).

Figure 1. Dr. Hind Al Humidan

However, women’s role remains limited as they are
not as yet allowed to make significant decisions in
the education sector, meaning in that they have more
opportunities in education than ever before, but they
have not been accorded the chance to realign the
sector to meet their specific needs as well as desires
(Cordesman 2013).
Through King Abdullah’s initiatives, the Saudi
government has continuously implemented policy
modifications in the education sector especially
higher education. The country has constructed
the largest all women’s university in the world to
improve the outcomes of women in the education
sector. Currently, Princess Noura bint Abdul Rahman
University has 60,000 students attaining bachelor
degrees, and undergraduate as well as post-graduate
courses. The government has also appointed a woman
as the assistant minister for education to ensure
the realization of women empowerment through
education (Al Arabiya 2013).

Figure 2. Prof. Ghada Al Mutairi

1.2. Research
Research wise, Saudi females have done several
important achievements that reflect their limitless
capabilities toward learning. For example, Prof.
Ghada Al Mutairi specialized in Nanomedicine, a
professor at University of California; she came up
with a light therapy treatment using Nano to target
disease without affecting the whole body. When we
mentioned Saudi women researchers, we cannot
forget Dr.Khawla Al Kuraya’a a Saudi physician and
cancer specialist. She is a professor of pathology and
directs the King Fahad National Center for Children’s
Cancer and Research. Al Kuraya’a is the first Saudi
woman who received Order King Abdulaziz Al Saud
award and appointed by King Abdullah bin Abdelaziz
to be one of the Al Shoura members too. Moving
from cancer to the blood bank is where Dr.Hind Al
Humaidan is the first Saudi who is specialized in
blood diseases. She was chosen to be the first female
director of Blood Bank and Transfusion Services
and is the Consultant Hematopathologist at the King
Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Center in
Riyadh. Her achievements are remarkable because
she introduced a new field of Medicine to Saudi
Arabia, which is Stem Cells. She have been working
for 27 years at King Faisal Hospital.
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2. LEADERSHIP & DECISION MAKING
2.1 Al Shoura Council
King Abdullah bin Abdelaziz had a vision toward a
bright future for Saudi women. To begin with, King
Abdullah bin Abdullaziz in 2011 made a momentous
decree permitting women to participate in the
traditionally all-male Consultative Assembly. The
decree made amendments to the articles rules by
introducing a quota of (20%) of Al-Shoura members
of women which means 30 out of 150 members of AlShura Council should be represented by women. (Al
Arabiya 2013). Secondly, in 2014 the Shoura Council
approved a draft statute on violence meted out against
women for forward submission to the King. This law
defines different protection aspects against abuse and
legal measures against accused persons. It also seeks
to increase public awareness about gender-based
violence and its implications for women and society.
Al Shoura has, together with the Ministry of Justice,
spearheaded a campaign since last year to allow
women practice law in courts. This is a great milestone
considering that women were not allowed to practice
as lawyers even though the law allowed them to
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study law from 2006 thus affording them the chance
to tackle social challenges by leveraging judicial
reforms. Furthermore, Al Shoura has empowered
Saudi women by ensuring that their participation in
the assembly is not meant to gain political expediency
(Al Arabiya 2013).

that females are capable and able as males to reach
higher stages in their careers.

3.1 Women Employment

Saudi women are recognized not just nationally but
also internationally. Thoraya Ahmed Obaid is the
first Saudi woman who worked in the UN in 1975
and had the chance to be the first Saudi woman to
receive the government scholarship to study abroad.
Obaid, served 25 years at United Nations to empower
women and support gender equality. ‘UN SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan has described her as the ideal
candidate to head the UNFPA, an agency dedicated
to promote equality between the sexes as well as
universal education and health care, especially better
reproductive health care for women’ (Tao, N.d).
Moreover, In 2013 Thorya Obaid was chosen by
King Abduallah bin Abdulaziz to be a member and
the Head of Human Rights Committee at Al Shoura
Council (Crossette 2013).

On the other hand, Saudi women are still struggling
at the workplace in having equal rights. For Example,
in some cases women are receiving few salaries than
men occupying the same exact position and job title.
Finally, the changes introduced by Al Shoura to In the public sector, women are receiving different
empower women are not exclusive to the political and inflexible treatment where they do not have
front but also include the social one.
the opportunity to go for training programs abroad
or occupying managerial positions. For instance,
2.2 Key Government Positions
it is very common to see men employees in public
institutions attending training programs abroad.
Saudi government believed in women’s managerial
skills. In fact in 2011 King Abudallah bin Abdulaziz 3.2 Women Entrepreneurs
declared hiring Dr.Huda Al Ameel President of
Princess Noura bint Abdulrahamn University as The number of entrepreneurs in Saudi Arabia has
the largest only Women University in the world. Al increased significantly the past decade, which is in
Ameel was qualified enough to prove herself by being fact a benefit for the development of the country’s
the president of PNU for 5 years, leading more than economy. Opportunities are more available for
60,000 students. (SPA 2011).
women compared to 20 years ago, where being
a woman entrepreneur was an unusual topic. On
2.3 Municipal Elections
the other hand, private and governmental funding
programs are more accessible for entrepreneurs to
For the first time in history, Saudi women are allowed start their businesses. For example, Princess Reema
to vote in Municipal Elections. Moreover, based on bint Bandr is the owner of the luxury retail corporation
King Salman bin Abdulaziz decree Saudi female Alfa International Riyadh and Alf Khair Academy
were honored to join the process of registration for for supporting women’s activity is one of the top
the Municipal Elections In Aug 2015.That decree was female entrepreneurs in Saudi Arabia. Moreover, her
a continues of what King Abduallah bin Abdulaziz latest achievement was introducing the breast cancer
has started regarding women’s equality. The voting campaign ‘10K’ by having the world biggest breast
periods has ended with 900 women who voted for cancer ribbon with 10,000 women who participated.
their seats and 18 women were chosen (Yosri 2015). It was approved by Guinness world records (Diamond
2015).
3. THE BUSINESS SECTOR & THE
WORKPLACE
4. ICONIC SAUDI WOMEN

Nowadays, the challenges facing Saudi women in the
workplace are diminishing by the day. With the support
of the king and the government, the percentage of
females occupying managerial positions especially in
private sector ,leading big teams, and even managing
their own companies has increased significantly the
past two decades. Moreover, the government has
supported and implemented several laws to support
the role of women in the workplace. For example,
in private companies, a Saudi woman equals two
foreign employees, meaning that in order for a private
company to get two foreign visas they must employ
a Saudi female. Additionally, several male managers
confirm that women are more dedicated and more
passionate in the workplace than men, which means
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Furthermore, in 2012, for the first time, the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia allowed women to participate in
a major athletics completion-the Olympics, when
Sarah Attar and Wojdan Shahrkhani participated in
the 800m race and judo respectively. This marks a
major achievement for Shoura Council in improving
the status of women, and is a major leap forward for
Saudi women in achieving gender parity (Oxford
Business Group 2014).
Figure 3. Thoraya Ahmed Obaid

Figure 4. Sarah Attar

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, despite the improvements that Saudi
Arabia have made in the direction of empowering
women, there is still much more that needs to be
accomplished to increase women’s employment
rate and answer their needs in regards to work and
education. Saudi women have proven themselves
in unique felids nationally and internationally.
Moreover, building Princess Nourah University was a
turnover for the education sector for females in Saudi.
In addition, the royal decree that King Abduallah had
made allowing females to be members of Al Shoura
council was a big step towards empowering women
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in Saudi Arabia. However, obstacles are still facing
Saudi females in workplace in many different areas
such as training programs and promotions, which
needs to be taken care of.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the level of knowledge the public
have on antibiotics. No one can doubt the importance
of antibiotic therapy and its major role in the treatment
of bacterial infection, but are we abusing it? A major
outbreak has recently occurred in many places around
the world if not all, in the number of bacteria that are
resistant to many antibiotics present. This outbreak
has been attributed to the lack of proper education in
the use of antibiotics, incorrect prescription and lack
of regulation all leading to overuse. It is concluded
from the present study that one of the major solutions
is community awareness regarding antibiotics and its
resistance to control this global problem.
Keywords:
Antibiotic,
Antibiotic
Antimicrobial resistance, penicillin.

Abuse,

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of antibiotics was a turning point
in the world’s life. It gave people hope and helped
to extend their expected life spans. Penicillin was
discovered in 1928 by Fleming and was used
successfully by soldiers in World War II; shortly
later on resistant bacteria appeared which resulted in
a threat. Fleming then gave a warning in 1946 ‘the
public will demand [the drug and] … then will begin
an era … of abuses. The microbes are educated to
resist penicillin and a host of penicillin-fast organisms
is bred out which can be passed to other individuals
and perhaps from there to others until they reach
someone who gets a septicemia or a pneumonia which
penicillin cannot save. In such a case the thoughtless
person playing with penicillin treatment is morally
responsible for the death of the man who finally

succumbs to infection with the penicillin-resistant
organism. I hope the evil can be averted’ (New York
Times 1945). This warning did not stop antibiotic
abuse, antibiotics are overprescribed worldwide.
This resistance led to the development of new betalactam antibiotics. Unfortunately in the same decade
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
was identified. This series of invention of new
antibiotics followed by bacterial resistance continued
until almost all antibiotics developed were resistant.
Figure 1. The Development of Resistant Bacteria,
AB: Antibiotics
Resistance develops either by horizontal gene transfer
(HGT) which transfers antibiotic resistance among
different species of bacteria, or spontaneously through
mutations. Once this happens these resistant bacteria
increase in number as a result of natural selection.
To prescribe antibiotics, several factors should be
considered such as the pathogens, patients and drugs.
Unfortunately, this is not the case with most clinicians
in which they tend to prescribe antibiotics without
regulations or certification. On the other hand,
specialists in oncology can only prescribe anticancer
drugs.
This research aims to evaluate the level of knowledge
the public have on antibiotics and raise awareness
that is highly needed.
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper consists of primary and secondary data.
Primary data was gathered by a survey questionnaire,
which aims to evaluate public knowledge on antibiotic
use in Saudi Arabia. This survey is composed of 10
key questions which are expected to measure if the

Figure 1. The Development of Resistant Bacteria, AB: Antibiotics
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participant is aware of uses of antibiotics or not, and
to identify whether they are used properly or not.
The questioner ends by asking if the participants had
a background on antibiotic resistance or not. It was
sent to more than 300 participants, however; only
259 participants responded the questionnaire. The
participants who answered the questionnaire are of
different ages and education levels, which represent
the public.
Secondary data was collected from PubMed database,
academic journals and other medical websites.
3. FINDINGS OF SURVEY AND
INTERPRETATION
3.1 Survey Results
The survey results shows, most of the respondents’
age ranked between 18-24 with 34.75%, followed
by 22.01% between 35-44 and 20.46% between
25-34.Around 22.78% age ranked between 45-74.
From these respondents, 91.51% were female, while
8.49% were male. Most of the survey respondents’
graduated from college with 55.98%, followed by
30.12% high school graduates, 13.90% healthcarerelated education. When participants were asked how
frequent they have taken antibiotics in a year? 45.95%
indicate 1-2 times while, 21.62% took it 3-4 times,
16.22% more than 5 times and only 16.22% are those
who haven’t taken antibiotics. From the antibiotics
taken 46.33% were prescribed by a dentist whether it
was less than half or more than half of the antibiotics
taken, while 53.67% of the antibiotics taken were not
prescribed by a dentist.
Furthermore 54.83% of the respondents knew that
antibiotics were used for bacterial infection while
36.68% thought it was either to treat colds faster or
reduce pain.7.34% were not sure of why they took
antibiotics and finally 1.16% took it just in case. Then
participants were asked about whether they have taken
antibiotics without a prescription? 49.03% of the
respondent reported that they have sometimes taken
antibiotics without a prescription while 41.70% never
and finally 9.27% always take antibiotics without a
prescription.
Later on participants were asked when they would
end the prescribed antibiotic. 71.81% as prescribed,
followed by 23.55% if feeling well after half the
treatment and 4.63% are not sure when to end their
treatment.

Moreover, to test participant awareness about the level
of danger associated with antibiotics they were asked
how dangerous can the side effects of antibiotics be.
63.32% responded that it may have a few, but nothing
dangerous while 30.12% it may have serious side
effect and 6.56% thought it was safe without side
effects. Finally participants were asked whether they
heard of bacterial resistance. 68.34% answered yes
followed by 20.08% did not hear of it and finally
11.58% were not sure.
Figure 2. Descriptive Statistics

Gender
Female
Male
Age
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-75
Highest level of education completed
Graduated from high school
Graduated from college
Healthcare-related education

91.51%
8.49%
34.75%
20.46%
22.01%
16.22%
5.41%
1.16%
30.12%
55.98%
13.90%

Figure 3. Survey Results
How frequent have you taken antibiotic in a year?

1-2
3-4
More than 5
0

45.95%
21.62%
16.22%
16.22%

From the antibiotics taken, how much was prescribed by
a dentist?

Less than half
Half or more
None

26.64%
19.69%
53.67%

What is an antibiotic used for?

Reduce pain
Colds are cured faster by antibiotics
For bacterial infection
Just in case
I am not sure

23.94%
12.74%
54.83%
1.16%
7.34%

Have you ever taken antibiotics without prescription?

Always
Never
Sometimes

9.27%
41.70%
49.03%

How dangerous can the side effects of antibiotics be?
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It’s safe with no side effects
It may have a few, but nothing dangerous
Serious side effects

6.56%
63.32%
30.12%

When do you end your prescribed antibiotic course?

If you feel well after half the treatment
As prescribed
Not sure

23.55%
71.81%
4.63%

Have you heard of bacterial resistance to antibiotics

Yes
No
I am not sure

68.34%
20.08%
11.58%

3.2 Analysis and Interpretation of Survey
Findings
The study examines the general knowledge and
behavior of the public towards antibiotic. The fact
that 45.17% of the participants were either not sure or
thought antibiotics were used for reasons other than
bacterial infection shows the lack of knowledge of the
exact use of antibiotics in almost half the participants.
In many countries antibiotics are an over the counter
drug and can be taken without a prescription or
bought online results in overuse, this is highlighted
by the fact that 49.03% of the participants sometimes
take antibiotics without prescription and 9.27%
of participants always take antibiotics without
prescription.
63.32% thought that antibiotics have a few side
effects but nothing important is an alarming result
highlighting the immediate need for public education
on the crisis we are passing through .As well as
20.08% of the participants have not heard of bacterial
resistance at all. From the antibiotics taken 46.33%
were prescribed by a dentist whether it was less than
half or more than half of the antibiotics taken support
the point that Dentist plays a major role in antibiotic
resistance.
Over all, it can be concluded from the survey responses
that we have a defect in the proper understanding of
the function, uses, and the danger of antibiotics.
4. CAUSES OF OVER USE OF ANTIBIOTICS
There are several reasons for over use of antibiotics.
C. Lee Ventola, MS (2015) stated that every year it
has been accounted that the number of prescribed
courses of antibiotics exceeds the population and thus
counting for more than one treatment per person. The
fact that in many countries antibiotics are an over the
counter drug and can be taken without prescription
results in the lack of regulation making antibiotics
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easily accessible, plentiful and cheap all leading to
overuse. In countries were antibiotics are regulated the
presence of antibiotic online makes them obtainable.
Another cause of abuse of antibiotics is its incorrect
prescription from the beginning, which also results
in resistant bacteria. For instance, according to C.
Lee Ventola, MS (2015), Studies have shown that
prescription regime is incorrect in 30% -50% of the
cases. In intensive care units (ICUs) 30% to 60%
of the antibiotics being prescribed are unnecessary,
inappropriate or suboptimal. Moreover, The U.S
Department of Health and Human Services (2015)
noted that 50% of all the antibiotics prescribed for
people are not needed or not effective as prescribed.
Making antibiotics the most common prescribed
drugs used in human medicine. According to Bartlett
JG, Gilbert DN and Spellberg B (2015) a surveys
show that 40% -75% of children and adults who are
affected with viral respiratory tract infections take
antibacterial agents as a treatment.
Incorrect Diagnosis and Diagnostic Tools leads
to inappropriate antibiotic use when unsure of the
exact diagnosis or till the diagnosis is determined,
both results in the use of broad spectrum or multiple
antibiotics in hope that one will be useful in treatment
against the unidentified pathogen. This results in great
harm to the patient and results in the development of
antibiotic resistance. According to C. Lee Ventola,
MS (2015) the development of a quick and accurate
diagnostic tools such as the real-time multiplex
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and matrix-assisted,
laser desorption/ionization, time-of-flight mass
spectrometry could reduce this unnecessary use of
antibiotics.
Dental general practitioners play a major role in this
global problem. The British Society for Antimicrobial
Chemotherapy (2004) published a review in the
journal of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy, which
concluded that dental practitioners cause a significant
factor for the development of drug-resistant bacterial
strains. A study by Cope, A., Wood, F., Francis, N.,
and Chestnutt, I. (2015) that was carried out reported
that dental GP’s regularly manage advanced dental
problems of patients with a low financial income. The
reason for this is sympathy with patients in dental
pain that cannot afford dental consultation. In such
cases GP’s conceder antibiotics is an acceptable firstline treatment for these cases. GP’s have realized that
patients often attend expecting to receive antibiotics,
and once prescribed a patient feels that a GP has given
him/her their immediate needs.
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5. CONSEQUENCES
With time studies it has shown a decrease in the
development of new antibiotics due to economic
and regulatory barriers. Bartlett JG, Gilbert DN
and Spellberg B (2015) noted that from 18 large
pharmaceutical companies, 15 have left the antibiotic
field. For 4 decades there have been no antibiotics for
gram-negative bacilli. Since 1998 only 2 drugs with a
new microbial target have been made. This deficiency
in production is associated with increase in resistance
putting us in danger. The World Health Organization
has stated that antimicrobial resistance is one of
the three greatest threats to human health. Figure
4 illustrates a steadily decrease in the antibiotics
developed by the pharmaceutical industries.
Figure 4. New Antibacterial Drugs Approved by the FDA

than HIV/AIDS, Parkinson’s disease, emphysema,
and homicide combined’. Other then the development
of resistance to antibiotics, antibiotics have adverse
drug events. According to U.S Department of Health
and Human Services (2015) antibiotic resistance is
responsible for one out of five cases in the emergency
department.
5.1 Adverse Drug Events
5.1.1 allergic reactions
U.S Department of Health and Human Services (2015)
stated that visitors of the emergency department for
antibiotic-related adverse drug events are mostly due
to allergic reactions, making up almost four out of
five cases. Symptoms may vary from mild rashes and
itching to serious blistering skin reactions, swelling
of the face and throat as well as breathing problems.
5.1.2 C. difficile
Use of antibiotics results in the death of good bacteria
for several months, which protects against infections.
This may result the patient getting infected with C.
difficile that may result in diarrhea. U.S Department
of Health and Human Services (2015) notes that this
results in the death of at least 14,000 Americans a
year.

Physicians tend to prescribe old antibiotics and
leave the newer agents on hold for a more advanced
condition; this results in a decrease in production of
new antibiotics. This decrease in use of new antibiotics
results in a decreases in the return of investment
in this costly procedure. Even when finance is not
a concern, obtaining regulatory approval is often
an obstacle faced by the antibiotic inventor. When
options available for treatment are limited or are
unavailable due to resistance, this puts pressure on
the use of antibiotics that are toxic, more expensive
and less effective.

5.1.3 drug interactions and side effects
When antibiotics are taken with other drugs, they can
interact with the other drug the patient is taking and
may make it less effective or worsen the side effects
of the antibiotics or the other drug. Some of the side
effects of antibiotics can be nausea, diarrhea, stomach
pain and dehydration.
6. SOLUTIONS
As noted by U.S Department of health and human
services (2015) ‘With over 2 million infections – and
23,000 deaths – caused by antibiotic resistant bacteria
each year in the US, everyone agrees there is an urgent
need to find new, effective antibiotic therapies’. We
all have to step up to find solutions to not only save
lives but also enormous amounts of money for this
crisis. Since antibiotic resistance is a natural process
it can’t be stopped but can be slowed down, so there
is always a need for new antibiotics.

Developing bacterial resistance is a very serious
condition. Patients affected with resistant infections
are at higher risk of staying longer in hospitals, death,
and long-term disability. The American Association
of Endodontists (2012) stated that the united states
spend approximately $4.5 billion per year on
hospital-acquired infections. Nosocomial infections
are costly, increases morbidity, and results in longer
hospitalization. Infected patients may develop
antimicrobial-resistant organisms that may be 6.1. Prevention
transferred to hospital staff, hospitalized patients and
later on to the community. C. Lee Ventola, MS (2015) A very logic solution is to try to avoid infections in the
stated that ‘MRSA kills more Americans each year first place, which will reduce the amount of antibiotics
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needed, resulting in a reduced chance in developing
resistance during therapy. There are several methods
to reduce infections. This includes immunization,
safe food production and hand washing.

is mandatory. Stewardship is a commitment to
use antibiotics properly as needed with correct
prescription. This will ensure that each patient will
be given the maximum benefits of antibiotics and
avoid the unnecessary consequences of antibiotic
6.2 Education
abuse. Several studies have shown great benefits and
6.2.1 education of healthcare professionals
reduction in total antibiotic consumption, duration,
and inappropriate use with antibiotic stewardship
Effort has been put in the education of physicians in program.
hospitals. Chang-Ro Lee, Jung Hun Lee, Lin-Woo
Kang, Byeong Chul Jeong, and Sang Hee Lee (2015) 6.4 Tracking
noted that the antimicrobial stewardship program
has multiple strategies with education being one U.S Department of Health and Human Services (2015)
of them. Since hospitals are complex institutions, stated that infections, antibiotic use, and resistance
methods such as one-on-one educational sessions are reported by healthcare facilities and sent to the
given to physicians may be more effective. Moreover, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
postgraduate educational courses, training antibiotic which help in Constant tracking and collection of data
prescribers in the community is also of great on antibiotic-resistance, their causes and possibilities
importance.
of particular risk factors. This helps experts develop
strategies to prevent infections and their resistance
6.2.2 education of undergraduate students
from spreading.
Little attention has been given to the education of
undergraduate students in the medical field. Several
studies have shown a great defect in their knowledge
of when and how to use antibiotics. Students with
different sources have different level of education
on this topic. The development of standard formal
curricula about antimicrobial use and resistance is
required.
6.2.3 education of the public
When conducting the survey, it showed the presence
of a great defect in public knowledge about antibiotics.
Only 54.83% knew that antibiotics are used for
bacterial resistance while 23.94% of the respondents
agreed that antibiotics could be used to relief pain.
When participants were asked on the side effects of
antibiotics only 30.12% agreed that it has serious side
effects while 63.32% agreed that antibiotics have
few side effects but nothing dangerous. These results
from 259 participants in Saudi Arabia have shown
that effective public education has to be provided.
European Antibiotic Awareness Day and Get Smart:
Know When Antibiotics Work in the United States
are campaigns that have been conducted, so why not
start one in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

6.5 New Regulatory Pathways
Antibiotics have a negative net present value (NPV);
it makes them an uneconomically wise investment.
This is due to many factors including that they are
given in short courses, generally have low prices per
course compared with other drugs that are often given
for a decade. The FDA has proposed new regulatory
pathways to regain motivation and facilitate the
production of antibiotics making them less expensive
take less time and address a critical need.
6.6 (GAIN) Act
The Generating Antibiotic Incentives Now (GAIN)
Act is another important act that helped improve
the NPV, which was signed into law as part of the
FDA Safety and Innovation Act. The antibiotic being
invented can enjoy extra 5 years guaranteed market
exclusivity with no competitors such as another
version of the same drug, as the FDA will reject it
even if the drugs patent life expired (Seaton, D.
,2013). Even though this is a strong first step a lot still
needs to be done.
6.7 Delayed Prescription

6.3 Stewardship Program

‘Delayed prescription’ is a Cochrane review (2005)
which means that any antibiotic prescribed is given
Antibiotics are a limited source using it more now a few days later to give time to observe weather
makes it less likely to be effective in the future. symptoms improve or not. Such a method helps
That is why following a strict guideline in the use satisfy both patient and prevent unnecessary use of
of antibiotics (antibiotic stewardship program) antibiotics.
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7. CONCLUSION
Antibiotic resistance can easily cross large distances,
making this issue an international concern. Good news
is that this can be reversed so there is still hope. The
World Health Organization (WHO) emphasized both
public and professionals play a role in the control of
antibiotic resistance. For those that have established
their knowledge and behaviors about antibiotic use,
making a change is very difficult. So that is why
constant education especially for children at a young
age is more effective.
From the time antibiotics were discovered, it has
made treatment of deadly diseases possible. So let’s
use it properly so that this ‘double ended sword’ does
not act against us.
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A Name Starts: A Step for Development in Africa
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1. INTRODUCTION

about real life situations I have encountered around
my community, country and how these common
Leadership? We can have so many definitions of problems are common around the world. It sets to
what makes a great leader, prime minister, king or envision and path a way set by National Development
class captain. I have seen the great potential that the Plan of South Africa.
youth around me inherits, yet we as youth are never
mentored to be great at the end of the day.
3. A NAME STARTS
I am an African whose forefathers have been
subjected to colonisation and after decades of striving I have seen the hardships of poverty and inequality
for new possibilities they accomplished it. Inevitably that surrounds me. A name starts when one sees the
after generations of hard work we are still faced by need to make a difference, not for him nor peers or
the many socio economic issues that are common in those that surround him. It has demented generations
my community to Africa, Asia, Latin America and the that services to those of the poorest poor have no
rest of the world.
access to fully access them. It is not only today that I
thought I should write this. What makes a name?
The National Youth Policy of South Africa defines
youth development as: an intentional comprehensive Over the past two decades slowly change has begun.
approach that provides space, opportunities and Post 1994, South Africa, this nation was granted
support for young people to maximise their individual freedom change began. Inequalities still exist yet
and collective creative energies for personal it seems inevitable to change this. Unemployment
development as well as development in a broader levels increased over the second quarter of last year,
society of which they are an integral part.
2014 increased to 25.5 %. This has been the highest
peak for unemployment in this country from a 22 per
I have valued and cherish the dreams of those that usual-25.5 per cent peak. I am from a province where
surround me, yet as educated as I am, I am still faced unemployment has reached a maximum peak of 27.2
by the problems of many in Africa and internationally, %, in 2009, this high unemployment rate is influenced
unemployment. It is so that I am indebted in changing by the fact that it is mostly rural. (Development Trends
the lives. ‘I am an African. I owe my being to the in Joe Gqabi District Municipality 2010).
hills, the valleys, the glades, the rivers, the deserts,
the trees, the flowers ,the seas and the ever-changing This is yet another problem in one country that is
seasons that define the face of our native land’, former common in the rest of the world. A name should start
President Thabo Mbeki. It is so that I am compelled when one sees the need to turnaround this situation
to this being and the forever existing socio economic and use what is already given.
issues that we as Africa and the rest of the world are
faced.
During the course of April 2015, I met an old woman
in passing, not noticing that she was blind. Her home
2. RATIONALE FOR A NAME STARTS
was wired all over with cotton wool, it puzzled me as
to what was happening, only after a while it got to me,
‘AIDS’ (Africa Is Dying Slowly). At the outset of this was her way around the yard in doing her basic
great leadership and potential this document promotes necessity. Through this I had seen that that old woman
the greatness that rests in the youth of today. We are had lived alone most of the time, in instances such as
a discouraged youth faced by undefined parameters these it reflects on the many problems that we face
of race, age, gender, social class and geographic on social security and poverty. This situation gives
location. We are a youth that needs to be mentored us a partial overview of the socio economic problems
and harnessed for greatness.
that we face. It saddened me that through so many
struggles that yet again so many people’s lives have
A ‘name starts’ envisions the great power of networking not changed.
and communication through various intuitions to
ultimately changing lives through influence. It is
122
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My aim through this document is to reflect on real
life situations around me, with the hope that through
communication and networking rural lives are
changed. It sets to promote a new way of thinking
through valuing skills and the great potential that rest
in the youth. It is a way forward to relief those still
stuck by cultural norms in progression. It shares a
desired common goal by community activist in lives
and what needs to be done. This name could start.

325 000 people. Over the past years this population
estimate has decreased from 350 000 est. to 324 840
est., this is predominantly from migration reasons and
HIV/other diseases. This district consists of a high
majority of unskilled labour and a shortage of skilled
labours (Development Trends in Joe Gqabi District
Municipality 2011, Ed.). It is a rural area like most in
the country still stagnant in developing.

This province is home to a number of well-known
3.1 A Lost Generation
international leaders such as Nelson Rhlolihlahla
Mandela, Steve Biko and former President Thabo
During the course of 2015 30th July a summit was Mbeki, one Africa’s most active leaders in the African
held on the Transforming African Universities. Firstly Union. Currently Sterkspruit it consists of three main
what are universities and what are its core their intents? professions teachers, policing and nurses.
Tradition universities started as research facilities
and over the years they have diversified to be more What defines change? I am rooted with strong cultural
than that. Universities today stand as ground to shape beliefs and in this regard it is within my nature to fear
society and develop flexible or future identities (Cross to contradict these beliefs. I have seen people and
et al. 1999, Kerr 1991, Castells 2001 & 2009). This is generations stagnant on the same measures of living,
acquired through education and skills development similar profession being carried out through their
programs. This summit heightened the important role generations. It has been a norm of thinking that has
that the state and its universities have in acquiring not changed.
shared common goals.
I am from a lost generation where only matric is still
valued as the highest form education. By the age of 18
on average a young girls is negotiated for lobolla (hand
in marriage) and a young man sent off to Johannesburg
in search of a job or to serve as a provider of the
household. Sometimes the man never finds a job.
However if such ever happens these individuals are
solely dependent on government grants and subsidies.
I have had the pleasure to meet those privileged of the
many opportunities offered to them. In most instances
some of us privileged of this power (education) drop
out during the course of undergrad degrees. We are
again a lost generation. Most of those I know have
ventured out universities in search for entrepreneurial
ventures, after this we struggle getting funds or even
to start, and the end result being frustration and also
contributing to this epidemic of unemployment and
its effect on communities.

The world cannot be changed without changing our
thinkingэ, Albert Einstein. What defines change? A
new way of thinking. I have had the opportunity to
connect with those mostly privileged, yet again I have
grown with those stuck by cultural norms and beliefs.
From the above scenarios there are two kinds of In all that has come I have not changed from my roots
people, those informed and not informed. So what yet I have seen a foundation that could change the
should exactly happen to address these two kinds of norms of those.
people? Are we a lost hope or present opportunity?
I am surrounded by few opportunities of exploitation,
4. A FOUNDATION FOR CHANGE
but it takes someone to truly be in a situation to
understand where they from and where they want to
Sterkspruit, also forms part the Joe Gqabi District be. I am from a hometown where villages are named
Municipality in the Eastern Cape, South Africa. It is by surnames of the most prevalent in that area. It is a
surrounded by the majestic Drakensburg Mountains, hometown with that still has a vast amount of people
diverse cultures and tribes. It is home for more than living in traditional dwellings, 31.7 % and 1.7%
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informal and unspecified 1.7%. Where livestock still per cent by 2030. It defines a desired destination, only
measures the wealthiest family or individual. See if all sectors play their role in attaining these goals
below. Figure 2, AG chrome vibe.
.It aims to redress poverty and inequality. It sets new
form of leadership that is transparent and renders
Change needs to happen on a small scale before it can accountability. This is a great policy with a clear
proceed to a larger audience of society (a bottom up vision, yet it has not taken its full effect.
approach). It is therefore that rural areas/towns need to
be developed. Sterkspruit consists with high majority During these crucial days of being unemployed I
of young and elderly people. Mainly for this reason, valued the efforts of national/provincial governments
in search for better standards of living people move in fighting the battle against unemployment through
where more opportunities exist, the results of this community driven initiatives, in so I also analysed the
is either young adults leave behind their children or people that worked in these projects. EPWP (Expanded
elderly people. Sometimes none of them ever return, Public Work Programs) and CWP (Community Work
leaving those behind stranded and resorting to other Programs) are government initiatives, part of the
means of making a living. These members of society NDP, set to address the problems that exist in our
are the once that a most exposed and vulnerable. communities. It set to account 55% woman working,
Ideally I am to reflect on real life situations that apply 3% with disabilities which include both men and
around Sterkspruit and with the hope that they apply woman, 30% youth, 10-12% consideration. It indeed
to other parts of the country and the world.
a good policy, but at the end of the day many of the
individuals working in these programs are adults
We are rural town that inherits more than 80 rural above 35 years. How do we fully reach a target
dwellings and a majority still dependant of livestock youth of 30 %? Given that our youth is selective/
farming and government grants/subsidies. A minority discouraged.
has had the privilege to make it to matric and finish
high school whilst only a minority make it to tertiary It is imperative that as youth we notice the huge
education level. Most of these families only take their role that we play in shaping our communities thus
young once up to matric and it is highly valued by ultimately our country, unemployment is therefore
their families. These are some of the reason why this not only governments’ sole responsibility but each
great nation falls behind in education in comparison and everyone’s commitment. A way forward would
to other states of the world. In recent ratings we it is be in shaping new strategies and innovative ways
rated no.148 by the World Economic Forum,2014. to create a foundation of change. A need would be a
In analysing this ,one should be clear that not much ‘youth organisations’ in opening doors and setting out
is done to change this, this is why in this passage I channels of networking to reach suitable stakeholders
should value skills, solely for the reason that a vast in government and the private sector.
majority of our youth never proceeds to tertiary
education. By skills I refer to basic skills that one can This body would discuss relevant issues affecting their
grasp easily or can be taught.
towns/communities/states. It would network channels
on behalf of the community to stakeholders. It would
be subsidiary of well-known non-governmental
organisations such as the G200 Association or a
combination of the different bodies within society.
It should reflect on what is happening within
communities/towns/cities and sets best interest. In
the long run if possible it would centralise data for
existing and potential graduates, it encourage and
centralise university applications for matriculates
in assisting them in application processes.it would
endorse information sharing sessions to the public
in applying for funds/projects for the development
of communities. It is not a political organisation.
(Figure3).
The National Development Plan of South Africa is
a growth policy, an act that embodies our current
governments; it aims to achieve a growth rate of 5
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4.1 The Organisation
Name ..................................................................................................................................................................
Founder ..............................................................................................................................................................
Vision and Mission Statement ...........................................................................................................................
MOTHER/G200

REPRESENTATIVE

COM MEM

COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS
5. A WAY FORWARD

I believe as a leader you need to change the way
people perceive things and mostly enlighten them of a
5.1 Change Attitudes of People through Effective
way forward. As a leader your people should come to
Leadership
realisation of their current situation and accept it (what
surrounds them), this is vital in the sense that people
It only natural that a child mimics what an adult can start to see a need within their communities and
does. It is common amongst Africans that our leaders grasp on those opportunities. This can only be done if
often overstay their terms of power. This has had information is viably shared.
detrimental effects on the communities themselves
and neighbouring states. Earlier through this article I 5.2 Increase Investments
expressed the imperativeness of a youth that needs to
be mentored and harnessed for effectiveness.
I think this is the most important aspect for
development, acquisition of capital. Earlier in this
Mentorship – defined as a personal developmental article I described Sterkspruit as a rural town that
relationship in which a more experienced or has a vast majority of elderly people plus 60 years.
more knowledgeable person helps to guide a less These individuals are mostly pensioners from three
experienced or less knowledgeable person.
professions, nursing, teaching and policing. Once
government pays out a lump sum to these two
Harness - to control and use force or strength to individuals, people either renovate their homes or
produce power to achieve something.
buy cars and never prepare for a long term solution.
We are a town that lacks knowledge on financial
I am surrounded by a vast amount of potential planning and investment management. These groups
(knowledge/power) yet at the end of the day so many of professionals can contribute economically in these
of us never discover our capabilities. ‘Education is the areas together with their local municipalities.
most power weapon you can use to change the world’,
Nelson Mandela. We are none the less a misinformed These people can venture in: Pooling Joint funds for
youth on what happens around the world, a key to investment purposes in establishing property, invite
start changing lives is through information. An art of possible companies to render their property to sell
giving back and volunteerism should also be rooted goods or render services. These people could share
in our communities, as against the culture of people life time benefits in rent income or acquiring shares/
making it through their lives and never look back. proportions in these businesses. Wealth can therefore
These people should be awarded.
be created through these channels. Spill overs avoided
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(Money can be circulated countless times in one area During May 2015, vacancies opened up; sadly most
thus creating wealth).
of us did not have transport money to go to town.
I believe that similarly how my friend associated a
5.3 Capturing of Community Projects/ Youth
white man with a job, we should have something
Driven Initiatives
from private or public sector that we can associate our
chances of employment with. This builds confidence
I outlined a lost generation, I am from rural village to our people and stakeholders.
were a young person can be a herdsman throughout
his life. Such people a deserving of community 5. CONCLUSION
projects. Astonishingly the informal sector consists
with a vast amount of potential individuals that can As population growth increases there can never be
run businesses effectively. A feasibility study should sufficient jobs available. This is a partial situation in
be conducted to identify such individuals.
a rural town that can be aligned with the problems
that societies/communities around the world face. It
I believe that talent search programs should not only is therefore an ideal for effective leadership to bring
be focused in major cities rather across rural towns and about change within our communities. It is a matter
areas. Through this talent is harnessed and developed. of advancing (rural lives) to first world economies
and lastly, the first steps to development in any rural
5.4 Universities /Private/Government Institutions society are acquiring the basics .Therefore education
Canvas.
and information is power and key to development in
Graduating and not knowing where employment any rural community.
lies is stressful. I have been unemployed for plus 8
months, it has been hard that starting up fresh is not REFERENCES
as easy as it should.
Out seeing this problem made me realise that this as
a problem that can be dealt with on graduation day.
Private/Government sectors should effectively canvas
themselves for internships/jobs on graduation day.
Youth graduate fill in forms with the hope that they
will be contacted. I think this should be an agreement
between government/private sector and universities.
Private sector companies should also put emphasis on
rural canvasing. Municipalities could make names for
themselves.
Universities should start going to high schools and
rural towns to motivate young people of opportunities
they have for them and possible benefits of studying
their institutions. Such programs should exist every
second quarter just before exams to remind youngsters,
this could motivate them. Alternatively governments
in local municipalities can centralise a data specially
dedicated for graduate with that district municipality.
5.5 Take Jobs to the People.
Ironically black people still associate a white man
with a job opportunity. I was saddened that one of
my peers white man in passing and asked him if he
wanted workers. It is still an African norm. During the
course of my article I mentioned people that left their
homes in search for job opportunities in major cities
around the country, resultant effect is it leaves young
once depressed and having to provide for themselves.
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A Double-edged Sword: The Effects of Challenge Stressors
on Job Performance
Yichun Kong
Student, School of Business, Nankai University, China
ABSTRACT
Despite acknowledging the effect of challenge
stressors in organizations, researchers have rarely
explored its ambidexterity. Previous findings
suggest challenge stressors are positively related
to job performance. However, existing researches
demonstrated mixed results. While many scholars
have found that challenge stressors are associated
with beneficial effects, others have found it harmful.
To resolve this contradiction, the study articulates a
model that includes meaningfulness and exhaustion
to examine how challenge stressors affect the job
performance, and the likely performances follow in
these two paths. When challenge stressors are within
an appropriate range, meaningfulness motivates
individual to work hard and make a better performance.
However, when challenge stressors keep increasing
and exceed an appropriate level, employees tend to
achieve few outcomes because of exhaustion. This
paper proposes an inverted U-shape relationship
between challenge stressors and job performance
and examines the moderating roles of competence in
the relationships between challenge stressors and job
performance. We conclude with a discussion of how
the curvilinear indirect effect of challenge stressors
works on job performance, as well as implications for
future research and practice.

high workload, time pressure, job scope, and strong
sense of responsibility, but these stressful demands
have potential benefits to one’s personal growth
and career development. By contrast, hindrance
stressors were defined as ‘work-related demands
or circumstances that tend to constrain or interfere
with an individual’s work achievement and that do
not tend to be associated with potential gains for
the individual.’ (Cavanaugh, Boswell, Roehling &
Boudreau 2000, p.68). Hindrance stressors can be
viewed as unnecessary obstacles to personal growth,
because they produce role ambiguity, role conflict,
organizational politics, job insecurity to workload
(Cavanaugh, Boswell, Roehling & Boudreau 2000;
Lepine, Podsakoff & Lepine 2005; Jackson &
Schuler 1985). Both types of stressors have negative
relationships with performance through strains (e.g.,
Boswell et al. 2004; Lee & Ashforth 1996; LePine et
al. 2004; LePine et al. 2005; Podsakoff et al. 2007;
Webster et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2014).

Previous findings suggest that challenge stressors are
positively related to performance (e.g., LePine et al.
2004; LePine et al. 2005; Pearsall et al. 2009; Wallace
et al. 2009). However, existing researchers have found
conflicting results. Some empirical studies and metaanalysis have shown that challenge stressors have
no significant correlation, even negatively, with job
performance (Lin, Ma, Wang & Wang 2015; Liu, Liu,
Keywords: Challenge stressors; Job performance; Mills & Fan 2013; Webster, Beehr & Christiansen
Meaningfulness; Exhaustion; Competence
2010). The study proposes that there is a nonlinear
relationship between challenge stressors and job
1. INTRODUCTION
performance.
Stress in the workplace has been a significant area of
research due to the impact on both organizations and
employees (Barling, Kelloway & Frone 2005). The
constantly increasing amount of stress in workplace
that employees are experiencing has attracted
widespread attention. According to Cavanaugh and
colleagues (2000), relationships between stressors
and job performance are different according to
the type of stressors (e.g., challenge-hindrance
stressors). Challenge stressors were defined as ‘workrelated demands or circumstances that, although
potentially stressful, have associated potential gains
for individuals’ (Cavanaugh, Boswell, Roehling &
Boudreau 2000, p.68). Challenge stressors include
128

According to the work of Lepine (e.g., Lepine,
Podsakoff & Lepine 2005), challenge stressors are
positively related to motivation. Through motivation
(e.g., meaningfulness), challenge stressors could
evoke a positive work attitude (Podsakoff, LePine
& LePine 2007). Therefore, challenge stressors are
positively related to job performance. However,
when challenge stressors keep increasing and exceed
an appropriate level (e.g., challenge stressors from
medium to high level), it may lead to the mental
exhaustion. Employees tend to achieve fewer
outcomes under higher level of stressors. In such
situations, challenge stressors are negatively related
to job performance. Accordingly, the current research
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proposes an inverted U-shape relationship between Second, as depicted in Figure 1, this study articulates
challenge stressors and job performance.
a more nuanced model. By discussing the mediating
role of meaningfulness and exhaustion on job
We use the transactional model of stress from performance, the study proposes that challenge
Lazarus & Folkman (1984) to illustrate the stressors have a curvilinear relationship with
potentially nonlinear relationship between challenge meaningfulness (inverted-U shape) and exhaustion
stressors and performance. It is logical to take into (J-shape). A more nuanced model of challenge
account individual competence differences. Lazarus stressors-performance process will help to understand
(Lazarus 1991; Lazarus & Folkman 1984) proposed why previous studies could not support this argument
that cognitive appraisal process including primary consistently.
appraisal and secondary appraisal. At the primary
appraisal, people appraise an event as challenging, Third, the study also contributes to both stressors
hindering or irrelevant. The primary appraisal and job performance literatures by considering the
perceives the importance and relevance of environment role of individual competence. By examining the
to the person. At the secondary appraisal, people moderating role of competence, the study proposes
appraise the coping responses in order to reduce the that competence moderates the curvilinear indirect
negative effects of the event. When facing a moderate effect of challenge stressors on job performance
level of stress, individuals will cope positively through meaningfulness and exhaustion. As such, our
and perform well. However, when faced with the study offers a more nuanced picture of how challenge
increasing levels of workload which is beyond the stressors affect the job performance.
competence, individual will suffer performance
Figure 1. Hypothesized Research Model
declines. Findings are consistent with the hypothesis
that the nonlinear relationship between challenge
stressors and performance variables is moderated
by competence. For highly competent individuals,
challenge stressors could act as an important support
for potential gains to handle the high workload and
boost job performance. In contrast, individuals with
low competence might slack off at work when facing
the excessive challenge stressors, which could lead to
low job performance. This study posits that individual
competence will weaken the inverted-U relationship
between challenge stressors and job performance.
In sum, by empirically investigating the nonlinear
relationship between challenge stressors and
performance, as well as the moderating effect of
competence, the study contributes to the literature
in three ways. First, in the literature on stressors,
scholars have tended to view challenge stressors as
‘beneficial’. However, many organizational scholars
have disagreed on whether its impact is helpful or
harmful. Previous researches demonstrated mixed
results and found that there are some situations where
challenge stressors could exacerbate job performance.
By identifying the inverted-U shape relationship
between challenge stressors and job performance,
the study extends the existing theory and provides a
new insight to understand the impacts of challenge
stressors. These findings extend stress literature by
clarifying the boundary conditions of the challenge
stressors-performance relationship, which highlights
the importance of individual competence differences
in the stress management area.

Note. H=Hypothesis. Dashed lines represent nonlinear effects (i.e., H1
and H2). H5 and H6 represent nonlinear indirect effects of challenge
stressors on job performance.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND
HYPOTHESES
According to the transactional model of stress
(Larzarus & Folkman 1984), the primary appraisal
refers to the evaluation of individuals on the potential
impact of stressors. When individuals perceive
events are not likely to affect outcomes, events
will be appraised as ‘irrelevant’. When events are
perceived as an opportunity for personal growth,
development and well-being, they will be appraised as
‘challenging’. When events are perceived as taxing to
goal attainment, they will be appraised as ‘hindering’.
As such, when challenge stressors are within an
appropriate range (i.e., from low to medium level),
people are inclined to make positive evaluations
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and appraise these work events as challenging. The
increasing challenge stressors could enhance the
level of ‘challenging’ appraisal. When individuals
believe that challenging work events could
potentially promote their personal growth and career
development, they would show a high understanding
of the meaningfulness of their job.

Hindering appraisals ‘can encourage withdrawal or
defensive operations that turn the person inward or
encourage hostile, aggressive behavior’ (Lazarus &
Folkman 1984, p. 191).
Competence moderates the curvilinear relationship
(inverted-U shape) between challenge stressors
and meaningfulness. Highly competent people are
inclined to evaluate events as challenging and tend to
be confident to cope with it. In contrast, less competent
people are more likely to appraise the stressors as
hindering and feel difficult to cope with it. Therefore,
when individual competence is high, it moderates the
curvilinear relationship between challenge stressors
and meaningfulness such that the inverted-U shape is
mitigated. When a person has lower competence, the
inverted-U shape will be magnified.

On the other hand, however, when challenge stressors
exceed an appropriate level (e.g., medium to high
level), people tend to make negative evaluations
and appraise these work events as hindering. When
challenge stressors exceeding acceptable levels of
stress, the evaluations of ‘hindering’ are intensified.
With the hindering appraisal becoming higher and
higher, people tend to believe that these work events
would hinder rather than facilitate their personal
growth and career development because they can
hardly deal with such high burden of work events. In Hypothesis 3. Competence moderates the curvilinear
turn, meaningfulness might decrease.
relationship between challenge stressors and
meaningfulness such that the inverted-U shape is
Hypothesis 1. Challenge stressors have a curvilinear mitigated when competence is high.
relationship (inverted-U shape) with meaningfulness.
Competence moderates the J-shape link between
Exhaustion indicates ‘feelings of being emotionally challenge stressors and exhaustion. People who are
overextended and depleted’ (Leiter et al. 1998, highly competent may be more likely to select more
p.69) and is considered as ‘the central quality of effective coping strategies, because they feel excited
burnout and the most obvious manifestation of this and joyful during this period. Highly competent
complex syndrome’ (Maslach et al. 2001, p. 402). people tend to appraise the situation as more of
When challenge stressors are appropriate, there is no challenging; thereby decreasing perceived stressors
significant relationship between challenge stressors effect on exhaustion. Therefore the relationship
and exhaustion, because people tend to make positive (J-shape) between challenge stressors and exhaustion
appraisal and work hard. However, when challenge is weak. However, people with less competence are
stressors are excessive or the investment of resources more likely to feel difficult to deal with the situation,
does not lead to performance gain, individuals are and appraise events as hindering. Increasing
likely to appraise them as hindering. As challenge perceived stressors effect on exhaustion strengthens
stressors keep increasing, individual’ emotional the relationship (J-shape) between challenge stressors
resources become depleted, and they no longer and exhaustion.
identify enduring qualities as expected. In situations
of high challenge stressors, the relationship between Hypothesis 4. Competence moderates the curvilinear
challenge stressors and exhaustion is positive.
relationship between challenge stressors and
exhaustion such that the J-shape is mitigated when
Hypothesis 2. Challenge stressors have a curvilinear competence is high.
relationship (J-shape) with exhaustion.
Previous research has clearly shown the linear
According to the transactional model of stress relationship between meaningfulness and performance
(Larzarus & Folkman 1984), the secondary appraisal (e.g., Hunton & Price 1997; Richard & Richard 1977;
refers to identifying the potential appropriate coping Jon, Stephen & Susan1991). Varied levels of personal
response to the specific event. Individuals determine engagements are determined by perceptions of the
whether coping strategies and actions can be taken meaningfulness (e.g., William 1990). Responding to
to reduce the detrimental impact. If stressors are high perceptions of the meaningfulness in their job,
perceived as challenging, methods of problem-solving people put more resources into their work ,and make a
such as preparation, allocating time for projects will better quality of outcomes. Also, drawing on previous
be taken. In contrast, if the appraisal of stressors theories (Jeannie & John 1983; Wright & Cropanzano
is hindering, it will elicit more forms of coping. 1998), the study acknowledges the linear relationship
130
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between exhaustion and job performance. People who
experience high exhaustion will reduce the level of
effort (i.e., time, energy), which makes it difficult to
put available cognitive resources on the most relevant
aspects of a work project. As a result, emotional
exhaustion is associated with decreased productivity.
Job performance in the face of challenge stressors
is shaped by the appraisal individuals make of their
work situation. Drawing on this logic, the study pays
attention to the indirect effects of challenge stressors
through meaningfulness and exhaustion to job
performance.
For people who are highly competent, hypothesis
3 suggests that the positive effects of challenge
stressors on meaningfulness will be enhanced and the
negative effects will be mitigated. Given the positive
influence of meaningfulness on job performance, the
study argues that challenge stressors (from low to
medium level) will make a positive but indirect effect
on job performance. As high challenge stressors
hinder the personal growth through meaningfulness
and exhaustion, we expect the indirect effect will be
insignificant at such levels. For people of less or lower
competence, the preceding hypotheses indicate that
challenge stressors enhance the negative effects on
meaningfulness and exhaustion (Barrick et al. 2010).
The relationship is insignificant at low levels while
negative at intermediate to high levels of challenge
stressors.
Building on this logic, the inverted-U shape effect
of challenge stressors is expected to be transmitted
through meaningfulness and exhaustion such that the
indirect effect on team performance is insignificant
at low levels of challenge stressors and negative at
intermediate to high levels of challenge stressors.
In sum, the mediated inverted-U shaped challenge
stressors→meaningfulness and exhaustion→job
performance relationship will be moderated by
competence.

mean age of participants was 30.8 (SD= 6.45) and
65.4% of them were male. Participants had 6.33 years
of work experience (SD= 6.10), and, for education,
83.6% had a graduate degree or above. The participants
were asked to complete an anonymous questionnaire.
Generally, results of the survey provided support for
hypotheses regarding the curvilinear relationships
between challenge stressors and job performance.
Figure 2. The Relationship between Challenge Stressors and
Meaningfulness

Figure 3. The Relationship between Challenge Stressors and
Exhaustion

Figure 4. The Relationship between Challenge Stressors and
Job Performance

Hypothesis 5. Competence moderates the curvilinear
indirect effect of challenge stressors on job
performance via meaningfulness.
Hypothesis 6. Competence moderates the curvilinear
indirect effect of challenge stressors on job
performance via exhaustion.
3. METHODS AND RESULTS
We collected data from eight different high technology
enterprises in China with 407 currently enlisted
employees representing 67 teams. On average, the
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The present study developed and tested a moderated
mediation to explain how challenge stressors affect job
performance. This paper makes several contributions
to the existing theory of challenge stressors and job
performance. We developed and tested a theoretical
model to examine to what extent challenge stressors
impact the effects of meaningfulness and exhaustion
on individuals’ job performance. For theoretical
contributions. First, challenge stressors are commonly
viewed as beneficial stressors for individuals, which
may help to improve job performance. However,
previous researches showed mixed results about
its effects. Empirical work indicates that challenge
stressors have both helpful and harmful effects on
the job performance, yet there has been very little
conceptual work on it. The study focus on exploring
the inverted-U relationship between challenge
stressors and job performance, and proposes that
excessive challenge stressors may affect performance
and act as a stumbling block on way to goal
attainment. Second, the study articulates a model that
includes meaningfulness and exhaustion to examine
how challenge stressors affect the job performance,
and the likely performances follow in these two paths.
When challenge stressors are within an appropriate
range, meaningfulness motivates individual to work
hard and make a better performance. However, when
challenge stressors keep increasing and exceed an
appropriate level, employees tend to achieve few
outcomes because of exhaustion. Third, competence
helps to direct individuals’ appraisal based on the
transactional model of stress (Lazarus 1991; Lazarus
& Folkman 1984). Using the transactional theory of
stress, the study extended the challenge-hindrance
stressor framework by proposing that individual
competence moderates the curvilinear indirect effect
of challenge stressors on job performance.
For practical implications. The study benefits stress
management practice and competence development
in several ways. First, the findings enrich the
content of stress management. This study suggested
a new perspective for the research on challenge
stressors and its consequences: the inverted U-shape
relationship. In this view, challenge stressor is viewed
as a contextual variable that may act as a contextual
stressor. The research suggests that events appraisals
may depend on individual’s competence, and
emphasizes the importance of positive appraisal for
improving performance. Second, the study motivates
the engagement of individuals in stress management
practices. By amplifying the positive side and
mitigating the negative side of challenge stressors,
132

individuals could make a more positive appraisal
which benefits the performance improvement and
personal growth. Third, our study can also benefit
stress appraisal development and training. It is
possible to incorporate stressors appraisal ability and
competence into the criteria for internal promotions
or team design.
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Field Observation and Wind Tunnel Experiment of Sea Spray Size
Distribution under Strong Wind Condition
Hiroki Okachi
Bachelor, Student of Hokkaido University, Japan
1. INTRODUCTION

disdrometers (Parsivel) were used. In addition, we
report an experiment on an open-channel with a
Associated with climate change, there are increasing wind tunnel where a disdrometer (SPC) was used.
concerns about global warming, since, aside from The purpose of this study is to reveal the sea spray
rising sea levels, it affects the frequency and intensity size distribution under strong wind condition through
of storms and other weather events.
direct measurements.
In 2014, Typhoon No. 26 was formed near the
Mariana Islands and grew in intensity on its way
over the sea before hitting Japan. It resulted in a total
of 173 casualties and missing people and numerous
properties destroyed. In the future, it is expected that
in the future, the number of tropical cyclones per year
will decrease. However, their intensity will increase
1.

The marine observation and the experiment are
described in Section 2. In Section 3 their results are
reported. Section 4 provides the conclusions.
2. MEASUREMENT OF SEA SPRAY
2.1 Marine Observation
The disdrometer can detect the diameter and velocity
of a droplet within the ranges 0.25mm to 25mm
and 0.2m/s to 20m/s, respectively. From these data,
diameter spectrum distribution, type of rain, rain
intensity and reflection intensity are estimated. Two
disdrometers were installed, one at 10m and the
other at 15m above sea level. As typhoon wind speed
increases, it is expected that the disdrometers can
detect more spray droplets. The observation periods
were from 21st August 2013 to 15th November 2013,
from 21st August to 31st October 2014 and from 21st
August 2015 to 31st October 2015. In the first period,
typhoons No.18, 24 and 25 passed thorough near the
observation tower. In the second period, No.18 and
19 passed.

There are several studies about the effects of sea
spray on the development of typhoons. Once spray
droplets which have substantial masses are formed,
they are accelerated and extract momentum from the
wind. In this process, spray droplets take part on the
important process of exchanging momentum at the
air-sea surface 2. Typhoon models usually do not
include the effect of spray droplets because little is
known about spray generation and its effect on the
momentum exchange around the air-sea surface. Due
to the intensification of typhoons, the generation of
spray droplets and its multiple effects on the air-sea
surface need to be clarified in order to improve the
prediction of the overall development process of
typhoons. Correct observational data of spray droplets
are therefore needed.
Meteorological observation equipment of the
Japanese Meteorological Agency (Nankishirahama
Veron el al. (2012) performed experiments in a wind- AMeDAS) located 6 km away from the tower was
wave tank where winds with three different high used to determine the no-rain time. However because
speeds were generated. In this study, the observation AMeDAS reads 0mm/h when rain is under 0.5mm/h,
revealed the presence of large drops with diameter of c-band radar with a mesh grid size of 1km of JMA was
more than 1.5 mm that is not accounted in theoretical also used to determine the no-rain time. In addition,
estimates of the spray generation. Furthermore, a as the disdrometers were installed on the south side,
previously unknown generation mechanism was also droplets from the tower can be detected when north
observed: liquid sheets form at the crests of breaking wind blows. We then extracted South-wind time by
waves and are subsequently inflated by the airflow. an anemoscope installed at the tower.
Eventually the sheets breakup and generate small
droplets.
2.2 Experiment
This study reports a marine observation at an Experiments were performed in an open-channel
offshore tower located in The Pacific Ocean near with a wind tunnel. The channel features a pistonthe coast of Wakayama Prefecture in Japan, where type wave generator. The channel is 27 m long, 1.5 m
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high and 0.6 m wide (see Figure 1). The water level
was maintained at 90 cm. The disdrometer (SPC) can
detect droplets within the 1.00 mm. The disdrometer
was installed at a distance of 11.3 m from the blast
gate. The still-water depthis set as 90 cm. The height
H from the still water is H=60 cm at the top of the
tunnel. The experiment was performed with the SPC
installed at varying heights H=18, 20, 22, 24, and
26cm. The rotation number of the blast machine Ω,
was set at Ω = 575, 560, 545, 530, 515, 500, 485, and
470rpm. Each measurement time was 10, 20 and 40
minutes.

Figure 3. Spray Drop Concentration Function Compared with
the Experimental Results of F. Veron et al. (2012)

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of the Open-Channel with Wind
Cover

Figure 4. Mass Concentration vs. Wind-Wave Reynolds
Number

3. RESULTS

Windsea Reynolds number is an appropriate nonFigure 2 shows the sea spray drop size distribution dimensional parameter for characterizing the
at 15m height from the data of no-rain time in the observational data from laboratories and field3. The
marine observation.
windsea Reynolds number is defined as:
Figure 2. Number of Particles for each Diameter at 15m Height
from the NO-rain Time of Marine Observation

R_B=u_*/(vσ_ρ )
where v is the air kinematic viscosity, σ_ρ is the
angular frequency at the wind sea spectral peak, and
u_* is the air friction velocity. As windsea Reynolds
number increases to, the mass concentration increases
rapidly.
4. CONCLUSION
We have performed a marine observation and an
experiment. Both results indicate that the disdrometers
are appropriate to detect sea spray droplets.

Figure 3 shows that the inclination is similar to the
experimental results of F. Veron et al. (2012). As wind
speed increases to 24.1m/s, the number of droplets
for large diameter increases. The mass concentration
becomes constant as the wind speed increase more
than 24.1m/s.
136

As for the experiment, the number of droplets increases
sharply when the wind speed increases to 24.1m/s. As
the wind speed increases to 24.1m/s or above, the rate
of droplets with large diameter increases.
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Influence of Snow Initialization on the Sub-Seasonal
Hydro-Meteorological Fields
Atsushi Nunokawa
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1. INTRODUCTION
Previous studies showed that snow information,
such as snow amount or snow melting process in
global scale, have important roles in hydrological
cycle. Koster et al. (2010) suggested that the skill in
streamflow forecasts in the Mississippi river in spring
time can increase by using snow amount and soil
moisture initializations, and especially snow amount
contributes to the increase of skill. Arai and Kimoto
(2005) showed that when the surface temperature
over Siberia is higher in April, atmospheric blocking
events over northeastern Siberia and the Sea of
Okhotsk in May and June, occur more frequently than
climatology. They suggested that spring time long
memory of the surface condition, for example, snow
cover which begins to melt in April, over Eurasia
continent influence the upper atmospheric circulation
and subsequent early summer blocking activities.
Remote sensing enables us to discuss geophysical
distribution of snow cover in global scale. However it
is difficult to estimate snow depth and its density. This
study investigates the influence of snow initialization
on the sub-seasonal hydro-meteorological fields by
the land surface variables reproduced by a global
Land Surface Model (LSM) with observation data.
The contribution of snow initialization for hydrometeorological forecast skill is also examined with an
Atmospheric Circulation Model (AGCM).

water transfer, change of phase of soil moisture (soil
frozen process).
Atmospheric forcing variables which were given to
MATSIRO to estimate land surface variables, e.g.
snow amount, snow albedo or soil moisture, are
based on the atmospheric reanalysis data provided
by Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) Climate
Data Assimilation System (JCDAS). Clouds cover,
radiation, surface pressure, precipitation, specific
humidity, wind velocity and temperature were used to
reproduce the land surface condition. Obtained land
surface variables were given to an AGCM for forecast
simulations to investigate potential predictability.
2.2 Atmospheric General Circulation Model
The AGCM used in this study is the Model for
Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC),
which is the coupled general circulation model
consist of AGCM ver5.7, developed by the Center
for Climate System Research at Tokyo University
(CCSR) and the National Institute for Environmental
Studies of Japan (NIES), and MATSIRO. It consists
of primitive equation system and acquires prognostic
variables each time steps by solving governing
equations i.e. equation of motion, the equation of
continuity, thermodynamic relation and the equation
of hydrostatic pressure.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.3Atmospheric Data

2.1 Land Surface Model

National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP), National Centers for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) reanalysis data was used for atmospheric
initialization for the forecast simulations. This data set
has 4-times daily time step, 2°×2° resolution and 28
sigma levels. 10-members of ensemble with 3-hours
perturbation were prepared for the ensemble forecast
simulations.

An LSM used in this study is Minimal Advanced
Treatment of Surface Interaction runoff (MATSIRO;
Takata et al. 2003). The MATSIRO is the land
surface scheme of an AGCM which expresses all
the important processes for the water rand energy
exchange between land and atmosphere. This model
reproduces these 6 processes below: 1) transpiration
control by open and close of stomas; 2) radiation 2.4 Forecast Simulation
process in vegetation group and heat and water
transfer by atmospheric vortex motion; 3) cover To investigate the effect of snow initialization to the
and evaporation of precipitation by vegetation; 4) sub-seasonal hydro-meteorological forecast, 2 types
snow on the ground and vegetation, heat conduction of experiments were performed in every March (30
in snow and refreeze of melt water, aging effect of days forecast simulations from March 1st to March
snow; 5) out flow of water on the ground surface and 30th) between 1998 and 2007.
underground considering gradient of land; 6) heat and
138
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Table 1. Experiment Design

Exp.

Atmos. Init.

Experiment
1

Reanalysis
(3-hr
perturbations)
Reanalysis
(3-hr
perturbations)

Experiment
2

Land
Init.
Realistic

Num. of
Exps.
100 (10
years * 10
ens.)
Randomly 100 (10
Chosen
years * 10
ens.)

increase of forecast skill in this 1 month simulation,
which beyond the time scale of atmospheric memory.
In addition, this study suggests that the snow
initialization increase the relativity between observed
data and the experiment result, not only on the land,
but ocean.
Figure 1

In Experiment 1, atmospheric initialization is the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data with 10 ensemble
members. The land surface variables, correspond
to the target year was applied to the 10 ensemble
members as the land initialization. Note that the snow
initialization was applied a scaling technique to adjust
the climatological characteristics of the AGCM. In
Experiment 2, the equivalent 10 sets of atmospheric
initializations to Experiment 1 was given. However
the 10 sets of land surface initializations randomly
chose the land surface variables from different 10
years between 1998 and 2007 on March 1st.
Experiment

Atmos. Init. Land Init.

Experiment
1

Observed
(10
members)
Observed

Experiment
2

3. RESULTS

Real

Num. of
Exps.
100

Random

100

Upper left: Correlation coefficient between anomaly of observed data
and anomaly of Experiment 1 result, in day 16-30 (16Mar-30Mar) in
each grid in sea level pressure in 1998.
Upper right: Correlation coefficient between anomaly of observed data
and anomaly of Experiment 2 result, in day 16-30 on each grid in sea
level pressure in 1998.
Lower left: Absolute average error between observed data and the
result of Experiment 1 in day 16-30.
Lower right: Absolute average error between observed data and the
result of Experiment 2 in day 16-30.
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The Road to the Technology Singularity
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INTRODUCTION
With time being infinite and technology growth
consistently exponential; to what end is technology
going to grow? Logically, the answer would be an
event characterized by either time or technology
growth coming to a halt. However as neither of these
scenarios are recognized as potential reality, the
popularly accepted answer is a conceptual event; the
Technology Singularity.
The purpose of this paper is to advocate championing
the appropriate development of technology so that
the speed at which we are getting to the technology
singularity can be accelerated. In order to avoid
blurring this purpose, the body will be divided into
three distinct parts. Firstly, it will provide a conceptual
understanding of what the Technology Singularity
is. Next, it will unpack technology through the lens
of computing capacity, interconnectivity and ideas,
illustrating the positive impact it has brought. Finally,
I will conclude with a notion that will provoke
thoughts of change in attitude and perception of what
may lie in the near future.
1. WHAT IS THE TECHNOLOGY
SINGULARITY?
As the opening question may have implied, the
Technology Singularity is not an end to technological
growth, but rather a critical moment in time,
determining to what extent technology will be
intertwined with our future. Kurzweil (2013)1, an
academic author in the study of technology and the
future, effectively explains the Technology Singularity
through the collective implications of two key ideas:
1.1 Technology Grows Exponentially
In 1965, Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel
Corporation, released an article suggesting that the
number of components able to fit on an integrated
circuit board would begin to consistently to double
every decade implying computing capacity, a pillar
of technology, would begin growing at rapid speeds2.
R Kurzweil, Center for Strategic & international Studies: Ray
Kurzweil on the Singularity, 2013.
2
G G Moore Cramming more components onto integrated
circuits. Research and Development Laboratories, Fairchild
Semiconductor division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp, 1965.
1

Despite changing his perspective of this exponential
rate to an even faster two year cycle, the underlying
theory of exponential technological growth became
popularly labeled ‘Moore’s Law’ and over time
has been commonly considered the roadmap of
technology growth.
Despite some suggestions this law may saturate in the
next decade, to assure a conceptual understanding of
the technology singularity, Moore’s law is to be held
true throughout this paper.
1.2 Human Intelligence Will Be Surpassed by
Machine Intelligence
As the rate of technology growth continues to
accelerate, Kurzweil puts forward that eventually
machine intelligence will eclipse human intelligence.3
However in order for this to happen, there are two
milestones that must be passed. The first step is
the ability to replicate the physical functions of the
brain which essentially has already been completed
with medical practices already including the use of
neural implants; we have the technology to reverse
engineer and create parts for the brain. The second
step is the replication of human intelligence. This is
more referring to facets of the mind such as emotion,
conscience or logic. Through advancing studies
of areas such as genetic sequencing, evolutionary
algorithms and programmatically designing artificial
intelligence, this step is on the verge of its completion.
R Kurzweil, The Coming Merging of Mind and Machine.
Scientific American Special Report on Robots, 2008.

3
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Once both steps have been taken, ‘Intelligent creations
will soon eclipse us − and then their creations will
eventually eclipse them’.4 The implications of such
an achievement, amplified billions of times, will
make the potential reality difficult to imagine; a
characteristic of the singularity.
2. THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY
As primitive a discovery that fire begat light and heat,
right up to the present day where artificial intelligent
machines begets empathetic decisions, since the
beginning of time the huge growth in technology has
had largely positive impacts. Today, we have evolved
into the digital age. This is an era where information
and data, and the digital platforms through which they
flow, sit at the core of our global blueprint.

evident that as computing capacity was growing, so
To take a deeper dive into technology and its impact, was mathematics.
we can view it in three lenses; Computing Capacity,
Evolutionary Computation is another example of how
Interconnectivity and Ideas.
growth in computing capacity can and will continue
to provide significant opportunity. Evolutionary
2.1 Computing Capacity
Growth in computing capacity has allowed for big Computation is the process of ‘abstracting
leaps in many industries. Examples of this are science evolutionary principles (Darwinism and natural
and mathematics and new found abilities to reach selection) into algorithms that are then used to search
8
new heights of knowledge, with atomically intricate for optimal solutions to a problem’.
hypotheses and previously complex calculations now
The three dimensional graph9 shown is a simple
being comprehensible.
example of how this computation occurs. The sample
In 2013, Adam Spencer, an Australian media profile population makes up all possible combinations of trait
and qualified academic in the field of mathematics, 1 and trait 2. Every candidate in the population is run
delivered an insight into mega-prime numbers5. As through all permutations of algorithms, representing
part of his presentation, he pointed out that prime all possible external influences, with the resulting
numbers were used as tests for limits on computing
capacity. He went to on to show that prior to the
start of the computer age (circa. 1950s), the largest
known prime was 44 digits long. However through
significant improvements in compute ability, the
largest known prime today is 17,425,170 digits long.
On the graph shown6, each blue dot represents the
number of digits in the largest prime number known
in each respective year. Prime numbers were reflective
of computing capacity as they were used as tests for
limits on computing capacity7, so this graph makes
R Kurzweil, The Coming Merging of Mind and Machine.
Scientific American Special Report on Robots, 2008.
5
A Spencer, Adam Spencer: Why I feel in love with monster prime
numbers [Video file], Retrieved from www.ted.com/talks/adam_
spencer_why_i_fell_in_love_with_monster_prime_numbers,
2013, February.
6
Ch Caldwell, Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
University of Tennessee: Digits in Largest Known Prime by Year.
https://primes.utm.edu/notes/by_year.html, 2012.
7
A Spencer, Adam Spencer: Why I feel in love with monster
prime numbers [Video file], Retrieved from www.ted.com/talks/
adam_spencer_why_i_fell_in_love_with_monster_prime_
numbers, 2013, February.
4
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H S Talib, An Introduction to Evolutionary Computation,
Department of Computing and Information Science, Queens
University.
9
E A Eiben and E J Smith, Introduction to Evolutionary
Computing, Slides for an EC Course [ppt file], Retrieved from
http://www.cs.vu.nl/~gusz/ecbook/ecbook.html.
8
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fitness level (optimism and quality of solutions) 2.3 Ideas
identifying the fittest solution to the problem.
Despite all the progress visible in the two previous
Placing this into the aforementioned context of scopes, it is the innovative ideas of putting it all
machine intelligence surpassing human intelligence, together that see the greatest achievements. One of
this process of computation would allow for artificial the most powerful examples of this is the Microsoft
intelligence to follow the evolution of human Corporation’s product, Skype Translator. It is
intelligence, improving on any inefficiencies and effectively a video calling platform, leveraging an
essentially giving artificial intelligence the platform to extensively trained translating program, to allow
surpass human intelligence and essentially becoming people from around the world to communicate even if
no common language is available. Person A will speak
as real.
in one language into the microphone, the translator
Realistically, such an outcome would require mega- will analyse what was said with all its accents and
computational capacity justifying investment of nuances, and then relay the message in Person B’s
time and resources to grow computing capacity and native language – in real time. The implications of such
allow for this type opportunity to come to fruition. an idea go beyond just connecting people. It amplifies
The impact would be felt in globally relevant fields out into the realms of education and business. It means
that educational institutions can engage students and
including medicine, sciences & technology.
teachers from different parts of the world to learn
and experience things they otherwise would not have
2.2 Interconnectivity
learnt or experienced. It means that international
Interconnectivity has been at the core of the impact business dialogue will be free flowing with language
that modern technology has made. Most notably in no longer an obstacle. Ideas of such magnitude have
today’s digital era, our global infrastructure is built on been at will continue to be at the core of the impact
the back of being globally connected. Economic and technology will have.
Political Relations are all handled without leaving
a room, International Commerce and Business 3. A NOTION FOR THOUGHT
transact billions of dollars across the globe, Social
Networks connect people on opposite sides of the As we continue along the infinitely long timeline,
world and Academic Research being a collaboration technology will continue to grow. As this growth
of specialists from different parts of the world; All comes to fruition we can either embrace it or push it
these globally meaningful realities are made possible away. Inevitably, we are going to reach the Technology
Singularity but it is in our control as to how long it
because of the interconnectedness of everything.
will take.
Testament to the impact interconnectivity has, was
the sequence of statements that Indian Prime Minister We need to forget the failed attempts by fiction to
Narendra Modi delivered at his interview, hosted by displace confidence in the concept of man merging
CEO Mark Zuckerberg at the Facebook headquarters with machine and push aside our humanly flaw to
earlier in the year. Modi emphasized that ‘The strength desire being better than one another. We must work
of social media today is that it can tell governments in the best interest of the global community. We
where they are going wrong. It can stop them moving must embrace and support the inevitable growth of
in the wrong direction’. He followed this by speaking technology and welcome machine to learn at the side
about his personal use of social media and how on of mankind so that one day it will surpass human
wishing the Chinese Prime Minister for his birthday intelligence, overcoming the limiting factors of
that it became national headlines and how wishing human life, and only once this happens will we all
the Israeli Prime Minister in Hebrew for an occasion bear witness to the start of a new beginning.
prompted him to respond in Hindi. To this he said
‘who would have thought that this could be a form REFERENCES
of diplomacy…this (social media) is a new face of
•
Kurzweil, R. (2013). Center for Strategic &
diplomacy’.10

10
N Modi, Townhall Q&A with PM Modi and Mark Zuckerberg
at Facebook HQ in San Jose, California, retrieved from: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-OFfyf7aoA, 2015.
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All Technology is Obsolete When It Is Not Sustainable:
The Two Sides of Globalization
Jesús Alexis García Piña
Administration Student, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Campus Iztapalapa,
México
INTRODUCTION

BODY

If we talk about innovation and technology the ﬁrst
stuff that arrives at our minds it´s small devices that
will help us to make everything easy and to spare
time.

These useful things were created for the human
welfare with high-tech and most of the times without
workers, doesn´t matter the investment that requires
not only money and the quantity of resources to
develop that technology. The new corporations use
their potential talking about ideas and then they apply
any quantity of resources and money to develop any
service or products that will help them to raise their
proﬁts.

The corporations that control the international
markets provide the world with an enormous amount
of devices and services that help the costumers to
satisfy a necessity but are these necessities essential
to the human welfare?
We are developing technologies and some other
innovations to sell things and this will lead us to a
great profit. The corporations also can have a profit if
they develop goods but with the additional value that
requires the planet, we are talking about sustainable
products and some strategies that will help to develop
this kind of goods.
This is a big step in technology if we develop the
majority of our products and services thinking in how
really help the world and the future of the humanity
we can satisfy the necessity of the people and looking
into the future generations. We’ll be able to create
not just the cutest devices and the idea to re-use
them after their useful life was ended. In that manner
the costumer will accept that it´s very important to
take actions to face ecological problems generated
by humans. These changes can be reach by the
application of the technology and new ideas that lead
the old products adding innovations on them, looking
in their value chain.
Innovations also can be applied on strategies that
can work with the right technology this kind of
solutions can be reach looking in small details into the
production or in other parts when we are developing.
For that reason it’s a duty to think in these actions
when we´ve the technology and of course the money
to invest not only in goods that generate a high profit
if companies doesn´t take this kind of awareness they
will be responsible of saturate the world with more
non-recyclable waste.

The next step in business it’s to make that product
cheaper than their competitors. In the moment the
corporations search to ﬁnd new ways to spare money
in all their supplies or even at the manufacturing
phase.
These two corporative weapons are easy to reach with
the help of the globalization that make possible to
buy everything with a simple click using the internet.
Nowadays we can ﬁnd everything using this tool but
the internet is able to deliver any product from one
continent to another, but we never looked the small
letters that will be written with red ink.
As fast as we receive our orders and with a lower
price we will be happy to make our products we
should know how they produce the products and all
the materials used to the final product. The same case
apply to the costumers that bought the products, all
of them wants a cheaper product that will satisfy a
necessity and this one should be with a low price and
easy to get.
On this process we find a mix of technology and
innovation that’s necessary to develop things
nowadays, as human beings the necessity to create
new stuff and show it to any one that works in the
same ﬁeld creating an international competence to
have the best technology that will help us to develop
faster than the competence and with a lower price.
All the raw materials and workers that helped in some
cases in the production or in recollection of materials
most of the times doesn´t have the technology this is
a kind of joke because we built amazing things with
simple ideas but with a simple donation of technology
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corporations should have a duty with the world and This social-technological-governmental result is a
not only with their customers.
mixture of all the elements that make up but is shaped
by the needs and demands of the people who consume
If we have the technology and the power to bring raw it.
materials from anywhere with this global connection
a first approximation of the Clegg definition (2007, We know the rules were defined by nations or
p. 135) quotes Therborn (2000) is or are the “trends companies offering the product or services that we
of social phenomena to a scope, impacts and global want handled by a third party. Each of these rules
connectivity or to an awareness globally intertwined and regulations are different in each country and in
between the social partners”. This is thanks to the each product but the major interest is to share green
capitalist model which enables the global connectivity technologies that will permit produce green products
exist. Which not only allows it to continue to grow maybe not at 100% of the product but at least the
and is on the rise in the proportion in which it is process when the product is garbage.
carried over, and that all these new goods and services
that are being created allow to remain profitable That is why we can talk about a globalized era
meet the needs of the globe sharing different kind of (Canclini 2002) which will help us to transform any
technology?
production with a little interest in the global welfare.
It is created with the individual idea and passed on to
These profitability and the primary purpose of a higher rank and so every moment.
the application of technology is what has always
sought and allowed these gains leading to a direct For Ianni (2000) are transnational which have the
investment in new things or seeking to add value power and strength to move countries and cause them
to what already exists (innovation), globalization to suit their needs, another way to pass this global
permits free expansion of goods, services, materials contribution. The impact of globalization affect
and technologies used for new purposes.
(Stiglitz 2007) societies and economies, this can be
seen in an explicit way as globalization trends and
This allows to have a global character (Natalichio basically seeks to generalize this, creating a trend
2011) being globalization economic, technological, and innovation need to be unfolded in a society; this
social and cultural scale process, which involves generates the change in the same. This makes people
increased communication and interdependence in every society to assimilate differently and this
among countries of the world uniting their markets, will generate a change in people and their lifestyles,
societies and cultures, through a series of social, leading to changes in behavior are made in the
economic and political transformations that give them majority the person and the institution. In that way
global reaches.
technology allow behaviors, services, materials, and
lots of things that make the features of anything be
Profits are partly a direct consequence of the whole modified to adapt in a sustainable way.
process brought by the technologically advances
among countries and this creates a demand, at the end This will mean that is reflected in organizations that
globalization brings any technology around the globe fit this and looking to have a competitive advantage
allowing a transfer in technologies that will take care in the search for new market niches so they can attract
of the health of our planet.
new customers, since the effect of technological
advances permit a discussion of the impact in the
Evoking different characteristics (Kellner 2002) world welfare.
globalization is developing a “product” result of the
technological revolution and the global restructuring Once identified that organizations can transmit this
of capitalism in which economic, technological, message and for their own profits of course allows
political and cultural characteristics are intertwined.
them an organizational growth and at the time that
Thus this process can already take also as a ‘product’ organizations use it directly as affectation on their
which is still in critical by stakeholders who have an economies.
indirect role in it, but this product is still changing
and adapting as well as breaking old models becomes Of course first world economies had always an
obsolete because of the big technology and systems advantage since they have the latest technology and
are still forming progress.
resources to create it and of course we´re talking about
mass production, allowing them to generate the major
quantity of trash without a sense of sustainability.
146
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And this gets into the forces driving nations either first
world or third world as the impact of globalization and
how it will affect (Stiglitz 2007) socially, politically
environmental impact. While globalization and
technology is not only an international growth (Stern,
R.M 2011) as foreign investment, multinationals,
integration of world markets and all this so that
a flow of financial capital is encouraged. Thus
technology has always been present since as said
these advances always encourage that globalization is
distributed differently, for example with the creation
of computers and how we have been using for the
creation of programs and databases and it ended with
the creation of communication networks that will
help us to transfer sustainable conceptions.

homes that have the same savings as system energy
savings would reach a considerable scale. But the fact
is that to create a solar cell the amount of carbon and
fossil oil used to create a simple solar cell is alarming
it puts into question the ‘energy-saving’, since for
processing this materials and compress them to reach
the final product the process has nothing ecological
and complexity of this transformation ends up
making the final product actually be as friendly to the
environment or that it actually helps as such in the
future.

The system of sustainability (Clayton, A. 1996) is
focused on subsystems or takes account of biological,
ecological, social and economic nature. This causes
it to become very complex and that the analysis in
The importance of new technologies and the power of the creation of products or services is not so easy,
global corporations should work in an ecological way because this system is interconnected not only with
restructuring the mass production system and with a the technology but with the same knowledge we have
new view of point thinking in the future. This part of new technology but where is coming.
is fundamental because we believe that innovation is
only the products that we see in stores but it will work This is the new challenge is to encourage, promote
in other phases. Even technological advances allow and raise awareness of sustainability as it allows
the creation of new materials for products adding companies with an interest and not only significant
value not only for human daily necessities such but thoroughly what they are doing not only in their
technology in the sole that is required for footwear for final products but in their production processes and
an athlete when it´s more important a healthy world. suppliers providing them inputs they require. In this
Sustainable development (Clayton, A. 1996) is part we face the ideas with the innovation that will be
achieved when the needs of the present is known as the able to reduce waste and toxic parts in the production.
commitment that the usability of future generations Thus if we look at the whole system so thoroughly that
to their own needs is not compromised. This makes is interconnected with more people and companies
it look optimally use the resources you have right (using the correct technology), it makes this need to
now and which are implemented with the available consider these issues are spread in the same way some
technology.
need other products and the fact that they should
have consideration about what we´ve doing and the
That is the hardest part because although the various environmental and social impact that spreads and
ecological problems worldwide will causing precisely promotes all this interrelated system.
for this application of technology and in the process
of applying these resources are used and exploited at Another important part that we must bear in mind
a level that prevents you never regenerate known.
that this adjustment being coupled to systems to
save more in all areas described is the way we treat
The carrying capacity has been exceeded by far and waste technologies that allow us this ecological
this makes different resources continue to be used transformation both mentally and physically.
without limiting it, which makes the resort to go Production systems that normally supplying the
extinct and that although we have the knowledge of population become “intensive production systems”
this situation is the fact that resources they needed that because we no longer speak of a controlled
at an alarming rate in the daily lives of people not population, but a global overpopulation.
allowed to be carried out a reduction in the use of
technology, goods or services. It should be noted that The impact of the lifestyle of the world’s population is
while products are searched through a process of somewhat alarming not only because of the number of
greener production has not yet come to take action individuals that exist in the world and the necessities
to decrease this alarming need to material things, of life that adversely daily is not only the waste that
namely the fact that there are solar panels allows a is generated but the creation service that carries this
minimum amount of will save energy in a home therefore adapting or creating strategies (Ottman
and multiply that amount of energy for thousands of 2011) which reflect this change in behavior in people
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and organizations, the latter are the ones to be aware This position is the part that makes an approach to a
of this situation it is necessary and they are the ones competitive or just advantage to be focused on it.
that provide different things and services.
Strategies for each name makes it easy to identify
This is where technological advances are taking into what you want to do (technological advance), this will
account as this is a big fight between some ecological depend on the type of organization and the context in
processes are expensive and the fact of trying to take which they are placed.
account not always lead to more gains in the products,
because there will always be sold the product / service CONCLUSION
to one that is cheaper but the inputs are lower quality
or have an effect on the environment and another If we apply the technology and the innovation not just
negative into the society and their future. Onsite there with the intention to make the life easier for everybody
is increasing green products (they have almost no and with the purpose to sustain the things that we
environmental impact) this is a perfect example when are developing, in that way the resources and the
you mix technology and innovation.
awareness for the surveillance and the care of future
generations will be our major goal. The knowledge is
This innovation involves not only ecological impact present nowadays but we are really taking care for the
but considers adding social value and is of the most next generations?
important things it brings, and that just takes into
actions in one political aspect. Conversely ‘green’ Maybe is not about morality but if we apply these
products are those that are focused on the concern smart decisions and take care of all the wastes that
that everything is natural and take into account we generate day after day this knowledge and the
environmental impact they may have on production. appliance in the technology will create the necessary
Green consumers (Ottman, 2011) are all these new actions to survive in our days and in the further days
consumers who have this minimally conscious by erasing the alarming amount of toxic wastes our
concerns everything that is affecting the planet such processes will be friendly with our environment.
as global warming or the amount of global waste,
they know the technology and new materials helps These processes should be supported by any
the planet and consuming them helps to generate a corporation doesn´t matter which kind of product
change in proportion to what they consume.
they produce but with the major goal to help the life
of the planet using sustainable ways of production.
Thus organizations should start promoting these issues
of global importance, since it is obvious that these When we transmit these to our clients they will be
issues should no longer only be seen but perform take able to look the labels and to reduce what they
action to promote a new way of thinking and this will consume, it´s about to create a human change with the
lead to a new culture as new generations are those collaboration of the companies of course they want
that end with an unimaginable degree of involvement. high profits but even developing this kind of products
There are segments Green Interest (Ottman, 2011) they will satisfied their objectives.
from resource-conserving.
That’s the importance to use high-tech in the right way
As are the technologies and the application of this and not just developing weapons or cutest devices that
science which allows to get to know the ‘green’ only contain toxicity after their useful life, this highprocesses and to measure the impact of global pollution tech should be applied in some other process also for
makes plans to decrease are believed knowledge is societies that doesn´t have the resources as first world
generated.Thus this technology application cares or country has.
has a new effect on the main factors (Ottman 2011)
natural materials, production, packaging, distribution, REFERENCES
use and waste after use. And all this can be modified
Anthony Clayton, N. R. (1996). Sustainability a
to have a positive impact at every stage of any process •
in which it is spoken. Here is when innovation takes system aproach. United States of America: Westview
Press.
place and introduces new ideas and processes.
One strategy involves the creation of a unique position
which is involved in a set of activities (Orsato 2009).
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Preventing Radicalization in the Digital Era
Nourah Moahmmed Al Jammaz
Student, Al Yamamah University, Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
This paper highlights the situation of today’s youth
regarding the prevention of terrorism. Currently, our
youth is being targeted worldwide by terrorism’s most
evil conspirators. Strategies have been formulated
by terrorists to control and recruit young people into
committing acts of violence, using social media. It
has become apparent that the threat of manipulating
new terrorists through the World Wide Web is indeed
real and it requires constant monitoring. All must
be done to ensure that the younger generation is of
sound mind when it comes to recognizing the risk
of terrorism. Therefore, educational efforts must be
made to instill positive values into today’s youth
population. To help prevent the spread of terrorist
activities, the international governments must fulfill
its role of protecting the youth while combating the
strategies mentioned above. Education is vital to
the awareness of these concerns, and to stopping
behavioral problems while reinforcing personal
and social development directed toward the highest
potential. My research into this ongoing problem
was done to better understand the current landscape
of terrorism and its youth involvement, as well
as to determine solutions on how to best prevent
continuous online recruitment. Incorporating a crosssection of scholarly articles and news, this paper will
examine how patterns of socialization, technology,
history, geopolitics, poverty and war have resulted in
the exploitation of vulnerable youth to the benefit of
the cause of terrorism.

affiliate Boko Haram have made headlines for their
aggression and momentum. Their growing numbers
and increasing reach has been aided by the ability to
achieve modicums of stability in economically weak
or politically unruly regions, such as war-torn Syria, or
Libya (whose post-Gaddafi power vacuum left room
for new groups to take power). The ongoing IsraelPalestine conflict, the American invasions of Iraq
and Afghanistan, Iran’s contested nuclear program,
and Egypt’s internal political upheaval comprise
surrounding issues relevant to the state of political
turmoil in regions affected by terrorist activity.
Figure 1. Indicates the International Presence of Terrorism
within this Generation1

Figure 2. Displays Areas Where Government Overthrow,
Protests, Civil War or Militant Conflicts Have Taken place
within the Recent Past. These Changes Have Nurtured a
Geopolitical Environment that Accommodates the Burgeoning
and Continuous Facilitation of Terrorism. 2

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Context: Terrorism Today
Terrorism is a very difficult problem for the world to
confront. The force of hatred fueling acts of destruction
across the globe has persisted enduringly, leaving a
tragic casualty record with a consistent pulse. The
scope of terrorism is decidedly international in its
reach, with countries from the first to the third world
witnessing acts of extremist violence perpetrated
by both locals and travelers alike, independently
influenced or affiliated with groups. Degrees of
organization are varied, but groups such as Daesh/ISIS/
ISIL (whose stated objective is to establish a caliphate
spanning multiple countries) and African pseudo-

Z Beauchamp, 33 Maps that explain terrorism, retrieved from
http://www.vox.com/2015/12/15/10133138/terrorism-maps,
December 2015.
2
Z Beaucham,. 33 Maps that explain terrorism, retrieved from
http://www.vox.com/2015/12/15/10133138/terrorism-maps,
December 2015.
1
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In addition to these facets, terrorism continues to
interfere with regions beyond the Middle East and
Africa. Most notably, two series of attacks in Paris,
France in December 2014 and November 2015,
with a combined total of over 150 casualties, have
renewed the sense of urgency for Europe. Some of
the perpetrators of these attacks had travelled to Syria
and trained with terrorist forces, some were local to
Middle Eastern countries and others were European
nationals. Affiliations and time spent in Belgium were
also central to the attack’s unfolding. This complex
breakdown of locations and participants dis- plays
a variety of backgrounds, indicating an increased
element of diversity among those adhering to terrorist
agendas, as well as where and how they come into
play.
On the 2nd of December 2015, an attack in San
Bernadino, California was carried out by Syed Farook,
an American citizen, and his Pakistani wife Tashfeen
Malik. This combined local and international union
conveys the unrelenting spread of terrorist ideology.
Their differing places of birth and their travels display
the international setting terrorism encapsulates. The
fact that these employed, college-educated extremists
did not have criminal records or personal affiliations
with terrorist organizations also indicates the changing
face of the terrorist profile. Furthermore, the internet’s
role in the story of the attack – the killers met online
and Farook financed his operations using bank loans
easily obtained online without sufficient screening –
speaks to the current state of terrorist communications
and techniques. (no author, 2015 San Bernadino
Attack”, retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/2015_San_Bernardino_attack).
Additionally, the international pull of the terrorist
cause is a present factor within this discourse.
Radicalization has led to defection by citizens of
Western countries to the Middle East to support jihad.
Figure 3 displays the multinational scope of conflict
within the specified and limited region of Syria; what
we learn from indications such as this is that the reach
and potential for communication of terrorists is vast
in nature. Further research will indicate how the role
of online interconnectivity has instigated this unique
and unprecedented situation.
1.2 Root Causes and Ideological Doctrine
While it is not necessarily reasonable to expect
to establish a principal root cause of the terrorist
mechanism, following the thread of how terrorists
communicate, exchange ideas and information, and
ultimately carry out acts of terror leads the investigator
152

Figure 3. Foreign Fighters in Syria

to encounter numerous trends. In a Policy Innovation
Memorandum article entitled ‘A Global Venture
to Counter Violent Extremism’ author Ed Husain
attempts to set the scene how core beliefs central to
practitioners of terrorism. He writes, ‘Al-Qaeda’ and
its ideological affiliates do not operate in a vacuum;
rather, they feed off of ideas that have proliferated in
Muslim communities over decades. A combination of
religious literalism and conspiracist politics is at the
core of their anti-Western ideology.’ (Husain 2013)
Husain is not alone in rooting his perspective with
the idea that terrorism’s essence is ideology- based.
In a Journal of Islamic Studies review of George
Joffee’s book Islamist Radicalization in Europe
and the Middle East Humayun Ansari describes
British Prime Minister David Cameron’s outlook.
Ansari summarizes: ‘The root cause of the threat we
face,’ he states, ‘is the extremist ideology.’ It is this
‘evil’ – ‘poisonous’ – ideology that it is to blame for
Muslim radicalization. He dismissed the view that
historic injustices, recent wars, poverty or hardship,
‘unelected leaders across the Middle East’ as major
contributory factors for radicalization, describing
such arguments as ‘grievance justification.’ (Ansari
2015, p. 116) While Cameron has positioned ideology
as the central factor in extremism, Ansari refutes that
it is one of several that influence terrorism, which is
at least pushed into existence by other characteristics.
First, he feels that Cameron’s belief ‘neglects what
much of the research suggests, that there is no single
cause but a complex of internal and external factors,
catalysts, which can lead to the radicalization of
individuals and groups.’ (Ansari 2015, p. 116) Of
these potential other causes that aid in the process of
radicalization, Ansari offers the examples of ‘poor
governance (repressive autocracies, exclusion of
popular participation, and exploitation by corrupt and
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venal elites), ideological challenge, [and] economic
failure,’ presented as ‘drivers.’ (Ansari 2015, p. 116)
Thus, it can be seen that ideological doctrine is an
anchor among various interconnected circumstances
or ideas that formulate the basis for radicalization.
It is an idea used as needed, personally relevant to
varying degrees among those in the widened web of
terroristic activity.

in his condemnation of the jihadist mentality’s
ideological output. We understand that the threats of
terrorism are not limited to violent attacks, but to the
spread of misguided and hateful perceptions as well.

All of these concerns help us in our understanding
of how leaders react to the presence and spread of
jihadist ideology. Leaders from Western and Middle
Eastern countries alike have spoken out against this
Husain’s writing proposes a clearer definition dangerous worldview, vowing that we must band
of the ideological beliefs at hand. His research together to halt the growth of this problematic outlook.
shows how ideology leads to specific behavior and
activities organized in opposition to Western ideals. 2. YOUTH DEMOGRAPHIC AND
His qualification of religious literalism is at the TECHNOLOGY
foundation of this ideological approach. He writes
that, ‘These ideas include the beliefs that democracy 2.1 Rise of Technology and Internet
is man-made and only extremist understandings of Communication within the Radicalization
God’s law should be enforced; that violent jihad is Experience
a Muslim obligation until ‘God’s law’ is manifest;
that those who die pursuing it, including suicide Within recent history, school-aged children have
bombers, are martyrs; and that the greatest obstacle partaken in a varied number of groups that promote or
to Islam’s dominance is the modern West, led by the carry out acts that often lead to murder and destruction.
United States. Killing Americans, therefore, weakens (Johnston 2007) These youth have helped to fill the
an enemy that oppresses Muslims.’ (Husain 2013) ranks of radicalized guerrilla-type organizations,
The tenets of such ideology are problematic in every militias, gangs, and terrorist groups. Their roles
way, and these ideas have been used time and time within these enclaves have varied, from exacting
again to justify terror. The author concludes, ‘Unless logistical information support, serving as ‘lookouts’
such ideas are challenged and discredited, extremist or ‘mules’, raising funds, taking part in battles, or
groups will continue to regenerate no matter how carrying out attacks. The process by which young
many terrorists are killed.’ (Husain 2013)
persons get involved in these groups is manifold as
well, with some inheriting the role through having
Also contesting this form of ideological doctrine been brought up within radical environments that use
is another person who once held the same position and condone violence, some being scouted out and
as David Cameron: Tony Blair. The former British selected by organizations, some joining the group by
Prime Minister famous for leading at the time of personal choice, and others, for one reason or another,
Britain’s violent post-9/11 Middle East presence also being forced into membership. While, of late, mostly
says that the root cause of ideology is an elemental focusing our attention on the issue of ‘Child Soldiers’
issue, not a symptom. Speaking in Paris on the 4th of in rebel armies, there is increasing evidence that young
December 2015, he stated, ‘Defeating Daesh is only people are being drawn into membership of a plethora
a necessary beginning’. Force alone will not prevail. of terrorist organizations operating internationally,
The challenge goes far wider and deeper than the including ISIS.
atrocities of the jihadist fanatics. The Islamist ideology
has also to be confronted. Today it can be, in alliance Proceeding concurrently to these recruitment
with the modernizing and sensible voices within Islam processes was the spread of Internet usage among the
determined to take the name and reputation of the average person. As online connection through email,
faith of Islam back from the extremists. A continued social networking, text messaging and link sharing
failure to recognize the scale of the challenge and to has become more commonplace, the immediacy
construct the means necessary to meet it, will result in of access to dissemination of terrorist material has
terrorist attacks potentially worse than those in Paris, increased exponentially. The constant connectivity
producing a backlash which then stigmatizes the and digital erosion of time zones has helped
majority of decent, law-abiding Muslims and puts the international communication, creating a virtual space
very alliance so necessary at risk, creating a further within which terrorism can flourish. Additionally,
cycle of chaos and violence.’ (Watt 2015) While increased bandwidth and video capabilities have led
acknowledging that radicalism hurts the everyday to more sophisticated types of information to being
law-abiding Muslim, Blair is nevertheless resolute
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shared. Finally, advances in encryption technology Though declining, ISIS continues to releases
have helped terrorists operate in secrecy.
thousands of communiqués on a regular basis.
Internet usage among youths has experienced a
noticeable gain, evolving from a passive, individually
directed, information seeking process to a responsive,
socially networked, user-focused architecture where
youth interact, discuss, dissent, create, and share
content. The significance of this shift of environments
is sensed when looking into the dramatic growth and
popularity among youth of smartphones and with
them, social networking sites such as Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram, and is further exemplified
by interactive video streaming websites such as
YouTube. Terrorists have manipulated the size of
these networks’ respective user bases to spread their
ideology.
The growth of social media supporting terrorist
ideology has blossomed commensurately to the
development and ubiquity of social media in the
lives of young people. Not only does ISIS maintain
accounts on popular social networking and media
sites in addition to publishing a magazine, ISIS has
also endeavored in developing a game software
through the Google Play store (no longer available)
and uses hash tags on Twitter much like a Western
company might. It is in effect a brand, aware of the
implication of advertising and representing itself,
operating to attract, attain and retain a supportive and
engaged population base.
Put succinctly, the process of terrorist organization
has been greatly helped by the emergence, integration
and application of these new technologies. No
organization has worked these fresh trends into their
operational procedures as adeptly as ISIS. Known
for their consistent content generation in the form of
photos, videos and press releases, ISIS has assumed
a brazen approach to public relations, which has
attracted international scorn, as well as new devotees.
Figure 4. Displays the Measured and Consistent Approach of
ISIS Output

2.2 Who Is Susceptible?
For the most part, these young people find themselves
in transitional phases of their lives: students,
immigrants, people between jobs, those who have
left or are about to leave their native family and in
search for a new family of friends and kindred spirits
with whom they can find meaning and be- longing. In
this regard, we witness how ideology is decidedly not
the only determining factor at play when it comes to
influencing youth towards radicalization. This notion
is expressed by Dr. Alan P. Schmid in ‘Radicalization,
De-Radicalization,
Counter-Radicalization:
A
Conceptual Discussion and Literature Review.’
He writes, ‘The importance of social networks
and enabling environments has now been widely
acknowledged. Social and kinship relationships are
crucial in drawing vulnerable youths into a terrorist
group. The process appears to be similar to the
one we can also see in street gangs and religious
cults. Radicalization often follows recruitment into
such groups rather than preceding it. A recent US
Bipartisan Policy Report noted: ‘Also important are
social and group dynamics, given that radicalization
often happens in ‘dense, small networks of friends’,
and that extremist ideas are more likely to resonate
if they are articulated by a credible or charismatic
leader’… The existence of radical milieus, whether in
a concrete neighborhood or in the virtual social space
of the Inter- net can be such a point of attraction for
vulnerable young people in search of comradeship,
a new role, identity and status, especially when
push factors like discrimination, marginalization
and humiliation experienced in the family, school,
neighborhood and society contribute to a break with
a past that is experienced as intolerable.’ (Schmid
2013, pp. 26-7) This quotation speaks to the intensity
of radicalization and the delicate state of those targeted
parties. Terrorists are aware of these weaknesses, and
use them to their advantage, relying on the poverty,
desperation and sociopolitical shortcomings of
troubled regions to locate and attract new members.
It is devastating but true that we can detect how real
world trauma and experiences make these dislocated
youths more vulnerable to what ISIS has to offer
them as a form of redemption from their unfortunate
situations.
This has been true in Tunisia, where a spring attack
made news around the world. In ‘Tunisian youth
counter radicalization with innovation’ Christine
Petre writes that, ‘The most common explanations
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as to why, following the revolution, many young
Tunisians appear susceptible to radicalization,
include the dire economic situation, with an estimated
30% youth unemployment, poor quality of education,
the failure to instill critical thinking and an overall
disillusionment that has left many with little hope for
the future.’ (Petre 2015) The desperate situations of
the population of people who are open- minded to
what terrorism can offer are the sad prerequisites for
participation in brutality. Inevitably, technology has
played a role in this attraction process.
3. PREVENTION AND CONCLUSION
3.1 What Is Being Done?
Despite how easy it is to become discouraged about
our state of affairs, we must remain optimistic in
the face of danger. Without resolve, the terrorists
win. Thankfully, practices are being put in place to
minimize the damaging effects of terrorism today.
Tunisia’s spring attack galvanized the country, whose
relative state of political disarray and geographical
location makes it susceptible to the impact of ISIS.
Eric Reidy reports that in Tunisia, ‘the government is
now emphasizing its efforts to increase security and
counter radicalization. So far, security operations
against militant cells and the introduction of a new
anti-terrorism bill in parliament have been the
centerpieces of this effort. In addition, the Ministry of
Religious Affairs has been working to bring back under
its control those mosques that harbored extremist
imams and networks after the revolution. Part of its
effort involves reinstating ministry-sanctioned leaders
in these mosques. While these moves represent initial
steps, parliament Speaker Mohamed Ennacuer, called
for a national strategy to address the root causes
of radicalization in the country. To supplement the
steps that have already been taken, the government
is planning to establish an anti-terrorism commission
to devise a comprehensive strategy for preventing
violent extremism and radicalization.’ (Reidy 2015)
Furthermore, the European Union has addressed
the pressing issue in the midst of its refugee and
terrorism crises. A ten million Euro pledge to invest
in anti-radicalization programs has been described
as follows: ‘Under the new program ‘Countering
radicalization and Foreign Terrorist Fighters’,
the EU will allocate a first tranche of €5 million to
fund technical assistance to enhance the capacities
of criminal justice officials to investigate, prosecute
and adjudicate cases of foreign fighters or would-be
foreign fighters. The second tranche of 5 million euro

will finance countering radicalization programs in the
Sahel and Maghreb region. It will offer the possibility
to non-state actors to implement activities in the
field of media, education, religion, culture. Projects
focusing on messaging, inter- net, social media,
disengagement, and awareness-raising with social
workers will also be considered as well as measures
preventing the radicalization and recruitment of
foreign fighters.’ (European Commission Press
Release, April 2015)
The above quote’s understanding of the importance
of maintaining an online presence reflects the
sensitivity of Internet communication within this
conversation. This sentiment is echoed in Omar
Ashour’s article entitled ‘Online De-Radicalization?
Countering Violent Extremist Narratives: Message,
Messenger and Media Strategy.’ He writes: ‘There
has been a debate on the role of the Internet, whether
primary or secondary, in promoting and publicizing
extremist narratives, in facilitating radicalization
and recruitment processes, as well as in reaching
new audiences. Given the scope and the intensity
of the problem, using the Internet and other media
outlets to revert that role, and to counter-violent
extremist narratives becomes a global imperative. As
opposed to its effects on radicalization, the Internet
can play a vital role in promoting a counter-narrative
and in facilitating counter-radicalization and deradicalization efforts.’ (Ashour 2010) It is interesting
to note that the very same measures used to aggress
can be used to heal; the power and immediacy of social
media is such that it must be wielded intelligently in
order to assert a presence in the lives of those young
people who are at risk of radicalization.
3.2 Concrete Solutions
The recommendations included within Husain’s
articles are worth sharing here as well-defined and
eloquently expressed examples of what can be done
to limit the impact of Internet-derived radicalization
among today’s youth. They appear as follows:
1-Educating Muslim thought leaders in mosques
and on university campuses through workshops and
testimonies from former radicals about why Islamist
hard-liners threaten Muslim communities. In 2009,
al-Qaeda and its affiliates killed more Muslims than
non-Muslims. Muslims need to reclaim their faith
because Islamist extremism endangers the very fabric
of mainstream moderate Islam.
2-Providing financial support to moderates for
establishing alternative satellite television channels
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across the Middle East. A region with bulging youth
populations, high unemployment, low rates of reading
books, and mass popularity of satellite television
means radical clerics often provide unchallenged
guidance on questions of religion and politics.

with the need to zero in on exactly what must be done
consistently to stop the spread of terrorism. These are
the sorts of ideas that directly confront the challenges
listed in the re- search consulted for this paper. With
great hope, they are presented here as evidence that
all is not lost in the war on terror.

3-Supporting the publication and dissemination of
reading materials on normative Islam not the radical REFERENCES
materials of Islam and targeting distribution on
•
BBC News (2015). What Is ‘Islamic State’?
campuses, in bookshops, and in mosques.
4- Awareness programs targeting youth under the
supervision of government agencies. Saudi Arabia
has launched a national program (Faten) to protect the
security of society and the social, cultural, health and
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5-Initiating the around-the-clock presence of a
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Muslims who are active in Arab and Muslim chat
rooms and on social media, refuting al-Qaeda
propaganda with factual and scriptural arguments.
The purpose is not to dissuade jihadis (that would be a
bonus), but to ensure virtual audiences do not assume
that extreme narratives are unchallenged and hence
preponderant. (Husain 2013)
These nuanced and detailed ideas are customized to
the unique needs of an increasingly inter- connected
society. We can learn a lot from what is wrong in order
to push what is right. Husain’s suggestions are in tune
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Global Issue: Shortage of Male Primary Teachers
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gender issue in education is a hot topic discussed
for several years. Education plays a significant role
in ensuring that males and females have the same
opportunities in their personal and professional
development, through formal schooling, shaping
attitudes and transforming their behaviors.
Specifically, primary level education is fundamental
for building up students’ worldview, which has farreaching influence on their future life. Instead of
emphasizing gender equity, gender equality is widely
concerned by different nations all over the world.
Gender equality does not mean that men and women
should become the same but that a person’s rights,
responsibility and opportunities should not depend on
whether they are born male or female (UN Women
2014).
Current report will shed light on the gender distribution
among primary teachers – shortage of male primary
teachers. From statistical data, we can see that it is
not an issue within certain areas but a cross-national
and cross-cultural issue. OECD report shows that, on
average in OECD countries, the majority of teachers
are females. Specifically, 82% of teachers at the
primary level, 68% at the lower secondary level, and
56% at the upper secondary level are female (OECD,
2014a). The phenomenon that female teachers play
a dominant role in lower level teaching positions, is
widely found in both Western and Asian countries.
Thus, this paper will try to find out the similar values
shared by people from different societal cultures
and traditions, in terms of shortage of male primary
teachers.
Through reviewing official statistical data and reports,
the condition of lacking male primary teachers in
Western and Asian countries will be briefly presented.
Then, the significance of male primary teachers will
be explicated, followed with discussion of possible
reasons explaining such shortage. Specifically, lower
salary and social stereotype of primary teaching
profession, as two main factors will be discussed. In
the last part, some suggestions will be provided to
reflect this global issue. Qualitative equality is more
emphasized than quantitative/statistical equality
referring to gender distribution among primary
teachers in this report.
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2. SHORTAGE OF MALE PRIMARY
TEACHERS IN WESTERN COUNTRIES
Shortage of male primary teachers widely exists in
most Western countries. The American statistics
shows that, around 20 years before 2005, only 21%
of public school teachers were male. In lower grades,
the proportion of male and female teachers tended to
be more imbalanced – male primary teachers only
occupied 9% of total populations. Some American
public primary schools even have not had any male
teachers for 12 years (Liu, 2005). Moreover, in 2007,
the official data shows that the number of American
male teachers came to the lowest point, and it is much
severer in primary level (Xinhua Daily News, 2007).
In 2008, it was also found in Ontario (a province in
Canada), the proportion of male primary teachers is
less than 10%, and this figure still keeps decreasing
(Parr, Gosse & Allison 2008). Australian labor market
report revealed that, recently shortage of primary
male teachers widely exists in local public, private
and religious schools. Additionally, this issue even
appears in some secondary and high schools (Chinese
Teachers Newspaper 2006). Furthermore, the data
from New Zealand’s Ministry of Education (1996 &
2005) disclosed that, through 50 years, this country’s
primary teachers dropped from 42% to 18%, and this
figure is still declining.
Compared with above countries, European data tends
to be more acceptable – approximately 15% male
primary teachers on average. In 2012, English Daily
Mail published an article disclosing the situation of
English primary teachers. It said that one out of five
boys did not have any class taught by male teachers at
primary level. That is to say, around 360485 boys aging
4 to 11 only attend class taught by female teachers. In
Scotland, male primary teachers only contribute 7% of
total teacher populations (MacKinnon, 2003). OECD
report (2014b) also showed that the vast majority
of primary teachers are females across the OECD –
approximately 8 out of 10. In other words, around
20% primary teachers are male. Therefore, early in
2005, the international conference hold by OECD
in Paris pointed out that, shortage of male teaching
professions, which is considered as a long-term and
cross-national trend, does need more attention.
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Over several years, education policy makers from
different countries (e.g. America, England, Australia,
Canada, Finland, New Zealand, Scotland and etc.)
showed high concern about male entering education
domain, especially primary level education. Through
reviewing official report and literatures, it is found
that shortage of male primary teachers widely exists
in the majority of Western countries as well as Asian
countries.
3. SHORTAGE OF MALE PRIMARY
TEACHERS IN ASIAN COUNTRIES

25% female primary teacher labor force (Seetharamu
2002). In order to hire 50% female teachers, the
intervening program named Operation Blackboard is
initiated since 1987. Recent data showed that female
teachers contribute up to 43% but still less than 50%
(Department of Elementary Education and Literacy
and Department of Secondary and Higher Education
2004).
From the review of official statistical data and reports,
with some exceptions (e.g. India), the reality of less
male teachers in primary grades continues to be a
topic of debate in most countries all over the world.
Gender imbalanced environment within primary
school teaching teams will potentially influence
students learning knowledge, constructing sexual
roles, as well as building up their worldview. The
reasons explaining the shortage of male primary
teachers in most countries should be explicated.
Some intervening programs are in need to attract
more males joining primary teaching teams as well as
to keep in-service male primary teachers continuing
their teaching profession. In following parts, these
issues will be emphasized.

Generally, the ratio of male teachers in primary
schools in Asian countries is relatively lower than the
ratio of female. In China, the ratio of male primary
teachers is around 20%. In some areas, male primary
teachers are less than 10% of whole teachers. Chinese
Primary and Secondary Teachers Development
Report (Minister of Education 2012) pointed out that,
China has experienced feminization of primary and
secondary teachers for over 10 years. More than 80%
of primary teachers in urban areas are females. The
number of newly recruiting male teachers is declining,
and in-service male primary teachers are ‘escaping’
which leads to less male teachers in primary schools 4. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MALE PRIMARY
in the future. Some Chinese educators addressed lack TEACHERS
of male primary teachers is a significant issue needing
more attention.
Gender-balanced distribution of primary teachers
is beneficial for both male and female students’
The proportion of male primary teachers in development in various aspects – capacity of
other Asian countries is also lower than female knowledge
learning,
inter-relationship
and
counterparts. One comparison study exploring gender construction of gender identity. A male model is also
distribution among school teachers in Taiwan, Japan irreplaceable in children’s young years. However,
and South Korea (Huang, Yang & Wu 2012) found feminization of primary school, on the other hand,
that, female teachers are the main human resources refers to shortage of male teachers in primary school
in primary schools in these three areas. Specifically, statistically, culturally and with certain backlash of
the proportion of female teachers in Japanese primary feminist movement. The following paragraph, I will
schools experienced a moderate decrease from 65% in discuss each of them in more details.
2002 to 62.7% in 2007. That is to say, the proportion
of male primary teachers increases during this period, From statistical perspective, feminization in primary
but still less than 40%. In contrary, the proportion of school means that females make up the majority of
primary female teachers in South Korea increased teaching forces, which makes school predominantly
from 70.3% in 2000 to 76% in 2006. In other words, staffed by female teachers (Harnett & Lee 2003).
the ratio of male primary teachers decreased to Statistical data showed that more 70% of primary
approximately 24%. Moreover, it is also revealed that teachers are female in most countries. Culturally,
the number of newly recruiting male primary teachers because of dominantly female roles, it inevitably
only occupied 21.7% of total teacher populations in makes environment of primary schools feminine
Korea (Chung 2006).
(Skelton 2012). These feminine ethos and cultures
in primary schools could potentially tend to favor
However, in India, the situation of male and female girls and ignore boys; even discriminate against male
primary teachers is opposite to above Asian countries. staffs and students in such situation. Furthermore,
Until recently, teaching in India has been still a male some researchers (e.g. Skelton 2012) presented that,
domain, even in primary schools (Chudgar & Sankar the criticism and accusations of feminist movement,
2008). In the middle-1970s, there was only around leads to gender inequality in education, especially in
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primary teaching professions. Because of different
characters and teaching style based on genders,
male and female primary teachers have their own
advantages to be good for children’ development.
Feminization of primary school – shortage of male
teachers, could ‘damage’ students (especially boys)
and teaching teams in following ways.

stereotype in these areas. They will naturally consider
teaching profession, especially working with young
children, is female’s job, and male will not be suitable
to enter into this field – less male primary teachers in
the future.
From teachers’ perspective, the efficiency of teamwork
can be enhanced under gender-balanced working
situation. Gender segregation in career choosing leads
to talent loss for both individual and society. Some
researchers confirmed that significance of gender
diversity in a team. For example, Hoogendoorn et
al. (2011) suggested that gender-diverse team may
have greater success, and Woolley et al. (2010)
also mentioned about better problem solving can be
attributed to having more females in a group.
To Sum up, it is important to have some males in
primary teaching profession, as shortage of male
primary teachers is unbeneficial for students’
development, especially boys, and primary teaching
groups. Specifically, I mean ‘some’ instead of ‘as
equal number as female teachers’. Because of cultural
and societal issue, it is unrealistic to achieve exactly
the same number of male and female teachers in
primary schools.

Compared with girls, boys could be more struggling
in primary schools, because of lacking male teachers.
Some researchers (e.g. Skelton 2002) suggested that,
the feminization environment in primary school and
female-dominant pedagogy of schooling position girls
to be the ‘winner’, while boys to be the ‘victims’. In
other words, female-dominant teaching environment
makes primary school potentially favor girls’ learning
style over those of boys. In order to provide primary
students (specifically boys) with male role models,
it is necessary to encourage males to enter a caring
profession (DeCorse & Vogtle 1997). Substantial
longitudinal studies are conducted to explore
the impacts on students’ academic achievement
when having more male teachers. The findings are
impressive – little or no impacts are found on students’
academic achievement when having more male
teachers (Johnston 2005). However, it is significant
to note that since these studies are conducted in a 5. THE POSSIBLE REASONS EXPLAINING
short-term, it does not mean there is little or no far- THE SHORTAGE OF MALE PRIMARY
reaching influence on students’ lives and their future TEACHERS
development when having more male teachers.
The significance of primary teaching forces that is
Moreover, Students’ capacity of knowledge learning, representative of both sexes is a goal worth aiming
inter-relationship and construction of gender for. In order to develop proper strategies to achieve it,
identity could be influenced in different extent, we need more understanding of underpinning reasons
because of lacking male teachers. Feminine teaching that why less males get involved in primary teaching.
environment is not beneficial for students’ knowledge Through reviewing journal articles and international
learning and development of inter-relation with reports, there are numerous reasons explaining the
others, because this gender-imbalanced environment shortage of male primary teachers. In current report,
cannot provide gender-equal models for both boys two of them are emphasized as main factors – salary
and girls. Especially, for those students (no matter and social stereotype.
boys or girls) who do not have many positive male
models in their lives, male primary teachers can serve 5.1 Salary
as models and contribute to students’ development of
positive gender identities (OECD 2015).
Salary is at the top of list to explain the lower
numbers of male primary teachers. Cushman (2007)
More significantly, shortage of male primary teachers summarized that teaching salaries became a major
currently can impact next generation’s understanding concern for those considering a career in primary
of primary teachers, and potentially influence future teaching, and for those who have already ensconced
recruitment of male teaching professions in primary in teaching profession. Study conducted by Parr,
schools. Let’s imagine that, if most primary teachers Gosse, and Allison (2008) exploring the perception
are female, and very few male teachers mainly and experience of male teacher candidates, addressed
teaching math-related subjects and sports, what the confliction of role demands. Male teacher
cultural messages will boys and girls receive in this candidates involving in this study felt that it is their
experience? How will it influence their future learning responsibility to hold a job and financially contribute
and adult life? It could build up students’ gender for their family. In other words, male encountered
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with multiple social roles, and the dominant one is are not seen as ‘real men’ culturally (Skelton 2003).
breadwinner that is shared in many cultures.
Some male primary teachers reflect that their ability
of caring and nurturing children is doubted by female
Moreover, males concern more about salary than colleagues, just because they are men. Moreover,
female counterparts. Thornton and Bricheno (2006) male primary teachers are regularly characterized as
discovered that males tend to be more responsive to ‘feminine’, ‘homosexual’, and ‘pedophile’, both from
financial incentives. It is also pointed out by Parr et within the profession and in the public eyes (Parr et
al. (2008) that, giving up a secure salary (maybe not al. 2008, p. 258). There is a strong gender stereotype
very high income) and returning to school to obtain underpinning it.
a teaching certificate (it is required to become a
teacher) that might lead to a teaching job, is a great The issue of working with young children also put
gamble for many males. Low salary may make the male teachers under sensitive topic. In some countries
teaching professions lose attraction for potential (e.g. New Zealand, Australia), fears of being accused
males teachers. In order to attract more males, of child abuse and paedophilia are continuing to act
raising primary teachers’ salary is included in some as the major hinder for male to consider the career
reports (e.g. OECD 2004) as one of main measures as a primary teacher (Cushman 2007). In Parr and
to moderate this issue. However, it is not enough. colleagues’ (2008) study, male teacher candidates
More understanding of social stereotype about male noted that they cannot conduct the work as teachers
primary teachers could provide further views.
smoothly, because of some children protection
policies. For instance, the ‘no touch’ policy with
5.2 Social Stereotype
students reportedly interfere male teachers’ natural
5.2.1 social status
inclination to address children’s need when they
perceive. Male teachers, especially male primary
In the OECD country reports, the status of primary teachers, will be hesitant to offer or afraid of giving
teaching, similar in other educational publication, a hug or some in-touch body languages to encourage
continues to be regarded as low-down on the list students when they think it is in need
of middle-class profession. Even in the nineteenth
and early twentieth century, teaching itself was not 5.2.3 vocational development
considered as a high status vocation for males (Skelton
2012). Skelton mentioned that some antifeminists’ In many countries, males rapidly start from a primary
voice that lower status of primary teaching is attributed teacher to school principal, as socially, males are
to absence of males. Moreover, the association of more favored in the process of employment and
caring and nurturing with primary teaching is a promotion than females. The result of flourishing
significant factor, which makes the impression that vocational development is less male primary teachers
primary teaching profession is a low-status women’s in the classroom (Cushman 2007). Traditional gender
vocation (Cushman 2007). Thus, compared with other stereotype of primary teaching stops many males
professional vocations (e.g. engineering, manager.), outside of primary schools’ gates. On the other side,
primary teaching is considered to be with relatively traditional male leadership stereotype promotes most
lower status in many countries.
in-service male primary teachers to administrative
positions or leadership roles. Less and less male
5.2.2 as a male primary teacher
primary teachers are left in classrooms, which makes
primary teaching team is mainly made up of females.
A male primary teacher could encounter some From an outsider perspective, feminized primary
misunderstandings and embarrassing situations, as schooling comes into the point.
he is working in a socially considered feminized
environment – primary schooling. A small-scale There are also some other reasons underpinning the
study of male teachers who are working with shortage of male primary teachers, such as ‘attribution
young children, provided evidence that how males from teacher education and teaching’ (Cushman
themselves and female colleagues are uncomfortable 2007); ‘supports and social networks’ and ‘previous
at finding a male doing a ‘female’ job (Williams 1993). experience’ (Parr 2008) and etc. It is significant to
Skelton (2012, p. 8) summarized some provocative understand why many males stop outside of primary
voice such as ‘What does it mean when a man teaches teaching in different cultural contexts.
young children? Can’t he get a ‘proper job’?’ Because
of prevailing view of primary school as feminized, 6. DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS
males who choose to work there, to some extent,
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In 2004, referring to 20 or more countries’ reports
submitted to OECD on attracting and retaining
teachers, all revealed a decline in the numbers of male
coming into teacher profession, especially at primary
level. And some countries even note that this is a case
for both male and female, and needs more concern.
Much more balanced gender distribution among
primary teachers has positive effects on both male
and female students. Some intervening programs,
cooperation and policies are initiated to change the
situation. During primary teachers recruiting process,
positive gender discrimination towards males is
utilized to attract more men into this field (Cushman
2007). It is also suggested that the cooperation
among government, schools and private sectors will
be initiated to decrease gender stereotype in some
careers (e.g. primary teachers) with certain gender
label (OECD 2012). Furthermore, raising primary
teachers’ salary is written into the report (OECD 2004)
to change social status of male primary teachers.
Besides, recruiting more male primary teachers to
achieve equal numbers of male and female teachers
in school, it is more significant for us to understand
this global issue neutrally and comprehensively. In
other words, qualitative equality is more emphasized
than quantitative/statistical equality in this report.
Historically, we used to have more males in teaching
profession, even for primary teaching. For example, in
the ancient China, the word ‘teacher’ is only for male.
Several decades ago, teacher is considered as a male
social role in western cultures. Because of changes
of economy and development of society over years,
structure of society changed including the social role
of teacher. It gradually shifts from a male domain to a
female domain in many nations.
Gender imbalance among primary teachers is not just
an issue within education. It is a broader topic involving
economy, policy and situation of world development.
The balance point is at the cross of social supply and
demand. The new policies and intervening programs
are to stimulate the supply or demand, and then it will
achieve the new balance temporarily – the new gender
distribution of primary teachers. More importantly,
we need to be aware that equal number of male and
female teachers in primary school is not always good
for the development of students, primary schools or
society. The social and cultural contexts can never be
ignored. The balanced situation is never statistically
equal. We need to have more understanding about
male primary teachers’ perception of and attitudes
towards their own jobs, and how social cultures and
traditions are changed with time, and how do these
162

changes make a difference of male primary teacher
from before.
Although, over last decades, great advances have
been made, we still do not live in a world where men
and women have the equal opportunities. Gender
inequality exists in schools, universities and more
broadly in society. The shortage of male primary
teachers is only part of this issue. We need to have
patience. Anything relevant with gender, culture,
stereotype and worldview, can never be solved
in a short time or within one generation. It takes
several generations to make even tiny but permanent
changes. How can people who lived hundreds years
ago imagine that teacher – a male dominant career –
will be feminized in this day and age?
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Education and Obesity
Abdullah Al-Bawardy
Student, Al-Yamamah University, Saudi Arabia
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the decades the amount of evolution and
civilization the world has gone through is mesmerizing.
This progress could not be achieved if education was
not constantly encouraged. Education is our most
valuable asset; it should be cherished, nurtured and
fostered. As education is the base foundation of a
successful society, the sense of knowledge empowers
us as humans; it gives us the ability to think, create,
solve and thrive. The huge impact that education
had on our lives is crystal clear, from the revolution
of vaccination to the creation of smartphones. The
sequence of events and upgrades that we have gone
through is a blessing in disguise, even though it have
its perks, it also have its side effects. This article
will explore the effect of obesity on cognition and
education.
2. IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION
The (identity, socioeconomic status and well-being)
research, that was funded by ESRC’s Secondary
Data Analysis Initiative, reveals that education has
become one of the clearest indicators of life outcomes
in regards to employment, income and social status,
and it’s a strong predictor of attitudes and wellbeing.
Researchers studied the association of education and
wellbeing, and based on their analysis they found
that people tend to improve their social identity and
seek amendment, which eventually lead to a better
wellbeing.
Education is one of the pillars of human’s thriving.
It has been one of the most powerful assets in the
human self-value and empowerment of the society.
Without education the human being wouldn’t achieve
what they achieved nowadays. In addition, education
also has its print on economy, where it plays a critical
role in the economical industry, where a person with
a solid knowledge of the financial system and its
branches such as (banking, stock exchange, currency
value and monetary impact in the current economy)
can positively expand the station of our country.

& Wößmann 2007). Solid and concrete background
of education reflects the person’s self-knowledge
on the way they think, what matters to them and
how to use this knowledge for improvement in the
field. Furthermore, it also has its value in the human
skills and how to capture those skills in the selfdevelopment.
3. OBESITY
With the advancement of technology, kids became
more dependent on virtual activities. This move
generates a routine that revolves around sitting in front
of a screen for hours on a daily basis. Unfortunately, by
doing so it negatively affects their health, as exercise
is no longer a part of kids’ lives, they’ve forgotten
how to go outside and actually move a muscle. In
addition to that, poor nutrition and constantly eating
junk food have enormously contributed in increasing
the ratio of obesity and eventually leading to a poor
academic performance.
4. PREVALENCE OF OBESITY
According to WHO, in 2008, 35% of adults aged 20+
were overweight (BMI ≥ 25 kg/m2) (34% men and
35% of women). The worldwide prevalence of obesity
has nearly doubled between 1980 and 2008. In 2008,
10% of men and 14% of women in the world were
obese (BMI ≥30 kg/m2). An estimated 205 million
men and 297 million women over the age of 20 were
obese – a total of more than half a billion adults
worldwide. Thus, the body mass index increases with
higher income, as it’s shown in the Figure 1.
Figure 1

‘The most important caveat for the literature on
education and growth is that it sticks to years of
schooling as its measure of education - to the neglect
of qualitative differences in knowledge’ (Hanushek
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Childhood obesity is one of the most serious public
health challenges of the 21st century. The problem is
global and is steadily affecting many low- and middleincome countries. The prevalence has increased at
an alarming rate globally. In 2013 the number of
overweight children under the age of five is estimated
to be over 42 million. Close to 31 million of these are
living in developing countries.

and emotional behaviors (Datar & Sturm 2006).
These overweight females struggled to interpret and
thus communicate their feelings appropriately as well
as connect with their peers. Obese adolescents also
face social consequences in addition to academic
ones. Moreover it’s an important area to examine
in its own right, ultimately, social and emotional
distress and behaviors contribute to the way children
learn and react in the classroom. Furthermore,
5. WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF OBESITY ON
overweight children tend to have low self-esteem
EDUCATION?
and self-confidence, which, may end up influencing
their personality shaping while growing up and as a
Multiple researchers partaken an interest in this result they will develop weak personalities not fit for
subject, as childhood obesity became an epidemic. leadership and management.
Obesity is a known risk factor for multiple diseases,
but the link between obesity and cognition is Few studies examined actual grades as an outcome
not yet settled. Many studies showed a positive measure when assessing academic performance and
association, the university of Illinois study explored weight status. This is important, as grades tend to be
the relationship between increased body weight and more subjective in nature (Shore SM, Sachs ML &
children slow reaction to stimuli, and in addition they Lidicker Jr. 2008). Number of studies evaluated the
studied the level of activities in the cerebral cortex direct link between grades and weight and the end
during action monitoring. Action monitoring is when results showed that obese kids have lower grade in
our brains are used to a certain action that we start comparison to normal weight kids. A study was piloted
doing it automatically without actually thinking of in Southeast Texas; eleven schools with a diverse
the mechanism of the action. For example, ‘when ethnic background were included in the study. The
we type we don’t have to be looking at the keyboard study concluded that children in the obese category
or screen to realize that we’ve made a keystroke have significantly lower grades, and Children in the
error’ said Charles Hillman (2014). In the study, overweight weight category did not significantly
they measured the behavioral and neuroelectical differ from those in the normal weight category, as
responses of two groups of children, one group obese shown in Figure 2.
and the other normal weight, using caps that recorded
Figure 2
electroencephalographic activity while the children
were asked to participate in a task presented to them.
Following the test we found that children with normal
weight have high capacity to evaluate their behavior
and the need to change their behavior in order to avoid
future errors.
Among the complications of obesity, metabolic
syndrome is one of the common complications, and
it has been found that metabolic syndrome impairs
the cognitive function. In a study conducted by Yau,
Castro, Tagani, Tsui, and Convit (2012), Adolescents
were tested based on a number of different criteria,
including intellectual functioning and academic
achievement. The results were as follow, adolescents
with metabolic syndrome scored lower in intelligence
quotient (IQ), reading, spelling and arithmetic 6. CONCLUSION
respectively. They also demonstrated a shorter
In conclusion, it’s true that the results are somehow
attention span and decreased mental flexibility.
controversial, but obesity is a phenomenon we
In addition to academic skills, research has shown can’t ignore, and whether it’s directly related to low
links between weight status and social and emotional academic performance or not, it’s strongly related to
skills and beliefs. For instance, girls who were a variety of diseases, that in fact harm your health.
overweight, they also had struggles related to social Our children are the unending resource; they’re the
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS 2016 Education and Youth
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Hanushek, E.A. and Wößmann, L.
way to a prospering community. It’s only fit to protect •
them and prevent any kind of harm physically and (2007). Education Quality and Economic Growth.
The International Bank for Reconstruction and
intellectually.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS
We should focus on raising awareness in regards
to the importance of education and its true assets,
encouraging citizens to learn more and constantly
educate themselves. As there is not limit for
knowledge. We can grow our knowledge in a daily
basis, through reading books, watching the news, and
essentially using technology. Technology can be used
in different ways, you can access the Internet and
educate yourself in whatever subject you want, you
can also upload application that help strengthening
your memory and stimulate your brain cells. There
is infinite way on how you can educate and develop
yourself, we only lack the will.

Development, The World Bank
•
Aghion, P., Boustan, L., Hoxby, C., and
Vandenbussche, J. (March 2009). The Causal Impact
of Education on Economic Growth: Evidence from
U.S. Retrieved from www.brookings.edu/economics/
bpea/bpea.aspx

Obesity is a problem that can’t be overlooked, our
kids should be aware of the consequences of sitting for
hours in front of a screen and lacking of movement,
and they should know the benefits of exercise. It’s
our job to integrate exercises in their lives, and try to
present it as fun exciting game. Exercise is mandatory,
it shouldn’t be stopped even if we’re fit or we grew
older.
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Shared Governance Model as a Student Initiative Acceleration Tool
ITMO University Case
V. J. Arellanes, A.K. Saitgalina, A.P. Kuropyatnik, E.Y. Tiguntseva
Master level students, ITMO University, Russian Federation
ABSTRACT

ITMO’s University strategic long-term sustainable
development. The most important and vital strategic
Every university has its own strategic goals. For goal is our mission, which is described as follows:
ITMO University, the main strategic goal is to make
it more competitive through improving educational •
A part of The SG mission is to prepare a young
and academic processes. Both students and university management team, capable to work in the conditions
take part in educational process but usually it is the of dynamically developing sphere of higher education
university who develops the educational program. In by the year 2020.
order to get a constructive feedback and to motivate
students to be involved in achieving long-term At the moment ITMO University participates
goals, following shared governance concept ITMO in a Global National excellence program of
University established the Student Office “5-100S”. competitiveness «5-100-2020», 5 universities getting
The main idea is to delegate some competences from to the top 100 World´s University ranking for the
the university administration to a special department, 2020 year. The goal of the Project is enhancing the
which consists of highly skilled students who are able competitiveness of Russian universities amongst
to help others to bring their own ideas to life using leading educational centers. For ITMO University
project management techniques. Student Office “5- it means to achieve a leading position among the
100S” is a working feedback and a mentor at the same world´s educational and research elite by introducing
time. Although the Student Office “5-100S” was cutting-edge research in the field of IT and Photonics,
recently created, ITMO University experience can be Robotics and New Materials, Biotechnologies and
useful to other universities.
Health and on this basis the development of highly
skilled new generation. It was decided to realize and
1. SHARED GOVERNANCE (SG) MISSION
to start up Student Office “5-100S” (fig. 1) following
the roadmap of “5-100 Project” of ITMO University
Shared governance in a university means collaboration in order to prepare active students for management
between university’s administration, academic staff capabilities that will assist them to become university
and university’s students, giving them the opportunity officials in future.
to prove themselves implementing evidence-based
Figure 1. “5-100 S” office
practice. It means that part of everyday tasks and
administrative responsibilities are entrusted to the
students that are capable of managing them. So
actually the shared governance concept is already
used in every university but it started to develop just
some time ago. Involving students in guidance of
their university gives benefits to its administration:
decreasing the amount of work for key managers,
preparing future experienced university employees, ITMO University was the first of all the 26 Russian
fast feedbacks from students and new points of view “5-100” universities-participants to create a student
strategic office of the program – the student
and ideas about university’s processes.
subdivision “5-100S”. Where “S” stands for:
•
STUDENTS: The “5-100S” team is formed
1.1 Student Office “5-100S”
by students, first of all, master’s and PhD students.
STUDIES: Students learn to work on an
The future of every university is formed by its •
students’ generations; every generation brings their international level in scientific, educational, innovative
own new ideas and peculiar projects for solving and management spheres solving problems in all the
their present-day problems; that is the reason of why working areas.
SMART: Non-classical university goes for
involving youth in the global development process •
of the university is one of the key goals of the non - classical solutions.
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•
START: School for young leaders. Recruitment
of talented undergraduate and graduate foreign and
home students onto ITMO University’s educational
programs.
•
STIMULATION: Improving the university
students and their interest to the university work.
•
SOCIETY: project is aimed at the formation
of a loyal community inside and outside the university
among students and graduates of the university
Goals
•
Informing youth audience about 5-100 Project
and developing internal loyalty to the program.
•
Realization student’s initiatives in their
science research works, education, innovation, PR
and management activities.
•
Incorporate student into the advertising
activities of the university to attract students from all
around the world and improve the integration process
of foreign students and employees into the university
environment and achieving effective cross-cultural
communication.
•
Involving students into the university’s
administration.
•
Formation of highly qualified personnel for
the university.
2. STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

•
Strategic Innovation Manager – it is the
strategic manager of the entire 5-100 project, not only
for the student office. It is the person responsible for
the promotion of ITMO University at a global level,
the formation of a strong international brand and the
development of a loyal university community. The
Strategic Innovation Manager knows where to go and
what to do, that is the information given to the chief
manager, who manages the student office to achieve
all the Strategic Innovation Manager´s goals
•
Chief Manager – should be an ITMO
University student, responsible for the effective
work of the “5-100S” Office and the integrations of
the Student Office into the university development
strategic plan. He/she is part of all the councils that
take part in the 5-100 Project and is a representative
of the 5-100 Project.
•
Area’s managers – are the coordinators of
each working area of the 5-100 Office. The student
Office “5-100S” has 6 working areas, those are:
Science (ITMO Youth Science)
Education (ITMO Education)
Alumni (ITMO Alumni)
PR (ITMO Student PR)
Innovations (ITMO Open Innovations)
Management (Students and University’s
future)
•
Working group – 7 to 10 members of the
Student Office, who count with their own projects
and their own administrative, human and financial
resources.

The Roadmap of the “5-100A” office has the same
structure and ideas that the main ITMO University
Roadmap. Both of them include six strategic areas
of development, which are “Science”, “Education”,
“HR/Alumni”, “PR”, “Innovation”, “Management Students and University’s future”.
4. STUDENT OFFICE WORKING AREAS
Figure 2. Student office 5-100s

The Roadmap of the Student office includes six
strategic areas of development:
4.1 Science (ITMO Youth Science)

The main goal is to involve young people in an
international scientific environment and increase the
efficiency of the student’s scientific activities in the
university through:
•
participation in international scientific
societies (SPIE, OSA, IEEE and others);
•
active involvement in the implementation of
joint research projects with universities, leaders in
international rankings;
•
participate in competitions and grants
3. STUDENT PROJECT OFFICE “5-100S”
(fundraising);
STRUCTURE
•
realizing the project of open laboratories for
foreign young scientists;
The structure (fig. 2) of the Student Office “5-100S” is •
material incentives for student publications
similar to the 5-100 Project structure, which includes
the next components:
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Main tasks:
1.
Develop an environment for student
international research activities and increasing ITMO
University student’s motivation to research activities.
2.
Raising young people’s publishing activity.
3.
Promotion of ITMO University scientific
achievements and in particular, the achievements of
the university students and young scientists.
4.2 Education (ITMO Education)
The main goal is attracting foreign students to
educational programs (short or double degree) into
ITMO University from leading foreign universities
by:
•
realizing the project “ITMO Ambassadors”;
•
incorporation to international student
associations, such as Erasmus Student Network
(ESN);
•
development
of
English-speaking
environment;
•
accomplishment of creative projects to attract
foreign students to study;
•
implementation of joint educational programs
with leading foreign universities; (Institution research
collaborations, double degree programs, summer
programs, student exchange program )
•
increase motivation among ITMO University
students to study abroad;
•
realizing the project of internships to ITMO
university representative offices;
•
implementation and promotion of popular
subjects online course in English.
Main tasks:
1.
Search talented young people and develop an
enabling environment for the educational activities at
the international level
2.
Improving the quality of educational training,
internationalization and promotion of the best
educational projects and programs.

•
promote ITMO University brand in the
countries where ITMO University graduates live and
work.
4.4 PR (ITMO Student PR)
Main goal - inform students about the Project 5-100,
involving them in activities of “5-100S”, increasing
brand awareness and attractiveness of the university
among young people through:
•
Participation in big student international
events, exhibitions, youth associations and student
associations;
•
Distribution of the “5-100S” Brand Book and
its components among students for active use in all
activities and working areas;
•
Develop the students activities in social
networks;
•
popularization of science and innovations;
•
increasing the number of publications in the
Russian and foreign media;
•
The development of a single ITMO University
community and the promotion of the university
corporate culture in the student’s environment.
4.5 Innovations (ITMO Open Innovations)
Main goal - increase the capacity of the innovation
field, creating a favorable environment and culture
for the development of student entrepreneurship by:
•
Organization of work and engaging students
in public practice laboratories and other elements of
the university innovation environment, for example,
FabLab, etc.;
•
organize meetings of students with wellknown entrepreneurs and investors;
•
participate in competitions of student grants
and subsidies;
•
Participating
in
international
social
entrepreneurship projects.

4.3 Alumni (ITMO University Alumni)

4.6 Management (Students and University’s
future)

Main goal - building a loyal community of graduates
including foreign students, involved in university life
and contributing to its competitiveness development
and growth by:
•
participation of students in the implementation
of alumni loyalty programs;
•
organizing outdoor events for graduates;
•
organization of alumni visits to ITMO
University;
•
attracting foreign graduates to work at ITMO
University;

The main goal is to involve students in university
management processes, effective integration of the
student office “5-100S” into the major 5-100 Project,
through:
•
formation of Student Office “5-100S”;
•
inclusion of students in solving strategic
problems of the
5-100 Project
through the
implementation of the student’s initiatives of six
areas;
•
increase the student participation in the
university’s councils.
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Main task: administration of the “5-100S” Office and interests. University employees sometimes cannot
inclusion of students into university management adapt to these changes, that’s one of the reasons
process
why there are students in the Academic Board. Who
knows their problems and their interests better, if not
5. PROJECTS REALIZATION: ITMO
the students themselves?
UNIVERSITY CASE
Having students in ITMO University Academic
Since Student Project Office “5-100S” was recently Board giving their opinions, voting and proposing
created, all the projects and ideas that have been new projects will improve student’s experience and
thought are just beginning to be implemented. Here their participation solving university issues as well as
are explained some of the ongoing projects of the improving the working effectiveness of the Academic
Student Office “5-100S”.
Board at all levels.
5.1 International Ambassador

6. CONCLUSION
The goal of the Program for Enhancing the
Competitiveness of ITMO University amongst the
leading world’s universities, research and educational
centers (5-100) is to achieve a leading position among
the world educational and research elite implementing
these six initiatives:

ITMO Student Ambassador is a project in which
ITMO University students will be able to prove
themselves as the official representatives of the
university and make a personal contribution to the
promotion of the ITMO brand in Russia and abroad.
The project aims to attract foreign students to study in
Russia, involve students to the university´s corporate •
“Securing the World-class Level of Scientific
culture, as well as increasing the interest of Russian Research and Development Projects in the Fields of
students to ITMO University.
IT and Photonics”
•
“Global education: Personal Development
ITMO Student Ambassador represents the university and Professional Competitiveness”
on external events and outside of ITMO University. •
“Creation of a Corporate Culture and
ITMO’s international ambassador is a person who Environment that Positively Impacts on the
knows all the necessary information about ITMO Development of Highly Professional Personnel”
University, has good presentation skills and his •
“ITMO University Global Brand-building”
main responsibilities are preparing presentations •
“Growth of the Innovation Ecosystem
and negotiations for further partnerships between Potential: Knowledge and Technology Transfer”
universities all around the world. That is why there •
“Transformation and Development of the
is a special training program for ambassadors, where University Management System”,
they learn how to present ITMO University to others.
The selection of participants started in February 2016. and on this basis ITMO University aims to develop a
highly skilled personnel in the interests of improving
5.2 Academic board
their competitive advantage.
ITMO University Academic Board since January
2016 includes 24 students. Twelve of these students
are the presidents of their student’s organizations,
such as the “Foreign Student Council”, “Campus
Student Union”, and “Students’ Scientific Society”
and so on. The other twelve student-members are
chosen by elections, each faculty should chose its
representative among all the faculty students, so only
the best student that suits the place is selected from
all the faculty´s students. All 24 student-members of
the Academic Board are not simple students; they all
have an experienced working background and know
perfectly what problems the students have.

Designating the long term plans for the project 5-100,
ITMO University aims to create a highly professional
management talent group among active motivated
young students who will lead the university in the
future, for whom it is important to create conditions
for their development in the university´s framework.
Student Project Office “5-100S” aims to promote the
university among the international community through
the involvement of students in all of the university’s
key activities: science, education, innovation, PR, HR
and management.

That is how ITMO University following shared
Over time students change, every new academic year governance concept, aims to train and draw students
welcomes new students with new ideas and new
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to a new process to achieve objectives and strategic
goals for the university.
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Measuring Subjective Well-being among Youth in Tunisia:
A Comparative Study across Gender and Regions
Molka Abassi
MSc in Economics Student, HEC Lausanne, Switzerland
1. INTRODUCTION
“Wellbeing cannot exist just in our head. Wellbeing
is a combination of feeling good as well as
actually having meaning, good relationships and
accomplishment.”
Martin Seligman1
Around 30% of the overall Tunisian population
is aged between 15 and 29 years. This situation
is characterized by many economists as a ‘Youth
Bulge’. Additionally, Tunisia’s GDP has increased
dramatically over the last decade. On the other
hand, income gap has been widening and thus more
people have fallen as victims of poverty, especially,
in the hinterland regions of the country. Although the
middle class has mushroomed in a generation, going
from 70.5% in the 90’s to around 80% in 2005, the
gap between the rich and the poor has significantly
increased. There is likewise a misconception that
inequality in terms of development in Tunisia is not as
high as in other Arab societies. The Gini coefficient2
reveals similar results across Arab countries. Touhami
(2014) reported that the Gini coefficient for Tunisia
is about 39.8 against 35.3 in Algeria and 39.5 in
Morocco, which are neighboring countries. Although
the results do not appear to be very alarming, they are
not far from results of countries considered to be very
unequal such as Brazil with a coefficient of 51.9 or
South Arica (63.1) than to countries that are believed
to advocate equality like Sweden (0.26) according to
the same source.

attractive opportunities for youths on one hand and a
deterioration of educational quality due to an increase
in the number of students attending university on the
other hand. High rates of poverty, regional disparities
and unemployment coupled with high rates of
corruption during Ben Ali’s regime generated a sense
of discrimination, exclusion and life dissatisfaction
especially among the youth living in the western
regions of the country. As Veenhoven (2000) noted,
‘Freedom emerges from frustration’. In this particular
context of regional disparities, youths from the
interior part of the country started voicing their anger
and indignation triggering the Arab spring in Tunisia
in 2011 which then spread across the MENA region3
and led to the fall of the dictatorial regime.
Tunisia is presently in a transitional phase of political,
economic and democratic reforms. In October 2011,
Tunisia witnessed its first democratic elections. These
elections resulted in the formation of a constituent
assembly, which was elected for the purpose of
drafting a new constitution for the country that was
passed on the 27th of January 2014. It has been
described as the most progressive constitution in the
Arab world (The Guardian 2014).
On another hand, many Tunisians have reported
a deterioration of their financial situation in all
income level groups. Thus, more pressure has been
placed by Tunisians on the government particularly
by the youths to improve public goods and services
mainly educational institutions in hope of ensuring
a smooth transition from adolescence to adulthood.
Unlike in many Western countries, Tunisian youth
remain in their parents’ home until they marry. This is
even more prevalent for females. Employment after
schooling during this period is crucial especially for
males to enable them to save money to cover marriage
expenditures and housing costs which are the main
costs endured by married couples especially in North
African countries (Boughzala 2013).

In addition to this regional inequality, the issue
of youth unemployment is a long way from being
solved. Young people aged between 15 and 30 years
and who represent about one third of the total labor
force, suffer from a high rate of unemployment of
about 30%. This rate is even more pronounced for
young graduates and females especially in the interior
regions of the country Boughzala (2013). The reason
for this very high rate of unemployment is mainly
due to a mismatch between the supply and demand Income and employment status have been designated
of labor: government failure to create jobs and as the principal determinants of overall wellbeing
(Clark & Shields 2008). It is important at this stage
1
Martin Seligman is an eminent American psychologist known
of the introduction to define this notion of wellbeing.
for his ‘learned helplessness’ theory.
2
Gini coefficient is a scale that ranges from 0 meaning perfect
MacKerron (2012) quoting a work elaborated by
equality to a 100 meaning perfect inequality within a same
country.

3

MENA: Middle East and North Africa region.
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Dolan et al. (2006), has distinguished five broad
ramifications for the word wellbeing which are
‘preference satisfaction, objective lists, flourishing,
hedonic and evaluative’. Throughout this paper, I
will use both terms ‘Subjective Wellbeing’ (SWB)
and ‘wellbeing’ interchangeably to refer to only two
main wellbeing concepts which are ‘happiness’ and
‘life satisfaction’. Numerous economists have used
the terms happiness and life satisfaction conversely
like Veenhoven (2000) while Kahneman and Deaton
(2010) separated the two concepts. Happiness or
affective wellbeing has more to do with emotional
wellbeing and the intensity of experiencing different
emotions like anger, joy, stress and laughter that make
an individual’s life agreeable or disagreeable. Life
satisfaction, on the other hand, translates thoughts
that people have about their overall life. Income and
Education are therefore more suspected to influence
life satisfaction whereas loneliness and smoking look
as if they affect happiness more.
Tunisians’ wellbeing reportedly plummeted two years
before the beginning of the uprising in 2008 (Clifton
& Morales 2011). Consequently, Tunisia which
used to rank on a highest ladder compared to other
MENA countries in terms of wellbeing was found at
the bottom of the same ladder in 2011. Wellbeing is
not just a byproduct of life satisfaction and happiness
determinants, but can also act as a moderator of
one’s behavior, emotion and cognition. It contributes
to fostering social contracts and motivating people.
While assessing GDP growth and other measures of
economic performance is important, recent literature
highlights the equal importance of tracking people’s
wellbeing and perceptions based on behavioral
Economics and Psychology.

with a growing conservative philosophy spreading
throughout the country (Tchaïcha & Arfaoui 2012).
Consequently, it would be useful to measure the effect
of these new challenges on young females’ wellbeing.
Finally, an attempt to discover the main determinants
of youth wellbeing across different regions may help
to suggest efficient policies for the diminishment of
tension within the country.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section
2 describes the Tunisia Household Survey on Youth in
Urban Areas (THSYUA) dataset, gives an overview of
the main differences between the regions and presents
characteristics of the sample analysed in this study.
Section 3 reviews the main results. The final section
suggests policy implications based on the results,
caveats of this study and thoughts on further research.
2. DATA & DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
2.1 Data
Tunisia’s territory is shared between 66.2% urban
areas against 33.8% rural, (INS 2012). The country
accounts for 24 governorates aggregated into seven
different administrative regions. In general, the North
West, the Middle West and the South West are referred
to as the interior part of the country whereas the Tunis
District, The North East, the Middle East and the
South East are referred to as the coastal regions.

The current paper uses a survey with information on
inequalities between people in the whole Tunisian
territory. It emanates from collaboration between
the following three entities, the Tunisian National
Statistical Office (INS), the General Commissariat
for Regional Development (CGDR), and the World
This paper seeks to add to the empirical evidence on Bank (WB).
the wellbeing literature. Studies on wellbeing in the
Arab World and more specifically on Tunisia have 2.2 Regions Characteristics
been fairly uncommon. Thus, there is fertile ground
for such an empirical investigation. This study will 7 million out of 10.6 million Tunisians (i.e. more
measure youth wellbeing across gender using fairly than two-thirds of the population) reside in the
recent data issued after the 2011 upraising. For a long country’s cities and towns. As previously mentioned,
time, Tunisian women have been regarded as the most the urbanization rate for the whole country is close
emancipated in the Arab Muslim world, (Tchaïcha to 62%. But this percentage varies a lot depending
& Arfaoui 2012). The Personal Status Code, which on areas. This is probably due to the natural
was promulgated in 1956 and considered to be the advantages for market access and trade for coastal
most liberal code in the region, granted Tunisian areas compared to the hinterlands. For instance, in
women numerous rights like forbidding polygamy the Tunis district almost 92% of the area is urbanized
and outlawing the husband unilateral repudiation compared to 33.3% in the Middle West. Also, the
(Tessler et al. 1978). Although women have actively overall population size differs, Tunis district accounts
contributed to the preliminary success of the so called for 23.2% of the overall population against only
‘Revolution for Dignity’, changes that followed 9.1% in the South East. Regarding socio economic
have brought new challenges for women, especially characteristics, Poverty rates also differ significantly
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between regions. They are three times higher in the 2.3 Key Variables
poorest regions: 9.1% in Tunis District against 25.7% 2.3.1 dependent variables
in the North West and 32.3% in the Middle West4 in
This study is looking at two dependent variables LS,
2010.
which stands for Life Satisfaction and Happiness.
Tunisia accounts for around 2.6 million households Both variables are ordinal in nature and are based
overall5 but they are not evenly allocated between on how the respondent answers the following two
regions. As an example, Tunis district comprises 621.4 questions: ‘Generally do you consider yourself
thousands households against only 214 thousands in unsatisfied, unsatisfied to some extent, satisfied to
the South East. The household composition remains some extent or very satisfied?’ and ‘Generally do you
approximately the same across regions. On average consider yourself unhappy, unhappy to some extent,
a Tunisian household is composed of four members, happy to some extent or very happy?’ The mutually
the parents and two children. With reference to exclusive responses are coded from 0 to 3, 0 being the
durable goods, some striking findings are worth to be lowest bound and 3 being the highest one. The sample
mentioned. Computers are only available in 25.7% is restricted to youths aged between 15 and 29 years.
of the overall Tunis district households against only
6.8% in the North West and a very modest 3% in the 2.3.2 explanatory variables
Middle West. Regarding Internet coverage, there are
also some disparities. There is about 28% Internet Many regressions’ specifications have been carried
coverage in Tunis district against only 7% in the out using information from the data and the most
relevant variables have been retained for the main
Middle West and 9.9% in the North West.
specifications’ models.
On the individual level, there are also many
observations to draw. Around 6.2% of the Total Covariates for the two models can be classified into
Tunisian GDP is allocated to education, which 3 main categories: individual, household and region
places the country on the 38th position worldwide6. specific variables. The individual variables, which add
Moreover, education is free in Tunisia and considered up to 17, contain personal characteristics variables
as one of the best in the Middle East and North like age, marital status, personality traits, trust
Africa. Despite these facts, illiteracy rates remain variables, education and health status variables. The
high especially among women in certain regions. As individual variables also include weekly activities like
a matter of fact, the North West region registers a rate religion, exercising, and spending time with friends
of illiteracy of 40.5% for females and the Middle West or on the Internet and socio economic variables like
a rate of 41.7%. For males, rates are relatively lower. employment status. In regards to household specific
variables, both main specifications include household
To conclude this part, it is important to note that size; wealth indicators and household log income.
disparities between regions are undeniable. Regions With reference to the last section, regions dummies
differ on the infrastructure, technology, human are added to the main models to capture their fixed
capital, demographics and natural characteristics effects. The covariates variables add up to 30 in total.
levels. Females living in the poorest regions are the
least fortuitous possibly because of social constraints 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
imposed on them by the society. Youths living in the
hinterlands of the country are also disadvantaged on 3.1 Results
all levels. Lack of opportunities is likely to affect
their overall wellbeing and their future aspirations. It Table 1 above displays the results from estimated
has also even produced a fertile ground for the rise Life Satisfaction (LS) and Happiness Models. Models
of extremism in these regions especially after the have been chosen after a battery of diagnosis to check
revolution, (Touhami 2014). The first and most urgent for their adequacy. Column 1 presents results for
priority for the development to be sustainable is not the pooled LS model; column 2 considers only male
to directly invest in projects in the disadvantageous individuals and column 3 considers only females
(same for the happiness model in the next three
regions but to nurture Tunisia’s human capital.
columns of the same table). This distinction has been
made to disentangle gender differences.
4
National Institute of Statistics, National Expenditure Survey,
Households consumption and living standards, 2010.
5
2692 thousands households ,according to the National Institute
of statistics, INS, 2011.
6
CIA World Factbook
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Table 1. Maximum Likelihood Estimates for Ordered Probit Models

Standard Ordered Probit Models
Variables List
LS Model
Happiness Model
Pooled
Males
Females
Pooled
Males
1
2
3
4
5
Individual specific variables
age
-0.06
-0.1
-0.05
-0.12
-0.28**
age2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01**
married
0.45***
-0.01
0.60***
0.51***
-0.01
male
-0.05
0
0
-0.14*
0
confident
0.51***
0.51***
0.47***
0.37***
0.47***
independent
0.32***
0.37***
0.32**
0.33***
0.29***
sociable
0.17*
0.16
0.17
0.24**
0.33**
timereligion
0.1
0.23**
-0.01
0.12*
0.21**
timeinternet
0.06
0.1
0
0.06
0
timephysiac
-0.04
0
-0.14
-0.03
0
timefriends
-0.01
-0.08
0.05
-0.01
-0.14
pastinc
0.18**
0.20*
0.18
0.18**
0.09
truststate
0.24***
0.18*
0.29***
0.19**
0.17
trustschool
0.06
-0.1
0.26**
0.17**
0.09
trustimams
0.1
0.08
0.14
-0.01
0.04
trusgovoff
0.24***
0.39***
0.12
0.13*
0.19*
satishealth
0.87***
0.82***
0.99***
0.71***
0.73***
inschool
0.27***
0.51***
0.08
0.1
0.38***
unemployed
-0.21***
-0.37***
-0.07
-0.12
-0.41***
Household specific variables
inhhinc
0.08*
-0.02
0.19**
0.11**
0.02
sizefamb
0.15**
0.09
0.25***
0.11*
0.06
dw_high
0.27***
0.34***
0.23**
0.17**
0.11
car
-0.06
-0.05
-0.09
0.23***
0.32***
computer
0.24***
0.17
0.36***
0.08
0.23**
Region specific variables
regNorth_East
0.02
0
0.07
-0.09
0.01
regNorth_West
-0.22**
-0.24
-0.18
-0.29***
-0.59***
regMiddle_East
-0.18**
-0.33***
-0.04
-0.08
-0.12
regMiddle_West
-0.23**
-0.19
-0.32**
-0.26**
-0.38**
regSouth_East
0.17
-0.11
regSouth_West
0.20*
0.12
0.04
-0.83
cut1
0.54
-0.32
cut2
2.16**
1.24
cut3
1686
795
N
0.112
0.119
pseudo R-sq
“* p <0.10 **p <0.05 ***p <0.01”
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0.31*
0.28*
0.85
1.35
3.08**
891
0.126

-0.01
-0.09
-1.01
-0.34
1.92**
1686
0.1

-0.30*
-0.18
-3.12**
-2.35*
-0.11
795
0.123

Females
6
0.01
0.00
0.63***
0
0.21
0.40***
0.17
0.02
0.15
-0.11
0.1
0.29***
0.22**
0.30**
-0.04
0.07
0.72***
-0.11
0.19
0.17**
0.21**
0.28***
0.13
-0.04
-0.2
-0.05
-0.1
-0.21
0.07
-0.05
0.64
1.24
3.62***
891
0.1
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3.1.1 discussion
Generally, the results provided in Table 1 are compatible
with findings in section 2 with some notable twists
reflecting characteristics peculiar to an Arab Muslim
society. Being a male has a negative impact on overall
happiness. Age does not appear to have a significant
influence on the wellbeing variables, potentially
because of the relatively small age gap in the sample.
Regarding gender differences in happiness, women
appear to enjoy greater happiness levels despite
the fact of being disadvantaged compared to young
males. This could potentially be explained by the fact
that young females in general are more optimistic
and have a better life balance than their counterparts.
This result is consistent with the literature as Plagnol
and Easterlin (2008) argued that women are likely to
report high happiness levels than male in their early
adult life. Young females are more likely to satisfy
their family aspiration and their need for material
goods than their counterparts according to the same
source. Additionally, being married appears to only
affect young females’ life satisfaction and happiness
positively. Although early marriage has declined in
most Arab countries and especially in Tunisia, it is still
considered a turning point in a bride’s life and a joyful
celebration for the whole family (Rashad et al. 2005).
The effect of marriage is maybe not as pronounced for
males due to the small percentage of married males in
the sample. Regarding personality traits, confidence
and independence emerge to positively affect both
genders’ life satisfaction and happiness, which is in
accordance with literature.

significant at the 1% level. Women have contributed
significantly to the ‘preliminary’ success of the
revolution because they effectively believed that
state institutions could be improved. Even during the
aftermath of the revolution, women took to the streets
along with men to defend their rights and the rights
of Tunisia’s future generations, especially when they
feared that Islamist led governments would roll back
their rights. Additionally, trust in schools is positive
and significant at a level of 5% but only for young
females. This finding could be explained by the
importance placed by girls on education. As outlined in
previous sections, female enrolment rates in all levels
have risen, translating a real hope for emancipation.
Moghadam (2003) affirms that young females
associate a better education with a higher social status,
a higher income and thus more economic freedom
vis-à-vis of husbands. Trust in government officials
in contrast, only affects males’ wellbeing positively.
This could be attributed to the monopolization of
political and administrative positions by the male
population. For instance, even though both genders
should be equally represented in the constituent
assembly, only 67 females have received seats out of
217 in total7. Comparable observations can be drawn
for the proportion of females’ participation in the
current government composition.

Living in big sized families composed of six members
or more, emerges to only affect women’s wellbeing
positively. Analogous findings are highlighted in
Oliva and Arranz (2005). According to Joseph (1994),
families are a core unit in Arab societies. Enjoying
solid inter-sibling exchanges and social support from
99% of Tunisia’s population is Sunni Muslim. older brothers and sisters could diminish the impact
Although, women on average reported spending of the patriarchal environment imposed by parents on
more time practicing religious activities during the their daughters.
week prior to the interview date religiosity appears to
only affect males’ happiness and LS positively. This On another hand, economic characteristics as expected,
finding contradicts Abdel-Khalek and Naceur (2007) affect both genders. However, remarkable results
research on Algeria when he reported that religiosity emerged to reflect characteristics idiosyncratic to an
contributed to increase wellbeing for women more Arab society. The negative effect of unemployment
than it did for men. A potential explanation of this result pushes young individuals back down the real line
is that religion for males facilitates social integration towards lower levels of LS categories. Males place
(Barakat 1993). In Arab Muslim communities, a high value on work. Having a decent job promotes
‘society is the soul of religion’ according to the same social integration and improves social status, which
source. Mosques in addition to being pious places, are are two important determinants for males’ satisfaction.
meeting points, especially for males, from all society Another hypothetical explanation for this result is that
classes.
males, in most cases, aspire to being breadwinners,
a position where the entire burden of the family is
Regarding trust variables, trust in state institutions placed on them. Rama (1998) demonstrated that the
happens to be positive and significant for both unemployment rate of households’ heads was as low
genders unlike Veenhoven (2000) findings. In Tunisia, as 1.4% in 1990 in Tunisia8. This percentage is minor
political as well as economic freedom mater for both 7 El Marsad website.
8
A more recent figure for households’ heads rate of
genders. For women, trust in state institutions is unemployment
is unfortunately not available to display.
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compared to first-time job seekers like graduate
students. Unemployment among graduates can be
considered as ‘voluntarily’ unemployment according
to the author because young individuals take advantage
of their family support to wait for the right job
opening, while rejecting existing work opportunities
that are not very attractive. In contrast, households’
heads feel that they have the responsibility to feed and
take care of their families and accept even the least
rewarding jobs.
While unemployment emerges to have a strong
negative effect on young males, the effect of
unemployment on young females does not appear
to be a strong determinant of their wellbeing.
Contrary to this finding however, income appears
to only affect young women wellbeing positively.
This can be explained by the fact that a majority of
Tunisian women manage the household budget and
expenditures. Having an additional income would
therefore increase their overall wellbeing. Also an
increase in relative income (i.e. current household
income relative to past incomes) affects positively
the young individual overall wellbeing. The effect
is even more pronounced for the females’ happiness
model. Additionally, wealth related variables like
living in a high quality habitat appears to also affect
wellbeing positively. This result is again in line with
a previous work elaborated by Cummins (2000). The
authors provided evidence that money actually buys
happiness by comparing rich and poor individuals.
Regarding the regions’ dummies for the LS model,
the results suggest that on average and ceteris paribus,
the North West, the Middle East and the Middle West
regions of the country place an average youth further
down the real line compared to the base group, which
is Tunis district in the case of these models. Although
the results for the North and the Middle West were
expected, the negative effect of living in the Middle
East on LS was not anticipated as this region is
considered among the most developed regions of the
country. This result could potentially be explained by
the increase of youth migration from the western parts
in search for work in the Middle East region, which
provides better employment opportunities. Youths
living in the Middle East region feel maybe that these
migrants compete with them to get jobs.

potential and empower the youths by investing in
human capital
The overall wellbeing of a country can no longer be
isolated from that of its younger population. Using
a rich dataset from Urban Tunisia issued after the
2011 Revolution, this paper studied the determinants
of wellbeing among youth across gender and regions
with a particular emphasis on social and economic
variables trust in different institutions, religiosity and
personality traits. In accordance with the literature
on SWB in the Economics field, this study has used
an Ordered Probit model to measure both youth
life satisfaction and happiness. While most of the
studies in the literature do not attempt to disentangle
differences between the two concepts and instead
using them interchangeably, this study was able to
measure both their determinants separately. Although
different effects were expected, the covariates have
shown similar effects for both the happiness and the
life satisfaction models. This result goes along with
Blanchflower and Oswald (2004) when measuring
these two concepts for the UK and the USA.
While the results are for the most part in accordance
with existing literature, there are some twists reflecting
specificities distinctive to an Arab Muslim society.
On the individual level, Tunisian young females
reported on average higher levels of happiness than
males despite the patriarchal composition of the
society. Religiosity happens to affect positively males
while marriage on the other hand was reported as a
potent determinant of females’ wellbeing. The effect
of marriage for males is maybe not as pronounced due
to the low percentage of married males in the sample.
Additionally enjoying good health appears to be a
very important determinant for overall wellbeing for
both genders. Personality traits as well are found to
positively affect both genders with sociability being
only significant for males’ happiness. This again
translates the patriarchal nature of the Tunisian society.
Tunisian educators, reformers and psychologists must
take into account the multidimensional nature of the
SWB predictors and be aware of the implications of
wellbeing for positive development and good mental
health.

4. CONCLUSION

Household relative and absolute income have emerged
as a strong predictor of overall wellbeing especially for
The revolution, triggered by Tunisian youths in 2011, women. As income increases, the level of wellbeing
succeeded in bringing down dictatorship peacefully. improves systematically. This implicitly stresses the
This demonstrates the power the youths possess to importance of employment as a sustainable source of
positively benefit the country. It has therefore become revenue. It also emphasizes on the government and
imperative for policy makers to recognize this huge
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Al-Qudsi, S. S. (1998). Labour participation
the private sector roles to create and secure jobs for •
of Arab women: estimates of the fertility to labour
the thousands of unemployed Tunisian graduates.

Trust in state institutions as well, is a strong predictor
of wellbeing translating into a real desire of youths
for institutional improvements. Consequently, today’s
government should foster youth civic engagement
and involve the younger population in planning
development reforms by creating suitable platforms
for youths that enable them to become proactive
players in their respective regions. The government
should also be cognizant of the importance of the
decision taken as they have direct impact on youth
trust. Any decision reflected poorly can cause a loss
in youth confidence and can lead to the emergence of
new conflicts.
Additionally, it was clearly noticed throughout the
paper that the North and the Middle West regions have
reported lower levels of wellbeing due to low levels
of development in these specific regions compared
to their counterparts. However, contrary to what was
expected, the southern part of the country has reported
positive levels of life satisfaction among females.
Further investigation of potential explanations of this
finding could be part of an agenda for future research.
Although the main specifications have given relatively
reasonable results, there are some caveats that need
to be mentioned. First, data only included urban
areas in Tunisia. Excluding rural areas restricted
the sample to only youths living in the country’s
towns and cities. Although rural areas only account
for one third of the country, their inclusion would
have explained even more differences in wellbeing
across the country and would have allowed for a total
representation of the youth population. In addition,
although the THSYUA dataset has covered many
important variables, it didn’t include an extensive
array of objective measures of education, health and
consumption of cultural products, which are strong
determinants of youth wellbeing. There is therefore a
potential omitted variable bias affecting the models’
specifications. However this does not in any way
undermine the importance of the study findings and
it provides a good foundation for future research to
build on.
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The Role of Mobility in Overcoming Labour Market Obstacles after the
Financial Crisis
Elena Alcalde Peñalver, Ph.D.
Lecturer, University of Burgos, Spain
1. INTRODUCTION

To improve the human resource potential of a country,
investment in education and training is considered
We live in a globalized world in which importance key by the European Union, as stated in the Council
is increasingly being given to the ability to of Europe’s Education and Training 2010 program:
communicate in two or more languages. This opens
new doors to different opportunities for personal ‘Human resources are the main asset of the European
mobility, employment, education, and access to Union. They are fundamental for the creation and
information. Accordingly, the Spanish government’s transmission of knowledge and a determining
Comprehensive Program for Learning Foreign factor of the innovation potential of each society.
Languages argues that, in order to achieve its planned Investment in education and training is a key factor of
objectives, it is necessary to raise awareness of the competitiveness, sustainable growth and employment
importance of learning foreign languages (Spanish of the Union.’
Ministry of Education 2010).
Explained in this manner, the training of human
We consider it appropriate to begin our paper with capital is related to the fulfilment of economic
a reference to the theory of human capital (2003/C objectives, such as reducing unemployment or social
295/05):
inequality. As part of this training, as we will explain
later, learning foreign languages is key.
‘Human capital is a strategic resource for the overall
development of Europe as well as for the development 2. THE CONCEPT OF COMPETENCE
of the education and training policies of the Member
States. Therefore, they should aim to enhance the The concept of competence in education is becoming
personality of each individual throughout their life increasingly important in the current analytic discourse
and to achieve greater citizen participation in terms of employability. This association of the concepts
of social cohesion and economic development.’
of competence and employability establishes a link
between education and the labor market (Huertas
‘(...) The objectives defined in the policies of 2013, p. 19). Thus, in this new educational paradigm
education and training take into consideration within the European Higher Education Area (EHEA),
as one of their main purposes the harmonious Calvo (2005, p. 14, 2009, p. 150) sees the connection
development of young people to become self- between professional profiles, learning objectives,
confident, responsible, and cultivated citizens. They and competencies as a cyclical conception that relates
are increasingly complemented with economic and the various activities present or necessary in society
labor policies in order to combine social cohesion and training.
and competitiveness.’
The Framework Document on Spanish University
As we can see, the theory of human capital is related System Integration in the EHEA (MECD 2003, p. 7)
to the principle of continuous education that prevails states :
in the 21st century. Today, the idea of maintaining just
one professional career throughout life is no longer ‘The training objectives of the official teaching
taken for granted. Still, in some countries like Spain, programs at an undergraduate level will generally
this situation prevails, because working conditions be undertaken with a professional approach, that is
in the public sector are far better than in the private to say, they should provide university level training
sector at a quantitative as well as qualitative level. in which core generic skills, transversal skills related
Thus, many young people who do not want to live to the comprehensive training of people, and more
and work in another country opt to take the qualifying specific skills enabling professional guidance are
exam for civil service employment, where working harmoniously integrated to enable graduates adapt
conditions will usually be better than at a private firm. to the labor market.’
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‘Competencies’ are the basic elements on which
professional qualification profiles have been analysed.
The contents of the programs must be aimed at
developing basic competencies at the undergraduate
level. Subsequently, postgraduate training allows for
more advanced specialization and mastery of skills
required by the academic and professional profiles of
these advanced degrees (Valencia 2006, 9).

knowledge and necessary skills for the job market as
well as skills aimed at training the student at a more
general level. The challenge for lecturers is how to
combine the methodology of the class so that English
moves from being a subject imposed on students in the
education system to considering it a communication
tool that is naturally acquired during their training.

3. CHANGES IN THE EDUCATIONAL
Regarding the debate on the approach that education SYSTEM IN SPAIN
should follow, Gros (1995, p. 187) states:
In relation to the above-mentioned aspects, some
‘We should not be interested only in training individuals changes have been implemented in the curriculum of
to enter the labor market. Instead, we should promote Spanish schools. Spain remains among the countries
the full development of the individual in society. Higher with one of the lowest levels of foreign language
education aims to provide comprehensive training to proficiency. According to data from the 2015 English
individuals so that they have sufficient resources for Proficiency Index (EPI), the countries of northern
their permanent development throughout life.’
Europe had the highest English proficiency levels,
whereas Spain was ranked number 23 within the bloc
It is within this framework that we consider it of countries with ‘moderate proficiency.’ Among
necessary to implement changes so that students no European nations, only Italy and France lagged
longer consider languages something that they “must” behind. Nevertheless, the ‘theory’ stated in the law
learn in order to enter the labor market— that is to of the Spanish education system from 2013 does
say, something imposed by the system—but rather, give importance to foreign language proficiency as
as a communication tool. In fact, if we consider the summarized below:
competencies that appear in the teaching guide of
an English course currently taught at the University Proficiency in a second or even a third foreign
of Burgos in Spain, we observe that the curriculum language has become a priority in education as a
takes into account the full development of the student result of globalization. However, it remains one of
as well as the acquisition of knowledge that enables our education system’s principal shortcomings. The
mastery of the language needed for the student’s European Union sets the promotion of multilingualism
profession. These competencies are:
as an essential objective for the construction of
the European project. The law strongly supports
Competencies English language 2, Education Degree, multilingualism, redoubling efforts to ensure that
and English Mention:
students are fluent in at least a primary foreign
language, whose level of listening and reading
- Students will be able apply their knowledge of comprehension and oral and written expression
English to their profession and will possess the is crucial to promoting employability and career
competencies typically demonstrated when defending ambitions. Therefore, we are strongly committed to
arguments and solving problems within their field of the incorporation of a second foreign language in the
study.
curriculum.
- Capacity for analysis and synthesis.
- Ability to manage information.
Taking this situation into account, it should be noted
- Teamwork.
that for several years in Spain the emphasis has been
- Critical Thinking.
on the need to improve language proficiency through
- Autonomous Learning.
what has been called ‘bilingual centers’ in public
- Creativity.
schools. However, these initiatives have been largely
- English communication skills involved in the unsuccessful due to teachers’ poor training. As Marias
exercise of the profession.
(2015) states, ‘these teachers have a poor knowledge
- Development of the ability to express themselves of the language, they usually have a heavy accent,
orally and in writing in a foreign language (B2 is the or they ignore the pronunciation of different words,
minimum level required).
grammar, and syntax and tend to merely imitate
Spanish language structure.’ It is very important that
We observe that this list of skills applicable to a teachers be up to date both in education and in their
particular subject is an example of the combination of professional fields in order to train their students on
182
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the basis of a set of previously defined competencies
and learning outcomes (González & Wagenaar 2003,
p. 50). Therefore, much more than just a simple
language proficiency certificate should be required
to teach foreign languages in public school. If we do
not ensure the successful preparation and training of
foreign language instructors, students will not be able
to achieve the communicative competencies indicated
by law.

Spain has a fairly low cost compared to other countries
such as the UK or the US could be influential, since
in some cases students seem to take more seriously
the courses for which they pay the most. On the other
hand, it could be because more importance is being
given to the practical usefulness of what is learned
to integrate it into the labour market, which is in line
with the statements of Yorke and Knight (2006, p. 4),
who write that ‘success will depend upon the extent
to which students see a ‘pay-off’ for the effort they
put in.’ This would relate to the quality of university
level language teaching, which is perhaps not entirely
focused on improving necessary language skills to be
able to successfully confront different communicative
situations.

For years, one of the European Union’s main
prioritieshas been for university policies to encourage
teacher training through exchange programs such
as Erasmus+, SUD-EU and other such programs at
national and regional levels. These programs provide
funding to conduct research or complete language
residencies at other universities or schools within 5. HOW SHOULD WE TEACH LANGUAGES?
Europe or other continents. We will discuss these
initiatives in more detail later on.
Given the new requirements imposed by the EHEA
for higher education, we believe that the following
4. TRAINING AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL.
objectives are essential to learning modern languages:
WHY IS IT NOT ENOUGH?
- From a communicative point of view, the student
Given the current economic environment, should be able to understand and produce speech acts
professionalization is one of the key features of that are appropriate to the communicative intention
university level training, since society shows great and the situation in which they are produced. When
interest in the relationship between university we talk about communicative competence the most
education and integration into the labor market. We important aspects are the adequacy and efficiency in
often hear professors and employers state that there is a the speech act (Berenguer 1996).
major disconnect between these two groups, resulting
in a large gap between what is required from workers - Create working situations that resemble as faithfully
and the preparation they receive before entering the as possible real communication situations for the
labor market. The cause of this has traditionally been student to feel that what they are working on can be
rooted in a lack of communication between universities applied outside the classroom.
and companies. Therefore, the need to promote
greater communication between governments, higher - Propose a specific sequence for the teaching of
education institutions, and employers constitutes a modern languages with different themes that progress
fundamental basis for conducting reforms (London according to the level of specialization and which
Communiqué 2007, p. 5).
in turn incorporate the elements learned in previous
units. This will help students assimilate the contents
This gap between university education and labor through repetition and the incorporation of different
market needs has made many university students communication situations.
increasingly opt for supplementary coursework to
help them acquire needed skills, causing a progressive - Emphasize cooperative work as a learning philosophy
commodification of education and increased costs that is based on the joint efforts of students who build
for students (Brunet & Belzunegui 2003). In order their own learning experience in a social and real
to illustrate this, and from my personal experience, context (Tsokaktsidu 2005). Numerous studies have
although students may have taken English classes in already demonstrated the effectiveness of cooperative
college, they still choose to learn English in private learning in terms of improving student achievement,
schools because they do not consider themselves motivation for learning, and a sense of responsibility
sufficiently prepared with the skills learned in higher (Diaz Aguado 2003).
education.
- Encourage self-learning on the basis of teamwork.
One could envision the reasons for this situation. On This way, students will become aware of their own
the one hand, the fact that university education in limitations, decide their own pace of work and will
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be responsible for their own learning (Berenguer
1996). This will allow students to continue practicing
with their workgroup outside the classroom to work
on those aspects that may have not been completely
assimilated.
- To develop communication skills, increase
participation and coordination between groups and
thus facilitate motivation, self-esteem, and support
among students.
6. THE ROLE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

would have had either a training or educational
experience abroad. In the latest report called
Implementation of the Bologna Process (2015),
more updated information was presented, including
an increase in the percentage of young people with
experience in several countries. Although there is
still insufficient data to demonstrate compliance
with the target set for 2020, the current data mainly
shows that most countries in the Bologna Process
have experienced a rate of incoming and outgoing
participants in mobility programs in the territory of the
EHEA at or approximately 10%, with more than half
of the countries presenting rates below 5%. The main
obstacles to mobility remain bureaucratic obstacles
and lack of funding and recognition of study periods
abroad. Both students and staff agree that quality is
more important than quantity and that more should be
done to invest in information systems and control of
learning experiences.

Mobility of staff, students, and graduates is one of
the core elements of the Bologna Process, creating
opportunities for personal growth, developing
international cooperation between individuals and
institutions, enhancing the quality of higher education
and research, and giving substance to the European
dimension (London Communiqué 2007). Therefore,
the European Union has served a very important role The Erasmus Impact Study commissioned by the
in enhancing mobility programs.
European Commission in 2014, underscored the
tremendous benefits of the Erasmus program. One
First of all, experiences that all Europeans share of the great effects of Erasmus mobility has been the
include the continent’s history and a unified interest impact this has had on the dissemination and learning
in sharing power, improving production, and sharing of the most important European languages. The
common experiences based on a solid foundation of lingua franca remains English, with 67% of students
knowledge. This has been one of the main causes reporting that classes at their host universities were
of European society’s push to reorient educational taught in this language. Additionally, this study
processes and make their system more competitive highlights that since the beginning of the Erasmus
(Pérez 2015).
program, more than 3 million students and more
than 300,000 teachers and other university staff have
The European Union, through its various agencies benefited from this mobility program.
(European Parliament, Council of the European Union
and European Commission), has created various If, apart from these data, we consider other studies
commissions to develop strategies and mechanisms such as EURODATA Student Mobility in European
for academia, such as the Committee on Culture Higher Education, ERASMUS statistics, the Flash
and Education of the European Parliament, which Eurobarometer reports, and the study “Mapping
is responsiblefor coordinating the EU’s educational Mobility in European Higher Education,” funded by
policies such as the Erasmus program. The Council the European Union, it is clear that the experience
of the European Union, through its Education, Youth, of academic mobility of European students not only
Culture and Sports Council, promotes student and enriches their professional and academic life, but also
faculty mobility. It is also important to note the work improves the acquisition of a second language as
of the European Commission, through the agency well as their intercultural skills. In addition, after the
of Education, which focuses on the development of completion of an Erasmus stay, different studies have
education systems. Thus, the European Commission demonstrated that academic mobility experiences
makes annual investments in academic exchange increased the employment chances of 52% of
programs through the Erasmus+ program.
participants.
Despite these efforts, a decade after the Bologna
process began, the 2009 Leuven and Louvain-laNeuve Communiqué stated that, although the results
were satisfactory, not all objectives had developed to
the same level. The report projected that by 2020 at
least 20% of the European population with a degree
184

7. CONCLUSIONS
The European Union cannot impose a common
education policy for all member states, however,
the various forums organized for the exchange of
ideas between institutions in different countries
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and other similar initiatives have contributed to the
establishment of principal courses of action (Madrid
2007). In this regard, we believe that exchange
programs of the European Union should be key
initiatives to encourage foreign language learning
and networking for both instructors and students.
It is clear that the learning of foreign languages is
emphasized in European laws, initiatives, and treaties
both at national and European levels, but there is still
a long way to go.
In conclusion, it is common to hear that mobility
enhances cultural and communication skills and
that it is highly valued by employers. The financial
crisis and lack of professional opportunities for many
people around the world have made many of us begin
thinking of mobility as something more than just
traveling to another country to learn its culture and
language. We consider that mobility should not just
be an option to be considered, but rather, expected
of any student, educator, researcher or professional.
Thus, we consider that increasing mobility will result
in the development of professionals with global
perspectives that will understand each other better
and see opportunities where others see boundaries.
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What is the Role of Education in Plato’s City State, and Why Does It Lead
to Censorship? Is the Censorship in Plato’s City State Justified?
Alexandra White
Student, University of Hertforshire, United Kingdom
1.INTRODUCTION
This essay will explain the different roles education
has in Plato’s city state, and also why most of them
lead to censorship. The first and second paragraph
explain why education is vital to Plato’s city state,
and this is because it teaches the guardian’s the type
of nature they should have and also keeps their souls
healthy. The third and fourth paragraph are concerned
with the negative impact of misrepresentation of
heroes and gods and the reason why filtering what
stories are told will lead to censorship. Another
point I go on to make is about the physical training
of the guardians mixed with them reading poetry
and listening to music, and why I do not think it is
justified to put restraints on how much one can train
or read. My last paragraph will discuss the impacts of
sexual intercourse, overeating and binge drinking on
the guardians and why it must be censored in order
to help them fulfil their duties to the city state. I will
agree that the censoring of overeating and binge
drinking is justified; however I will disagree with the
censoring of sexual intercourse. Eventually, I will
conclude that the overall censorship of the city state
is unjustified as it does not allow people to express
their individuality and treats everyone like they are
machines. I will criticise Plato for not giving us a full
picture of his society, as he seems to be focused on the
role of education amongst the guardians, but neglects
to tell us about the education of other members of his
city state, such as the workers.
II. THE ROLE OF EDUCATION IN PLATO’S
CITY STATE
The role of education in Plato’s city state is to allow
the guardians to develop the correct balance between
being gentle and being tough. Plato states that the city
state cannot rely on people’s own natures, so they
must be educated so that they can develop all of the
right qualities to be just.

guardians should guard. The people in the city state
should stay doing what they are inclined to do and all
will be well. The role of education in Plato’s city state
is not only to maintain this justice, but also education
is seen as a positive thing as it keeps the inhabitants’
souls healthy. Without education, the people in the city
state would have unhealthy souls, as they would not
have been able to develop wisdom which is one of the
key virtues to keeping the soul just. They would not
have been able to develop wisdom, as wisdom is good
judgement in your reason, and without education, they
would be unable to make just decisions and therefore
they would not have good judgement.
Education leading to censorship comes into this when
Plato tries to filter what the guardians will learn, in
order to make them just people. An example of the
guardians’ learning being filtered comes from this
quote, from the Republic, ‘our first business is to
supervise the production of stories, and choose only
those we think suitable, and reject the rest. We shall
persuade mothers and nurses to tell our chosen
stories to their children, and by means of them to
mould their minds and characters’ (377b–c).1 He
uses the example of stories about heroes and God
and the misrepresentation of both of their natures and
he states ‘contrary to the poets’ claims, gods/heroes
did not do harm, change shape, lie’ (377 e).2 I would
say this is pretty obviously because he does not want
the young guardians to look up to heroes or gods and
think that it is acceptable to do harm or lie because
their role models do. However, this does lead to
censorship as it means that the people of the city state
will not be able to repeat certain stories, which they
may want to tell. Proof of this is in the Republic when
Socrates states his issues with the tale of Cronos, the
states, such tales ‘shall not be repeated in our state’
(378b).3 In this specific situation, I believe that Plato
is justified for censoring negative portrayals of the
God’s as it would be bad to have young guardians
look up to bad role models if they are meant to be
guarding the state. It could lead to them learning to
do bad things, such as lying or stealing. He is not
censoring stories about heroes and gods in general, he

Plato locates justice on a wide scale, in his city state,
before he locates it in the individual, as according to
him, it is easier to comprehend justice on a bigger 1 Plato, G. R. F Ferrari and Tom Griffith. The Republic.
Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 2000. Print. (377b-c)
scale. Justice is maintained by the individuals who 2 Plato, G. R. F Ferrari and Tom Griffith. The Republic.
inhabit the city doing the roles that they are best suited Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 2000. Print. (377e)
3
Plato, G. R. F Ferrari and Tom Griffith. The Republic.
for, for example the farmers should farm and the Cambridge.
Cambridge University Press, 2000. Print. (377b)
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just wants the ones which are told to be stories which
represent them as good, he states, ‘of our laws laying
down the principles which those who write or speak
about the gods must follow, one would be this: God is
the cause, not of all things, but only of good’ (380c)4.
But alternatively, censoring the stories that people can
tell, and thus the stories that people believe, turns the
people of the city state into robots who all think alike
and a variation of opinions is not necessarily a bad
thing. Censoring this will not allow people to form
their own views as their views will be being formed
through a filter of what Plato wants them to believe.
Plato did not want the guardians to fear death because
they might be in situations where they are needed to go
to war against another state, so they need to be brave.
He also did not want them to fear death, as if they
feared death they may feel pity towards their enemies
after killing them, or alternatively, if a guardian from
Plato’s city state dies, the other guardians would need
to remain focused, thus they should not be mourning.
As a result of all of this, he did not want heroes and
gods to be represented as fearing death and he also did
not want Hades, the underworld, to be misrepresented
as a bad place which the people in the city state should
fear. A quote from the Republic which shows this is,
‘we shall prevent (mothers and nurses) blaspheming
the gods and making cowards of their children’
(381e).5 This leads to censorship, as again, it puts a
restraint on the stories people can tell, as it might lead
to misrepresentations. In this situation, I do not think
Plato is justified in making the guardians immunized
to a fear of death. I think this because I believe people
should be able to mourn loved ones passing. I do not
think it would be much different in Plato’s city state,
as death is not necessarily represented as bad here –
some people believe you get a promise of an afterlife
and they are still upset at the passing of a loved one.
Another role of education, which I have discussed
briefly is that it allows people to be fit for their
assigned social roles, Plato states; ‘a purpose of
education is to create a balance, a harmonious state
where the workers are to be trained to obey their
masters and offer important economic services to the
state.’ It prepares the philosophers to rule, as it gives
them a better understanding of the difference between
the intelligible world and the visible world, thus the
knowledge to decipher appearance and reality. It also
allows for the physical training of the guardians. The
physical training of the guardians must be balanced
with them reading poetry and listening to music, as
if they engage in too much physical training, they
Plato, G. R. F Ferrari and Tom Griffith. The Republic.
Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 2000. Print. (380c)
5
Plato, G. R. F Ferrari and Tom Griffith. The Republic.
Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 2000. Print. (381e)
4
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will become too aggressive, whereas if they listen
to too much music and read too much poetry, they
will become soft. This again, in a way, leads to more
censorship. They would be limited on how much
poetry they are allowed to read and how much music
they are allowed to listen to. He also states that
certain music styles will have a negative impact on
the guardian’s character, so certain types of music
need to be censored as well. I do not think this is
justified as listening to music and reading poetry does
not make someone too soft, it will just make them
more knowledgeable of that which they are reading or
listening to. Similarly, training will just lead to them
becoming better at whatever it is they are practicing.
I believe that Socrates goes too far in this respect,
as if you start putting restraints on what people can
do or what they can listen to, you are essentially
taking away their basic human rights and controlling
them. With the other censorships I have previously
discussed, such as the misrepresentation of the gods,
I can see why he would want to put restraints on bad
stories being told, however, I believe this restraint is
unnecessary and unjustified.
The final point that I will go on to discuss is the
censorship of sex as a way of practising self-control.
Plato also uses the examples of over-eating and binge
drinking as forms of a lack of self-control. This does
not really overlap with the role of education that much,
but it could be argued that if you are taught the correct
virtues, you will have a good judgement and will just
naturally understand why giving in to temptation can
promote a lack of self-restraint. However, Plato’s
mouthpiece, Socrates states that the topic of erotic
love would be acceptable in a discussion of education,
so in this respect, it fits into education, but maybe not
so much the role of education.
Plato saw sexual intercourse as necessary for producing
the next generation, but not necessary in any other
way as it serves no useful end, other than giving the
couple engaging in sex pleasure. If this is the case,
it would also mean that homosexual relationships
would be forbidden, as they only serve to pleasure,
as you cannot procreate if you are homosexual. The
aims you set out to fulfil are key to the health of your
soul, and in this respect, being homosexual is not
an aim that you can fulfil anything with, due to the
fact you would be unable to procreate. This would
be censoring when and if the people of the city can
have sexual intercourse, it would be only when they
want to procreate or if they can procreate. I do not
agree with the censoring of this as it would prevent
people from making deeper connections and also be
removing people’s right to choose how they want to
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live their life and it would also go against one of the
basic human rights - that you should be able to make
your own decisions on the way you want to live your
life. Although I disagree with this censorship, I can
see why Plato would want to censor this, as if people
fall in love or are seduced, it may lead to them being
distracted, particularly if it is when the guardians are
at war, it may lead to them being unable to guard the
city state. Also, it would probably be beneficial if the
guardians were not driven by their sexual desires and
instead, practised having self-control. I do not think
the censorship of overeating or binge drinking is a
bad thing as it is in the interest of the guardians to
have self-control when consuming these things. If the
guardians overeat, they will become unfit, thus they
will be unable to fulfil their duty to the city state. If
the guardians binge drink, it can lead to ill health, and
also can lead to them having bad judgement, as you
do not think clearly when you are under the influence
of alcohol. Censoring overeating and binge drinking
would be acceptable as these two things have more of
the capacity to be detrimental to the guardians career,
however I do not agree with the censoring of sexual
intercourse. The main reason that I do not believe this
censorship is justified is purely because of the fact it
is very unlikely that men will be seduced at war, thus
the need for this censorship is essentially useless and
it only takes away a pleasure from people, with no
real ends.
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In conclusion, I believe that overall, the censorship in
Plato’s state is unjustified. This is because, regardless
of whether or not there are censorings on certain
materials, people will still go against what rules are set
out for them in order to feel like they have freedom.
In Plato’s city state, the people are all controlled like
machines and what they are allowed to learn is at the
hands of the rulers, thus I do not think they will lead
happy lives. They will not be able to express their
individuality through certain types of music or poetry,
which I also think is a negative thing as it is good to
have a mixture of people in society. Also, Plato seems
very concerned with the role of education amongst the
guardians, but seems to neglect to give us a picture of
the workers and other members of his society. Thus, I
feel like he neglects to give us a full picture of the city
state and the role of education for those who are not
guardians. To elaborate, the workers will probably
not have to take part in some form of military training
to gain strength, so will certain music be censored for
them also? It is not clear how all of this censorship
will impact society as a whole, but as it stands, I do
not think the concept of a fever city could ever be put
into place and work.
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ABSTRACT
My objective is to discuss the issue of the lack of
European awareness regarding the African continent,
the birthplace of humanity, and the ethnocentricity
which dominates the field of European academia.
This attitude reflects the high self-interest of
European society not only at home, but also in those
places where it has extended its power. To this end, I
will analyze and revise the history courses offered at
Spanish universities in order to see precisely which
ones offer education in the history of other continents
in general and particularly in the case of Africa.
Essential to this study is the knowledge of whether
these courses are optional or obligatory. Connecting
this academic context with European colonial history
could well prove key to helping deconstruct false
notions currently held about Western history being
representative of world history.
1. EUROCENTRISM, IGNORANCE AND THE
IMAGINING OF THE OTHER
Ethnocentrism entails a belief that the parameters and
values defining a particular culture are qualitatively
superior to any other. All cultures, in one way or
another, tend both to exert some influence over others
and to attempt to perpetuate themselves, although it
would be unfair to argue that they all do this in the
same way. If, as Silverstone (2010) claims, it is true
that no identity can exist in the absence of a series of
oppositions, it is also true that the historical events
and processes that have defined Europe to date help
to explain why Eurocentrism should have become
one of the most exclusive systems of thought in the
world. One such event in particular is undoubtedly
the colonization of the Americas, for it is particularly
at this point in time that European experience and
outlook become transformed into a global vision in
which not only are indigenous peoples considered
primitive, ignorant and inferior, but so too is their
way of looking at the world (Dussel 1992). Indeed,
the concept of ‘discovery’ soon triumphs over that of
‘conquest’ in the conceptual mappings of European
language, thus denying indigenous peoples, ‘the
other’, any vestige of protagonism as shapers of
human history.
190

Academically speaking, Eurocentric thought has
been a manifest part, one way or another, of both
the social sciences and the humanities throughout
modernity and the history of contemporary Europe.
Examples may be found in the explicit racism of
certain strands of physical anthropology, which
attempted to justify Western exploitation in the world
by claiming a physical hierarchy between human
groups – whether through the measuring of skulls
or through the theorising of the origin of foreign
cultures’ mythologies. Both history and philosophy
are also illustrative in this regard. Hegel’s Lectures on
the Philosophy of World History of 1837 (Hegel 1837)
is an obvious example. Without a second thought,
Hegel posits that the experiences of Africa and
America lie outside history. Specifically in the case
of Africa, Hegel unhesitatingly asserts a lack of the
continent’s historical interest, the complete absence
of any technological contribution, and the barbarism
of the way of life there. Such an ideology – while
now possibly obsolete – is still clearly reflected in
basic notions such as a division of Ancient, Medieval,
Modern and Contemporary History which fails to
take into account the timelines of Asia, Africa or
Latin America: at the very least a sign of the minimal
level of empathy towards other modes of viewing the
world and a reflection of the hegemonic character of
Western discourse.
As Edward Said (1996) has stated, this cultural battle
by the West, one which employs notions and images
of the ‘other’ rather than soldiers and canons, is also
key to understanding Western culture. In this context,
rationalism is seen as European heritage, the product
of a system of thought which places Europe at the
centre of World History, implying a definition of the
periphery which in turn explains the very definition
of European and Western culture itself (Dussel 2001).
Such self-definitions retain at times a clearly racist
character. Africa, for example, is not only considered
part of this periphery; the sense of otherness is
racialized, and ‘is now both African and ‘Negro’, the
latter being a necessary oppositional stereotype for
the con- structing of white identities’ (Henry, p.139)
In terms of Western portrayals of Africa, I would
like to make reference to the work of Antoni Castel,
Malas noticias de África (2008). Castel, by compiling
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the conclusions of different authors’ writings from
the second half of the 20th century, shows how the
negative image projected onto Africa in the West is
also one which concerns our own definition of self.
Here, Africa is presented as a place of disasters, of
economic helplessness, of tribal conflicts based on
primitive, irrational hatreds: it is a land in the thrall
of religions and dictatorships. The underlying idea,
however, is nothing less than that of a stable and
peaceful West, composed of diverse and complex
societies with democratic rule and popular sovereignty,
whose religion and the state are separated and whose
economic power allows for charitable intervention
in Africa’s problems. As such, Western violence,
xenophobia and racism are hidden from sight
together with the ever-widening gap in inequality,
our shameful involvement in local conflicts, our
unequal commercial relations with Africa, or the use
of programs such as Official Development Assistance
(ODA) as political tools in Western foreign policy.
2. THE INVISIBILIZATION OF AFRICAN
HISTORY – A BRIEF LOOK AT THE
SITUATION IN SPAIN
These portrayals of Africa in the West are not
necessarily ones that have been clearly thought out;
rather they have undergone continual distortion
throughout our history. Yet the result is that Africa
is nowadays seen as ‘helpless, a fugitive in search
of economic help and protection […], either from
Europe or from the U.S.’ (Iniesta 2006, p.11). In order
to understand this, we need to look back at the history
of relations between Europe and Africa. For Cheikh
Anta Diop (2012), for example, recognising the
links between Europe’s technical superiority and its
economic need for the exploitation and enslavement
of black Africans is key to understanding the Western
need to distort images of African abilities and morals.
Such a contemptuous relationship, however, in no way
impeded the commandeering of African resources, an
appropriation which continues to this day. This is a
relationship characterised both by ignorance of and
prejudice towards blacks which dates back to ancient
times and which reached the peak of its cynicism
in the idea of ‘the white man’s duty’, the perceived
need to colonise Africa and educate its people to the
same cultural standards as elsewhere. Here the double
standard is evident, as Western interests are masked by
a call to moral decency and responsibility; something
very evident in the verses of Rudyard Kipling’s
poem, The White Man’s Burden (1899). The poem,
while it refers specifically to the situation of the North
Americans in the Philippines, clearly reflects the way
of thinking of a large part of Western society:

Take up the White Man’s burden,
The savage wars of peace Fill full the mouth of Famine
And bid the sickness cease;
And when your goal is nearest
The end for others sought,
Watch sloth and heathen Folly
Bring all your hopes to nought.
As contact between the West and Africa became
closer, such stigmas became more and more present
in Western discourse. Through an association of the
concepts African and savage, Africa was portrayed
in a supposed state of cultural paralysis. Indeed, not
only was being black associated with emotion and
distanced from reason; until recently most schools
of anthropology still saw non-Western cultures from
the point of view of a one-way evolutionary process,
with European society placed at the summit. A case
in point is the general European view of Egypt, in
which Pharaohs are seen as white and slaves as black.
Champolion, for example, denied the possibility of
the first Egyptians being black (Iniesta 1997). For
Diop (2012), any such denial also implies the denial of
the influence of black cultures on the birth of Greece,
the mother of Western civilization. In contrast, Diop
has argued that the Ancient Egyptian practises of
totemism and circumcision, a vitalist conception of
royalty ¬– very much in common with the rest of
Africa – together with the similarities between Egypt
and other African cultures in cosmogony, social
organization and the importance given to matriarchy,
all typify Ancient Egypt as a black African culture.
Figure 1,2. Members of Egyptian Royalty

From left to right: the Pharaohs Narmer and Mentunhtep II, whose
black facial features are evident.

As Iniesta points out (2007), this traditional
perspective goes as far as denying there can be
any reading of African history whatsoever, as prior
to European colonisation no history of this kind
supposedly existed. Africa, then, is still held captive
by the Hegelian claims mentioned above: it continues
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to be relegated to a non-historical status by a European
thought full of ignorance, disinterest and prejudice.
Proof of such a claim can be seen in the type of elitist
university education given during the colonial era, one
which ignored African history completely. In the case
of Spanish colonial education in Equatorial Guinea,
the main African quality presented was initially that
of savagery. This in time gave way to another, related
concept: the idea of black Africans as homo infantilis,
which in turn placed more emphasis on the idea of an
Africa whose people were in need of protection. Here
again, features of Hegelian thought can be seen. Such
propositions would become an argument with which
to justify Spanish control and the colony’s submission
(Fernández-Fígares 2003, p. 18; Bandrés & Llavona
2010). In a similar vein, attempts were made to
impose Spanish gender roles throughout Guinean
youth society, as these were considered to be more
dignified than local practices.

to the extent that later on some would even manage
to elegantly accuse Nigerian workers who were then
working on the island in conditions of semi-slavery
of ‘politely staging a growing invasion of the island’
(ABC, 22nd January, 1964, ‘Guinea y sus vecinos.
Nigeria, al otro lado del mar’). Even today, there
exists in the press a distorted image of Africa that
finds its origins in the colonial tradition. The recent
treatment of Nigeria in the Spanish press is a case in
point. The fact that ideas taken from the colonial era
(such as that of Africa as ‘the white man’s grave’) are
still alive today can be seen in the recent extensive
coverage given to the Ebola virus – even though it
causes infinitely fewer deaths than either AIDS or
malaria. The relevance here lies not, in fact, in the
seriousness of the outbreak but in the possibility of its
transmission to the ‘white man’. Similarly, the general
image presented of Nigeria is still one of violence
and disasters, which in many cases are portrayed as
implicitly related to either Islam or negritude (Maroto
This Western conception of African savagery can be 2015).
partially explained by reports of native populations
made by European explorers. Manuel Iradier, the Against this continual backdrop of invisibilization
first Spaniard to write about the Fang of Equatorial and distorted realities, we Europeans continue to
Guinea, provides us with an exotic image of Africa remain ignorant of the history of our neighbours,
in his writings in which cannibalism appears as one which is nevertheless very much a part of our
a very real threat. This desire to attribute savage own. It is high time therefore that we recognise our
behaviour to African populations, however, was also involvement in the historical events which have
common in the rest of Europe and and stemmed from taken place in areas of the world such as Africa. I
a longstanding medieval traditional later reinforced believe it to be a good way of decolonising our own
by European expansion in Africa. Mission to Cape selves, something which is tremendously necessary
Coast Castle and Ashante (1819) by Edward Thomas and which, as Jean Paul Sartre stated, involves the
Bowdich, Voyage au Como (1861) by Braouezec or deconstruction of our own ethnocentric discourse
Explorations and Adventures in Equatorial Africa with the help of new perspectives from researchers
(1861) by Paul Belloni Du Chaillu are just some from other traditions from other parts of the world. To
examples which paint a similarly savage image of this end, and following Sanou Mbaye (2010), I would
African populations (Sánchez 2011).
like to make special mention of Sundiata Keita, the
founder of the Mandiga Empire and the originator of
Indeed, both literature and the press have played a the Manden Charter (Kurukan Fuga) of 1222. The
pivotal role in the formation of the European image charter, now considered the first declaration of human
of Africa. Back in 1914, the writer José Más, author rights, puts into question the idea that Europeans
of novels such as En el país de los bubis (1919 - were necessarily the first to institutionalise ideals of
inspired by Fernando Pó, now the island of Bioko fairness. The following extract is a clear example of
in Equatorial Guinea) strikingly denounced Spain’s the recognition of individual liberty, the endeavour
lack of knowledge of its Sub-Saharan colonies in for solidarity, and the opposition of slavery:
the magazine Africa Española. Such was the level
of ignorance that in the national press of the day one ‘The hunters declare: all human life is one. […] but no
could, for example, read news reports that talked of life is ‘older’, more respectable than another. […] The
problems with the colony’s electrical wiring systems hunters declare: hunger is not a good thing neither is
at a time when no cabling had even been installed in the slavery; they are the worst calamities that can occur
area. The Spanish national press was also instrumental en this lower world. […] from now on, nobody will
in pushing for campaigns in Africa as compensation place the bit in the mouth of his equal to lead him
for Spain’s loss of its American colonies (Sánchez to sale; neither will anybody be beaten, much less
2014). Newspapers would continue to feed on ideas executed, because they are the child of a slave. The
and language drawn from a historically racist tradition hunters declare: from today, the spirit of slavery has
192
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been laid to rest […] Therefore, the hunters declare:
from now on, each one is master of their own person;
from now on, each one may act freely, each one has
a right to the fruits of their labour. This is the oath of
Manden, let the whole world hear.’
(Mbaye 2010, pp.133-4)
3. IS THE CURRENT EDUCATION
SYSTEM ETHNOCENTRIC? A STUDY OF
THE TREATMENT OF NON-EUROPEAN
QUESTIONS IN THE SPANISH UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM
Many would argue that education in contemporary
society is to a great extent an instrument at the service
of the state. It is hardly surprising therefore that the
content of school education has become little more
than a reflection of what the politicians and rulers
of each era have wanted to transmit to the coming
generations. Evidently, the very concept of education
has not remained the same throughout these periods,
given that it has itself undergone changes according to
the historical contexts in question and has gone from
being from a privilege limited only to the rich to an
inalienable right for all as part of the welfare state. As
we have seen, ethnocentrism was previously a reality
in Western education and, despite the intervening
years, Eurocentrism continues to dominate in
education even as far down as infant school. It is for
this reason, therefore, that Europeans of Maghrebi,
Asian, or Sub-Saharan African origin often end up
feeling excluded when they study a European history
which refuses to take into account the ethnic diversity
which modern European countries are made up of.

In terms of African education, Paul Tiyambe Zelaza
(2009) has noted the paradox which existed under
colonialism in African universities, who did not
even teach African history and relegated the entire
continent to the field of anthropological study.
Although African education initially received a strong
boost after the former colonies’ independence, it later
suffered under the structural adjustment programs of
the 1980s and 1990s as governments cut education
budgets and began to focus mainly on primary schools.
Nowadays, however, there is competition between a
number of dominant cultural positions, among which
the globalist, deconstructionist, developmentalist and
culturalist all stand out. Each of these is different
from the other and each contains a different level
of Eurocentrism. While, for example, the culturalist
perspective has led to a more Afrocentric focus,
numerous studies and new disciplines, the globalist has
conserved hugely Eurocentric roots which ¬–obliging
Zelaza (2009, p.131) himself to ask the question,
‘can African studies escape –even transcend– the
Eurocentric coding, the seductions and sanctions of
writing Africa by analogy?’
Neither has criticism of the strongly ethnocentric
element of university studies in Europe been lacking.
In Introduction: From University to Pluriversity: A
Decolonial Approach to the Present Crisis of Western
Universities, Boidin, Cohen and Grosfoguel (2012)
present a series of studies which clearly show the
urgent need for European universities to reinvent
themselves: to become capable of both adapting
themselves to and of making use of an intercultural
dialogue which might bring about a Pluriversity.
The book criticises a number of different European
universities. Among the most notable are papers
criticising the university situation in Holland,
where ‘minority research’ has been dominated by
a dominant elite which considers minorities groups
purely from the point of view of population dynamics
(Nimako 2012), and where certain historians have
tried to minimize Dutch involvement in the slave
trade (Hira 2012). Another interesting paper by María
Paula Meneses (2012) criticises, on the one hand, a
Portuguese historiography which has tried to silence
Portugal’s colonial involvement and, on the other,
a Mozambican historiography whose ambitions of
creating a nation state have led to the silencing of the
many and different historical accounts of the country’s
colonial experience.

Nevertheless, such Eurocentrism goes beyond the
education provided in Western countries. A study by
Albuquerque and Ibarra (2014) concluded that with
the exception of Argentina, Bolivia and the Dominican
Republic, history education in Latin American
countries focuses more on the history of the United
States and Europe than on the rest of Latin America.
They also highlighted how in Ecuador and Venezuela,
countries with a marked Pan-American political
discourse, both local and international history was
studied with a noticeably Eurocentric emphasis to the
detriment of Latin American study. Here, it is also
worth noting the deficiencies commented on by Vega
(2007), who highlights the fact that in many cases
the Latin American context is studied in both middle
and high school from a purely European perspective.
Against this, Vega proposes the development of other, In the case of the Spanish university and education
less Eurocentric models than those currently in use in system, there has been no real questioning of the
education system and in universities in particular.
Eurocentric model currently being followed. The
criticisms and improvements proposed both in the
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university system as well as the general education
system at large have focused on problems brought
about as a result of a lack of a centralised state
education policy: the more than eight educational
reform bills which have taken place in the last forty
years; the controversial entry of private business in the
state university system; and the need for a perspective
which would take into account both gender and (in the
case of historical studies) the multiple perspectives
of state and regional political history, an issue which
generates controversy to this day.

in the colonisation of Sub-Saharan Africa. This
silence amounts to the erasure of more than 200 years
of Spanish exploitation in the current territory of
Equatorial Guinea at a single stroke. The problem is
further exacerbated by a continued lack of familiarity
with non-European issues at university level, despite
the fact that universities supposedly enjoy greater
autonomy in their choice of courses than do secondary
schools. Indeed, the limited knowledge of both Africa
and Asia made available in Spanish universities is an
undeniable reality. An analysis of the courses currently
on offer gives serious pause for thought over just how
A cursory examination of current Spanish government knowledge is built in the university system, both in
legislation regulating the compulsory curricula of Europe and in Spain in particular.
secondary and high school education (Edict thirtyseven of the BOE, passed on 03/01/2015) shows that It is clear that both African and Asian studies form
non-European studies are practically non-existent. part of the periphery of university courses, to the
In fact, African issues are only studied as a brief extent that in some cases both continents form part
part of one subject in final-year secondary studies of a single subject. Furthermore, Asian studies
entitled ‘the process of decolonisation in Asia and often focus solely on one country, the Philippines,
Africa’ which completely ignores the role of Spain and on little more than on Spanish influence there.
Figure 3. Non-European Courses Offered in Spanish Universities by Province

Middle East (above left), Asia (above right), Latin America (below left) and Africa (below right).
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Incredibly, there is not a single course which focuses
on the period of Spanish colonisation in Africa, much
less one which might deal with the period before that,
in which these lands were exploited by the Spanish
upper classes.
Elsewhere, a very different phenomenon can be
seen. Latin American studies certainly epitomise the
idea that the history of Latin America is of interest
only insofar as Europeans (in this case the Spanish)
settled there. There is not a single Spanish university
which does not offer courses on Central and South
America; in fact, they are compulsory (see Figure
3). Nevertheless, the periods studied correspond
only to those in which the Spanish were present,
and clearly demonstrates that the academic interest
herein lies in the importance of Spanish involvement.
Indeed, it is a striking sign of academic priorities
that courses on pre-Columbian periods should be so
much scarcer and merely optional in nature. Or that
in the few courses where a reference is in fact made
to pre-Columbian peoples (such as the History of
modern America course) this introduction is clearly
designed to explain their political infrastructure as a
precursor to understanding the process of conquest.
Such Eurocentrism, however, is more complex
than mere indifference towards ‘the other’, or a
characterisation of their importance simply in terms
of a Spanish presence. In the case of those courses
which specifically focus on the history of the Middle
East, what is interesting is that all make reference to
ancient history, and all clearly state two fundamental
ideas: 1) the technical superiority of the Middle
East with regard to Europe at that time (for which
reason it is considered a subject worthy of study); 2)
a teleological vision of history, an idea with clearly
Western roots in which advances are made in linear
form towards progress. Nor is it strange to find a
course on the history of Islam, yet this is always in
relation to the presence of Islam in Spain.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND REFLECTIONS
The approach of European universities to the
knowledge of non-European situations currently
remains an extremely unresolved issue. While it is
true that each country has approached the subject
differently according to its particular historical
context, it is also true that Eurocentrism is in force
far beyond traditional Western borders, in parts of the
world such as Latin America or Africa. In the case
of Spain, two clearly different attitudes are evident.
On the one hand, there exists an attitude of complete
indifference and ignorance towards those situations
considered to be alien, such as pre-Columbian

America, Asia, the Middle East or Africa. On the
other, there is enormous interest in Latin America
when the object of study is what is termed Modern
and Contemporary History – a clear demonstration
that academic interest in the continent is directly
linked to Spain’s physical or economic presence
there. A third concern is the minimal, not to say zero,
academic interest in the Spanish colonisation of SubSaharan Africa and the Maghreb. There is a sense here
that history is being ‘racialized’, where the absence
of light-skinned colonists in Morocco, the Sahara, or
Equatorial Guinea seems more than motive enough
to ignore a part of history which affects us directly.
Here again, the whitewashing of yet another period
of colonial exploitation apart from the Americas may
well be a strong argument for avoiding the issue.
In Spain we continue to justify Hegelian ideas of
other continents’ lack of history to the extent that the
Spanish university system seems a long way indeed
from its purported emancipatory ideals – and further
still from any model of Pluriversity. Against such a
background it seems a matter of urgency that we ask
ourselves whether it is possible to build the common,
global projects which will be so necessary to our
future if we do not accept that the peoples we speak
to have structures of thought and epistemologies
different from the West’s, fruit of their own rich and
diverse histories. We need to ask ourselves whether
denying ourselves the historical knowledge of these
cultures is indeed beneficial, or whether on the
contrary, depriving ourselves of such information
is not in fact an act of cultural suicide. It is time
to recognise the diverse origins of the neighbours
who make up part of our cities, to learn of their
histories and of their cultures. Such a deepening of
understanding can only help improve both our social
relations and our sense of community. In this regard,
it is a key that educational institutions start to give
greater prominence to diversity. As I write, thousands
of refugees are arriving in Europe from Syria, risking
their lives because ‘death comes but once’. In Europe
we refuse to take them in, while other countries closer
to Syria are caring for them with far fewer resources
available. If we now fail to understand the history of
our neighbours, if we are incapable of understanding
their part in our own, if we are no longer able to
empathize with the most destitute among them –
then, to our great regret, the humanity of the West will
eventually become something studied only in history
books.
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